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Each of the 91 volumes contains a Preface by the General 

Editor.  The first paragraph of the Preface describes the place of 

the particular book in the sciences, after which the General Editor 

describes the Congress from which each of the books arose: 

"* 

I 
1 General Editor's Prcface- 

purposes of teaching and for curating, the peoples and cultureftif 
the vJh(Jd have traditionally been divided by continents — EurorofAsia, 
Africa, Oseania, America — and subcontinents — North, EMifWest or 
Southern Arriba, or South or Southeast Asia, or the Mjdnle East, or 
Mesoamerica. Fbspurposes of research, however, we/dsually begin in 
much smaller areas^yparts of nations, language uoups, or even local 
communities — and exte*hdour purview in thejMrections and as far as 
needed to provide context foNgroblems in wjrfeh we are interested. We 
may eventually return to a continental Mt^pective, or even one that is 
worldwide. With the growth of knbrcdge, subcontinental areas are 
being replaced by others which arp^maHe*or which cut across them or 
are interesting in other ways. T^tfs we now looVatareas around a sea, like 
the Mediterranean or the/'Caribbean or the whole Pacific ocean; or 
around the North Pole^or along a mountain rangeSike the Andes; or 
across vast deserts^ma/or grasslands; or along naturalSrpolitical bor- 
ders, such as inure present case where colleagues look frornaljdirections 
at the Himalayas. Although each scholar develops a particula^thesis, 
togethepfney provide a general perspective for Himalayan studiesT^any 
alscvfcfced one another for the first time in a Congress designed to br 

uupiuniJ lu Alllluupulu&y. 
Like most contemporary sciences, anthropology is a product of the 

European tradition. Some argue that it is a product of colonialism, 
with one small and self-interested part of the species dominating the 
study of the whole. If we are to understand the species, our science needs 
substantial input from scholars who represent a variety of the world's 
cultures. It was a deliberate purpose of the IXth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences to provide impetus in this 
direction. The World Anthropology volumes, therefore, offer a first 
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glimpse of a human science in which members from all societies have 
played an active role. Each of the books is designed to be self-contained; 
each is an attempt to update its particular sector of scientific knowledge 
and is written by specialists from all parts of the world. Each volume 
should be read and reviewed individually as a separate volume on its own 
given subject. The set as a whole will indicate what changes are in store 
for anthropology as scholars from the developing countries join in study- 
ing the species of which we are all a part. 

The IXth Congress was planned from the beginning not only to include 
as many of the scholars from every part of the'world as possible, but also 
with a view toward the eventual publication of the papers in high-quality 
volumes. At previous Congresses scholars were invited to bring papers 
which were then read out loud. They were necessarily limited in length; 
many were only summarized; there was little time for discussion; and the 
sparse discussion could only be in one language. The IXth Congress was 
an experiment aimed at changing this. Papers were written with the 
intention of exchanging them before the Congress, particularly in exten- 
sive pre-Congress sessions; they were not intended to be read aloud at the 
Congress, that time being devoted to discussions — discussions which 
were simultaneously and professionally translated into five languages. 
The method for eliciting the papers was structured to make as represen- 
tative a sample as was allowable when scholarly creativity — hence 
self-selection — was critically important. Scholars were asked both to 
propose papers of their own and to suggest topics for sessions of the 
Congress which they might edit into volumes. All were then informed of 
the suggestions and encouraged to rethink their own papers and the 
topics. The process, therefore, was a continuous one of feedback and 
exchange and it has continued to be so even after the Congress. The some 
two thousand papers comprising World Anthropology certainly then 
offer a substantial sample of world anthropology. It has been said that 
anthropology is at a turning point; if this is so, these volumes will be the 
historical direction-markers. 

As might have been foreseen in the first post-colonial generation, the 
large majority of the Congress papers (82 percent) are the work of 
scholars identified with the industrialized world which fathered our tradi- 
tional discipline and the institution of the Congress itself: Eastern Europe 
(15 percent); Western Europe (16 percent); North America (47 per- 
cent); Japan, South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand (4 percent). 
Only 18 percent of the papers are from developing areas: Africa (4 
percent); Asia-Oceania (9 percent); Latin America (5 percent). Aside 
from the substantial representation from the U.S.S.R. and the nations of 
Eastern Europe, a significant difference between this corpus of written 
material and that of other Congresses is the addition of the large pro- 
portion of contributions from Africa, Asia, and Latin America. "Only 18 
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percent" is two to four times as great a proportion as that of other 
Congresses; moreover, 18 percent of 2,000 papers is 360 papers, 10 times 
the number of "Third World" papers presented at previous Congresses. 
In fact, these 360 papers are more than the total of all papers published 
after the last International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnologi- 
cal Sciences which was held in the United States (Philadelphia, 1956). 

The significance of the increase is not simply quantitative. The input of 
scholars from areas which have until recently been no more than subject 
matter for anthropology represents both feedback and also long-awaited 
theoretical contributions from the perspectives of very different cultural, 
social, and historical traditions. Many who attended the IXth Congress 
were convinced that anthropology would not be the same in the future. 
The fact that the next Congress (India, 1978) will be our first in the 
"Third World" may be symbolic of the change. Meanwhile, sober consid- 
eration of the present set of books will show how much, and just where 
and how, our discipline is being revolutionized. 

derof the present book will be interested in others in 1 
which ill  iiiln   lili   |nii||||^inil|iilliinii ni 111 J_I  jj n^i i[ilii  il areas 
and/or long i niiyi ,| i if linn   i  i i ll i Minn mihirh prnvjde theory to make 
understajMtatfteboth the remarkable variations in human 1 

'"surprising recurrences! 

^ 

ChLü&v, Hhnoib 

The remainder of the present book describes in greater detail 

the Congress in which World Anthropology had its origins, beginning with 

the program summary (pp 000- ) which was placed on the chair of every 

member on arrival at the Opening Plenary Session together with a 

voluminous loose-leaf Program, some sample pages of which are on pp 000- 

An outline prepared by the Congress Service Corps for internal staff use 

detailing what the whole Congress was about is on pp 000- . 

1> 
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The remainder of this section tells how this program was 

developed beginning with the Proposals to the Permanent Council in 

May 1971 (pp 000- ).  The section ends describing the Conferences out 

of which much of the scholarly material for the sessions and books 

was developed (pp 000- ). 
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LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS COMMITTEE 
Organizational 

Chart 

CONGRESS SERVICE CORPS - (administration of Corps)  David Baumheckel 

1. Staff office at YMCA Hotel and Hilton 
2. Staff reception room 
3. Reception at Y August 30 (Roof Garden) and Morning refreshments 
4. Planning of orientation session August 30 
5. Awarding of scholarships 
6. Accomodations for Service Corps persons 
7. Work schedule for volunteers 

HILTON HOTEL (Physical arrangements) - John Franklin 

1. Parlors and Suites 
2. Bank 
3. Telephone installations 
4. Special accomodations for opera people and other VIPs 
5. Meditation room 

SESSIONS (Volunteer involvement) 

1. "Assistant Chair persons." 
2. Couriers 
3. Assistants to technical people and translators 
4. Care of headsets 

COMMISSIONS (assist in the meetings ) Sue Martich 

MEDICAL - Dr. Brados, Norene Cates R.N. 

CUSTODIAL 

1. Set up exhibits 
2. Ushering at concert and opera 
3. Assist photographers 
4. Put up signs 

SECRETARIAL - Elizabeth Roach, Duanne Pavlack 

AUDIO-VISUAL - Nick Vaczek 

1. Film festival 
2. Ad-Hoc film room 
3. Tape recording in sessions and Commissions 

DAY CARE AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN - Wendy Eastwood & Corinne Samyn 

TRANSPORTATION - David Vlcek 

1. Transportation to Pre-Congress conferences 
2. Busses to city from airport 
3. Maps of transit system 
4. Tokens 
5. Busses to Museums Sunday 2. 
6. Route busses 

Y 
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7. Print tickets. 
8. Directions on how to get from airport to city on CTA. 
9. Bus schedule. 

REGISTRATION AT HOTEL - Pat Padgett, Richard Quateman, Neal Neuberger 

1. Denim bags. 
2. Preparation of materials. 
3. Manning desks. 
4. Computer information. 

PRESS ROOM - Gail Kappe 

1. Identification for Press. 
2. Phones. 

GRAPHICS - Mirtha O'Brien 

Signs 
Badges 
Posters 

LIBRARY - Adeline Brorsen, Kineret Lichtenstein 

EXHIBIT - Louise Dand, Patricia Rodionoff 

1. Field Museum (August 5 and 6) - Spanish Cave Art Exhibit needs workers to 
set up (4 to 6 people) 

2. Science and Industry (August 23 and 24) Ethnic Communities. 
3. Arts and Crafts Exhibits. 
4. Sale of artifacts. 

EDITORIAL OFFICES - Two people at all times - John Whetsel 

BOOK FAIR - Tim Burke, Ron Phillips 

1. Books 
2. Papers for sale 

SECURITY - John Schmidt 

1. Contact Hilton security. 
2. Police. 
3. Storage Rooms. 
4. Consulates. 
5. Keys for balconies. 
6. Locks for phones in parlors. 
7. Bond for customs. 

SPECIAL EVENTS - Nick Zdunich 

1. Public Relations. 
2. Ushers. 
3. Work with Ken Myers. 
4. Clean up at theater. 
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INFORMATION - Rael Slavensky 

1. Desk Staff 
2. Nerve Center 
3. Guides 
4. Brochures on other museums, etc. 
5. List of Religious Houses of worship. 
5. List of Consulates. 
7. Banks with exchange. 

AIRPORT HOSPITALITY - E. Georgean Raulston, Fanny Hicks 

1. Workers in customs area to meet and assist international participants. 
2. Workers to assist participants in "The Congress Room." 
3. Workers to meet domestic flights. 
4. Workers to take tickets, attend to luggage. 
5. Corps workers to assist with refreshments, answer questions, be of 

assistance to participants. 
6. Show participants to busses or to connecting flights. 
7. Assist in any refreshment serving. 
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Programme  (white page),  front cover 

r /     /O ~ • Plenary 5eSSV£>A -for- -Me Cspe/n*j   ' '«^"«j 
Arriving at tho hotbl, each registrant was given a 

packet including:  (a) the loose-leaf program as described 

on the next pages; the Congress Procedures and Rules; 

lists of officers (see pp 000); descriptions of the 

pre-Congress Conferences and credits for financial help 

(see pp 000) ; separate descriptions of each of the 104 

sessions (see pp 000 for.the first page<describing each 

session); and the fold-out chart printed at the front of 

this boated 'PfOOi V 

(b) a 15 page booklet prepared by the Congress Service 

Corps, of which only the first 3 pages are reproduced 

(pp 000).  The other 12 pages included guides to Chicago's 

places of interest, including maps, restaurants, consulates 

and a guide to the hotel. 

(c) the September issue of Chicago magazine which provides 

a monthly guide to the cultural life of Chicago.  This 

issue included an article about the IXth ICAES. 
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The Congress as a whole divides into (1) Conferences 
and meetings 28-31 August, designed to prepare the gen- 
eral sessions of (2) the Congress, 1-8 September. These 
19 fascicles, bound together, concern only the General 
Sessions, in Chicago. 

Headquarters of the Congress are in the Conrad Hilton 
Hotel, 730 South Michigan Avenue. The first Plenary ses- 
sion, Saturday, 1 September, is held in Roosevelt Univer- 
sity's Auditorium Theater, Congress Street near Michigan. 
All other sessions, including the final Plenary on Saturday, 
8 September are in the Conrad Hilton. 

The 19 fascicles are arranged in the following order: 
2-1 (2 Sept., Hall/Salle 1); 2-2, 2-3, 2-4; 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 
3-4; 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 4A; 5 (5-1, 5-2, 5-3, 5^); 6-1,6-2, 
6-3, 6-4; 7. Together they describe 104 sessions in 57 
groups, all based on the 1650 completed papers which 
are in hand as the Congress opens. The bulk of the pro- 
gram is the listing of the abstracts of these completed 
papers. Many of the papers which are relevant to two 
or more sessions, are listed more than once. Conversely 
some 800 titles are not listed at all because the papers 
they represent were not received before the Congress. 

The 1650 papers were generated by an invitation in 
July 1971 (1) to propose a paper and offer an abstract 
of it by 1 January 1972, and/or (2) to propose a con- 
ference on a subject which would engage the interest 
of a broad international spectrum of scholars. About 
1,000 papers and 100 conferences were proposed. In 
March 1972 the proposals for papers were classified 
into groups which might become good books, and with- 
in a few months scholars had agreed to edit them and 
to take advantage of the opportunities for discussion 
that the Congress offered. At the same time many of- 
fers for Conferences were approved. Now editors and 
conference organizers could "mine" the rich supply of 
papers already proposed, seeing the new ones as they 
were proposed, and soliciting papers from still others. 
The Congress office coordinated the activities of Ed- 
itors and often wrote form letters on their behalf, watch- 
ing with interest as the Editors filled and balanced and 
internationalized their prospective Congress sessions and 
the books to result. 

In October 1972 a planning session urged that we hur- 
ry to send abstracts to Congress registrants so that they 
too could "mine" them for new sessions and books. In 
March of 1973 a book of 1592 abstracts (eventually fol- 
lowed by two supplements) went to all, by air to those 
distant. The result was a new flurry of creativity in many 
parts, and considerable last minute development of ses- 
sions. Late in June, a meeting of many of the editors 
(and others) put together a preliminary program which 
was printed and mailed at the beginning of August. 

The original deadline for completed papers was No- 
vember 1, 1972. By that date 145 papers had been re- 
ceived. In the following 3 months (to 31 January), 484 
were added. A lull followed, with only 225 in February, 

Le Congres dans son ensemble est divisé en deux parties: (1) les 
Conferences et reunions du 28 au 31 aoút, destinees á preparer le 
Congrés; (2) le Congrés lui-meme, du ler au 8 septembre. Les 1.9. 
fascicules ci-joints, qui sont relies ensemble, se rapportent unique- 
ment aux seances genérales a Chicago. 

Le quartier-général du Congres se trouve a l'Hdtel Conrad Hilton, 
730 South Michigan Avenue. La premiere séance pléhiére a lieu le 
samedi ler septembre a 1'Auditorium Theater de Roosevelt Univer- 
sity, Congress Street, pr'es de Michigan Avenue. Toutes les autres 
se'ances, y compris la seance pléniere finale du samedi 8 septembre, 
auront lieu a l'Hotel Conrad Hilton. 

Les 19 fascicules sont organises de la fagon suivante: 2-1, (2 
Sept., Hall/Salle 1); 2-2, 2-3, 2-4; 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 3-4; 4-1, 4-2, 4-3, 
4-Í; 5 (5-1, 5-2, 5-3, SA); 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, 6-4; 7. On y trouvera une 
description des 104 séances divisées en 57 groupes, toutes base'es 
sur les 1.65Q communications disponibles lors de l'ouverture du 
Congres. La majeure partie du programme est constituee par les 
resumes de ces communications termine'es. De nombreuses com- 
munications y fígurent plusieurs fois, car elles concernent plus 
d'une séance. Par contre, environ 800 titres ne figurent pas, 
parceque les communications correspondantes n'ont pas été recues 
avant le debut du Congres. 

Les 1.650 Communications sont le résultat d'une invitation en- 
voye'e en juillet 1971, demandant (l)l'envoi d'un titre de com- 
munication et d'un resume de cette communication avant le ler 
janvier 1972, et/ou (2) la suggestion d'une confe'rence sur un théme 
susceptible d'inte'resser un large evantail international de savants. 
Environ 1.000 communications et 100 conferences furent sou- 
mises. En mars 1972 les suggestions de communications furent 
triées afín de de'terminer celles qui pourraient devenir des livres de 
quelque intérét, et en l'espace de quelques mois leurs auteurs ac- 
ceptérent de les publier et de profíter de l'occasion offerte par le 
Congres pour les discuter. Simultane'ment, de nombreuses proposi- 
tions de conferences furent acceplées. Des lors, les éditeurs et les 
organisateurs de conferences purent "plonger" dans le riche reser- 
voir de Communications deja proposées, examiner les nouvelles 
Communications a mesure qu'elles arrivaient, et essayer d'obtenir 
des Communications de la part d'autres auteurs. Le bureau du 
Congrés a coordonné les activités des Éditeurs et a souvent envoyé 
des formulaires de leur part, tout en suivant avec intérét leurs 
progres dans leur effort d'internationalisation des seances du Con- 
grés et des livres qui devaient en résulter. 

En octobre 1972 lors d'une reunion d'organisation il fut decide 
d'envoyer rapidement les re'sumés a tous les participants inscrits, 
afín qu'eux aussi puissent y trouver matiére pour de nouvelles sé- 
ances et livres. En mars 1973, un fascicule comportant 1.592 re- 
sumes (suivi de deux supplements) fut envoye'á tous. II en resulta 
une nouvelle vague de créativite', et en demiére minute un devel- 
oppement considerable des séances. Vers la fin de juin, de nom- 
breux éditeurs (et autres personnes) se réunirent pour mettre au 
point un programme préliminaire, qui fut imprimé et expédié aux 
participants au debut d'aoüt. 

A l'origine, la date limite pour l'envoi des communications ter- 
minées avait été fixee au ler novembre 1972. A cette date, 145 
Communications avaient été recues, et 484 s'y ajoutérent durant 
les trois mois suivantsfjusqu'au 31 janvier). Un moment de calme 
suivit, et 225 communications seulement arrivérent en févier, mars 
et avril. Mais il en arriva 489 en mai, juin et juillet; et dans le seul 
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March and April. But May, June and July saw 498; and 
in August alone, the very eve of the Congress, almost 300 
were added - far more than in any previous month. From 
the beginning the design was to reproduce the papers to 
be read by all participants in advance of the Congress. 
But though we used air mail, the lateness of many papers 
frustrated the full plan, though members of conferences 
often got papers not generally distributed. 

On April 30th, four months before the opening of the 
Congress, a letter encouraged all Editors to state issues 
and to ask authors and chosen discussants to begin by 
mail the discussions which would take place at the Con- 
gress. This plan also was difficult to realize when so many 
papers were not yet written! By herculean effort 1,225 
papers were in fact printed before the Congress. Others 
could not be reproduced because of size (running some- 
times to 300 pages) or form (one paper was a long scroll 
which could only be displayed, not published). But for 
the most part the reason was simply that they had ar- 
rived too late to be processed. The several hundred papers 
that were not reproduced in advance arc available for 
study in the Congress library. 

As the Congress approached, urgent tasks and the flow 
of mail increased almost geometrically, and the work load 
threatened to render impossible the fínalization of a 
printed program in time for the Congress. Some of the 
staff at the end worked around the clock, and here it is. 

mois d'aoíit, a la veille du Congres, s'y ajouterent 300, bien plus 
que dans le cours d'aucun des mois precedents. 

Des le debut, nous avions eu l'intention de reproduire les com- 
munications, afin qu'elles puissent etre lues par tous les participants 
avant le Congres. Mais bien que nous ayons envoyé tout cela par 
avion, des retards ont compromis ce projet; cependant les partici- 
pants aux conferences ont ge'ne'ralement pu recevoir des communi- 
cations qui n'ont pas été distribuées a tout le monde. 

Le 30 avril, quatre mois avant l'ouverture du Congres, nous 
avons demande' á tous les e'diteurs de bien vouloir entrer en con- 
tact avec les auteurs et des discutants choisis afín de commencer 
par lettre les discussions qui auraient lieu au Congres. Ceci se trouva 
d'une realisation difficile, étant donne' qu'un si grand nombre de 
communications n'avaient pas encore été ccrites. A la suite d'ef- 
forts hercule'cns, 1.225 communications furcnt cffcctivcment 
imprimées avant le Congres. Ccrtaincs ne purent pas'etre rcpro- 
duitcs en raison de leur volume (parfois plus de 300 pages) ou de 
leur format (I'une d'entre elles se composait d'un long rouleau dc 
papier que Ton ne pouvait qu'exposer, et non publier). Mais pour 
la plupart d'entre elles, la raison ¿tail tout simplement qu'elles 
sont arrive'es trop tard. Les quelqucs centaines de communications 
qui n'ont pas été reproduces d'avance se trouvent a la bibliothequc 
du Congres oú elles peuvent etre examinees. 

Comme la date du Congres se rapprochait, les taches urgentes 
et l'inondation du courrier s'accrurent selon des proportions géo- 
métriques, et la surcharge de travail fut telle que ('impression d'un 
programme final a fail I i ne pas etre faite a temps pour le Congres. 
Plusieurs parmi les organisateurs ont travaillé jour et nuit, et enfin 
le voici. 

c 1 
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CONGRESS PROCEDURES AND RULES 

CONDUCT OF SESSIONS 

1. Only registered members of the Congress, showing 
valid badges, are permitted to enter session halls (1,2, 
3, 4); the motion picture theater; other rooms with of- 
ficial sessions; the Congress Library; and other Congress 
facilities. 

2. In sessions with simultaneous translation, no person 
may enter without the equipment through which the dis- 
cussion is heard. This equipment must be returned on 
leaving the room; the equipment itself will constitute 
an exit pass. 

3. All discussion through microphones is being tape 
recorded and will be used by the Congress in appropriate 
ways. It is assumed that the act of speaking into a micro- 
phone implies that permission is granted for such use. 

4. The sessions will begin and end on the minute to 
avoid the loss of any time from discussion. To give mem- 
bers time to assemble, therefore, halls will be opened and 
equipment available at least 30 minutes before a series of 
sessions begins. Sessions within a single hall are continu- 
ous; time between sessions is not for recess but only to 
allow shifting of panelists and physical arrangements. 

5. Allocation of discussion time within any session will 
be announced at the session and controlled by its manage- 
ment. Generally one-third of the time will be allocated to 
the organized panelists or discussants, one-third to the 
contributing authors, and one-third to general partici- 
pation. 

6. To prevent any questioner or discussant from ex- 
ceeding the time allocated, a timing device will cut off 
the microphone automatically and impersonally. 

7. Session organizers will generally make available in 
print by the start of each session the specific order of 
events unless this is made self-evident. 

8. All participants are invited to submit questions and 
comments in writing. Comments not spoken may be in- 
cluded in the publication which results from the session. 
Verbal comments may also be revised and amplified in 
writing for the use of the Editor. Inadvertent omissions 
of paper titles and abstracts, corrections, and late addi- 
tions will appear in the Proceedings of the IXth Congress. 

9. Hours and rules will be posted outside each Con- 
gress facility such as the Library, the Film Festival, aux- 
iliary meeting and viewing rooms, etc. 

10. Members of the Congress Service Corps are asked, 
and empowered, to maintain these rules impersonally. 

METHODES DE TRAVAIL, 
ET REGLEMENT DU CONGRES 

DEROULEMENT DES SEANCES 

1. Seuls les membres inscrits au Congres et titulaires de badges 
valides sont autorise's a pénétrer dans les salles ou se tiennent les 
séances (1,2,3,4), dans la salle de cinema, dans les autres pieces 
oú se déroulent des séances officielles, dans la bibliotheque du 
Congres, et dans les autres locaux du Congres. 

2. L'accés aux séances se de'roulant avec traduction simultanee 
n'est permis qu'aux personnes en possession de l'e'quipement nec- 
essaire pour entendre les discussions. Cet équipement doit etre 
rendu a la sortie de la salle, et servirá de bon de sortie. 

3. Toutes les discussions se déroulant par Pintermédiaire de 
micros seront enregistrées, et le Congres se reserve le droit de les 
utiliser comme il sera jugé bon. II est entendu que par le seul fait 
de parler dans un micro les participants autorisent le Congres á 
faire de leurs paroles cet usage. 

4. Les séances commenceront et finiront précisement á Pheure 
convenue, afín de ne perdre aucun temps pour les discussions. Par 
consequent, afín de donner aux participants le temps de se reunir, 
les salles seront ouvertes et l'e'quipement auditif disponible au 
moins 30 minutes avant le debut de chaqué serie de séances. 
Les seances se deroulant dans une meme salle se suivent sans 
interruption; le temps mort entre deux séances est destine'a 
permettre aux discutants de prendre leurs places et d'organiser 
leur materiel, et non pas a prendre une recreation. 

5. Le temps alloue' pour les discussions sera annonce lors de 
chaqué séance, et sera controlé par les organisateurs de la séance. 
En general, un tiers de ce temps sera reservé aux discutants oi'fíciels, 
un tiers aux auteurs ayant fourni des communications, et un tiers á 
l'ensemble de l'audience. 

6. Afín d'éviter que les questions ou les discussions ne dépassent 
le temps prescrit, un mécanisme coupera automatiquement et im- 
personnellement le micro au moment requis. 

7. En general les organisateurs distribueront au debut de chaqué 
seance le programme des événements de cette séance, sauf s'il va 
de soi. 

8. Tous les participants sont invites a soumettre des questions 
et commentaires par e'crit. Les commentaires qui ne seront pas faits 
oralement pourront etre inclusdans le document qui sera rédigé 
d'apres la seance. Les commentaires oraux pourront eux aussi etre 
revus et augmentes par écrit a l'usage des éditeurs. Les oublis de 
titres de communications et de resumes, les corrections et les addi- 
tions tardives paráitront dans le Compte-rendu du IXeme Congres. 

9. Les horaires et reglements seront affíches a l'entree des 
locaux utilises par le Congres, tels la bibliotheque, les salles de 
projection du Festival de cinema, etc. 

10. Les membres du Corps de Service du Congres ont recu 
Pordre, et ont le droit, de faire respecter ees reglements de facón 
impersonnelle. 

[_ J 
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The logo for the Congress was developed by the cooperative 
efforts of the Congress Service corps and the artists, Jaqueline 
Harrison and Donald Xingman, also volunteers. It illustrates 
mankind as a species, represented across five maior continents. 
The logo looks similar to the earliest pre-historic portrayal of 
mankind as well as the highly stylized, modernistic art of today. 
It is intented to bean appropriate symbolic representation of 
the Congress theme- ONE SPECIES, KAÍIY CULTURES. 

L'embleme de ce Congres est le resultat des efforts conjugues 
des raembres du Comité au Service du Congres et das artistes 
Jacqueline Harrison et Donald Kingman éga,lement benevoles. II 
represente l'humanité comme une seule éspece, dispersed dans 
les cinq principaux continents. L'embleme ressemble á la 
reprosentation prehistorique de l'humanité, aussi bien qu'a 
l'art moderne le plus stylise de notre epoque. 1'intention est 
d'illustrer le theme du Congres: UI\iE ESPECE, PLUSIEURS CULTURES. 

I 
L    ] 

El emblema del Congreso fue desarrollado en un esfuerzo conjunto 
de los miembros del Cuerpo de Servicios del Congreso. Los 
artistas, Jacqueline Harrison y Donald Kingman, son también 
miembros del Cuerpos1 de Servicio.- El emblema ilustra a la 
humanidad como una especie, reprentada en cinco continentes.- 
La figura es similar a las representaciones prehistóricas mas 
antiguas de la humanidad, y es similar también al arte moderno 
altamente estilizad©      »- La intención es represntar 
apropiadamente al tema del Congreso: UNA ESPECIE - MUCHAS CULTURAS, 



THE CONGRESS SERVICE CORPS 

:T.:< 
The Congress Service Corps Is a group of individuals who 
have volunteered to develop and maintain the working 
organization of the Congress. The majority of the Congress 
Service Corps volunteers are students in Anthropology, but 
other persons from all disciplines have joined to aid in 
the success of the Congress. The cultural diversity of the 
Congress is reflected in the Corps, represented by persons 
from the United States and other countries, including 
students from other countries studying in this U.S. The 
Congress Service Corps has been involved in all stages of 
planning and preparing for the Congress. They may be 
considered one of the most valuable resources available to 
Congress participants, and are eager to be cf service. 
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COMITÉ au SERVICE du CONGRES 

Le Comité au Service du Congres est un groupe de gens oui 
travaillent benevolement a 1'organisation du Conares.  La 
plupart de ces travailleurs benevoles sont des étudiants 
en anthropologie. mais d'autres, venant de n'importe ouelle 
autre specialité les ont rejoint pour travailler a la 
reuissite du Congres.  La diversité culturelle du Congres 
se retrouve dans le CSC, ou travaillent aussi bien des 
americains que toute autre  nationalite, y compris ceux qui 
etudient aux USA mais originaires d'autres pays.  Le CSC 
etait engage a tous les niveaux du development et de la 
nreparation du Conares.  Ce comité peut £tre considere córame 
une part essentielle du Congrés pour le bien étre de ses 
participants. 

CUERPO de SERVICIOS del CONGRESO 

El Cuerpo de Servicios del Congreso esta formado par un grupo 
de personas que voluntariamente se han  prestado para 
trabajar en^su planificación y realización. .Aunque en su 
mayoría esta formado por estudiantes de antropología 
también participan estu  diantes de otras profesiones. La 
diversidad cultural del Congreso se refleja en la 
estructuración de los grupos que forman los distintos Comités; 
formados por personas de distintas nacionalidades, incluyendo 
los Estados Unidos, otros paises y estudiantes extranjeros 
en los Estados Unidos. El Cuerpo de Servicies ha participado 
en todas las etapas de planificación y prepsracidn del 
Congreso. Su entrenamiento y deseo de cooperar puede 
considerarse como un recurso valioso para les miembros del 
Congreso; no dude en solicitar su cooperación en cualquier 
emergencia o información que necesite. 
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I M PORT ANT  INFORMATION 
R E N S E I GNEMENTS   IMPORTA 
I N FORM ACIÓN   IMPORTANTE 

NTS 

-PLEASE DO NOT USE ROOM TELEPHONES TO CALL OUTSIDE THE HOTEL 
AS THE RATES ON ROOM TELEPHONES ARE EXTREMELY COSTLY. 
-PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE HEADSETS FROM SESSION ROOMS 
-TELEPHONE FOR CONGRESS INFORMATION:  IN THE HILTON: 719; 

OUTSIDE THE HILTON:  786-1590. 
-Labor Day, September 3, is a National Holiday.  Banks, Govern- 
ment Offices, etc. will be closed. 
-The Congress has provided Route Busses leaving regularly from 
the 8th St. Entrance at reduced rates (consult Route Bus map). 

") 

-S.V.P. N'UTILJSEZ PAS LES TELEPHONES DE CHAMBRE POUR APPELER 
A L'EXTERIEUR DE L'HOTEL 

-LAISSEZ LES AUDIPHONES DANS LES SALLES DE SESSIONS, S.V.P. 
-TELEPHONES POUR INFORMATION SUR LE CONGRÉS:  DANS LE HILTON: 
719; EXTERIEUR DE HILTON:  786-1590 

-Le Lundi. 3 Septembre, est un jour de conge national, "Journee 
du travail"; en consequence, toutes les bangues, bureaux 
du government, etc. seront fermés. 

-Les Congres fourjjit des cars quittant réguliérement l'entrée 
de la 8e rue a tarif réduit. (Consultez la carte des cars 
da. Congres) 

] 

-POR FAVOR, NO USE LOS TELEFONOS DEL CUARTO PARA LLAMAR FUERA 
DEL HOTEL 

-POR FAVOR, DEJE LOS AUDÍFONOS EN LAS SALONES DE CONFERENCIAS 
-TELEFONOS PARA INFORMACIÓN SOBRE EL CONGRESO:  DENTRO DEL 

HILTON: 719; FUERA DEL HILTON:  786-1590 
-El 3 de Septiembre es dia de Fiesta Nacional (Dia de Labor) 

Los Bancos y las oficinas de Gobierno estaran cerradas. 
-Hay buses especialmente por el Congreso, saliendo regularmente 
del lado de la Calle Ocho.  Este precio es mas barato que los 
precios de los buses de la ciudad. 

"J 

h 

EMERGENCIES/ SERVICES D'URGENCE/ EMERGENCIAS 

Fire/ Pompiers/ Bomberos: (city/ville/de la ciudad) FI7-1313 
(Hilton/Hilton/ del Hilton) 'O1 (operator) 

Police/ Police/ Policía (city/ville/ de la ciudad) PO 5-1313 

Doctor/ Docteur/ Medico:  709 (Room/ Salle/ Cuarto PDR 9) 
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Folklore  (87) 

Organizer:     Justine Cordwell 

Chairman:    Linda Degh 

Topics  for Discussion:     The aesthetic aspects of Folklore and Its 
role in society as  a key to  cognitive systems. 

Monday 
Lundi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 

3 
2 
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SOME TRADITIONAL SYMBOLS IN SLAVONIC 

Numerous traditional symbols derived from ancien 
and connected with rites survived as artistic images. 
they were reinterpreted in the process. It is import. 
fore, to determine not only their origins but also thi 
tion. 

The paper is concerned with Slavonic folk poetry 
with the ancient assimilation of death and wedding.  The 

river, which symbolized passage into 

ciated 
rossing 

Id in both 
wedding and funeral'rites, was preserved only in wedding songs 
and from them passed into lyrical songs as a symbol of marriage. 
Departure for a distant strange land retained its ancient mean- 
ing only in funeral rites, whereas in wedding poetry the'strange 
land and people came to be conceived realistically as the home 
and family of the groom.  In lyrical songs, the image acquired a 
social connotation, military service.  The death-wedding metaphor 
is encountered in lyrical (and sometimes epic) songs predominant- 
ly in one situation: the hero, dying away from home, requests 
that his relatives be informed about his marriage in a strange 

Thus the ancient meanings of traditional images survived in 
ritual poetry and allegoric usage as symbols or.metaphors, while 
as applied to real life they acquired a realistic character. 

0222  UTLEY, Francis Lee, LIFE-HISTORY AND STRUCTURE RECONCILED 

Though the old war between evolutionist and diffuslonist 
Is In truce, skirmishes continue between the life-historians 
and the structural analysts and theorists of the folktale. 
Despite just criticism of early flaws in the Finnish historical- 
geographical method, it still remains a valid approach to any 
widely-documented folktale type.  Its previous concern with or- 
igins la better replaced with cultural contrast between tales, 
the mapping of distribution and the search for migration routes, 
the Identification of sub-types, and the investigation of folk- 
tale process.  The Thompson folktale entity and the Propplan 
archetype need not be rigid alternatives; they only represent 
different layers of abstraction.  Other structuralists like 
Ltfvi-Strauss, Dumezil and Dundes rightly search for universal6 
among the particulars, but they like historians must bow to 
cautions against too scanty a use of fresh particulars. Strat- 
ificatlonal studies could combine the two methods: the study of 
the reflection in oral literature of man's psychological sets 
and cultural milieu will gain by the close comparison of examples 
of a stable folktale type, its variations, and Its various tell- 
ers' set and milieu. 

1409   VIRSALADZE, E., THE MASTERS OF ANIMALS, WOODS AND WATERS 
IN CAUCASIAN FOLKLORE  • 

This paper reviews the principal observations and theoret- 
ical propositions connected with "The Master of the Animals" in 
Caucasian studies.  Our observations derive from Georgian folk- 
lore with reference to analogous phenomena in the folklore of 
other Caucasian peoples. 

According to the beliefs of some Caucasian peoples, the 
animals, waters, woods, and cliffs have protector-spirits, on 
whom man depends for success in his material activities.  There 
exist historically distinct stages in the development of this 
image.  The oldest of these is a gigantic fish or snake, con- 
nected, among other things, with the monuments of MeBolithlc 
culture.  Other zoomorphlc incarnations of the protector-spirits 
are the aurochs, deer, bird, and wolf.  These give rise to the 
image of a woman who only rarely assumes the aspect of an ani- 
mal.  The protector-spirits of individual phenomena later crys- 
tallize into a deity which functions as protector of animals 
and hunters, goddess of fertility, weather, etc. 

The goddesses of fertility of all peoples were originally 
goddesses of the mountains and mistresses of animals.  Very 
early, a male Image emerges and gradually becomes dominant. 
Then astralization sets in.  In Georgia the female image is as- 
sociated with Venus and the male with the moon. 

ely, not independently.  Closely interconnect- 
xist in the folklore of all peoples. The sys- 

tem of the genres within a given folklore is a structural unit, a 
hierarchy, marked enough to permit, by its objective description, an 
approximation by a definite number of analyzing steps. The system of 
genres can be described by textural, communicative and general sys- 
tem research means, according to what we can emphasize the social 
communicative features of the given hierarchies of genres.  For de- 
scribing the communicative features of a hierarchy of folklore gen- 
res, we have to deal mainly with 4 problems: text and context in 
folklore, paradigmatical and syntagmatical units of folklore, per- 
formance and competence in folklore, the factors of communication as 
factors of genre hierarchy.  The paper deals with the enumeration 
and systematizatlon of factors of social communication in order to 
detect a system of binary oppositions and to show a level theory of 
genre hierarchy oppositions. Therefore the paper does not represent 
any given system of particular folklore genres, but deals with me- 
thodical problems of their investigation. 

I 



Society and Politics at the National Frontier  (81) 

Organizer and Chairman:    A.P.   Sinha 

Monday 
Lundi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 

3 
3 
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Topics  for Discussion:    Ethnicity vis-a-vis sub-national loyalties 
and nationalism;  modernization, political mobilization and problems 
of redefinition of  cultural  and political identity  symbols  in  the 
wider national group;   extension of agencies of political  communication 
and economic development and the impact of these on'the hitherto 
isolated/culturally segregated ehtnic groups inhabitating the  frontier 
areas;  the role of the army,   and impact of its presence at  the national 
frontiers on the emergence of nationalism,   trans-nationalism and, 
internal defense;  political compulsions of development  administration 
and reactivation of sub-nationalism or cultural atomisation;  interna- 
tional politics and pan-nationalism;  and other topics which may be of 
interest to political anthropologists, economic anthropologists,  and 
anthropologists involved in the study of communication,  culture 
change. 

r 
 imllate with the dominant culture of the new region. The 
purpose of this paper Is to demonstrate how the social status of 
sub-groups within a minority community affects their priorities 
for Identity either for assimilation or for separatism. The 
community under study consists of Marathl speakers who migrated 
to Tamllnadu In South India about two centuries ago.  The two 
major sub-groups within this community are: Brahmins and Tailors. 

It seems that in the context of South Asian culture and 
society, groups of higher social status, Brahmins in this case, 
take on the regional identity much more easily since they can 
readily associate themselves with the Sanskrltic "great tradi- 
tion" shared by all regions.  On the other hand, groups which 
are lower in status, such as the Tailors, appear to retain 
their identity with the religious sect of their homeland.  In 
addition, if such a group is desirous of upward social mobility, 
they prefer an all-India "varna" identity.  For example the 
Tailors in this community claim warrior status by Identifying 
themselves with an all-India Kshatrlya association. Thus 
language, although still retained in the home environment, is no 
longer a strong force of group identity.  Instead, regional, 

0601   BROMLEY, Yu.V.,  ON TYP0L0GIS1NG ETHNIC COMMUNITIES * 

The ethnic structure of mankind is extremely complex, as is seer 
in the multitude of forms of ethnic communities and in their hierar- 
chical character. A more precise semantic delimitation of terms in 
use and introduction of new ones is called for. 

A distinction must be made between ethnos in the narrow sense 
(ethnikos) and ethnos In the broad sense (ethno-social organism). 
Then, terminology of levels of ethnic hierarchy should be delimited; 
for this purpose the following notions can be Introduced: (a) "basic 

"micro-ethnic units" 
the following notions 

ethnic units"; (b)"elementary ethnic unlt_ 
(c) "macro-ethnic units"; (d)"sub-ethnoses" 

Also ethnic nomenclature should be discriminated in the histori- 
cal-phasic respect, depending on an ethnic community belonging to 

This paper addresses itself to the problem of ethnicity and 
its persistence as an element in societal organisation. Two 
approaches to this problem tend to be current in the literature 
of anthropology.  Following Barth and others, the critical focus 
-**    approach is the social interactional processes by which 

certain socio-economic a group of struct (for ex- 

tional orders or cultural forms that issue from interactional 
processes.  Neither of these approaches pays sufficient atten- 
tion to the ecological dimensions of ethnicity, particularly to 
the role of resource competition in relationship to techno-en- 
vlronmental parameters.  A more materialistic research strategy 
is suggested.  To illuminate this strategy, several hypotheses 
are interrogated with reference to data collected on ethnic 
populations in Guyana.  It is concluded that the formation of 
ethnic populations is, in the first instance, a result of the 
selective adaptation of populations to different techno-envlron- 
ments.  Once the intergeneratlonal behavioral codes of these 
populations are established, elements of these codes become 
strategic whenever they confer competitive advantage in the com- 
petition for resources. To a considerable degree, the corporate 
organisation and differential incorporation of ethnic populations 
within an overall public domain is a function of the quality, 
quantity, and accessibility of environmental 

M32 

Israeli collective identity has developed from some basic Ide- 
ological-revolutionary premises and faces now, with growing differ- 
entiation and stabilization, many new problems. The central prob- 
lem in Israel as In other modern ideological societies has been the 
extent to which commitments to broader values and to collective re- 
sponsibility can be maintained in the wake of the weakening of spe- 
cific ideological commitments and orientations.  The possibilities 
of erosion of such wider commitments often become manifest in two 
major, often interconnected, ways - in the narrowing of the scope 
of wider cultural and social orientation and in the growth of 
cleavages and conflicts in the central symbolic sphere. On the 
other hand, there exist within the Israeli cultural scene some 
trends and forces which tend to counter the tendencies to erosion. 
Among the most important are the relatively flexible relationship 
to different traditions and the relative lack of over-all-cultural 
splits between different camps.  It is important to note that, un- 
til now at least, the changing Israeli identity has been able to 
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Anthropology of Southeast Asia  (13.4) 

Organizer and Chairman:     Willis E.   Sibley 

Co-Chairman:    William Wilder 

Topics for Discussion:    A broad overview of the anthropology of 
Southeast Asia with  input  from a wide range of papers submitted,  and 
especially those which follow. 

Monday 
Lundi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 

3 
4 
4 

The aboriginal population of Western Mu laysin now consists 
of about 52,000 people. Whí It- this is only a very small propor- 
tion of the total population, the administration of the aborig- 
ines presents special difficulties, since they are spread out in 
small settlements over a vast and remote area of jungle. 

Before World War II there was no serious attempt at adminis- 
tration.  The aborigines were Largely left alone, but suffered a 
degree of economic exploitation by other races.  The aborigines 
suffered a major cultural shock during the "Emergency", the 
period when war-fare broke out between Insurgents and the then 
colonial government Ln 1954.  Both sides brought enormous 
pressures on the jungle population, with almost catastrophic 
«results. 

A special government department was eventually set up to 
cater for aboriginal affairs and In a comparatively brief space 
of time this had become a large and reasonable efficient organ- 
isation. The main tasks of the new department were the provision 
of medical services, educationi and attempts to raise the 
aborigines' standard of living.  After the achievement of 
Halayslan independence, this work was rapidly speeded up. 

The paper describes the work of the Department, with special 
reference to significant social and cultural changes taking place 
among the aboriginal population. These changes are analysed from 
three polntB of view: the introduction of i 
the effects of planned social change, and < 
unintended consequences arising therefrom. 

0W4   FLORES-MEISER, Enya P.. SOME DIFFERENTIAL PATTERNS IN THE 

In the anthropological tradition of participant observation 
supplemented by semi-structured interviewing and questionnaire, 
the social phenomenon known as compadrazgo was studied in a Tag- 
alog city ln the Philippines.  The date were collected in the 
Bummers of 1969 and 1971 with one, among a number, major objec- 
tive in mind: To test some of the hypotheses established by Van 
den Berghes (1966) on the relationships between the socioeconom- 
ic structure and compadrazgo in a Mexican community.  Patterns 
Involving the choice of compadres and comadres for the baptism, 
confirmation and marriage rituals; and frequency of visiting, re- 
ciprocal obligations and proscribed conduct and taboos among in- 
dividuals in the compadrazgo network are analysed for three socio- 
economic groups.  The determination of the latter grouping was 
done by employing both the subjective and reputational methods in 
stratification studies. 

The setting for this study is a city of 112,000 people of 
whom approximately 407, live in the población (core city) and the 
rest reside in the outlying barrios. 

OTflB   ICHIKAWA, Kenjlro,  SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CHANGE OF 
JAPANESE AND CHINESE IN THAILAND 

The fear for expanding Japanese economic activities in 
Thailand has been voiced of Japanese domination of the national 
economy which has been expressed previously with respect to the 
Chinese. Almost 5000 Japanese technicians, government and com- 
pany workers ln Thailand, who stay there only 3 to 5 years, tend 
to live within an Isolated Japanese society, centering around 
the Japan Embassy, the Japan Society, sport clubs, or sight- 
seeing trips in group. They work hard until midnight in order 
to get promotion after going back to Japan. Children in Bangkok 
go to the Japanese School for receiving compulsory education in 
Japanese by Japanese teachers and then go back to Japan for 

higher education.  They usually do not want Intermarriage, mainly 
because of their social and cultural homogenlty. 

While, 3.5 million ethnic Chinese, among whom over 2.5 
million people have already assimilated to Thai Boclety, have 
immigrated for many years and nowadays, local born Chinese- 
Thai usually study at school In the Thai language.  Although 
the olders think much of Chinese associations, as Chamber of 
Commerce, speech groups, or the same surname groups, the youngers 
who can not understand Chinese character, prefer to live ln Thai 
society as the Thai. The Chinese in Thailand change their ways 
of life witfh the changing Thai society, while the Japanese al- 
ways think about how to adjust their life ln Thailand to the 
rapid changing society In Tokyo and Osaka. 

rting a . 
often differ from the administrative village boundarle 

A few decades ago the numbers of novices and monks started 
decreasing and by the middle of this century It seemed that the 
monasteries might disappear within a generation and with them 
the traditional village structure.  Then ln the middle sixties 

in the stlc life 

lal 

Both the decline and the revival were closely linked with 
changes ln the educational system. In the past monasteries ha< 
the monopoly of schooling and thus also of one channel of 
climbing. When compulsory primary education in secular schools 
became the rule, there was much less Incentive for boys to beeo 
monks. While literacy was now almost universal, secondary educ 
tion was still too expensive for the poor boy. -The sangha vas 
developing its present system of higher monastic education for 
several decades, but the breakthrough came In 1963 when the 
certificates from monastic educational institutions became re- 
cognized as valid qualification for secular employment and thus 
facilitated social mobility. 

of the paper to raise problems about bilateral social organi- 
zation which found throughout the Philippines.  Batangan social 
structure Is of considerable Interest as it appears to provide 
a variant of cognatlc society. 

Although there are widespread similarities between the 
peoples who speak of themselves as Batangan, or Taobuld, there 
are subcultural and social distinctions. The initial work among 
the Batangan has been concerned with distinction between two 
groups. Bayanan and Saragan, which I reported last congress at 
Tokyo in 1968, and their relationships with the large Filipino 
society.  And in this paper the writer is concerned with two 
specific problems: (1) the emergence of the formal leader and 
his household line among them.  It is hypothesis in this paper 
that these are equlvarent: and (2) the social mechanism for In- 
heriting ritual paraphenaila and the succession to magical- 
religious office. 

1772  KURAIS, Muhammad, II, FOLKLORE OF SOUTHEAST ASIA 

Problem. Folklore of Southeast Asia is nade up of short 
stories collected through a face to face method by letting the 
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The Physical Anthropology of Prehistoric Populations   (3Í 
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Co-Organizers  and Co-Chairmen:     Eugene Giles 

Charles Merbs 

Session 
Seance ' 

Topics  for Discussion;     Aspects  of the prehistoric physical anthropology 
of early and later populations  around the world, with special emphasis 
on osteological,   dentitional,  and paleoserological evidence. H 

J. Lawrence, PALE0C0LOGY, PALEODEMOGRAPHY AND 

Increasing density of population, the usual touchstone of 
evolutionary success, now threatens to bury man in his own urban 
avalanche of people: health and long survival of mothers and 
children paradoxically leads to this impasse.  Has anything like 
this happened before? Yes, twice, once at the end of Upper 
Paleolithic, and again in the collapse of the ancient world, in 
each case leading to a stronger biocultural revival. 

The major ecologic variables are climate, soils, food plants 
and animals for meat protein. The major demographic and health 
variables are female longevity, reproductive capacity and child 
survival (foetal and Infant loss is less relevant), with actual 
disease and overpopulation secondary negative forces: a healthy 
population can carry a big disease load. 

In the Eastern Mediterranean over 2,000 skeletons of 14 
periods from Upper Paleolithic to modern times support the hypo- 
thesis of complex but positive feedbacks between ecology, diet, 
longevity and population density as follows: after a sharp 
Mesollthlc depression increase in adult female longevity up 
above 30 allows density increase as farming develops, with rapid 
advance shortly before 500 B.C., fallowed by decline and re- 
advance after the Industrial Revolution.  Fertility change 
parallels female longevity except in (Hellenistic-) Roman times 
of depressed reproduction in urban overcrowding. 

The agreement of the metric and scopic indices on the Euro- 
?ean Late-Paleolithic crania Is uncertain and they fail to fall 
nto clearly defined groups. The sole exception is the prepon- 

derance of one of the three combinations of Indices for a few 
specimens, some 10 male crania out of the 40 about which suffi- 
cient data are available. The later Paleolithic skeletons, with 
rare exceptions, are found in Isolated burials and represent vari 
ous versions of cranial shape differentiation not yet refined by 
••lection.  Some variants are spread over the entire Eukumene: 
the Oberkasael skull resembles the Kaylor skull from Australia 
by the aaglttal contour; the Combe-Capeile skull coincides with 
the male skull from the Upper Chou Kou Dan Cave: the facial 
skeletons of the compared forms differ by no greater margin than 
within the European Cromagnon group.  The intraspecies taxons 
(races) had not yet emerged in a final form during the European 
Late Paleolithic, which* however, does not rule out the possi- 
bility of non-uniform occurence of certain complexes. 

The discovery of several ancient human remains from the 
archaeological sites at Harappa in Indus valley region, belonging 
to the Chalcollthlc Age dating from 2500-1SOO B.C. has thrown an 
Invaluable light on the presence of several Racial elements among 
the early population of Indo-Paklstan subcontinent. The authors 
have studied the metrical characters and aleo the morphophysical 
features of the Harappan skeletal remains representing 72 individ- 
uals of both sex and compared them with those of the contemporary 
human remains unearthed from other ancient sites in Indo-Paklstan 
as well as the near East and Middle East in Western Asia. The 
detailed and comparative analysis revealed the following ethnic 
elements - vls(a) Large headed Rugged and finer Proto-Nordic type, 
(b) Small smooth Proto-Mediterranean or Mediterranean type, (c) 
Alplne-Armenoid type and (d) a Low headed dollcho-mesocranial 
type akin to Veddold or Proto-Australold. 

The comparative study of their metrical characters with 
those of the present living population inhabiting Punjab, Guzrat, 
Uttar Pradesh, Behar Bengal and South India showed the continuity 
of the same ethnic strains through centuries not effecting the 
basic genetype of Indus Valley population. 

0054 DAVIDE, D.T., and GRILLETTO, R.R., DETERMINATION OF THE 
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION BETWEEN THREE SAMPLES OF EGYPTIAN, 
ETRUSCAN AND ROMAN SKULLS 

ments with which 
been considered i 
averages, deviances, variances, codeviances, we could calcu 
the discriminant function and the D2. 

We obtained significant results: the passage Etruscans 
Romans is easy; more difficult is the one Egyptians-Ecrusca 
The Egyptians and Romans are completely different. 

The material on the Neolithic Age in the Eastern Baltic lands, 
which covers the period from the 4th to the middle of the 2nd mil- 
lennia B.C., has lately been •supplemented with fresh cranioioglcal 
material from the burial grounds of Zvelnieki and Ábora. This far, 
97 well-preserved crania have been discovered in the territory un- 
der survey, which enables us to study the anthropological types and 
genesis of the following three Neolithic cultures: the Narva cul- 
ture (Early Neolithic); the culture of pitted - combed (ware devel- 
oped and Late Neolithic); and the culture cf cord-pottery ware and 
battleaxes (Late Neolithic). 

of the northern regions of Central Europe and the contiguo 
of Eastern Europe, 

The second Europold dolichocranlal anthropological type - that 
of the tribes of the cord-pottery culture - which penetrated Into 
the territory under survey In the Late Neolithic, had originated In 
the territory between the Vistula and the Dnieper; it succeeded the 
dolichocranlal Europold type. 

The anthropological type 
cobbed ware belonging to the d r_  _._ , „_ 
cranial features and a flat face with a Mongoloid component. 

Subsequently, the interaction between the two basic anthropo- 
logical types, the dolichocranlal Europold type which originated In 
the north of Central Europe and the mesocranial hybrid type whose 
nearest analogies are found to the east, determined the anthropolog- 
ical composition of the Baltic and Baltic-Finnish population of the 
territory under survey. 

0082   D0KLADAL, Milan,  THE VARIATIONS OF THE CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE 
OF THE SHAFT OF LONG BONES IN MAN AND THEIR PRACTICAL USE - 
PART I - THE FEMUR * 

Variability in the shape of the human femur shaft in cross-sec- 
tion was investigated for the purpose of bone identification. Hrd- 
licka's classification (prismatic, elliptic, round, quadrilateral, 
and planoconvex) was applied. In historical and contemporary Czech 
populations, the most frequent are the elliptic (about 307.) and the 
prismatic (about 107.) . Round and quadrilateral types are represent- 
ed by only a Bmall percent (about 5% and 27.), and the planoconvex 
type has not been found.  More than half of the 200 femurs invest!- 
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Bibliography and Documentation  (10) 

Organizers:    Monica Parrot 

Susan G.  Martich 

Local Arrangements Chairman:    Lester Asheim 

Topics  for Discussion:     Developed in  cooperation with UNESCO's  Committee 
on Documentation in the Social Sciences to establish improved channels 
for the dissemination of anthropological information.    A Pre-Congress 
Conference precedes the session at the university of Chicago Libraries. 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 
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KOPCZYNSKA-JAWORSKA, B. , CLASSIFICATION DES DONNEES 
MISES AU SERVICE DE LA DOCUMENTATION ET DE L'INFORMA- 
TION ETHNOLOGIQUES  * 

Traite des travaux et decisions prises par le Centre de 
Documentation et d'Information Ethnographlques de la Societe 
Ethnologlque Polonaise, pour 1*elaboration d'un systeme d'an- 
alyse et de méthode pour le recherche des donne'es disperse'es 
dans les archives ethnographlques, en vue d'une synthese de 
l'ethnographle polonaise. 

^Une discussion preliminaire a porté sur 1*adoption d'un 
•ysteme determine de classification.  On a d'abord étudie' les 
principes  regiasant une classification corréete du point de 
vue formel, elaboree a partir des expressions verbales et uti- 
liaable dans 1'analyse des documents primaires et secondalres. 
On a constate* qu'en ralson de l'état actuel de la systematlque 
des sciences, des insuffisances termlnologiques et de la di- 
vers ite' ontologique des elemente culturéis etudie's, on ne pou- 
valt ¿tablir une classification corréete dans le cadre des 
sciences ethnologiques.  Mais consne on sent actuellement un 
be so in urgent d' informations tres exact es, on a opté' pour un 
•y a teme de recherche inspire' des principes utilises pour 1' 

elaboration d'un catalogue de matleres base sur une liste de 
termes (denominations de themes) qui expriment le contenu non 
aeulement de l'objet méme des considerations, maIB aussi des 
facteurs teoporels et spatlaux.  La documentation suppose 1' 
emploi des symboles verbaux. 

The Council for British Archaeology provides two separate 
and complementary information services for its subscribers. 
The "Archaeological Bibliography" has provided for 30 years now 
a deep index to all articles published in British archaeologi- 
cal periodicals; however, this publication appears some 15 
months after the end of the calendar year that It covers.  In 
1968 the Council launched a new publication, "British Archae- 
ological Abstracts," Intended to provide a six-monthly conspec- 
tus of the most significant articles so that workers could keep 
more readily abreast of the literature.  The proceas of planning 
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International Cooperation in Research and Documentation (44) 

Chairman:  Representative of the Commission on Documentation, 
Bibliographic and Reference Tools 

(to be selected) 

Topics for Discussion:  Report and discussion of the work done by 
the Commission during the Congress. Proposals for reaching the goal 
of international cooperation to better serve the advancement of 
anthropology. 

Friday 
Vendredi 
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Ethnological Museology  (28) 

Organizer:    Barrle Reynolds 

Local Arrangements Organizers:    Thomas F.  Kehoe 

Kenneth Starr 

Topics for Discussion: A report and discussion will follow a Pre- 
Congress Conference organized by UNESCO's International Council of 
Museums at the Milwaukee Public Museum. 

Wednesday 
Mercredi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 2 

0602   BROOK, S. I., PROBLEMS OF CARTOGRAPHY IN ETHNOGRAPHY * 

Many of the social sciences are now searching for new re- 
search methods, largely because of the necessity of coping with 
unprecendented levels of information.  The quantitative method 
has been applied to several social sciences.  The cartographic 
method has all of the advantages of the quantitative method and 
some of Its own, chief among these is the ability to simultan- 
eously demonstrate changes of various objects and influences In 
time and space.  Maps permit studies with more "concreteness" 
and detail, and often reveal relationships other methods would 
only reveal with difficulty.  Broad application of the carto- 
graphic method also meets the need for quickly indicating dis- 
appearing elements of traditional cultures.  Finally, the areas 
of dispersion of many ethnic objects and influences intersect, 
giving rise to combinations of «laments which change over time. 
Interpretation of such changes Is the aim of cartographic re- 
search.  In ethnography, where cartographic research has had a 
prominent place for several decades, we can Identify two basic 
types of map:  (1) historical-ethnic and ethnic,showing past 
and present settlements of peoples; (2) historical-ethnographic 
and ethnographic, reflecting various aspects of past and present 
life of peoples.  A large number of maps of both types have re- 
cently been published and have had noticeable influence on ethno 
graphic and ethnogeographic research In the USSR. 

0663   COHN, Michael,  RESEARCH ROLE OF LOCAL MUSEUMS 

Overshadowed by the prestigious national collections, 
smaller museums hav* often been relegated to the status of 
Renaissance "Wunderkarmner" or an adjunct to the school system. 
This neglect should be remedied and the collections of these 
museums might serve as a substitute for the rapidly disappearing 
archeologlcal sites in training anthropologists and field 
workers. 

Many small museums contain fine specimens collected early 
and deposited by local enthusiasts or travellers. Information on 
these places can often fill In gaps in major research projects. 
In other cases there may be a good collection of local handicrafts 
or excavated material, since neglected because of political or 
financial factors. Examples exist in the United States, Europe 
and Africa. 

Another value of the local museum is as a contact point with 
the community. The curator or director is usually accepted and 
can Introduce other researchers to local groups without meeting 
suspicion and resistance. 

For these reasons a re-evaluation of the research rolo of 
the local museums becomes useful to the anthropological and 
ethnological sciences. 

1M7   DELAMGE-FRY, Jacquelln,  ON EXHIBITING AFRICAN ART 

0M7  LAH, Maria,  THREE ETHNOGRAPHICAL CURIOSITIES OF SLOVENIA: 

The Slovene ethnic group Is small.  There are only about 
2 million Slovene living within Socialist Republic of Slovenia and 
beyond her frontiers.  However, they have a wealth of ethnogra- 
phical peculiarities of which only three be mentioned here; 

"Kosolec'Vthe hay-rack/, a structure serving for drying hay 
and other produce. Though it is very old - several centuries, as 
far as we know - It is still in use, and it is being improved by 
recent technical achievements. 

"Panjake Koncnice"/beehive front-boards/, animated the art of 
painting among peasantry during two centuries and then died out. 

"Blotfke Smuc'l'VSkis from Bloke upland/, more than three cen- 
turies old, were used mostly for transportation, and died 
the II World War. They were not the precursors of the alpln skis 
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Naturalistic Explanations of Cultural Adaptations   (86) 

Organizer:     F.T.  Cloak, Jr. 

Co-Chairpersons:    S.A. Aroutiounov 

F.T.  Cloak,  Jr. 

Topics  for Discussion:     "How does  a people  come to have,  and  continue 
to maintain,   certain  characteristic adaptive mechanismsÍ"    The 
communications listed deal with different problems of naturalistic 
explanation in anthropology,   in a manner relevant to the above 
question.    The discussion will focus on the general topic implied by 
the session title,  searching for ways of improving and strengthening 
naturalistic explanation in ethnological science. 

Thursday 
Jeudi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 
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ALTRUISM, GROUP SELECTION AND 

The authors, considering the Eskimo technical complex of 
harpoon hunting tools, have come to the conclusion that the 
ornament on the tools (especially on harpoon heads) carried out 
not only aesthetic and ritual-magic but also informative, narra- 
tive and mnemotechnlcal functions. 

Beside the standard types of harpoon heads there also 
existed some unusual forms (mutations) which reflect the search 
for more suitable constructions. Not all of the mutations were 
good enough, so in the course of the historical selection some 
of them disappeared and only a few of the changes helped to evolve 
a new line of the complex. 

Various types of harpoon heads - each with its specialisation 
and correlation of advantages and disadvantages - coexisted for 
a long period. However, their per cent correlation differs with 
the nuances of the ecological environment, e.g. the fauna and 
microclimate variations. Thus a well-balanced polynorphlty of 
typological variations may be considered as a mechanism through 
which an adjustment of the culture to environment changes is 
achieved. 

This paper addresses Itself to the problem of ethnicity and 
Its persistence as an element in societal organization.  Two 
approaches to this problem tend to be current in the literature 
of anthropology.  Following Barth and others, the critical focus 
of one approach is the social interactional processes by which 
ethnic boundaries are established and maintained.  Less current 
Is the cultural approach.  It focuses primarily on the institu- 
tional orders or cultural forms that Issue from interactional 
processes.  Neither of these approaches pays sufficient atten- 
tion to the ecological dimensions of ethnicity, particularly to 
the role of resource competition in relationship to techno-en- 
vironmental parameters. A more materialistic research strategy 
is suggested.  To illuminate this strategy, several hypotheses 
are Interrogated with reference to data collected on ethnic 
populations In Guyana.  It is concluded that the formation of 
ethnic populations is, In the first instance, a result of the 
selective adaptation of populations to different techno-envlron- 
ments.  Once the intergeneratlonal behavioral codes of these 
populations are established, elements of these codts become 
strategic whenever they confer competitive advantage in the com- 
petition for resources.  To a considerable degree, the corporate 
organisation and differential incorporation of ethnic populations 

0007  BAJEMA, Carl Jay, DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMISSION OF GENETIC 
AND CULTURAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE 
HUMAN SPECIES:  A CYBERNETIC VIEW OF GENETIC AND CULTURAL 
EVOLUTION 

Cybernetic models are utilised to describe the feedback 
mechanisms proposed by the Lamarcklen, Darwin-Wallace and neo- 
Darwinlan theories to explain how genetic evolution occurs. 
Cybernetic models are also utilised to extend the neo-Darwlnlan 
theory of genetic evolution to include the feedback mechanisms 
by which cultural evolution occurs. The erroneous nature of 
auch views as the idea that only the human species Is capable of 
transmitting cultural (non-genetic) information about the 

"er- -* *'- *~-  - * ~L *-*-- '" - 
  re 

species are discussed. 

0M7  CLOAK, JR. F.T.,  ELEMENTARY SELF-REPHCATING INSTRUCTIONS 
AND THEIR WORKS:  TOWARD A RADICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF 
GENERAL ANTHROPOLOGY THROUGH A GENERAL THEORY OF NATURAL 
SELECTION 

A reconstruction of Darwinism, the proposed theory has two 
integrative effects upon anthropological and ethnological 
science: it brings genetic and cultural evolution Into . 

OK»   DIVALE, William T., AN EXPLANATION FOR MATRILOCAL 
RESIDENCE AND A THEORY OF MATRILINEAL SYSTEMS 

Matrllocal residence is caused by the migration of a society 
into an already Inhabited region because the resulting disequili- 
brium creates an adaptive advantage for societies with external 
warfare patterns (fighting only with other societies) over in- 
ternal warfare, the most common warfare pattern In primitive 
societies. Matrllocal residence selects for the development of 
external warfare because it scatters agnatically related males 
into several communities, thereby breaking up the patrilineages 
which have been shown to be conduslve to internal warfare. This 
theory was tested on a probability sample of 43 societies using 
rigorous Narollian cross-cultural techniques and sophisticated 
statistical methods. Test results show that, contrary to 
patrilocal societies, matrllocal societies tend to have recently 
migrated and to practice only external warfare.  Commonly held 
rival theories of matrilocality concerning climate and female 
roles in subsistence were also tested but they failed to produce 
significant correlations. 

Once a new equilibrium is established and external warfare 
is no longer being selected for, matrllocal societies, due to 
internal structural weaknesses, begin a millennium long transi- 
tion in residence and descent patterns which eventually lead 
them back to patrilocality.  This hypothesis Is supported by a 

ique statistical analysis of the residence and descent patterns 
conceptual framework, Including a common system of notation, and     of the 1200 societies in the Ethnographic Atlas 
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Anthropology Today and Tomorrow (6) 

Organizers:  Sol Tax 

Susan G. Martich 

Chairman: Fred Eggan 

Topics for Discussion:  The manuscript "Social and Cultural Anthro- 
pology" by Maurice Freedman, to be published by UNESCO as a chapter 
in "International Study on the Main Trends of the Social and Human 
Sciences (Second Part)," was sent for comment to a worldwide sample 
of anthropologists, of whom those listed below responded with written 
comments. The discussion is based on the current and future trends 
in social anthropology as described by Freedman in his manuscript 
and analyzed by the following commentators. 
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Commentators: 

Olga Akhmanova 

A. Aiyappan 

Bernhard Bock 

John F. Carrington 

W. Peter Carstens 

Jules DeRaedt 

Tekla DUmHtUr 

Andre Gunder Frank 

Helmuth Fuchs 

Alexander Gallus 

Reply: Maurice Freedman 

Ulf Hannerz 

Anna Hohenwart-Gerlachstein 

loana Ionescu-Milcu 

Verena Martinez-Alier 

Alfredo Méndez Domínguez 

Ashley Montagu 

Xto. G. Okojie 

I.  Hubert Reynolds 

B.K.  Roy Burman 

Yih-fu Ruey 

(anticipated) 

I.  Terrades Saborit 

Ernest L.   Schusky 

Minoru Shibata 

Peter Skalnik 

Olga Skalnikova 

Harry Spitzbardt 

Axel Steensberg 

Milan Stuchlik 

Monica Wilson 
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Social Change in Socialist Societies (63) 

Organizer and Chairman:  Tamas Hofer 

Topics for Discussion:  Process of change in socialist countries: 
1) Socialist models of the transformation of traditional peasant 
societies. Collective farms, the processes of social restratifica- 
tion, patterns of urbanization in socialist countries.  2) Ethnic 
processes, national integration, the problems of minority groups. 
3) The preservation of elements of former peasant and tribal cul- 
tures.  State sponsored ensembles and "culture centres." The differ- 
erent types of "secondary existence" of folk traditions. 

Monday 
Lundi 
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Session 
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Youth  for Mankind      (84) 

Organizers:     All of the students participating in the Pre-Congress 

Conference will plan and organize the presentation. 

Topics to be presented:     Conclusions  reached from the seminars will 
be used as  a basis   for writing a resume  on what  youth's  role is  in 
the  future world  community.     The areas  covered in  these seminars will 
be as  follows:     1)     Culture;     2)     Religion;     3)     Family Relationships; 
A)     Urbanization;     5)     Economics;     6)     War and Peace.       The  "Youth 
for Mankind" Conference was held at De Paul university,  Chicago. 

Friday 
Vendredi 
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Concept of Mankind (78) 

Organizers:  Sol Tax 

Susan G. Martich" 

Chairman:  Richard P. McKeon 

Topics for Discussion:  Gerhard Hirschfeld's book, The People:  Growth 
and Survival, sponsored by the Council for the Study of Mankind and 
published by Aldine Publishing Company, was sent for comment to an 
international and interdisciplinary sample of scholars, of whom those 
listed below responded with written comments.  The session is concerned 
with the questions Hirschfeld raises in his book—What is the defini- 
tion of the concept of mankind interest?  Can mankind interest be 
reconciled with sectional interests?  What value is placed on variety 
in human culture? What kind of social contract is involved in the 
concept of mankind interest?—and the reactions of the commentators. 

Thursday 
Jeudi 

Hall 
Salle 

Session 
Seance 
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Commentators: 

Olga Akhmanova 

H.L. Ansbacher 

Kiyotaka Aoyagi 

Charles D. Aring 

Egbert DeVrles 

Joseph Field 

Olga Goldberg-Mulkiewlcz 

Roderic Gorney and Gary Steele 

Robert G.  Armstrong    Irving Louis Horowitz 

Archie J.  Bahm K.D.   Irani 

Neil H.  Jacoby 

Jose Maceda 

George Morgan 

T.  Natarajan 

Emile Benoit 

Arthur S.  Boughey 

Alois Closs 

Oliver Davies 

Hertha DeVilliers and George T.  Nurse 

Reply:    Gerhard Hirschfeld 

Seizo Ohe 

Oladejo 0. Okediji 

John Paddock 

Theodore Papadopoullos 

Angelina Pollak-Eltz 

Gopala Sarana 

J. David Singer 

John Tu Er-wei 

Vilmos Voigt 

Cecil Rice Welte 
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Union International des SciencesAnthropoIogiqu.es et Ethnologiques 
_ Jjrnational Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

SOL TAX, President, 1968-1973 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

LAWRENCE KRADER, Secretary General 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

IS 

PROPOSALS TO THE  PERMANENT COUNCIL 

Copenhagen,  May k,   1971 

When the Permanent Council,   in Tokyo (September I968)  voted  to 
hold the 1973 Congress   in the U.S.A.,   it accepted a specific  invitation 
tendered from Chicago.    Nevertheless,  since  I   recognized some sentiment 
favoring San Francisco,   I  agreed .on behalf of Chicago  if a San Francisco 
Congress  should not prove  feasible.    We soon developed a committee of 
anthropologists and ethnologists   in  the San Francisco Bay area,  under 
the Chairmanship of Theodore McCown.    His untimely death  resulted  in 
reversion  to the original   plan,  and   in the Spring of 1970 arrangements 
were completed for the Congress  to be held at 

The Hilton Hotel, Chicago,   Illinois,  USA 

September 1-8,   inclusive,   1973 

Scientific meetings of all  kinds—and especially those which are 
large and which are  international—face many problems and are frequently 
frustrating.    Since the organization of anthropological  meetings has for 
25 years been one of my professional   interests,* as President I plan to 
give to the 1973 Congress my personal  attention and hope that we might 
contribute to the development of better patterns for International 
Congresses, and of better means of publication of results. 

Dating from the 1949 Viking Fund Seminar  in Middle America,   tied to the 
29th International  Congress of Americanists  In New York, whose proceedings 
I edited.     I had been arrangements chairman of the 1946 meeting of the 

American Anthropological Association  in Chicago; and program chairman of 
that  In  1957-     I  helped plan and produce the 1952  International   Symposium 
of the Wenner-Gren Foundation and was chief Editor of  its proceedings.    As 
Editor of the American Anthropologist and  later Current Anthropology  I 
began an  international   program of "supper" conferences; and   in 195° chai red 
the conference which  inaugurated the Center at Burg Wartensteln;  developed 
and  In 1959 chaired  the  International   Darwin Centennial  celebration, with 
3,000  registrants;  arranged the American  Indian Chicago Conference  in \$S\; 
from 1963-68 was Dean and Director of the University of Chicago's Conference 
Center,  during which time we hosted many Conferences,   including  the 
International Congress of Human Genetics; and I was heavily involved  In 
many International  conferences on the "Origin of Man;" "Man the Hunter;" 
"Mainland China;" "The Draft;" and "Education for Mankind." 

r_ j IXth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO ILS.A. • SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 
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Although questions of committee structure, calendar, budget, travel, 
and practical arrangements are critical, planning that begins with the 
intellectual program and its eventual publication is most likely to achieve a 
quality Congress. My proposals to date begin, therefore, with 

Publi cat i oni The publication Anthropology Today, which resulted from the 
Wenner-Gren Foundation's 1952 International Symposium, was a brief forward- 
looking "inventory" of anthropological knowledge and method which initiated 
the worldwide discussion responsible for much of the recent great growth of 
the discipline. A corresponding view 20 years later will require an effort 
at least ten times as great; and is not likely to be produced without the 
special incentive and vehicle which the 9th Congress can provide.  Publication 
of the major results of the Congress is therefore anticipated in two sets of 
volumes, one resulting from the volunteered papers of those who attend and the 
other from a series of intensive conferences designed to reflect the state of 
knowledge in areas of the anthropological and ethnological sciences that are 
growing and changing most as we enter the 1970's. 

A. Volunteered papers. The call for papers should not rule out any of the 
usual substantive areas of our sciences, but should ask each author to place 
his particular contribution into the more general field to which it contributes 
and to indicate current and future developments in that field.  Finished papers, 
due July 1, 1972 (14 months before the Congress) will be accepted or rejected 
by a program committee which will—between July 1 and October 1--classify those 
which are accepted into 12 or 15 groups, according to subject matter. For each 
group an Editor will be appointed who will (l) creatively order and organize 
his set of papers into a volume; and (2) write an Introduction to it including 
his interpretative summary of the knowledge which the book has demonstrated 
and of the major issues which are left unresolved. Publication of the book 
will be arranged in advance so that the publisher can provide page proofs for 
all of the contributors by July 1, 1973 to study before the Congress. The 
Editor will become (or name another to be) chairman of a discussion of the 
issues which he has laid out in his Introduction to the book, setting the 
agenda and selecting the discussants. The papers will not be read aloud in the 
session; rather, the issues exposed will be discussed by the authors (and others) 
who are present. Thus, whether there are 25 or 100 papers accepted and included 
in a particular volume, they will occupy a single session.  If the program 
committee accepts (say) 600 papers, but is able to classify them into 12 groups 
averaging 50 each, all 600 will be discussed in 12 half-day or full-day sessions. 

B. Conference-based symposia. With the call for papers will go a call for 
nominations of topics for conferences (important subject areas experiencing 
great development). These nominations will be due by October 1, 1971, and 
considered by an over-all planning group which will select by December 1, 197! 
12 or 15 topics which seem both most significant and most practicable,taking into 
account breadth of international interest, personnel, and possibilities of getting 
funds.  For each topic chosen, an organizing committee will be selected. Within 
a set of rules, each committee will work independently. The rules would be 
(1) to seek as widespread international participation as possible without sacrifice 
of quality; ideally, 25 participants in a conference should come from ten 
countries and no more than ten of them should be from a single country. 

U 1 
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(2) Planning should be completed and papers committed by March 1, 1972, and 
due by December 1, 1972, to be edited and distributed among conferees by April 1, 
1973; (3) Conferences of from 3 to 10 days should be held as close to the 
Congress geographically and temporally as possible, but in any case the 
financing of each conference must include transportation to the United States 
of its participants. Conferences in Chicago at the end of August would be 
especially practical; but in any case each conference must at least a day in 
advance of the Congress draw its conclusions for presentation in a Symposium 
of the Congress. Each conference will for purposes of public presentation 
present panel discussions and permit some audience participation. This 
presentation will in effect be the conclusion (or introduction) prepared for 
the volume in which the revised papers, and perhaps some of the discussion, 
will be published immediately after the Congress. 

Program:  In addition to these 25 or 30 Congress sessions resulting in 
published books—half generated by volunteered papers, and half the conclusions 
of conferences, room in the program will be provided for 

C. 12 half-day sessions of papers and discussions which BT&  "hot off the 
griddle," which could not have been prepared until 1973 either because of 
unexpected new discoveries or because young authors have just returned from 
the field and would not have had anything to report earlier. The deadline 
for submission of such papers will be May 1, 1973, to leave time to print 
the program. 

The maximum number of formal sessions will therefore be hi,   of which 
at least 18 will take only a half-day each, so that the total of "half-days" 
required will be 66, making possible a program like that below. Marked are 
3 plenary sessions.  If needed, more can be added in any of the "free" periods. 
In each of the plenary sessions and any convenient occasions, no matter what 
the "business," there will be time for one or two special papers, presented as 
a series of six invited major statements on "Anthropology Tomorrow." These 
can then be published in a small book, perhaps with a few additional papers 
from the regular program, and with the official Proceedings of the Congress. This 
could be the volume going to every registrant of and subscriber to the Congress. 

Saturday  Sunday  Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  Saturday 

(Registra- 
tion) 

Plenary 

Plenary 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 

(Free) 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 

(Free) 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 

(Free) 
A B 

(A)     C 
A B 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 

A B 
(A)     C 
A B 

A B 
(B)C 

A B 
(Free) 

A B 
(A)     C 
A B 

(Free) 

[     A B 
(A)     C 
A B 

(Free) Plenary 

A B 
(A)     C 

A B 

A B 
(A)     C 
A B 
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Fácil i ties:     The  schedule as  outlined   is  designed   to give both  variety  and 
continuity.    There are  two "Free" mornings,   two "Free" afternoons,   two "Free" 
evenings.     It   is assumed  that  there will   be some variety of excursions and 
special   events at such  times;   but an unlimited number of meetings  of special 
groups--for any purposes--can be arranged  for  these periods before or during 
the Congress.    No banquets or planned meals are scheduled;  all   meal   hours are 
left "Free"  for small   groups   to plan what  they wish within or outside  the hotel. 
At all   times beverages and sandwiches will   be available   in easy-to-reach  rooms; 
so that groups meeting might avoid breaking up  for lunch.     For all   "A" and "B" 
sessions which  run an entire day,   such  facilities will   be provided near  the 
meeting  room so that  the discussions  can continue without "coffee breaks" or 
even a  luncheon period, with  individuals  free  to go out at different  times 
and return. 

If  funds  are  sufficient,   all   sessions will   have  simultaneous   translation 
in as many appropriate   languages  as   possible.      In any  case,   registrants will   all 
be provided with wireless headsets which will   receive  the papers and discussion 
in all   of  the  languages,   at  the control   of  the  listener.    Therefore,   It will   be 
easy  to move   in  and  out of   the meeting   rooms without  loss  of continuity. 

The Hilton Hotel   can'provide sleeping   rooms  for as many persons as 
are  likely to wish  them (up to 4,000);   the Congress   is designed  to take advantage 
of technology which   is  economical  within a single hotel.    At  least some sessions 
will   therefore be  televised continually,   to be  received by sets available   in 
public and all   private rooms   in  the hotel.    We shall   also experiment with a 
signalling system to operate  through  the headsets carrying  sound,   so to advise 
persons when  they have messages;   and one  television channel   might be  reserved 
for messages of all   kinds.    Either through electronic computer or mechanical 
sort cards,   it will   also be possible at short notice  to  invite people with 
special   interests  to appropriate meetings.    Thus,  communication barriers will 
be reduced,  at  the same time that anybody will   be able to free himself for 
privacy or special  business simply by turning a switch. 

I do not now discuss plans for entertaining visitors beyond saying 
that we shall not forget the hospitable patterns set in Tokyo and Moscow and 
earlier Congresses. 

Post-Congress Seminars:    Just as many visitors will   come early to participate 
In conferences which will   report to the Congress,  so the Congress will   not end 
the potential  activity^forelgn guests.    Most universities will  open soon after 
the Congress.    Useful   connections will   be made  in advance for  Individuals;  but 
also extended excursions of seminar groups  travelling by autobus or air will 
be possible. 

Attendance:     The Moscow Congress  (196*0   was attended by nearly 2000  registrants, 
900 of them from outside the USS;i.    The Tokyo Congress (1963)   had  1.13C 
registrants   In attendance.    But the American Anthropological  Association annual 
meeting  registration  Is now about 3,000 and growing.     If one had  to estimate 
what the AAA attendance would be  In centrally-located Chicago  in November of 1973, 
it would be difficult  to estimate less  than 3,500 or 4,000.    How many Americans 
a major  international  Congress   in Chicago would attract  In September  Is harder 
to estimate,   the number probably being between 2,000 and 4,000.    For planning 
purposes (except with  respect to hotel   reservations)   I  choose now to use the 
lowest figure because we have no    special   responsibilities for host-country 
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participants who generally  take care of  themselves;   and  the extra   registration 
fees  for whatever number   is added will   take care of any of  their expenses. 
With  foreign participants   it   is   important as quickly as  possible  to get a more 
accurate estimate;  and   I   think we must  take 1,000 as  the most probable figure 
to which  there is   little point now  in guessing  plus or minus.     Hence,   in  the 
following  table  the middle column could be as much as doubled,  but  the other 
two might be considered fairly firm. 

Full   registrants 

Associates (spouses) 

Students 

Total 

Local Other USA From Abroad Total 

100 900 700 1,700 

50 200 150 400 

150 600 150 900 

300 1,700 1 ,000 3,000 

Of  the 700   registrants   from abroad,   about  200 might be brought   in connection 
with the pre-Congress  conferences,  and another 200 brought officially by 
their governments and   institutions.     Half of  the  remaining 300 also have 
resources,   private or otherwise,   to come,   regardless   if  travel   subsidies are 
available.    The other  150,  as well   as   the 200 brought   in connection with 
conferences  (a  total   of 350)  would probably find attendance dependent upon 
some help with  travel;   and  that can be  taken as   the main variable   in attendance. 
But  I  assume (below)   that we shall   find ways  to help with the travel  not only 
of conference participants but of the other 150. 

In considering housing,   I   use  the figure of 3,000   instead of 1,700 
for the 2nd column;  so take  the hotel's whole capacity of 4,000 until  we know 
better.    Likewise,   for 6 simultaneous  sessions,   I  divide 4000 by 6 and  require 
6 meeting  rooms of from 600  to 1000 capacity (each fully equipped)  at all   times. 
When  the time  Is closer,   these figures,  and needs  for other equipment such as 
electronic headsets,  and estimates  for hospitality,   theater tickets,  bus 
transport for excursions,  etc.,  can be  revised;  but to avoid being caught short, 
4,000,   rather than 3,000,   is  the "probable minimum" figure to use. 

Finances;     If one calculates  the total   outlay of actual  money which will   be 
spent by all  persons and  institutions at and for the Congress as planned 
(not counting hidden office costs anywhere or the value of time of any of the 
participants or  institutions or committees),   the  total  comes  to about $2 million 
dollars, as follows: 

1. Travel   - 2,000 USA delegates @$200;   1,000  foreign delegates ^$600  — §1,000,000 

2. Eight days   in Chicago @$240 for 2,700 and $160 for 300         700,000 

3. Hospitality to visitors,  all   sources    50,000 

h'.    Extra expenses of 12 conferences  including per diem and extra travel 
for participants,  av.  ?5,000    60,000 

5>    Post-Conference seminars (6 seminars of 30 persons each,   travel   to 
sites and universities,  3 weeks,  $15,000 each  90,000 
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6. Cost of  reproducing and mailing  papers,   including conferences 
and others    40,000 

7. Administration,   including Congress secretariat,   printing,  mailing, 
telephone-telegraph,   1971-4  -   40,000 

8. Congress expenses:     Simultaneous 5  language  translators  (35 man- 
days  per  language @$]00 per day    $17,500 
Cental   equipment  for 3,000 people ^$10  for 
eight days   -  $30,000 
Projector & other equipment    $1,500 
Ushers,  administration,   registration, 
professional   help  — $15,000 
Busses  for local   events   $  3,000 
Contingenc'ies    $  3,000 
Total    - -  70,000 

$2,050,000 

The  idea of the  12-15 pre-Congress conferences   is  that they will   provide 
transportation and maintenance for at least 200 of the best scholars  from all 
parts of the world,  which will   account  for $120,000   in  travel   and $48,000   in 
maintenance ($168,000  total).     If   in addition we can get $32,000 (a)   to help 
with  travel   of other foreign scholars and  students  (including students   in  the 
U.S.A. who could  travel   and be maintained more cheaply)   we could  let  the 
$1.5 million  remainder of  these  two  items  be  taken care of otherwise.     ()f 
item 3, we should expect other  institutions  to carry much of the burden,  but 
we should budget $20,000l¿\o be prepared  for some functions. 

I tern 4 adds $60,000 for the cost of  the pre-Congress conferences, 
which  then total   $180,000.    This amount should,   if possible,  be raised  individu- 
ally by conference organizers seeking  funds from sources   interested  in  the 
subject-matter of the conferences.     I  would aim to be successful   in obtaining 
$100,000   in  that way,  which  leaves $80,000(£in  the general   budget.    The post- 
conference seminars  should be supported by universities and other   institutions 
which participate  in and gain from the contact with distinguished scholars from 
abroad;  but we can also seek some general   funding.    Nevertheless,   I would  try 
to budget $10,000 (d)   to help one or another of the seminars as necessary.    The 
major costs  that must be budgeted by the Congress   itself are those of  items 6, 
7.  and 8,  totalling $150,000.    Thus  the total   budget required centrally will   be: 

(a) Subsidies  for travel  and maintenance   $ 32,000 

(b) Hospitality       20,000 

(c) Conference supplement        80,000 

(d) Seminar supplement        10,000 

6. Cost of reproducing and mailing papers,  etc.         40,000 

7. Administration        40,000 

8. Congress expenses         70,000 

Total    - $292,000 
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The total of $292,000 now listed does not include any funds for publication 
because all of the books projected should pay well for themselves. Indeed, 
I would welcome a suggestion from a publisher to supply our financial needs 
¡n lieu of paying either authors or editors for their contributions, and in 
1¡eu of royal ties. 

The income we might expect is limited to registration fees, exhibits, 
and advertising. Traditionally Registration fees provide the obligation to 
return the "proceedings" of the Congress.  In a multi-volume production, a 
registrant could receive at least a copy of any volume in which he has an 
article, and will get a large discount on any of the other volumes he wishes. 
Registration should be $25.00 (yielding $42,500) with $15.00 for Associates 
and for students (yielding $19,500) . This income of $62,000 plus whatever other 
income is achieved should be kept to provide materials, amenities, and 
emergency funds for the registrants themselves and to pay any deficits incurred 
by over optimistic calculations in the amounts that I hopefully suggested 
could be raised for conferences and seminars. American sources of funds are 
not as plentiful as they have been; and I propose a division of effort in 
this matter: 

Each U.S. anthropological society should sponsor—according to 
subject-matter—as many of the 12-15 conferences as it can, committing itself 
to support the request of its members who are organizing these conferences. 
If these can all be supported outside, success of the whole enterprise is likely 
to be assured because the best scholars will be functionally committed to come, 
the program will be unparalleled in history; attendance will be unusually high, 
and good books will result, the royalties from which may pay off any shortages. 

If we cannot raise the necessary funds for everything, we shall have 
to reduce the amount and quality of simultaneous translations and communications; 
but again these might be attractive to and supportable by industry and foundations 
interested in communication experiments. The post-conference seminars are not, 
of course, essential to the Congress; and they will not happen unless they prove 
useful enough to be generally supported by U.S. Institutions who sponsor them. 

Organization:  I have left for the end what many would think is the most important 
first item. But it is apparent to me that we shall get the help and cooperation 
we need for the Congress once plans can be discussed and revised (on the basis 
of this document) and then something excellent, creative, and practical approved 
by the Permanent Council meeting in May in Copenhagen. 

With Krader and me are four excellent colleagues on our current 
Delegation to the IUAES; we have a choice of senior people on our advisory 
committee to call upon for duty.  I propose to ask those of them who can to 
join me on the Organizing Committee. We would then get together an effective 
and varied group for a Program Committee who will be hard at work 18 months 
from the autumn of 1971. But the 25-odd "editors" eventually selected--younger 
persons, I expect-—  will do a major service (and hopefully get the major 
reward of a good book). And because there will be so many called upon to do 
so much, I would rather move slowly in committing "titles" for positions In 
the eventual organization before the functions are defined and approved. 

r_T] 
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The Preliminary Announcement of the Congress will  be sent by 
air mail  early  in June,   immediately after plans for these proceedures are 
approved.     It will  be printed on a single "Air Letter" form containing 
relevant descriptive material  as  revised  from that  indicated above;   the 
return  requested (by air mail)  will  be contained   in one of the flaps of 
the air letter. 

It will   be sent  to all   of the names provided from the Moscow 
and Tokyo Congresses, which file has already been  received  in Chicago. 
These lists will   first be compared with lists   in  the office of Current 
Anthropology; and unless  there  is evidence that a name belongs  to a 
deceased person,  the announcement will   be sent to all.    Those who respond 
will  constitute the Congress list,   information from which wil1   be coded 
for an   information   retrieval   system related  to the system being developed 
for the next   International   Directory.    The object will   be to develop a 
unified  information system that will  also make the organization of future 
Congresses easier. 

Sol Tax 
President 

r-h 
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IXth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

Chicago. U.S.A. Preliminary Registration Saptambar 1-8,1973 

To have your paper comidered, and to get on the mailing list for future Announcement!, pleaie return thii form at once. 

D   I expect to attend the Congress In Chicago September 1-8, 1973.       O   I expect to be accompanied by the follow- 
ing Associate member» ,  

D   I enclose $25.00 for myself end $15.00 for each of those who will eccompany me. OI shell errange payment latar 

D   I propose to give e paper end will send by 1 Januery 1972 e 200 word abstract on the subject of  

Tí 

D   I would Ilka to organize a pre-Congress Conference on the subject of_ 

^___ and plan to seek finenclng from  

(8LOCK LETTERS) 

PERMANENT MAILING ADDRESS:. 

.SIGNATURE:. 

MAILTO: ICAES 1126 E. 59th St. Chicago, Illinois  60637   U.S.A. 

IXeme CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DES SCIENCES 
ANTHROPOLOGIQUES ET ETHNOLOGIOUES 

Chicago, U.S.A. Inscription preliminaire 28 Aoút - 8 Septembre 1973 
Afín que votre article soit consideré et que vous soyez intent sur la liste d'adresses pour re- 
cevoir les annonces futures, vtuillez avoir I'obligeance da retourner immediatement ce formulaire. 
O   Je pense particlper au Congrés. 
D   Je pense que je terai accom'pagné' par les membres associés suivants: ___^______ 

O    Veuillez trouver ci-joint $25.00 pour moi-meme et $15.00 pour chacune des personnes 
qui m'accompagnera. 

D   Je me propote de donner un article et je soumets ci-joint un resume' de 200 mots sur le 
sujet suivant:  

NOM: SIGNATURE:  
(ENMAJUSCULES) 

AORESSE PERMANENTE:  

CORRESPONOANCE A ENVOYER A: CISAE 1126 E. 69th Street, Chicago. Illinois 60637, U.S.A. 

I 

Chicago, E.U.A. Inscripción Preliminar 28 agosto-8 septiembre 1973 

Para que su trabajo pueda ser tomado en consideración e incluir a usted además en la lista de 
quienes reciban futura información sobre el Congreso, le rogamos devolver a la mayor brevedad 
esta tarjeta: 

D Espero poder tomar parte en el Congreso. 
D Irá acompañado de los siguientes Miembros Asociados  

D Incluyo cheque por 25 dólares para mi inscripción y 15 dólares para cada uno de mis 
acompasantes (miembros asociados). 

D Pagare' mi cuota de inscripción cuando llegue a Chicago. 
D Me propongo presentar un trabajo, del cual adjunto un Sumario de 200 palabras, sobre el 

siguiente tema: I 
NOMBRE COMPLETO:  

(A MAQUINA O LETRAS DE IMPRENTA) 

DIRECCIÓN POSTAL PERMANENTE:  

FIRMA: 

Dirigir la correspondencia a: 
ICAES (International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences). 

1126 East 59th Street, Chicago. Illinois 60637 (USA) 
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IXeme CONGRES INTERNATIONAL DES SCIENCES ANTHROPOLOGIQUES ET ETHNOLOGIQUES 

Chicago, U.S.A. N 1-8 Septembre, 1973 
Premiere circulaire 

Le Conseil permanent du Syndicat International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques, pendant sa 
reunion á Copenhague en Mai 1971, a fixe la date, le lieu, les droits description et le programme des activities du 
prochain Congres de la maniere suivante: 

1. Dates: 1er Septembre (Samedi) - 8 Septembre (Samedi) 1973 
2. Lieu: Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. 
3. Droits d'inscription des membres:    U.S. $25.00 pour chaqué Institution qui y souscrit 

U.S. $25.00 pour chaqué membre titulaire 
U.S. $15.00 pour chaqué membre associe' 
U.S. $15.00 pour chaqué membre-etudiant approuve" 

4. Les membres associes et les ítudiants ont le droit de soumettre leurs communications au Congres suivant les 
dispositions ci-dessous e"numérées: 

a. Pour chaqué article propose, l'auteur doit fournir avant le premier Janvier 1972. un titre; un resume 
de 200 mots; le nombre approximatif de mots; et le nombre et type d'illustrations. 

b. Les auteurs seront notifies avant le 1er Avril 1972 si leurs propositions ont eté acceptées. 
Les articles acceptés sont attendus avant le 1er Novembre 1972. lis seront groupes par sessions, 
reproduits, et distribués a tous les membres dont les articles sont dans la meme session ainsi qu'un 
Agenda pour Discussion. 

c. Les sessions au Congres seront éxclusivement vouées a la discussion des articles 
5. Les membres titulaires sont aussi invites a proposer des su jets qui seraient presentes pendant des conferences 

internationales qui auraient lieu a Chicago immédiatement avant le Congres. 
a. Chaqué conference doit etre intemationale. Par exemple, sur 25 participants pas plus de 10 devront 

étre du mé"me pays et au moins 10 pays devront itre representes. 
b. Chacune des conferences presentera ses conclusions pour discussion et sa propre session speciale au 

Congres. 
c. On s'attend á ce que l'organisateur de chaqué conference aide a obtenir les fonds qui permettront 

aux conferencien; et aux participants de venir a Chicago pour la Conference et d'y sejourner pendant 
le Congrés. 

6. Les articles sélectionnes et la discussion des symposia (4, ci-dessus) et des conferences (5, ci-dessus) seront 
edites par leurs comités organisateurs et pub lies par Mouton pour la distribution genérale.  Les arrangements 
pris avec l'éditeur permettent que l'auteur recoivent 25 exemplaires de son article et un exemplaire du 
volume dans lequel son article a été publié. Les institutions inscrites, les membres titulaires et les etudiants 
du Congrés recevront un exemplaire gratuit du volume special qui contient le compte rendu du Congres. 
Seulement les membres titulaires et les étudiants inscrits auront le droit de recevoir une remise de 40% sur 
l'achat des autres volumes. 

Adresser toutes communications a: International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, 
1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois60637 U.S.A. 

Sol Tax, President 
Parlantpour le Comite'organisateur 
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Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 
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Union International des Sciences Anlhropologiqucs ct Etnnologiqucs Department of sociology ana Anthropology 
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November 5,   197' 

Congress Statistics: 

Attendance at previous Congresses: 

Moscow (1964)    Total--2,000  registrants 
1,100 USSR 

900 Foreign 

Tokyo (1963)      Total—1,130  registrants 
320 Japan 
810 Foreign 

Estimated Chicago (1973)    Total—3,000  registrants 
(Minimum estimates) 2>0Q0 ysA 

1,000 Foreign 

Mailing of Congress First Announcement 
and Preliminary Registration Card 

(August,  1971) 

Response to First Announcement as 
of November 3, 1971 

Total—22,269 
(Names taken from past Congress files, 
current AAA organization mailing  lists, 
and Linguistic Society of America membership 

'   list.) 

North America—15,982 
South and Central America--636 
Asia—1,077 
Japan—798 
Europe--3,269 
Africa—329 
Oceania—178 

733    Registrants 

'500    Proposed papers 

71    Proposed pre-Congress Conferences 

Kth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO USA • SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 
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IXth INTERNATIONAL   CONGRESS OF 

ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND   ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 1) 
SECOND CIRCULAR - MAY 1972 

DATES: Monday, 27   viii-Saturday, 8 ix   1973 
Research Sessions, 27-31 August; 
General Sessions, 1-8 September 

PLACE: Conrad   Hilton   Hotel,   Chicago,   U.S.A. 

DEADLINE for completed papers:    1 xi   1972 

DEADLINE for abstracts of newly proposed papers 
for consideration by the Committee: 1 vii 1972. 

The Tentative Program below was derived from the 
offers of 850 papers and 115 Research topics received 
by 24 iv 1972. Every paper and abstract will be 
classified according to the numbered sessions listed. 
Authors may indicate their 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choices. 

/ 

TENTATIVE PROGRAM CONTENT 

l. NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF MAN, a 
look at the species both developmentally and 
in its present character and variety. From its 
origins among the primates the character of 
man is traced in all its dimensions—biological, 
emotional, intellectual, and "spiritual"—in- 
sofar as such distinctions are tenable. 

A. Body and Behavior 
1. Man and the Primates.—Concerns the 

comparison of Homo sapiens with non- 
human primate species. Living and fossil 
forms are considered. An attempt at 
understanding modern man's mind and 
body through the study of his close rela- 
tives is made. 

2. Paleoanthropology: The Pleistocene.—Deals 
with the physical and the material re- 
mains of man's ancestors and covers: 
paleoanthropology; origins of behavior 
patterns; tool cultures; paleodemogra- 
phy, and all related subjects. It provides 
a unified review of the various areas of 
study dealing with this time period. 

3. Human Differentiation: Genetic and En- 
vironmental Factors.—Encompasses both 
contemporary living men and the re- 
mains of earlier peoples. It covers 
human variability as revealed by metric 
and non-metric morphological traits; ef- 
fects of drift and isolation upon the 
genetic makeup of man; the influence of 
human culture on the human body; and 
the influence of the environment on the 
human body, including pathological ef- 
fects. 

B. Mind and Culture 
4. Language and Thought.—Analyzes cul- 

ture via verbal and non-verbal expres- 
sion of symbolic thought. This includes 

•.studies Júu^&anm'ivicaÚMeíJy-^• 

9. Folklore: Oral and Written Literature. 
—Encompasses the study and analysis of 
myths, legends, fairy tales, riddles and 
folktales and creative oral) and written 
story-telling from the viewpoint of aes- 
thetics, psychology, and anthropology, 
and their social and cultural matrix. 

10. Ritual, Cults, and Shamanism.—Includes 
studies usually associated with religious 
behavior (manifestations of a special 
type of affective response, covering: 
supernatural beliefs, deity worship, ob- 
servance of ritual and ceremony, and the 
manipulation of the social and the natu- 
ral world through esoteric means). 

II. LOOKING AT THE WORLD GEOGRAPHI- 
CALLY, each of the areas first treats its an- 
thropological whole from early to contempo- 
rary times emphasizing the interchanges of 
peoples and cultures and then selects one or 
more particular problems which are central to 
the study of the area. (The seven points of view 
were selected for freshness and promise of 
international interdisciplinary interchange.) 

D. The Circumpolar Regions, from the icecap 
through tundra and taiga. 

11. General A nthropology. 
12. Man's Adaptability to New and Difficult 

Environments.—Including the first peo- 
pling of and dispersion throughout the 
Americas. 

E. The Pacific Rim, from Japan and the main- 
land northern coasts of Asia through the 
Aleutians and Alaska and including the 
mountains south to Tierra del Fuego. 

13. General Anthropology. 
14. Maritime Anthropology and Man's Relations 

with the Sea. 
15. Communications Along a Cordillera. 

—Compared with relations to the plains 
on one side and the sea on the other. 

F. Asian - African Hot and Cold Desert and 
Steppe, a belt comprising northern and 
eastern Africa, the Middle East, and 
Central Asia. 

16. General Anthropology. 
17. Relations Between Sedentary and Nomadic 

Lifeways in the Context of Modernization. 
G. The Indian Ocean Areas, including Mada- 

gascar, the eastern seaboard of southern 
Africa, the South Asian plains, and 
Southeast Asia through Malaysia. 

18. General Anthropology. 
19. The Comparative Study of Post-Colonial 

"New Nations." 
H. China to the Antipodes, includes the main- 

land and Oceanic peoples and cultures. 
20. General Anthropology. 
21. The Contrast of China as a "Mother" Cul- 

ture with Island Cultures as Historic Recep- 
tors.—Using as examples the close Philip- 
pines and relatively isolated New 
Guinea. 

I. Europe, from the North Pole to the Mediter- 
ranean and from the Urals to the Atlan- 

„; A„,I.~„I.„¡— 
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tween  "great"  iradiiions and between 
"great" traditions and "small" traditions. 

29. Current Theories, Methods, and Techniques 
of Research.—In biological anthropology, 
cultural anthropology, archeology and 
prehistory, and linguistics. 

L. Data Storage and Retrieval 
30. Bibliographic Resources, Museology, Car- 

tography, and Visual-Aural Anthropology 
M. History and Future of Anthropological Sci- 

ences. The following are viewed in his- 
torical perspective: 

31. Ways of Overcoming Centrifugal Tenden- 
cies.—Due to increasingly specialized 
knowledge. 

32. Difficulties of Communication.—Across 
disciplines and across linguistic cultural 
and national boundaries. Included arc 
problems of training and establishing 
ethical norms on a worldwide scale. 

IV.  A 8c E SCIENCES: SOCIAL CONCERNS,   the 
uses of knowledge of the human sciences at all 
levels—from deeper understanding to assis- 
tance in solving specific social problems. On 
the one hand there is consideration of three 
problems affecting the species with varying 
interpretations of their nature and possible 
outcomes. On the other hand there are the 
specific problems of modern urban societies, as 
exemplified in selected cases in "aspects of 
social life." 

N. Species Problems seen in the broadest per- 
spective 
Population   and    Technological   Increase. 
—On a limited planet. 
Colonialism, Power-Abuse, and War. 
Systems of Injustice and Discrimination. 

O. The Fates of Indigenous and Minority Peo- 
ples seen throughout history by histori- 
ans, anthropologists, and the survivors 
themselves 

36. Possibilities and Prospects of Cultural Plur- 
alism.—Existing in an industrial age. 

P. Aspects of Social Life, contributions of an- 
thropological perspectives for under- 
standing and improving 

37. Mental and Physical Health. 
38. Nutrition. 
39. Reproductive and Early Childhood Behavior. 
40. Education. 
41. Urban Life. 

Q. The Future of the Species 
42. The Future.—As seen in the context of its 

past. 

33. 

34. 
35. 

ceive a free copy of the Proceedings; receive 
a post-Congress discount on all publications. 

US $15 for each Associate Member. The Associate 
Member is a family member or an assistant 
accompanying a "Titular Member." Payment 
of the fee entitles an Associate Member to 
privileges during the Congress in Chicago. 

US$15 for each Student Member. This membership 
category is available for those who are stu- 
dents at the time of the Congress and entitles 
them to privileges during the Congress and a 
copy of the Proceedings. A student should 
register as a "Titular Member" if he wishes to 
receive advance abstracts and papers and 
post-Congress publication benefits. 

Travel and Subsistence Expenses: It is assumed that 
every registrant pays his own expenses, and indeed 
established scholars usually obtain funds from their 
institutions, and their own resources. The Organizing 
Committee is seeking funds to assist scholars from 
outside the United States, particularly younger scho- 
lars and those from the more distant points, to attend 
the Congress. We do not yet know the extent to which 
help will be available, and we must distribute it widely 
and wisely. Registrants who think they will need some 
financial support should write at once to the Congress 
office, providing information about their own and 
institutional resources and a calculation of the subsidy 
they might need. The following information will 
make this possible. A minimum estimate for food, 
lodging, and incidentals in Chicago is $30 per day. 
($360 for the entire 12 days of the Congress, includ- 
ing both research and general sessions.) We hope to 
reduce travel costs for all by arranging charter or 
group flights from the following cities: 
London New Delhi Lima 
Prague Sydney Caracas 
Athens Tokyo Mexico City 
Nairobi Rio de Janeiro Lagos 
Please tell us from which city you are likely to depart. 
The examples of approximate round trip air fares 
listed below are for illustrative purposes only, since 
commitments have not yet been made. 

Tourist    Excursion     Group    Charter 
London $674 $499      "$360        $215 
New Delhi $1,402 $1,337 $891 $556 
It will be possible to achieve these economies only if 
all those coming from outside North America will 
plan to use the charter or group flights as arranged. 
The savings should make up for the additional cost of 
subsistence for the extra days in Chicago. The flights 
will be scheduled to arrive in Chicago on Monday, 
August 27, and to depart on Sunday, September 9. 
Further information will be sent to registrants as 
plans become more definite. 

Address all communications to: International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, 
1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637, U.S.A. 
Sol Tax, President, 

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS 
Written communications to the IXth Congress are due in Chicago by 

I Novembtr 1972. These communication» will not be read aloud at the Con- 
peas, but will be available to all memberi before and during the Congress. 
They win be dimmed in appropriate session» of the Congress. These discus- 
sions will have etaiultancous translation into five (5) languages: English, 
French, German, Russian and Spanish. 

All papers will be reproduced in English. Papers submitted in French. 
German, Portuguese and Spanish will be accepted and reproduced in the original 
language aa well as in English. (If possible the English translation should 
accompany the original manuscript) 

Members submitting papers in any languages other than French, German. 
and Spanish must submit the original and an English translation. In 

—there is a period after the date. 
—only the first word of the title (as well as proper nouns) 

should be capitalized. 
—there are no quotation marks or italics. 
—the full name of the journal is .underlined; that there is 

no  punctuation after the  journal;   that  only volume 
number and page numbers are included, separated by a 
colon and followed by a period. 

Esample of a book: 
RACE. R.R. and R. SANGER. I9C2 4th edition. Blood groups In 



IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 
THIRD CIRCULAR—REPLY FORM 

Dates: Monday, 27 viii—Saturday, 8 ix 1973 

Research Sessions: August 27-31 
General Sessions: September 1-8 

Place:  Conrad Hilton Hotel 
Chicago, U.S.A. 

Registration fee: U.S. $25.00 

I could join a charter flight from: 
London    /    Paris    /    Tokyo,     (circle one) 

However, I would prefer a charter from: 

(city)  

I will begin my trip to the Congress from: 

(city)  

Name   - 

Address . 

please print 

/ 

|~| 1 am writing a NEW paper for the Congress. 

Title  

f~l Abstract enclosed 

|~1 Registration fee enclosed 

|~| I would like to prepare an exhibit, and am sending a full descrip- 

NOTE:    All papers previously accepted in principle should be sent directly to the Congress office in Chicago. 

Please tell us: Which of the following Congress sessions would you like to attend? List as many as you wish, indicating priorities by placing 
numbers within the brackets. This does not commit you to attend, but will help us in scheduling the sessions. 

(Tentative Listing)    (Liste provisoirc) 

) AMERICAN INDIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. 
) ANCESTORS. Behavior of villagers particularly in East Asia and West 

Africa. 
) ANTECEDENTS OF MAN AND AFTER: COMPARATIVE BEHAV- 

IORAL AND EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON 
MAN. I. Primatology; II. The Fossil Record of Human Evolution. 

) ANTHROPOLOGY AND MULTIDISCIPL1NARY APPROACHES TO 
DEVELOPMENT. 

) ANTHROPOLOGY AND MENTAL HEALTH. 
) ANTHROPOLOGY OF FOOD AND FOOD HABITS. 
(ANTHROPOLOGY TODAY AND TOMORROW. Discussion of "Inter- 

national Study on the Main Trends of Research in the Field of the Social 
and Human Sciences (Second Part)," prepared by UNESCO. 

) BIBLIOGRAPHIC ANTHROPOLOGY. Developed in cooperation with . 
UNESCO's Committee on Documentation in the Social Sciences. 

) BIOSOCIAL INTERRELATIONS IN POPULATION ADAPTATION. 
) BRIDGING THE NORTH ATLANTIC ETHNOLOGICALLY. 
) BRIDGING THE OLD AND NEW WORLD. Circumpolar archeology 
extending southward into North America: Early Man—Asia and North 
America; Adaptation to Taiga and Tundra; Maritime Adaptation; First 
Occupants of the New World; Lithic Technology; Biological Adaptations. 

) COMPARATIVE STUDY OF CIVILIZATIONS. 
) COOPERATIVES, COLLECTIVES AND NATIONALIZED INDUSTRY 

AS MODES FOR POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL DE- 
VELOPMENT. 

(CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON AGING. 
) CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON CANNAB1S. 
(CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON CHILD DEVELOPMENT. 
) CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON DANCE. 
) CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE WOMEN'S MOVE- 

MENT. 
(   ) CULTURAL CONSEQUENCES OF RAPID POPULATION GROWTH 

AND CONCENTRATION. Including Population and Social Organiza- 
tion; Population and Technological Increase. 

(   (CURRENT  PROBLEMS OF THE  PROFESSION   IN   HISTORICAL 
PERSPECTIVE. 

) DERMATOGLYPHICS 
) EARLY PALAEOLITHIC OF EAST ASIA. 
) ETHNICITY AND COMPETITION FOR RESOURCES. 
) ETHNICITY IN THE AMERICAS. 
) ETHNOLOGICAL MUSEOLOGY. 
) EUROPEAN AND EURO-AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY. 
) FOLKLORE IN THE MODERN WORLD. 
) FRAY BARTOLOMÉ DE LAS CASAS. Preparation for the celebration of 

the 500th birthday of Las Casas in Mexico in 1974. 
) GENETIC FACTORS IN HUMAN DIFFERENTIATION. 
) HUMAN OSTEOLOGY. 
) HISTORICAL ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPAIN AND OLD SPANISH DE- 

PENDENCIES.  Evidence uncovered in searches through archives 
) HUMAN NATURE. 
) IDEOLOGY AND THE EDUCATION OF ANTHROPOLOGISTS Lim- 

itations imposed upon anthropologists by the structure of society. 
) INTELLECTUAL EXPRESSION OF EARLY MAN. 
) INTERFACE OF THE HIMALAYAS. The interface of several major cul- 

tural traditions. 
) INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES 
) LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT. Non-Verbal and Interspecific Communi- 

cation; Semiotics to Ethnolinguistics; Linguistic Semantics and the Gram- 
mar of Culture—Synchronic and Diachronic; Cognitive Anthropology. 
Ethnolinguistics to Sociolinguistics, Language in Society. 

) MARITIME ANTHROPOLOGY AND MANS RELATIONS WITH THE 
SEA. Fishing cultures from prehistoric times to the present. 

) MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY. 
) METHODOLOGY OF PRIMATE KARYOLOGY. 
) MIGRATION AND ETHNICITY. Factors reinforcing ethnicity and those 

which further assimilation, 
(continued over)   (tulle eu veno) 

Return this form to:   IXth ICAES, 1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A. 
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Plan of the Congress.... (yellow book) 

In mid-March 1973 a 150 page yellow covered book of 

abstracts of Congress papers was mailed to all registrants. 

For this purpose we experimented with ways to ship by bulk 

air freight to distant places for re-mailing to 

individuals. 

The original Table of Contents follows, and is marked to 

show the sample which is included in the present book. 



IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

IXeme Congres International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques 

Chicago, U.S.A.     August 28-September 8, 1973 
Research sessions August 28-31 
General sessions September 1-8 

PLAN OF THE CONGRESS 
and 

RESUMES OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
to the Congress 

Received Before 31 i 1973 

[. ] 

^Copyright 1973 by IXth International Congress of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
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The Congress is in two parts: 

(1) The Congress proper at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, September 1-8, in Chicago, when all registrants will 
spend 8 days together; and 

(2) Pre-Congress Conferences held individually both in Chicago and other places outside of Chicago from 
Tuesday, 28 August to Friday, 31 August, which will prepare for and report at particular sessions of the Con- 
gress (see Chart I). In some cases related Conferences are held in the same location to permit further interac- 
tion among their participants. 

Members from overseas are expected to arrive at O'Hare International Airport in Chicago on Monday, 
27 August. Those who are committed to Pre-Congress Conferences will go immediately to the place of the 
Conference as informed by the Conference organizer. "Free" members (i.e., those not committed to a partic- 
ular Conference) are offered opportunity to come to one of several locations during these days, where 
related conferences, plus individual members with similar interests, will together form Pre-Congress Sub- 
Congresses: 

1. Human biologists/physical anthropologists at Wayne State University in Detroit, Michigan, where there 
will be official meetings of the Society for the Study of Human Biology and the International Association of 
Human Biologists. 

2. Ethnologists and museologists at the Milwaukee Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where members 
of ICOM's International Committee for Museums of Ethnography will meet. 

3. Social anthropologists interested in social problems and development at the Pioneer Inn, on Lake Win- 
nebago in Oshkosh, Wisconsin. Tentatively scheduled to meet in Oshkosh are sessions 1,14,16, 26, 27, 30, 
32,41, 50, and 72. 

4. Prehistorians, archaeologists, and paleoanthropologists in a location to be arranged. 
5. Linguists, and others interested in communication in a location to be arranged. 

Not all Conferences will be parts of Sub-Congresses; and Conferences which are parts of Sub-Congresses 
will maintain their own independence and integrity. The Sub-Congresses will provide opportunity for non- 
Conference members to meet also and prepare their sessions of the Congress. Since part of these Sub- 
Congresses will be in Canada and part in the United States, it is strongly urged that all participants ask for 
a multiple U.S. entry visa and a Canadian visa. The ordinary U.S. visa will not permit crossing the Canadian 
border and returning again to the U.S. You may show this statement to the U.S. Consulate in asking for a 
multiple entry visa. 

On Friday, 31 August, members from all Sub-Congresses and all of the Conferences will move to the Con- 
gress headquarters in the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago. ALL members of the Congress are expected to 
arrive for the Congress on this date, to register and to meet with session chairmen to prepare collective pre- 
sentations to the Congress. 

The Plenary sessions, to be held in the famous Auditorium Theater nearby, are reserved for business, and 
for programs of special importance and of Congress-wide interest (to be announced later). 

Four parallel sessions on each of six days are available for the session discussions, the maximum time 
available totaling 190 hours (see Chart II) all with translation services. The present list of 74 scholarly sessions 
is given on pages vii to xi. Some of these may not materialize, but others will be added (see page xi; we 
therefore plan space and time for 95 sessions. The standard unit of time is set at 2 hours. However, some ses- 
sions will require more or less than 2 hours; e. g., sessions 3,46, and 58 will each require at least 4 hours. The 
structure allows for discussion segments of from one hour to as long as 8 hours, to be determined by the Pro- 
gram Committee. We have established within the Conrad Hilton Hotel the geographical structure shown in 
Chart III. The four large meeting rooms shown are close together on adjacent floors. Each room will have its 
own simultaneous translation system from and into five languages (English, French, German, Russian and 
Spanish). Any member can also speak in another language, with a partner who speaks his own language and 
one of the five Congress languages. Translation will be provided by wireless headsets. The large meetings will 
have no loudspeaker system, which would require favoring one language over the others. With the headset 
in place, a member of the audience hears one language without room noises. By simply removing their head- 
sets, neighbors can speak freely to one another without disturbing others. Each of the 4 rooms will include 
outside areas where through the wireless headsets the discussion can still be heard, and where refreshments 
will be available. Thus it will never be necessary to have general "breaks" during the 4-hour or 8-hour periods 
during which sessions are in progress. Individuals will be free to make their own intermissions. 



Since the wireless equipment which is rented for the Congress is expensive, this plan is possible only if 
possession of the equipment is restricted to meeting room areas in which it is used. The best security method 
will be cooperation of all members at whatever "checkpoints" are established where the equipment must be 
left when leaving the area. A member going from one meeting room to another would thus turn in the equip- 
ment on leaving the first, and obtain another set on entering the second room. 

Since there will be no general "breaks" in the sessions for refreshment, refreshment will be provided near 
the meeting rooms. On four days there are long sessions which run through normal meal hours, and the re- 
freshment provided will have to be substantial. 

In addition to the 4 main halls where Congress discussions will be simultaneously translated, many other 
rooms will be utilized for Congress programs and work, among them: 

1. A large centrally located theater where films will be continually screened, including especially those of 
the two film festivals (page vi). 

2. A library where unique books and documents, as well as copies of all Congress papers will be made avail- 
able through the Congress. 

3. A secluded "quiet room," where absolute quiet will be the rule (suggestions for this are invited from 
different parts of the world). 

4. Meeting rooms of all sizes used flexibly for ad hoc and organized meetings and conferences, scheduled 
in advance, or even "at the last minute." 

5. Working offices, operating throughout the Congress on Congress business such as 
a. Registration information, and other services of the Congress 
b. Preparation of the many volumes of papers coming out of the Congress, with personnel from 

Mouton helping the Editors and authors to correct and add to the books and papers 
c. Offices of the Library-Anthropology Research Group to develop the newly published Guide to 

Anthropological Serial Publications; its in-process Bibliography of Bibliographies, Biographical 
Dictionary of Anthropologists, and Current Contents 

d. An office for correcting and adding entries to Current Anthropology's new Directory of Anthropol- 
ogists and of Anthropology Institutions. 

6. Headquarters for the simultaneous translators in the Congress, and for the engineering services. 
7. Facilities to improve reporting of the Congress, including a Press Room and the needs of radio-TV 

technicians. 
8. Ample space for Publishers' exhibitions of new books and also for the Book Fair (page vi and 148), 

and the Native Aits and Crafts Fair (page vi and 149). 

It is hoped that Congress registration can be computerized, and that the Congress offices will tie into a 
data bank from which information about registrants, special group interests, and meetings, etc., can be 
retrieved for quick use. 

All bedrooms in the hotel have their color television receivers, which will also be available in some public 
rooms. This makes possible closed circuit television of, by and for the Congress. Films from the theater film 
festival (see above) may therefore be shown continously according to a schedule, to permit members to see 
those they have missed because of conflicts of time. 

Closed circuit TV will be useful also to show general announcements and changes in schedules; lists of 
individuals for whom there are messages, times and places of ad hoc meetings of special groups or on special 
topics; etc. Together with the computerized information system, closed circuit television should facilitate 
communications among members (in any languages they wish to write) and between Congress headquarters 
and any or all members. The ideal will be quick availability and dissemination of information to individuals 
to permit ease of meeting for those who wish to meet, and equal freedom to ignore calls to such meetings. 

The advantages of staying in the Conrad Hilton during the Congress are therefore great. It has 2,500 rooms 
and can comfortably house the 4,000 people expected to attend the Congress. First class hotels in Chicago 
are very expensive, but the Congress has received extraordinarily low special rates (S17-S21 single, S24-S28 
double, $30 triple, and $36 quadruple). Nevertheless, we have also reserved space at the nearby YMCA Hotel 
where daily rates are $11.50 single and $15.80 double, and even less expensive without bath. Hotel bookings 
should be made through the Congress office on a special form which will be sent with the next circular to 
registrants. 
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The Congress takes fullest advantage of the facilities within the Hotel; but it is arranging also for the 
easiest movement outside, with a continuous bus service from the hotel to shopping areas and to several 
museums and universities. On the second evening of the Congress (Sunday 2 September) a larger fleet of 
buses will take the entire Congress for an initial tour of the entire lake front (with box supper en route) and 
evening visits to the Field Museum of Natural History and the Museum of Science and Industry, both of 
which will have special Congress exhibits. 

Inside and outside the hotel the Congress will follow a policy of individual responsibility for aU expenses. 
The costs will be reduced as much as possible for bus transportation and all food and services; but all Con- 
gress services apart from the sessions and meeting rooms themselves, will be selected and paid for by individ- 
uals, thus allowing the greatest freedom. 

No "banquets" are scheduled, so that individuals are free to patronize the many restaurants in the hotel 
and the city. However, the Congress must arrange the refreshment and food services required in connection 
with the Congress sessions which continue through normal meal hours. To avoid confusion and discrimina- 
tion, these food services, like all the others, will require payment by individuals. Any member whose subsis- 
tence in Chicago is-by advance agreement-subsidized by the Congress will therefore be provided with the 
agreed upon lump sum of money (or travellers' checks) on arrival. 

Of all disciplines, anthropology most requires inputs from all of the world's cultures; our international 
Congress every five years must be more than simply another place to meet colleagues and compare notes. It 
is an opportunity to develop necessary cooperation on a worldwide scale;. The energies of the Organizing 
Committee have therefore gone first into developing programs which will attract scholars from all over the 
world. This process is not yet finished (see page vii). Second, into finding funds to help scholars to come 
to the Congress. Third, into providing facilities to maximize the benefits to all who are able to come to the 
Congress. (Tapes of the discussions will also be available in Congress languages for those who cannot come.) 

The good books that are being made by the world's scholars, and the potential to "update" anthropology 
every five years at future Congresses, may well be the most important benefit. The members of the Congress 
who write papers, and the Editors who make books are the key assets that we have. To make good books 
possible the form of the Congress had to become one in which papers are discussed rather than read out loud; 
this in turn made possible the very expensive simultaneous translation. It also made necessary the preprinting 
of the papers so they can be read in advance for the discussions. Both of these costs (which may total 
$250,000!) are being paid out of advances on royalties from the books which are being produced by Mouton 
Publishers. Although some notices have advertised World Anthropology at very high prices, in fact the books 
will be sold individually (as well as together) at the normal 1973 price for scholarly books (about $ 12.00 for 
a 300 page book-assuming the dollar-Dutch guilder exchange rate as of April 1, 1973. And from this price, 
members of the Congress may take a 40% discount. The next updating of anthropology (for the Xth Congress 
in 1978, wherever it is held) could be done with foresight and systematic planning beginning at the IXth 
Congress in Chicago. 

The present book will be supplemented by resumes (and new titles) received since 31 January. When a 
supplement comes, add it to this book. 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee 

President 



INTRODUCTION TO RESUMES 

The Information for Authors prepared by the Organizing Committee provided that "Written communi- 
cations will not be read aloud at the Congress, but will be available to all members before and during the 
Congress. All papers will be reproduced in English. Papers submitted in French, German, Portuguese and 
Spanish will be accepted and reproduced in the original language as well as in English. Members submitting 
papers in any languages other than French, German, Portuguese and Spanish must submit the original and 
an English translation. In these cases, only the English translation will be reproduced. An abstract should ac- 
company each paper, and must be limited to 200 words." 

As of 31 i 1973, 1592 proposals for papers had been accepted; this book lists them all, and includes ab- 
stracts where available. Abstracts which exceeded an additional word allowance were shortened. They are 
printed here without the author's prior approval and are indicated by an * following the title. 

Authors had been asked to give ten key words so that a subject matter index could be prepared. These 
may eventually be useful in an electronic data bank. It was decided that for purposes of this book a simple 
topical classification of the material, and a geographic code would make scanning pages easier than moving 
from an index to the pages referred to. This book is divided into the four traditional fields (sec pages 148 
and 14')):   I. Biological/Physical; 2. Archaeology/Prehistory: 3. Social/Cultural: and 4. Linguistics. Each 
title was assigned to only one of these four fields, despite frequent overlap. Where geographic reference is 
clear, it is represented by a symbol conspicuously placed in the margin; A - Asia; E - Europe; F - Africa; 
M -Middle America; N - North America; O -Oceania; S - South America. 

SUPPLEMENTS to this book of abstracts will be sent periodically. Please keep us informed of your most 
reliable addresses between now and the Congress so that any information sent will reach you promptly. 
KEEP THIS BOOK AND ALL SUPPLEMENTS. BRING THEM TO THE CONGRESS. REPLACEMENTS 
WILL BE AVAILABLE ONLY AT ADDITIONAL COST. 

ORDERING PAPERS 

It is important that you order papers now so that they can be reproduced in advance most economically. 
The first 20 papers you request will be sent without charge about June 1st. Additional papers can be ordered 
for SI a copy paid in advance and will also be available for purchase at the Congress. Follow the order form 
outlined below and keep a copy for your own records. Please use the four-digit identification number. 

SAMPLE ORDER FORM 

NAME (Please Print)  

ADDRESS TO WHICH THE PAPERS SHOULD BE SENT (about 1 vi 1973)_ 

5> 

Please send the following papers. They are listed from first choice to last choice: 

i. &"/ 6. /*/¿e 

8.J2££2 
9-    C'-ílj 

3. ccc 3 

If available, substitute the   French   Ge rrn>m   Po 

11. C:*/Y% 
12. . 
13. . 

14. . 

IS. 

rtuguese   Spanish   (circle one) version for the English 



BIOLOGICAL/PHYSICAL 
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ANTHROPOLOGIE BIOLOGIQUE/PHYSIQUE 
Voir Details Page 148 

0001   ABDUSHELISHVILY, „u„UJMi, , ... _., CERTAIN PROBLEMS OF ETHNIC AN- 
THROPOLOGY IN SOUTHWEST ASIA IN THE LIGHT OF THE LATEST 
RESEARCH 

The differentiation of the anthropological features of the 
groups related to the Indo-Pamlrian race of the Caucasus» Soviet 
Central Asia, Afgh   and India shows by a gradual intensifi- 

1 differences how morphological features log- 
group of types to another.  Such low of 

differentiation cannot be an accident, particularly insofar as ; 
has been revealed on an almost ideally unitized material.  Ap- 
parently this law reflects the ancient genetic continuity of thi 
DODulation of Southwest Asia. 

0002   AGUIRRE, Emiliano, KENYAPITHECUS AND RAMAPITHECUS 

The fossil material referred under these generic names Is 
revised with a comparative study and discussion on chrono- 
stratigraphy age taxonomy and phylogeny, Including problematic 
relationship with man's ancestry.  In author's opinion 
Kenyapithecus is not a synonym but a valid genus. ThiB recon- 
sideration of fossil material suggests closer relationship of 
man with chimpanzee and gorilla (Proconsulinae, or Panlnae) than 
with orang and DryopiLhecus (Ponginae), which agrees with recent 
studies on caryotypes and other biochemical more than with other 
proposed fylogenlcs.  Origin of Homlnidae is hypothecally dated 
in Mio tage. 

0003  ALEXEEV, V. P., DIFFERENTIAL RACIAL GEOGRAPHY 

NEGROID VENEZUELAN ISOLATE 

A multldisciplinary study of a Vene 
which has remained isolate during the paot i«u nunureu yetus, 
carried out in order to answer the following interrogante:  1. Is 
Tapipa completely African or, as the neighboring populations, has 
also Indian or Caucasoid blood?  2. Which genetic markers exist 
or predominate in this population?  3. Is it possible to deter- 
mine the racial admixture with these genetic markers, if they 
---*-*• ** Clinical history, genetic history, physical examination, 

-''-    peripheral blood smear, venous blood samples, feces hemat 
and urlnalys'is were obtained in 20Ó 
following results:  hemoglobin variants (Hb 
creased A2) 167.; G6-PD deficiency 107.; pyru 
cy 17.; slow-moving transferrln 107.; they • 

and chlldr 
S,C,F,A2 and in- 

vate kinase dcficicn- 
ly have AK1 phe: 

populations.  ABO blood group system Indie 
trlbutlon more like that of West Africa and the one from Caracas 
and for the Rh Bystem there was a frequency of 607. of the cDe 
chromosome; antigene Dia was found in 37. and Kell in 3.317.. 
Serum protein electrophoresis demonstrated an Increase of the 
gammaglobulln and tmmunoglobulln determination revealed a signi- 
ficative increase of the IgG and an occasional of the IgM. 
There was no Increase in either IgD or IgA and only 3 cases had 
levels of IgE above the highest normal.  Almost all had ascarls 
eggs and trichocephalus in feces and a few necator, estrongy- 
loids or giardlas; 207. had nutritional anemia and urinalysis did 
not demonstrate a major disorder.  The results indicate that 
even though the population of Tapipa has biochemical character- 
istics predominantly of African origin, it alBo has an appreci- 
able amount of Indian and possible Caucasoid blood.  In addition 
'" '" evident that even when a high percentage has 

increase of 

The prerequisites for and mechanisms of biological adapta- 
bility are discussed through the example of several U.S.S.R. ethnic 
groups, living In differing climatic and geochemical conditions, 
studied on the basis of an extensive morphological, physiological, 
and genetic programme as well as the literature on Arctic and equa- 
torial populations. 

Variability of functional and morphological characteristics, 
whereby an equilibrium is maintained between the population and the 
environment, Is indispensable for biological adaptability. Because 
of its intra- and intergroup variability, the population can on the 
whole exist in a broad range of its physiological and morphological 
characteristics. The coefficients of correlation between morpho- 
logical and physiological characteristics are very low, suggesting 
a relative independence of functional and somatic features. 

Of the populations examined, not one was found refractory to 
environmental influences; reactivity was manifest on both planes, 
morphological and functional. 

The author concludes that there exist adaptive morphofuncttonal 
types which have evolved throughout the history of mankind. They 
have one feature in common, viz., increased resistive power in re- 
sponse to extreme conditions. The specific features of the adapt- 
ive types differ from one set of geographic conditions to another. 
Under similar climatic conditions, different ethnic groups exhibit 
the same adaptive types. 

PALE0C0LOGY, PALEODEMOGRAPHY AND 

Increasing density of population, the usual touchstone of 
evolutionary success, now threatens to bury man in his own urban 
avalanche of people: health and long survival of mothers and 
children paradoxically leads to this Impasse.  Has anything like 
this happened before? Yes, twice, once at the end of Upper 
Paleolithic, and again in the collapse of the ancient world, in 
each case leading to a stronger blocultural revival. 

The major ecologic variables are climate, soils, food plants 
and animals for meat protein. The major demographic and health 
variables are female longevity, reproductive capacity and child 
survival (foetal and infant loss is leBs relevant), with actual 
disease and overpopulation secondary negative forces: a healthy 
population can carry a big disease load. 

In the Eastern Mediterranean over 2,000 skeletons of U 
periods from Upper Paleolithic to modern tlmeB support the hypo- 
thesis of complex but positive feedbacks between ecology, diet, 
longevity and population density as follows: after a sharp 
Mesolithic depression increase In adult female longevity up 
above 30 allows density increase as farming develops, with rapid 
advance shortly before 500 B.C., followed by decline and re- 
advance after the Industrial Revolution.  Fertility change 
parallels female longevity except in (Hellenistic-} Roman times 
of depressed reproduction in urban overcrowding. 

0007   BAJEMA, Carl Jay,  DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMISSION OF GENETIC 
AND CULTURAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE 
HUMAN SPECIES:  A CYBERNETIC VIEW OF GENETIC AND CULTURAL 
EVOLUTION 

Cybernetic models are utilised to describe the feedback 
mechanisms proposed by the Lamarckian, Darwin-Wallace and neo- 
Darwinian theories to explain how genetic evolution occurs. 
Cybernetic models are also utilized to extend the neo-Darwinian 
theory of genetic evolution to include the feedback mechanisms 
by which cultural evolution occurs.  The erroneous nature of 

ch views aB the idea that only the human species is capable of 
transmitting 
vi 

-genetic) information about   _.. 
other members of its species and the idea that 
lution has replaced genetic evolution In the human 

0008   BAJEMA, Carl Jay,  ESTIMATION OF THE DIRECTION AND 
INTENSITY OF NATURAL SELECTION IN RELATION TO HEIGHT, 
WEIGHT AND PONDERAL INDEX:  A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THIRD 
HARVARD GROWTH STUDY PARTICIPANTS 

Differential reproduction with respect to height, weight 
and ponderal index was studied in a sample of 612 males and 608 
females who participated in the Third Harvard Growth Study during 
the 1920's and 193CTB, and who were at least AS years old at the 
time of the follow-up study (1967-68) All participants in the 
Third Harvard Growth Study were students in the Beverly, Medford 
and Revere public school systems In Massachusetts when their 
physical growth and mental growth patterns were studied. 

The direction of natural selection was negative for height 
in both males (r--.06) and females (r—.01), negative for pon- 
deral index in both males (r--.10) and females (r--.12), and 
positive with respect to weight in both males (r-+.05) and 
females (r-+.ll). 

When the non-reproductive members of the sample (104 males 
and 124 females) were excluded from the sample natural selection 
was negative for height in both male parents (r*-.07) and female 
parents (r—.05), negative for ponderal index in both male 
parents (r--.09) and female parents (r—.11), and positive for 
weight in both male parents (r-+,03) and female parents (r-+.08). 

Palmar flexion creases, though not the components of derma- 
toglyphics are usually associated with dermal configurations of 
the palm.  The application of this genetically controlled mor- 
phological variable appears to be immense. 
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ARCHAEOLOGY/PREHISTORY 
See Description Page 148 

Of Che many controversial hypotheses about the peopling of 
America only one is widely recognized--that it proceeded from 

chlng for initial lower paleolith cultures in Central 
and Southeast Asia, and even in Europe.  They proceed mainly on 
the principle of technological similarity: production of bifacial 
tools that could serve as a prototype for projectile points, a 
distinguished feature of American late paleolith.  Radiocarbon 
dating made for such North Asian sites, as the Malta, Dyuktai, 
Ushkovo and others show that these monuments could not nave been 
predecessors of North and South American paleolith cultures, de- 
spite similarity of implement elements.  Similarity between mon- 
uments of the same epoch, cannot be explained other than by con- 
vergence.  Only for the end of late paleolith is there indisput- 
able evidence of the origin of the Denall complex from North 
Asia, proving that at the time there existed one cultural tradi- 
tion on the territory of Alaska and Siberia. 

0247  ACKERMAN, Robert E., MICROBLADES AND PREHISTORY: 
TECHNOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE NORTH 
PACIFIC COAST 

Further data on three archeological phases, initially pre- 
sented in 1965 for the Icy Strait region of southeastern Alaska 
(135°15' W, 58°U' N) were In part further amplified by the re- 
search investigations of an archeological field team from 
Washington State University in 1971.  The earliest cultural phase 
(tentatively dated to 10,180+ 800 B.P.) is still not amenable to 
characterization due to the limitation of the inventory.  Phase 
2, in contrast, contains a rich lithic inventory of microcores, 
mícroblades, acrocores, flakes and tool forms made by utilizing 
the cutting edge of cores and flakes.  Phase 2, as yet undated, 
is overlaid by a sterile zone of forest humus which has been 
dated by radiocarbon analysis to 2300 B.P.  The uppermost phase, 
phaBe 1, contains elements of the historic North Pacific Coast 
Tradition and may represent a late prehistoric to historic 
Tllnglt occupation. 

Phase 2 is best represented in the cultural sequence and 
will be the focus of this paper.  Specifically, the technologi- 
cal attributes of the microcore and mlcroblade industry will be 
presented upon which the cultural relationships between the in- 
terior of Alaska-Canada and the North Pacific Coast will be 
investigated. 

024* ADOVASIO, J.M., PREHISTORIC BASKETRY OF WESTERN 
NORTH AMERICA AND MEXICO: A SUMMARY OF CURRENT 
INFORMATION 

Recent studies on newly recovered perishable materials, 
as well as detailed reanalyses and large scale comparisons of 
earlier archaeological basketry collections have provided the 
data necessary for firm delineatio  **     *   •-••-- 
basketry making centers (or     v 

of several prehistoric 
B) in the Western United State 

and Mexico. Within each of these areas, it is now possible, d 
to an abundance of C14 dates and other controls, to trace the 
evolution of specific techniques as well as the technical inte 
relationship of one basketry making area to another both in ti 
and through time. For most of the basketry centers defined an 
discussed in this paper, the actual sequence of basketry manu- 
facture spans some 10,000 years making these developmental 
continuums the longest of their type in the world. 

Exposal on methodological grounds for the identification of 
human implemental activity on broken and accumulated bones, 
antlers and teeth, both in general and as applied on sites in 
Central Spain.  A typological classification of bone tools from 
Torralba, Spain is proposed.  Review of this activity In other 
early cultural complexes. 

0250  ANATI, Emmanuel, THE ROCK-ART OF CAMONICA VALLEY: A MEAN 
TO RECONSTRUCT THE LIFE AND HISTORY OF A PREHISTORIC 
SOCIETY 

Over 60.000 rock-carved figures have been discovered so far 
in the Camonica Valley (Italian Alps).  They cover the age of 
exlatence of a culture from the moment the "Camunlans" started 
making rock-pictures, in the 4th millennium B.C., to the moment 
in which they were absorbed In the Roman world, in the 1st century 
B.C. Throughout this long age, rock-pictures were modified many 
times in their style and subject matter; these changes are ex- 
plained by changes of economic, political, ideological-religious 
and general-cultural nature. This study of rock-pictures reveals 
numerous details about a prehistoric society in a period which Is 
crucial for understanding the origins of European Civilization. 
It is possible to follow up the gradual shift from a hunting and 
collecting economy to a complex economy in which pastoralism, 
mining, artisanship and agriculture are added to hunting and 
collecting.  It is also possible to note external influxes such 
as the advent of Indo-European symbols and religious-ideological 

ARCHEOLOGIE/PREHISTOIRE 
Voir Details Page 148 

such events as the development of the Amber 
trade and, still later, the expansionism of ..-,,_._. .. _   nave left their ¿sprint 

concepts; latí 
Route and Myci 
the "Umflelds" and Hallstatt Culture: 
Decadence started with the adoption of Etruscan fashion; when the 
Romans arrived the Camunlans were ready and happy to be subdued. 
The Camunians had the habit of engraving upon the rocks.  Their 
80.000 figures are a unique testimony of their life and history. 

The authors, considering the Eskimo technical complex of 
harpoon hunting tools, have come to the conclusion that the 
ornament on the tools (especially on harpoon heads) carried out 
not only aesthetic and ritual-magic but also informative, narra- 
tive and mnemotechnical functions. 

Beside the standard types of harpoon heads there also 
existed some unusual forms (mutations) which reflect the search 
for more suitable constructions.  Not all of the mutations were 
good enough, so in the course of the historical selection some 
of them disappeared and only a   few of the changes helped to evolv 

speclalizatio 
line of the comple 

Various types of harpoon heads - each with it 
and correlation of advantages and disadvantages - coexisted for 
a long period.  However, their per cent correlation differs with 
the nuances of the ecological environment, e.g. the fauna and 
microclimate variations. Thus a well-balanced polymorphity of 
typological variations may be considered as a mechanism through 
which an adjustment of the culture to environment changes is 
achieved. 

xpioit 
longer be 

are referred to as "black box" systems since their Internal 
mechanics must be determined indirectly.  One of the major tasks 
of research into such problems is to determine not only the in- 
?uts and outputs of a black box, but also its "form" ; i.e., its 
imitlng factors or constraints. The contention is argued in 

this paper that certain putative cultural processes and stages of 
development that have been described are partly or wholly ex- 
plainable as the expectable results of natural coastal processes. 
As a result, the external form of the black box has often been 
Incorrectly stated.  This, in turn, has resulted in Interpreta- 
tions of cultural process and development which are demonstrably 
the "noise" resulting from normal and ongoing processes of the 
physical and biotic environments within which human existence has 
occurred. A general model for historical succession of adaptive 
modes is presented with supporting data derived from excavations 
on the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts of the United States.  Several 
previously offered hypotheses concerning adaptation, culture 
change, and settlement patterns vis-a-vis the coast are critical- 
ly examined. 

0263  ATHERT0N, John H.,  SPECULATIONS ON FUNCTIONAL 
ATTRIBUTES OF PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIALS FROM      t 
SIERRA LEONE 

This paper discusses three classes of prehistoric archaeo- 
logical materials from Sierra Leone in an attempt to determine 
their original uses and their interrelations with aspects of pre- 
historic material culture in contiguous areas. A careful exam- 
ination of the pieces la combined with a study of relevant 
archaeological, historic, ethnographic and material culture 
studies to make a preliminary assessment of possible functional 
attributes. 

Flaked and polished stone celts and various forms of flaked 
quartz artifacts have been recorded from four archaeological ex- 
cavations and scattered surface finds in Sierra Leone.  Evidence 
points toward their having been used primarily for woodworking, 
and occasionally for work on other materials such as ivory and 
soapstone.  Rare unused miniature polished celts may have had 
"religious" uses. 

"Bored Stones" and large bifaclally-worked implements found 
during mining operations in Southeastern Sierra Leone are felt to 
have been used in quarrying - possibly for gold. 

Carved soapstone figures from the Southern'part of the 
country, usually known as nomoli, appear to have been represen- 
tations or intermittent abodes of one or more types of super- 
natural entities. Recent research on these pieces has provided 
more information on their probable use as well as the processes 
used to manufacture them. 

0264  BAITY, Elizabeth Chesley, ASTRA XC0NC0GRAPHY AND ITS POSSIBLE 
USEFULNESS IN PREHISTORY * ft 

This paper discusses the possible usefulness of the recording 
and analysis of motifs from rock and ceramic art from the 4th and 3rd 
millennia B.C. cultures of South Asia, Western Asia, Italy, North  F 
Africa, and Iberia.  It is suggested that astronomical observations, 
particularly of the solstices and equinoxes and the heliacal rising 
of certain constellations, served a priestly elite for the setting of 



SOCIAL/CULTURAL 
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ANTHROPOLOGIE SOCIALE/CULTURELLE 
Voir Details Page 148 

0379      ABRAHAMS,   Roger D.,     FOLKLORE AND CULTURAL PLURALISM 

ABRAMSON,   S.A. ,     FAMILY-GROUP,   FAMILY,   AND INDIVIDUAL 
PROPERTY CATEGORIES OF NOMADS   (KAZAKHS,   KIRGHIZ,   ALTAIANS, 
TOUVINIANS,  AND MONGOLS) # 

ept of Ethnographical sources enable one to elucidate t 
private-family ownership of cattle among nomadic peoples and 
low certain stages of its formation. 

Three categories of ownership of cattle are distinguished. The 
first, family-group ownership, was based on groups of related fami- 
lies which constituted small communities.  The bride-price and the 
dowry were collected not only by the families of the bride and the 
bridegroom, but also by related families and even by fellow tribes- 
men.  A substantial portion of the bride-price, which was in cattle, 
was meant to repay the related families that helped to collect the 
dowry and shared other expenses in connection with the wedding.  The 
dowry, largely household utensils, clothing, and, in many cases, a 
tent, became the property of the head of the new family and was 
Jointly used by its members. The bridegroom's relatives had the 
right to claim some part of the dowry. Only some individual compo- 
nents of it were regarded as the bride's private property. 

One may follow the transition from the collective ownership of 
cattle by patriarchal family communities (subsequently, by groups 
of related families) to ownership by individual families and even 
to private ownership. 

0382  ACIPAYAMLI, Orhan,  LE CONCEPT DE FOLKLORE EN TURQUIE 

En Turquie, comme partout d'ailleurs, ceux qui travaillent 

La plupart de 
ccord 

Pourta 

ntinu 

dans le domaine de folklore 
tion et l'e'tendu du folklore 
geantes seront traites dans 
n'allons signaler ci-dessous certains propositio 
groupées d'apres l'ordre thematlque: 

1- Le folklore est une science elaboree par l'effort 
ou discontinu des gens, 

2- II est une science qui fait i'etude des documents 
rlques dans la matiere, 

3- II est une science qui etudle les problémes de l'a 
de la culture populaires, 

4- II est une science qui traite les sujets tels les 
coutúmes et les moeurs des communautes rurales tout L 

dehors des villes en quelque sort mécanisees, 
5- 11 est l1accumulations de tous les valeurs 

societe's, 
6- II e'tudie les donne'es de l'ordre esthetique des societes, 
7- II etudle les documents mate'riel des couches populaires, 
8- II e'tudie les documentsformel des couches populaires, 
9- II e'tudie les documents materiels aussi bien que forméis 

des couches populaires. 
e'tude analytique et detall lee de ees buts assigne' 

fait 

folklore sera soumise a l'attention critique des participant 
congrés et ceci dans une definition du folklore en temps qu' 
science essayant de determiner les principes et les lois des 

du 

B.( FACTORS UNDERLYING 

Studies of marriage in primitive societies have tended to 
focus on normative rules, especially those of exogamy and pre- 
ferential spouses, yet theoretical and methodological problems 
have arisen which suggest that the generally neglected concept 
of endogamy may now be a more fruitful point of Inquiry.  Inspec- 
tion of a sample of societies from a variety of ecological niches 
indicates that marriages occur within three concentric circles 
representing larger and larger groups. Typical reports Indicate 
that 30 percent of marriages occur within some form of local 
group, 50 percent with a neighborhood or group of neighboring 
villages, while 80 percent occur within the ethnic region.  In 
societies with low population density the "80 percent group" is 
scattered over an area of several miles, but in societies with 
higher density spouses rarely come from more than A miles away, 
that is a day^s travel. The sizes of such groups, however, are 
quite different. In societies with low densities a great distance 
must be travelled to find a minimum group of 500 persons; while 
In societies with higher densities, the size of the "80 percent 
group", which varies according to the number of people who live 
within a short radius, can be as large as 55,000 people. Actual 
choice of spouse, though, is limited, even in these cases, be- 
cause of economic factors which determine who will marry close to 
home and who will marry far away. The paper will present data 
from a preliminary sample of societies showing the effects of 
propinquity and population density on the sizes of groups of 
varying degrees of endogamy.  It will also discuss types of mar- 
riage strategies, who makes them, and how they fall within the 3 
circles. And It will further discuss problems involved in estim- 
ating sizes of spouse pools (chat is, the groups from which 
actual Bpouses are chosen), BB well as the underlying economic 
factors which influence marriage choice. 

rated on 
on. The argu- 
ek equilibrium 

03B4    ADAMS, Richard N.,  ON STRATEGIES OF LOWER SECTOR DEMARGIN- 
ALIZATION 

While poverty may be eliminated by development, marglnalization 
can only be reduced when societies collectively cease to expand. 
When societies expand among expanding societies, the processes of 
structural escalation, circumscription, and natural selection con- 
centrate power, i.e., concentrate control of the environment and ul- 
timate decision making.  Marglnalization of much of the population, 
i.e., removal of their capability to control the envi 
make decision, necessarily follows. 

Strategies for demarginallzation have to date c 
developmental alternatives that lead to further expai 
ment here is that such strategies must involve, must 
or even some declination in the man-environment syst 
cases have been rare in complex societies. They have usually follow- 
ed on catastrophies. The paper then explores alternative forms of 
demarginallzation currently being attempted, especially those spon- 
sored as local or national collectivizations for their consequences 
in terms of marglnalization and standard of living. 

0385 AFIGBO, A.E.,  PROLEGOMENA TO THE CULTURE HISTORY OF THE IGBO 
SPEAKING PEOPLES OF NIGERIA, WEST AFRICA * f 

Research into the history of the Igbo-speaking peoples of south- 
ern Nigeria (the Biafrans of the Nigerian Civil War) is at a very ru- 
dimentary stage. This means a dearth of materials and the absence of 
a definite theoretical, as of chronological, framework for their his- 
tory.  Nevertheless it is necessary (and may be now possible), on the 
basis of what information we have, to build up some perspective of 
Igbo culture history.  But such a framework should be seen as tenta- 
tive, a   framework which should be subjected to rigorous questioning, 
and to constant re-examination and modification as more facts about 
the Igbo past come to light. 

0386 AGAJANOV, S.G., KARRIYEV, A. K., BASIC PROBLEMS OF ETH- 
NOGENESIS OF TURKMEN PEOPLE E 

There are still many controversial and unsolved problems in 
ethnogenesis of the Turkmen people, despite the fact that it has 
been studied by Russian, Soviet and West European and other for- 
eign scholars for three centuries already. 

This paper attempts to generalize all data on hand on eth- 
nogenesis of the Turkmen people, the main stress being laid on 
generalizing and interpreting new material. The paper singles 
out the most important problems of ethnogenesis of the Turkmen 
people and draws attention to ways and methods of solving this 
problem at the present stage. 

The basic aim in this paper is to show (1) how anthro- 
pologists have utilized the Indian Census data in their 
researches? (2) how Indian Census have influenced the growth and 
development of anthropology in general and Indian anthropology 
in particular? and (3) how the Indian Census data can be further 
used in anthropological researches especially when non-Indian 
anthropologists are discouraged to conduct field work in India. 
In order to have a historical perspective and meaningful under- 
standing, I have divided the hundred years of Indian Census into 
two phases (a) colonial phase and (b) independent phase. Within 
these two phases, 1 have shown some of the research utilities of 
Indian Census.  In the second part of the paper, I have ids- 
cussed the theoretical and conceptual Implications of the Census 
on the development and growth of anthropology.  In the third 
part of the paper 1 have suggested for the organization of 
International and National Census Data Bank for better utility 
of Indian Census, and also some theoretical reorientation in 
the Indian Census data collection approach to make it more 
meaningful for the anthropologists of the world. 

to de la Arqueología en el area Central 
del país. 

El sitio Las Pavas parece haber sido un lugar de enterra- 
miento en el que existieron numerosas tumbas en forma de bo- 
tella, probablemente de entierros secundarios, en las que se 
colocaron algunas piezas enteras pero la mayor parte en pe- 
dazos. 

La cerámica obtenida, la casi totalidad fragmentada, ha 
permitido establecer cinco tipos cerámicos bien definidos 

deco que abundan las grandes vasijas perifi 
en una zona arriba y abajo del cuello, empleo del inciso en 
las formas que acusan una gran antigüedad en América Inter- 
media, pintura por medio de lineas anchas horizontales o ve 
ticales de color morado sobre el color natural de la pasta i 
sobre el engobe rojo anaranjado y una discreta aplicad 
pastillaje en forma de botones. 

Tentativamente hemos considerado la existencia de 
cultura alrededor de principios de la Era Cristiana, an 
cediendo a la fase Curridabat. 

de 
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BULLOWA, Margaret, FIDELHOLTZ, James 1... and KESSLER, 
Allan R., INFANT VOCALIZATION: COMMLTNICATION BEFORE 
SPEECH 
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tion, muscular activity which produces 
total body movement.  Pre-1anguage and 

e likewise an integral part of cultural 
field of linguistics, the methods and 
phoentics are used in the analysis of in- 

osodic and, la 
aliz 

Throughout, infant behavior is viewed as hierarchically organ- 
ized. 

This report deals with data collected at least weekly for 
five normally developing white American infants during their 
first six months.  The audio and film recordings are part of a 
longitudinal birth-to thirty-months series of observations in 
natural home settings. 

We find a number of differentiable behaviors characterize, 
by acoustically distinctive vocalizations pres 
ning and -•--•"       •• •  • 

Formal linguistics is concerned with the whole theory of 
human speech. A complementary, normative research goal is the 
study of high forms of human thought and ideas by recording the 
peak phenomena of thought in a great variety of societies, in- 
cluding great works of oral literature, the ideas of serious 
thinkers and the subtleties of intimate conversation and humor. 

Modern linguistics, modern anthropology and such fundamen- 
tal inventions as the modern, portable, high-fidelity tape re- 
corder and cine' camera give us a formidable battery of methods. 
We can now record the philosophically-minded elders, the poets, 
the musicians, the women and children of the villages with such 
precision that their speech-forms can be studied later, under 
laboratory conditions - even with such instruments as the sound 
spectrograph. Traditionally oriented people can thus speak for 
themselves directly into the permanent record.  The whole method 
of linguistics is needed for the scholarly production and inter- 
pretation of such texts; and in return this kind of work will 
surely contribute much to linguistic theory.  It can revolution- 
ize language teaching, because the student can study highly mem- 
orable, live utterances in a framework of theory. 

The paper will draw largely on African materials. 

1486   CAMPBELL, Lyle,  QUICHEAN LINGUISTICS AND PHILOLOGY * 

Many problematical sound changes in the Quichean subgroup of 
the Mayan family of languages are found to be explained by docu- 
ments written in and on these languages shortly after the Conquest. 

For example, many have considered Kekchi and Pokom closely re- 
lated because they share the change of *i  to s.  Other changes, how- 
ever, make it seem that Pokom is not as closely allied with Kekchi 
as with Quiche.  The conflict of overlapping shared innovations is 
solved only when the documents are consulted.  In early post-Con- 
3uest dictionaries and texts on Kekchi and Pokom , both still have 

This shows that the change was not a single shared innovation, 
but an independent innovation within the two separate languages. 

Another example involves the change of *k to ky before a final 
q or x.  Many have thought this rule to have existed in Proto-Qui- 
chean.  However, in the early documents none of the Quichean dia- 
lects have this change.  In fact, the material available suggests 
that it diffused from the Mam area into adjacent Quiche dialects 
about 1600, and from there gradually diffused into other dialects. 

Several other such examples are considered, and the importance 
of such considerations in Latin American linguistic research is dis- 
cussed. 

BASKAKOV, N.A. 

The language situation of the peoples of the Soviet Union in- 
cludes, besides bilingualism (local tongue and Russian), instances 
of more complicated inter-lingual relationships. There are national 
minorities who, in addition to the local and Russian languages, also 
know the language of the basic indigenous population of the republic 
they reside in. An example is offered by the Gagauzians of the Mol- 
davian and Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republics. 

The Soviet nationalities policy contributes to the development 
of the languages of all the Soviet peoples and has provided every 
opportunity for the development of the Gagauz tongue with its writ- 
ten language and its literature. Gagauz functions in the Moldavian 
republic alongside Moldavian and Russian in a complicated situation, 
since the Gagauzians also have as neighbours Ukrainians, Bulgarians, 
Rumanians, and, in the recent past, Greeks and Turks. 

Besides analysing the public and social functions of Gagauz, 
the report traces the structural changes that characterize Gagauz as 
a language developing in complicated inter-ethnic conditions.  It 

Spread of Mandarin (Md) has been the Nationalists' policy 
in Taiwan under two assumptions: (1) Taiwan is a province of 
China, and (2) Md. is the national language of China. Though the 
official position is not clear as to which alternative of language 
planning Taiwan would adopt, unification through suppression of 
linguistic differences or unification through bilingualism, the 
practice has shown more traits of the former than the latter. 

Considering (1) Conflicts of interest between different 
linguistic communities, (2) Wider generation gaps in non-Md. 
communities, (3) Deterred social progress (due to psychological 
depression, inefficient learning at school, lack of understand- 
ing of local communities, lack of coordination and cooperation 
between generations, and social disharmony), (A) Failure in 
democracy, as possible problems of the second alter- 

first alternative - unification through bllingualis 
fied on the basic assumptions of social linguists and the 
itarian belief that the role of education is to increase people" 
ability to communicate with more people while teaching them to 
tolerate and respect human differences and not to foster superio 

is'lusci- 
the human- 



Plan of the Congress...., page 135 

Late in April a First Supplement to the 150 page book of 

abstracts was air mailed to all registrants.  Its 36 pages 

consisted of (a) additional titles and abstracts of papers 

received in Chicago, and (b) three pages, reproduced here, 

containing important new instructions concerning 

logistics and travel which were therefore provided in 

three languages. 

In July Supplement II was mailed with final instructions 

and new information, also in three languages (pp 000) and 

additional abstracts—in a single alphabetical order now 

through number 2124.  In the same envelope was sent a guide 

to the program so that all registrants could determine 

where and when they would discuss their own papers and 

where all others fit (pp 000). 
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] 
The most urgent task now is to report to us 

your TRAVEL PLANS. 
The book to which this is a supplement re- 

ported (page iii) three of the five locations of 
Pre-Congress Sub-Congresses. Detroit for physi- 
cal anthropologists and human biologists; 
Milwaukee for ethnologists, museologists, and 
ecologists: and Oshkosh for applied anthropolo- 
gists. It may now be added that linguists and 
all others interested in symbolic behavior (in- 
cluding all of the arts) will meet in Chicago, 
probably on university and college campuses. 
Locations of archaeologists are still to be 
determined. 

It is time to notify us as early as possible of 
your itinerary; when and how you plan to come 
to Chicago; and, if you will come before 31 
August, to which prc-Congress location you 
wish to come. We have booked rooms for the 
Congress in all locations. As soon as you tell us 
your plans and your needs, we shall send you 
information on alternatives and prices. 

There are 2 chartered flights arranged for 
the Congress: 

La tarea más urgente que aún queda por 
realizar es que Ud. nos informe acerca de sus 
planes de viaje. 

El libro del cual esta publicación es un 
suplemento informa (página iii) acerca de tres 
de las cinco localidades donde se realizarán los 
Sub-Congresos Pre-Congresos. Detroit para los 
antropólogos físicos y biólogos humanos; 
Milwaukee para los etnólogos, museólogos y 
ecólogos; y Oshkosh para los antropólogos 
aplicados. Podemos ahora agregar que los 
lingüistas y todos aquellos interesados en com- 
portamientos simbólicos (incluyendo todas las 
artes) se reunirán en Chicago, probablemente 
en ciertas ciudades universitarias. Aún falta 
determinar el lugar donde se reunirán los 
arqueólogos. 

Ha llegado el momento de notoficarnos, lo 
antes posible, de su itinerario; cuándo y cómo 
piensa venir a Chicago; y, si piensa llegar antes 
del 31 de Agosto, a cuál de las reuniones Pre- 
Congreso piensa asistir. Hemos reservado 
habitaciones para el Congreso en todos los 
lugares. Tan pronto como nos indique sus 
planes y sus necesidades, le enviaremos más 
información acerca de las alternativas y los 
precios. 

Hemos contratado dos vuelos charter para 
el Congreso: 

ti faut maintenant que vous nous communi- 
quiez d'urgence vos plans de voyage. 

Le manuel dont le present document est un 
supplement mentionnait trois des cinq locations 
des Sous-Congres d'avant le Congres (p. iii): 
Detroit pour l'anthropologie physique et la 
biologie humaine, Milwaukee pour l'ethnologie, 
la muséologie et l'écologic, et Oshkosh pour 
l'anthropologie appliquee. Nous pouvons main- 
tenant ajouter que les linguistes et toutes les 
personnes intéressées par les comportements 
symboliqucs (y compris tous les arts) pourront 
se reunir á Chicago, probablement sur les divers 
campus d'univcrsités. Nous n'avons pas encore 
choisi le lieu de reunion des archéologues. 

Veuillcz nous fairc connaitre au plus vite 
votrc itine'raire; quand et comment vous 
comptez vous rendrc a Chicago; et, au cas ou 
vous viendriez avant le 31 aout, a quelle localitc 
de Pré-Congres vous désirez vous rendre. Nous 
avons reserve des chambres dans toutes ees 
localités. Des que vous nous ferez part de vos 
plans et besoins, nous vous enverrons des infor- 
mations sur les choix possibles et les prix. 

Deux vols charter ont été organises pour le 
Congres: 

u 
1. Paris-Chicago: Lv. Paris, Sunday 26 August; Arr. Chicago, Same day 

Lv. Chicago, Sunday 9 September; Arr. Paris, 10 September 
2. London-Chicago:     Lv. London, Monday 27 August; Arr. Chicago, Same day 

Lv. Chicago, Saturday 8 September; Arr. London, 9 September 
For both flights, please contact: Dr. Cyril Bouloux, C.N.R.S., Centre d'Hémotypologie, C.H.U. Purpan, Toulouse, France (Tel: 42.8985). 

From Australia possibilities of group travel are being coordinated by Mr. D. Moddel, Rural Bank Travel Service, 129 Philip Street, Sydney, 
Australia (Tel: 20366 ext. 472). 

From India the most economical travel is a 14-day excursion from Delhi or Bombay to Chicago and return. Possibly additional savings can be 
made; consult: Dr. L. P. Vidyarthi, Department of Anthropology, Ranchi University, Ranchi (Bihar), India. 

From Tokyo a group flight is available in connection with an "all expense tour" Tokyo-San Francisco-New York-Washington DC-Chicago-Los 
Angeles-Honolulu-Tokyo. It departs Tokyo 26 August at 17:00, Japan Air Lines No. 002 and leaves San Francisco 27 August at 09:00. It is pos- 
sible to leave the tour at that point and come directly to Chicago, and rejoin the tour in Los Angeles on 9 September. The entire tour costs 
$1,248, including Hilton Hotel accommodations for 9 nights in Chicago. The Tokyo-San Francisco and Los Angeles-Honolulu-Tokyo portion (in- 
cluding hotel in Honolulu) costs $667, to which should be added the round trip fare to Chicago of about $233, for a total of $900. For further 
information and reservations write: Mr. T. Akasaka, Japan Travel Bureau, Inc., Sky Building, 19-12, Takashima, 2-Chome, Nishi-ku, Yokohama- 
shi, Japan. 
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There is a special "Discover America" fare 

for visitors from abroad for travel within the 
U.S.A. It requires at least 3 stops in the U.S.A. 
Consult any travel agent. 

The Congress has booked space for members, 
whether coming indirectly from abroad or from 
within the United States, from a number of U.S. 
cities. Please reserve seats through the Congress 
office so we can form groups wherever possible 
and offer the lowest transportation costs. This 
will also enable us to arrange for charter buses 
to the hotel on your arrival. 

Hay una tarifa especial "Descubra América" 
para los extranjeros que visitan los EE.UU. Se 
necesitan por lo menos tres paradas en los EE.UU. 
Consulte cualquier agente de viaje al respecto. 

El Congreso ha reservado espacio en los 
aviones provenientes de distintas ciudades de 
los EE.UU. para aquellos miembros que lleguen 
a Chicago desde el extranjero u otros lugares de 
los EE.UU. Por favor reserve su asiento por in- 
termedio de la Oficina del Congreso. De esta 
manera podremos formar grupos y así ofrecer 
los costos de transporte más bajos. Esto nos 
ayudará también a conseguir ómnibus charter 
del aeropuerto a su hotel. 

II existe un tarif special, "Discover America", 
a l'intention des étrangers souhaitant visiter les 
Etats-Unis; pour pouvoir en profíter, il faut 
prévoir au moins trois escales dans le pays. 
Renseignez-vous aupres de n'importe quelle 
agence de voyage. 

Le Congres a reserve des places d'avion pour 
ses membres, que ceux-ci viennent indirectement 
de l'étranger ou des Etats-Unis mémes, au depart 
d'un certain nombre de villes américaines. 
Veuillcz done faire vos locations de places par 
l'intermédiaire du bureau du Congres; cela nous 
permettra d'organiser des voyager, de groupe 
chaqué fois que ce sera possible, vous assurant 
ainsi les tarifs les plus bas. Cela nous permettra 
également de prévoir des autobus charter pour 
vous transporter de l'aéroport a votrc hotel 



Boston 28 Augi 31 Aug TWA 
8 September TWA 

New York LaGuardla 
28 Aug* 31 Aug TWA 
8 September TWA 

Newark: 
28 Aug* 31 Aug TWA 
8 September TWA 

Washington D. C. National: 
28 Aug& 31 Aug American 
8 September American 

Denver 28 Aug i 31 Aug United 
8 September United 

Miami 27 Aug* 31 Aug Northwest 
8 September Northwest 

New Orleans 27 Aug & 31 Aug Delta 
8 September Delta 

Mexico City 27 Aug& 31 Aug American 
8 September Mexicana 

Los Angeles 27 August United 
31 August United 
8 September United 

San Francisco 27 August United 
31 August American 
8 September American 

Seattle 27 August United 
31 August Northwest 
8 September Northwest 

Phoenix 27 August TWA 
31 August 
8 September 

TWA 
TWA 

09:40 11:00 
17:35 20:39 

08:45 09:50 
20:45 23:31 

09:45 10:45 
17:45 20:38 

09:30 10:24 
19:30 22:00 

07:50 10:50 
18:15 19:37 

09:15 11:07 
17:10 20:55 
11:40 13:36 
17:10 19:09 

09:40 14:20 
19:45 23:35 
10:30 16:01 
08:00 13:40 
18:20 20:25 
10:20 16:10 
08:30 14:15 
19:15 21:37 
10:35 Hi. 10 
08:40 14:111 
17:30 19:29 

11:30 16:35 
08:00 12:59 
17:45 19:03 

The book to which this is a supplement in- 
cluded 1,592 lilies of papers, including 1,269 
resumes which had been received and processed 
by 31 January 1973. This supplement adds 288 
titles received by 15 April, for a total of 1.880: 
and 254 resumes received, for a total of 1,523. 
Meanwhile, by 15 May we had received 910 
completed papers. Of these 783 are being re- 
produced only in English; 100 in English and 
also in French, or German, or Portuguese, or 
Spanish. The remaining 27 are not being repro- 
duced for general mailing because of technical 
problems; we shall provide furl tier information 
to those who request these papers. The Institute 
of Ethnography of the Ü.S.S.R. kindly trans- 
lated its Congress papers from Russian into 
English and on request might be able to provide 
copies in the original Russian. 

Titular Members are entitled to free copies 
of 20 papers; see page xii of the PLAN Ol: THE 
CONGRESS for instructions on ordering papers. 
With this supplement (in the same envelope, ex- 
cept in the U.S.A. where they arc under separate 
cover) you will receive those papers which you 
ordered and arc now available. You will note 
that on each paper a price of $0.50. $ 1.00, 
$ 1.50 or $2.00 is printed, reflecting our cost of 
production. This price applies (1 > to orders for 
multiple copies of a single paper; (2) to any 
papers which student members wish to buy; and 
(3) to any which remain to be sold at the Con- 
gress. Advance orders to members, beyond the 
20 provided free, arc priced at an average of 
S 1.00 each. 

Esta publicación es un suplemento de el 
Libro de Resúmenes enviado con anterioridad. 
Este incluía 1.592 títulos de trabajos y 1.269 
rcsümene recibidos y procesados al 31 de Enero 
de 1973. Este Suplemento agrega 2KK títulos 
recibidos al 15 de Abril, que hacen un total de 
1.880; y 254 resúmenes recibidos que suman 
1.527 en total. Mientras tanto, se recibieron 
hasta el 15 de Mayo. 910 ponencias completas, 
de las cuates estamos copiando solamente 783 
en Inglés; 100 en Inglés y I-ranees o Alemán o 
Portugués o Español. Las 27 restantes no se re- 
producirán para ser enviadas debido a problemas 
técnicos. Daremos más información al respecto 
a los miembros que soliciten dichas ponencias. 
El Instituto Etnográfico de la U.R.S.S. ha 
traducido al Inglés, generosamente, las ponencias 
presentadas al Congreso en idioma Ruso. 
Asimismo, podría proveer copias de las mismas 
en Ruso a los miembros que lo soliciten. 

Los Miembros Titulares tienen derecho a 
recibir copias gratis de 20 ponencias; consulte 
la página xii del PLAN DEL CONGRESO para 
más instrucciones acerca de cómo solicitarlas. 

Con este Suplemento recibirá las ponencias 
que ha solicitado y que se encuentran dispo- 
nibles (los residentes en los EE.UU. las recibirán 
en sobre aparte). Notará que cada copia lleva 
impreso un precio de $0,50; $1; $1,50 o $2 
dólares, que refleja nuestros costos de produc- 
ción. Este precio se aplicará < 1) a los pedidos de 
copias múltiples de una misma ponencia; (2) a 
las ponencias que los Miembros Estudiantes 
deseen adquirir; y (3) a cualquier ponencia que 
quede para ser vendida durante el Congreso. 
Los pedidos que se enviarán a los miembros por 
anticipado, y que sobrepasen las 20 copias 
gratis, se cotizarán a un precio promedio de $1 
dólar por ponencia. 

Le munuel donl le present document est un 
supplement indiquail 1.592 tures de communi- 
cations, y compris 1.269 resumís qui nous étaicnt 
parvenus avant te 31 janvier 1973. Le present sup- 
plement donne 288 autres litres, recus avant le 15 
avril, ce qui fail un total de 1.880, el 254 autres 
resumes, avee un total de 1.523. A la dale du 15 
mai nous avions re<¿us 910 communications ter- 
míneos, donl 783 seront reproduces en Anglais 
seulement. et 100 en Anglais el aussi en Trancáis, 
ou Allemand, ou Portugais. ou Espagnol. Les 27 
autres ne seront pas reproduces pour l'expedition 
genérale en raison de difficultés techniques. Des 
informations concernant ees derniéres communi- 
cations seront fournics sur demande. L'ínstituí 
d'Ethnographic de l'URSS a bien voulu traduire 
les communications qu'il présente au Congres 
du Russc en Anglais, ct pourrait fournir des 
cxemplaircs en Russe sur demande. 

Chaqué Membrc Titulairc du Congrés a droit 
a un cxcmplairc gratuit de 20 communications; 
reportez-vous a la page xii de la brochure PLAN 
DU CONGRES pour ce uui concerne la fa«on de 
passer commande. En meme temps que le present 
supplement (dans la meme envelop pe, sauf pour 
les USA, ou I'envoi est fait sous cnvcloppe 
separec) nous vous envoyons les communications 
que vous avez deja commandoes, si clles sont 
actucllcmcnt disponibles. Vous remarquerez 
que chaqué cxcmplairc port ('indication d'un 
prix ($0.50. $1.00, $1.50 ou $2.00), tequel 
reflete notre coÜt de production. Ce prix doit 
3tre payé. (1 > pour chaqué excmplaire supple- 
mental d'unc communication donnee; (2) 
pour toute communication com man dec par les 
membres ctudiants; ct (3) pour les cxemplaircs 
restants qui seront vendus lors du Congrds. Les 
communications commandées d'avance par les 
membres, en sus des 20 communications qu'ils 
peuvent obtenir gratuitcment, seront factúreos 
en moyenne a $1.00 piece. 

AUTHORS: Do NOT include your own paper in your order. We shall send you 5 copies free. 
AUTORES: NO incluyan su ponencia en su pedido. Le enviaremos cinco copias gratis de la m 
AUTEURS: Nc mentionnez pas votre proprc communication dans votre commande: Nous voi i enverrons cinq cxemplaircs gratuits. 

Some papers already ordered arc not yet 
available; you may therefore order additional 
papers from this supplement (changing the 
priority order if you wish) without necessarily 
exceeding Ihc free limit. If you send payment 
for additional papers which wc cannot deliver, 
the surplus money will be credited to your per- 
sonal "Congress account." 

When the second supplement is mailed, or- 
ders for papers will again be Tilled, including. 
newly completed papers ordered earlier. 

Continued on page 34 

Algunas ponencias entre las solicitadas no 
han sido aún procesadas; podrá, por lo tanto, 
solicitar otras entre las inclusas en este Suple- 
mento (alterando, si asflo desea, el orden de 
prioridades) sin excederse necesariamente del 
límite de ponencias ofrecidas gratis. Si envía el 
pago de ponencias extra que no podemos man- 
darle por ahora, el dinero adicional será acredi- 
tado a su "Cuenta Personal del Congreso". 

Cuando enviemos el segundo suplemento, 
los pedidos de ponencias serán nuevamente 
procesados, incluyendo copias de las ponencias 
solicitadas con anterioridad. 

Ccrtaincs des communications deja com- 
mandées nc sont pas encore disponibles: vous 
pouvcz par consequent commander des com- 
munications supplements ire s par mi celles men- 
tionnccs dans le present supplement (en 
changcant l'ordrc de priori te que vous avicz 
primitivement ctabti, si vous le souhaitcz). sans 
forcefnent depasser la limite de 20 cxemplaircs 
gratuits. Si vous nous réglcz des communications 
supplcmcntaircs que nous nc pouvons vous 
fournir, l'cxcédent d'argent sera créditc a votrc 
"compte Congres" personnel. 

Lors de l'expedition du second supplement. 
les commandes dc communications seront de 
nouveau honorecs, y compris celles portant sur 
celles des communications commandées aupara- 
vant qui sont main tenant terminces ct disponibles. 



PLEASE INFORM US OP YOUR MAILING ADDRESSES FROM NOW UNTIL THE CONGRESS 
POR FAVOR, INDIQUE SU DIRECCIÓN DESDE AHORA HASTA EL CONCRESO 
VEUILLEZ NOUS INDIQUER TOUTES LES ADRESSES OU NOUS POUVONS VOUS JOINDRE D'ICI AU CONGRES 

The $25.00 registration fee is now overdue. 
Whether or not you are able to attend the Con- 
gress sessions in Chicago, this Titular Member- 
ship fee is necessary to receive the benefits of 
Congress membership. Prc-publishcd papers 
cannot be sent to those who have not paid regis- 
tration fees, except in countries where foreign 
exchange is impossible. Titular Membership al- 
so entitles one to submit a paper Tor discussion 
during the Congress; a copy of the volume in 
which the paper may be published, and reprints; 
a copy of the "Proceedings" volume; and a 409? 
discount on any or all of the 75*80 volumes be- 
ing published by Moulon. Associate and Student 
Members ($15.00) receive full in-pcrson privi- 
leges in Chicago, but none of the other benefits 
outlined above; advanced graduate students will 
therefore find Titular Membership advantageous. 

Titular Members may still offer written com- 
munications. These can be distributed by mail 
in advance of the Congress if received by 1 July, 
and can be distributed to members on arrival in 
Chicago if received by 15 August. If not yet 
sent, air-mail your 200-word KI.SUMI at once, 
and send the completed paper as soon as possi- 
ble. 

We continue to receive many requests for 
financial assistance to attend the Congress. The 
money needed to fill overseas requests will ex- 
ceed $600,000. For this purpose the Organizing 
Committee expects to raise $200.000. or at 
most $300,000 by the time of the Congress. As 
this supplement goes to press, we have in hand 
only $105,000. so that we must offer help in 
two stages: 

1. To members in countries where it is dif- 
ficult to get foreign exchange, we arc offering 
subsistence on arrival in Chicago first; will) this 
guarantee, many members may be able to ob- 
tain travel funds locally. 

2. To members without currency problems 
who arc also able to use our charter plane from 
Paris or London, wc first use our subsidies to 
assure that all scats in the planes are filled, and 
then will offer other help. 

In about a month, in a second stage, we 
hope to be able to offer some members further 
assistance. 

Both to encourage their attendance and to 
assure the functioning of the Congress, students 
arc being recruited to form a Congress Service 
Corps. Limited funds arc available to make pos- 
sible a wider range of participants; however, all 
persons will be essentially volunteers who are 
able on their own funds to come to Chicago by 
29 August to undergo training beginning 30 
August. The Service Corps will include students 
from all over the world. Although too few will 
be able to pay their way from overseas, students 
from many countries axe already in the U.S.A., 
Canada and Mexico, and special efforts arc being 
made to encourage their participation. 

As many as 500 persons in the Congress Ser- 
vice Corps will form small, self-disciplined, func- 
tional groups, according to skills and preference, 
so as to minimize the time each person is tied 
down by routine tasks and to maximize contact 
and participation in Congress programs. Hope- 
fully, they should have 10 days in a uniquely re- 
warding experience. Applications arc welcome 
from anywhere. Members of the Congress Ser- 
vice Corps who fulfill their obligations will be 
entitled to all privileges of Titular Membership. 

The most urgent task now is to report to us 
your TRAVEL PLANS. 

La fecha de pago de los $25 dólares de la 
cuota de inscripción ha expirado. Pueda Ud. o 
no participar en las sesiones del Congreso, aún 
necesitará el pago de la cuota de MícmbroTilu- 
lar para recibir los beneficios que otorga el Con- 
greso. No se enviaran las ponencias prc-puhijeadas 
a aquellos miembros que no hayan pagado su 
cuota de inscripción, a excepción de aquellos 
países donde no se puede adquirir moneda ex- 
tranjera. La categoría de Miembro Titular le da 
derecho a enviar una ponencia para ser discutida 
en el Congreso; a una copia del volumen en el 
cual su ponencia puede ser publicada y a una 
tirada aparte de la misma; a una copia del volu- 
men de Actas; y al 409?. de descuento en cualquier 
o lodos los 75-80 volúmenes que publicará 
Mouton. 

Los Miembros Asociados y Estudiantes ($15 
dólares) recibirán privilegios completos "en 
persona" en Chicago, pero ninguno de los otros 
beneficios dcscriptos arriba; los estudiantes 
graduados avanzados podran considerar su ins- 
cripción como Miembros Titulares ventajosa. 

Los Miembros Titulares están aún a tiempo 
de presentar ponencias. Si éstas se reciben antes 
del I de Julio, serán distribuidas por corren. Si 
se reciben antes del 15 de Agosto, serán distri- 
buidas al arribo de los participantes en Chicago. 
Si aún no ha enviado su ponencia, mande por 
vía aérea el RESUMEN de 200 palabras inmedia- 
tamente, y la ponencia completa lo antes posible. 

Seguimos recibiendo muchos pedidos de 
ayuda financiera. El dinero necesario para 
cumplir con los pedidos del extranjero excederá 
los $600.000 dólares. El Comité Organizador 
del Congreso espera conseguir $200.000 dólares 
para este propósito, o a lo sumo $300.000 para 
cuando comience el Congreso. Al entrar este 
Suplemento en prensa, solamente tenemos "en 
mano" $105.000 dólares, por lo que debemos 
ofrecer ayuda en dos etapas: 

1. A los miembros provenientes de aquellos 
países en donde resulta difícil conseguir moneda 
extranjera, tes ofreceremos el dinero necesario 
para cubrir los gastos de subsistencia a su arribo 
a Chicago primero: con esta garantía, muchos 
miembros podrán conseguir fondos locales para 
cubrir los gastos de transporte. 

2. A los miembros que no tienen problemas 
con monedas extranjeras y que además podrán 
utilizar nuestros vuelos charter que saldrán de 
París o Londres, les ofreceremos primero nuestro 
subsidio para asegurarnos que la cuota de asientos 
necesaria en tos aviones será completa, y luego 
ofreceremos otro tipo de ayuda. 

En alrededor de un mes, en una segunda etapa, 
esperamos poder ofrecer más ayuda financiera a 
ciertos miembros. 

Con el propósito de alentar la participación 
de estudiantes en el Congreso, y asegurar el 
funcionamiento del mismo, estamos tratando de 
formar un Congress Service Corps de estudiantes. 
Tenemos a nuestra disposición un fondo limitado 
que hará posible una participación más amplia de 
estudiantes; sin embargo, las personas interesadas 
serán esencialmente voluntarias y deberán poder 
llegar a Chicago el 29 de Agosto para someterse 
al entrenamiento que comenzará el 30. El g« 
Corps incluirá estudiantes de todas partes del 
mundo. A pesar de que solamente unos pocos 
podrán pagar su viaje desde otros países, muchos 
estudiantes se encuentran ya en los EE.UU., Cana- 
da'y Mexico, y estamos realizando esfuerzos 
especiales para motivarlos a participar en el 
Congreso. 

Unas 500 personas en el Congress Service Corps 
formarán grupos pequeños, auto-disciplinados y 
funcionales, de acuerdo con sus habilidades y pre- 
ferencias, de manera tal que el tiempo que cada 
persona dedique a tarcas rutinarias sea minimizado, 
y los contactos y la participación en los programas 
del Congreso sean maximizados. Esperamos que 
los miembros del Service Corps tengan una ex- 
periencia única y valiosa. Se reciben solicitudes de 
cualquier parte del mundo. Los miembros del 
Congress Service Corps que cumplan con sus obli- 

La tarca más urgente que a 
zar es que Ud. nos informe act 
de viaje. 

Les frais d'inscription de $25.00 dcvraient main- 
tenant clrc payes. Que vous puissiez ou non assister 
aux sessions du Congres a Chicago, vous devez payer 
les frais correspondan! au litre de Mcmbrc Titulairc 
si vous vouluz profiler des avantages reserves aux 
membres du Congres. Les cxcmpbires preliminares 
des communications ne peuvent pas clrc expediés a 
ceux qui n'ont pas payé leurs frais d'inscription, sauf 
s*ils resident dans des pays avec lesquels un ecliange 
monétaire n'est pas possible. Les Membres Tilulaires 
onl égalemenl droit á snumctlrc une communication 
qu'ils vculent voirdisculer lorsdu Congres, lis onl 
droil á un cxemplaire du volume dans lequel cetle 
communication sera cvcntuellemcnt publice, el a des 
tirages á part; a un cxemplaire du volume de "Pro- 
ceedings"; ct á une reduction de 40% sur n'importe 
lesquels des 75 a 80 volumes publics par Moulon. 
Les Membres Associés el Etudiantsí$l5.00dc frais 
d'inscription) ont droit á tous les privileges qu'une 
presence personnelle au Congres conlerc a loul parti- 
cipant, 
des- .-ludia slade 

I par ti age ; 
MembresTilulairi 

Les Membres Tilulaires peuvent encore suuinetirc 
des communications. Celles-ci pourront étre distri- 
butes par la poste a van I le Congres si elles nous par- 
viennent avanl le ler juillet, el pourronl clrc disln- 
huées aux membres lors de leur arnvée a Chicago si 
elles nous jiarvicnnent avanl le 15 aout. Si vous ne 
l'avez pas encore fait, veuillez nous envoyer votre 
resume de 200 mots par avion immédiaierncnl, et 
nous envoyer la communication lermínce des que 
possible. 

Nous continuum de recevoir de nombre uses 
demandes d'aide financiére pour assistance au Con- 
gres. La somme nécessairc pour satisfaire ees de- 
mandes dépassera 600.000 dollars. Le Commite 
Organisateur espere obtenir 200.000 dollars ou peut- 
etre 300.000 cTíci a l'époque du Congres. Pour l'instant 
alors que le present supplement va sous presse, nous 
disposons seulement de 105.000 dollars: ceci nous 
force done á offrir noire aide en deux temps: 

1. Aux membres originates dc pays ou il esi 
difficile d'obtcnir de la monnaie ctrangcrc, nous 
contribuons d'abord á leurs frais de sejour á leur 
arrivée á Chicago; súrs de cela, nombre de ees mem- 
bres pourront sans doute obtenir localemcnt l'argeni 
de leur voyage. 

2. Quant aux membres qui n'ont pas de probleme 
de change ct qui onl en outre la possibilitc de profiler 
de notre vol charter au depart de Paris ou de Londres, 
nous uttliscrons nos fonds d'abord pour leur trans- 
port afín de rcmplir l'avion a capacite, ct cnsuitc 
seulement offrirons-nous de l'aidc supplemental. 

Dans un moís environ, en un deuxieme temps, 
nous esperóns pouvoír offrir a certains des membres 
de l'aidc supplement aire. 

Dans le double but de les cncourager á assister au 
Congres ct d'assurer le fonctionnement du Congres. 
nous engageons des ctudiants afín de former un 
Corps de Service du Congres. Des fonds limites soni 
disponibles pour permettre un évantaíl maximum de 
participants. Ccpcndant, toutes ees personnes serónt 
csscntiellcmcnl des volontaircs pouvant venir á Chi- 
cago á leurs propres frais au plus tard le 29 aout a fin 
de recevoir les instructions nécessaires a partir du 30 
aout. Le Corps de Service conprendra des ctudiants 
venant de toutes les parties du monde. Bien que trap 
peu de ecux-ci puissent payer leur voyage de l'ctrangcr, 
il y a deja des ctudiants originates de nombreux pays 
residant aux Etats-Unis, au Canada ct au Mexique, el 
nous cncourageons tout spcciaJcmcnt leur partícipa- 

Lc Corps de Service du Congres, qui comprendra 
peut-ctre 500 personnes, sera divise en pe tits groupes 
fonctionnels, scion tes competences et preferences de 
ses membres. afín de reduire au minimum le temps 
que chacun passera á des taches nécessaíres ct á 
maximiscr leur possibil i (es de contacts ct de partici- 
pation au Congres. Nous espérons que cela leur per- 
mettra de fairc une passionnantc experience de 10 
jours. Nous considercrons favorablcmcnt toutes les 
demandes, venant de n'importe oú. Les membres du 
Corps de Service du Congres qui rcmplironl leurs 
obligations de fafon satisfaisantc auront droit a tous 
les privileges des Membres Tilulaires. 

Mais le plus urgent cst que v 
quiez vos plans de voyage. 
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This book ind th« Preliminary Program 
millfd with it, constitute our lilt gentral com* 
municatlon before the Congress. Supplement II 
includes fl9 new titles end i total of 157 ab» 
•tracts not previously published. 

By 1 August 1973,865 completed papers 
were sent to those registrants who ordered 
copies. Except in special cases, the time is now 
past for us to mall papers to you. They will 
hereafter be kept in Chicago to be delivered as 
quickly as possible to members arriving at the 
Congress. Since the only purpose for reproduc- 
ing pape» in advance was to prepare for discus- 
sions during the Congress, mem ben should ask 
for them as soon ai they arrive. Members not at- 
tending the Congress wilt receive the remaining 
papers of their orders by ordinary mail after the 
Congress. 

URGENT: ESPECIALLY FOR MEMBERS 
FROM ABROAD 

Please airmail answers to the following ques- 
tions as quickly as possible, even if we have 
some of the information and if your travel plans 
are still contingent on obtaining funds, permis- 
sions, visas, etc.: 

1. Whether or not you will attend the Con- 
gress. If Yes: 

2. Arrival from where? Airline, flight 
number, time? If not by air, how and 
when? 

3. Departure date? 
4. Who wilj accompany you (spouse; chil- 

dren; other)? If you arrive before August 
30, where will you spend August 26-30? 
(eg. Chicago, Detroit, Oshkosh, Milwau- 
kee, etc.) Do you need hotel bookings? 

NOTE: An Excursion to archaeological 
and historical sites in Illinois will leave 
the Hilton Hotel at 08:00 o'clock on 28 
August, and return at 19:00 o.clock on 
30 August. Two nights and three days 
(all inclusive) costs J 60.00 per person 
double occupancy, or $70.00 single oc- 
cupancy. Limit 43 persons. Do you want 
bookings? 

5. Hotel Bookings in Chicago? (See page iv 
Of Plan of the Congress and Resumes of 
Contribution for rates.)~Hltton Hotel:" 
rooms still plentiful; YMCA Hotel: still 
a few rooms left. If not booked into the 
Hilton or YMCA, what will be your 
Chicago address? 

6. Special medical, dietary, import, immi- 
gration or other problems the Commit- 
tee should know? 

7. On which Commission (see page iii) do 
you wish to serve? (Give 1st, 2nd and 
3rd chokes.) 

8. Which Chicago Community (tee page ii) 
do you wish to visit? (Give 1st, 2nd and 
3rd choices.) 

INFORMATION FOR REGISTRANTS 

1. Most members will arrive by air at 
OUare International Airport Limousines 
go directly from the airport to the Hilton 
Hotel, day and night. From 12:00 
o'clock on Sunday 26 August to 15:00 
o'clock on Saturday, 1 September, the 
Congress will maintain headquarters at 
OUare. Congress Service Corps members 
will be there day and night to welcome 
members and to provide any help need* 
ed. On arrival, please walk to the OUare 
International Tower Hotel (see enclosed 
map), where our reception center will be 
in "The Congress Room." Telephone 
686-8000 and ask for the "Congress" 
room. 

2. Persons not arriving at OUare Airport 
should proceed directly to the Hilton 
Hotel or the YMCA HoteL 
From 12:00 o'clock Sunday, 26 August, 
the Congress will have a reception center 

Este libro y ti Programa Preliminar enviado 
oon al, constituyen nuestra última comunica- 
ción general antas del Congreso. El libro incluya 
89 nuevos títulos y un total da 157 abstractos no 
publicados anteriormente, 

fan «1 primero dt agosto se hablan enviado 
865 ponencias completas a aquellos que hablan 
ordenado copias. Exceptuando caaos espaciales, 
ya ha pasado el tiempo de enviar ponencias por 
correo a Uds. De ahora en adelante ellas serán 
guantadas en Chicago s fin de entregarlas tan 
pronto sea posible a los miembros que lleguen 
para el Congreso. Dado que el único propósito 
de reproducir las ponencias con anticipación es 
preparar las discusiones durante el Congreso, los 
miembros deben solicitarlos tan pronto como 
lleguen a Chicago. Los miembros que no asistan 
al Congreso recibirán el resto de ponencias que 
han ordenado por correo ordinario después del 
Congreso. 

URGENTE: ESPECIALMENTE PARA LOS 
MIEMBROS DE OTROS PAÍSES 

Por favor conteste por correo aéreo a las si- 
guientes preguntas tan pronto como sea posible, 
aún el al caso de que ya nosotros tengamos al- 
guna información y sus planes todavía este'n pen- 
dientes por cuestión de fondos, permisos, visas, 
etc. 

1. Si va a sistir al Congreso o no. Si sí: 
2. De dónde llega? Avión, No. de vuelo, 

hora? Si no es por aire, cómo y cuándo? 
3. Fecha de salida? 
4. Quién lo va a acompañar (esposa; hijos, 

edad de los hijos; otros)? Si Ud. va a lle- 
gar antes del 30 de agosto, dónde va a pa- 
sar el período del 26 al 30 de agosto? 
(Chicago, Detroit, Oshkosh, Milwaukee, 
etc.) Necesita reservaciones de hotel? 
NOTA: Una excursión para visitar sitios 
arqueológicos e históricos de Illinois sal- 
drá del Hotel Hilton a las 08:00 en punto 
el día 28 de agosto, y volverá a las 19:00, 
el 30 agosto. Dos noches, tres días, costo 
total por persona (todo incluido): $60 
en pieta de dos, o $70 en pieza privada, 
limite, 43 personas. Necesita Ud. reser- 
vationes? 

5. Necesita reservaciones en Chicago? (Para 
precios, véanse pagina ív del Pian of the 
Congress and Resumes ofCon tribu t ions.) 
Hay aún suficientes piezas en el Hilton, y 
algunas pocas en el YMCA. Si no ha reser- 
vado en el Hilton o YMCA, cuál será su 
dirección en Chicago? 

6. Problemas especiales midióos, alimenti- 
cios, u otros problemas que el Comité de- 
be conocer. 

7. En qué Comisión (vea pag. üi) desea Ud. 
visitar? (Dar primera, segunda y tercera 
preferencia) 

8. Qué comunidad de Chicago (vea pag. ii) 
(Dar primera, segunda y tercera prefe- 
rencia) 

INFORMACIÓN PARA INSCRITOS 

1. La mayorJa de los miembros llegan por 
aire, al aeropuerto internacional de 
0*Hare. Las limusinas van directamente 
del aeropuerto al hotel Hilton, diá y no- 
che. De las 12:00 del Domingo 26 de 
agosto a las 15:00 del sábado primero de 
septiembre el Congreso mantendrá ofici- 
nas en el 0*Hare. Cuerpos de Servicio del 
Congreso estarán alii, día y noche, para 
recibir a los miembros y proveerles toda 
la ayuda que sea necesaria. Al llegar, vaya 
por favor al OHare International Tower 
Hotel (vea mapa incluido), en donde el 
Centro de Recepción estara colocado, en 
"The Congress Room." (Teléfono 686- 
8000: pregunte por "The Congress 
Room.") 

2. Personas que no llegan a 0*Hare deben 
dirigirse directamente al hotel Hilton o 
al hotel YMCA. 

Le present fasciculi, ainal qua le Programme 
Préiimmaire que nous vous envoyons en míme 
tamos, représente notre derruiré communica- 
tion genérale avant la Congrls. II compren d 89 
nouveaux titres et un total de 157 resumís non 
publrfs precWemment. 

Avant le ler aoQt 1973 nous avons envoy*" 
865 communications termlnees í ceux qui en 
avalent commands des exemplaires. Sauf clr- 
constances spédales, II est malntenant trop tard 
pour envoyer des communications. Elles seront 
dorénavant laissées ÍChicago, et distribuées 
aussitot que possible aux memores a leur arrivée 
au Congres. Comme les communications sont 
reproduces a J'avance dans le seul but d'aider la 
preparation des discussions du Congres, les mem- 
ores sont pries de les reclamer des leur arrivée. 
Les membres non presents au Congres recevront 
le reste de leurs commandes de communications 
par courrier ordinaire apres le Congris. 

URGENT: A L'ATTENTION SPECIALE DES 
MEMBRES VENANT DE L'ETRANGER 

Veuillez nous envoyer, par avion et des que 
possible, votre reponse aux questions su í van tes, 
meme si vous nous avez deja communique cer- 
tains de ees renseignements, et meme si vos plans 
de voyage dependent encore de l'obtention d'ar- 
gent, d'autorisations, de visas, etc.: 

1. Sí vous viendrez ou non au Congres. SI oui: 
2. Arrivant d'oü?Compagníe aérienne, nu- 

mero de vol, heure? Si vous n'arrivez pas 
par avion, comment et quand? 

3. Date de depart. 
4. Par qui serez-vous accompagné (conjoint? 

enfants? age des enfants?). Si vous arrivez 
avant le 30 aout, ou serez-vous du 26 au 
30 aout? (Chicago, Detroit, Oshkosh, Mil- 
waukee, etc). Faut-il que nous vous riser- 
vions des chambres d'hote!? 
N.B.: Une excursion de groupe aux sites 
archeologiques et historiques de Illlinois 
partirá de l'Hotel Hilton te¿8 tumi a 8 
heures, et rentrera le 30 aout a 19 heures. 
Le cotlt pour 2 nuits, 3 jours, tout com- 
pris, est de 60 dollars par personne (deux 
par chambre) ou 70 dolían (chambre 
Individuelle). Le nombre limite est de 43 
personnes. Souhaitez-vous réserver des 
places? 

5. Voulez-vous «server une chambre d'hotel 
a Chicago? (voir p. iv du Plan du Congres 
et Resumes pour les prix). II y a encore 
beaucoup de chambres disponibles a 
lTIotel Hilton, et quelques-unes au 
YMCA. Si vous ne preñez pas de chambre 
au Hilton ni au YMCA, quelle sera votre 
adresse a Chicago? 

6. Probtemes particuliers (regime alimen- 
taire, santé, douane, immigration, etc.) 
dont le Committé doit etre informé? 

7. Dans quelle Commission (voir page iii) 
souhaitez-vous participer? (Indlquez vos 
ler, 2éme et 3eme choix). 

8. Quelle "Communauté" de Chicago sou- 
haitez-vous visiter (voir page ii)? Indi- 
quez vos ler, 2¿me et 3eme choix. 

INFORMATIONS POUR LES PARTICIPANTS 
1. La plupart des membres arriveront par 

avion, 1 l'Aéroport Internationa] d' 
0*Here. II y un service direct de limou- 
sines de l'aéroport a l'Hotel Hilton jour 
et nuil. 

•*•     Du dimanche 26 aout a 12 heures (midi) 
au samedJ ler septembre a 15 heures, il y 
aura un centre d'accueil permanent du 
Congres a OUare. Les membres du Corps 
de Service du Congris seront la jour et 
nuft pour accueillir les membres du 
Congres et leur foumir l'aide nécessaire. 
A votre arrivée, veuillez vous rendre a 
0*Hare International Tower Hotel (voir 
la carte cHointe), oS vous trouverez 
notre centre d'accueil dans la salle "Con- 
gress Room" (Telephone: 686-8000, et 
demandez "Congress Room.") 



in the YMCA Hotel "State" room. After 
12 o'clock on Friday, 31, August, recep- 
tion and registration will be at the Hilton 
Hotel, Normandy Lounge. 

3. On Monday, 27 August: Oshkosh busses 
leave the Hilton Hotel at 14:00 o'clock 
(Sth Street entrance) and at 15:00 
o'clock Oshkosh busses leave the O Hare 
Tower Hotel. Detroit busses leave the 
O'Hare Tower rfoteTat 14:00 o'clock 
and the Hilton Hotel at 15:00 o'clock. 

4. On Tuesday, 28 August: The Excursion 
to 3 major archaeotogical sites and to 
Springfield, Illinois (historic Abraham 
Lincoln country) will leave at 08:00 
o'clock from the Hilton Hotel. 

5. Persons participating in pie-Congress 
Conferences in Btoomington, Milwaukee, 
St. Louis, Urbana, South Bend and Wing- 
spread should have been notified about 
transportation and lodging. 

6. There is an international banking facility 
in the Airport. If you need to change 
money, do so at the Airport or before 
your departure in your country. Foreign 
currency can only be exchanged at large 
banks in major American cities. 

7. If you are driving to Chicago, park at the 
YMCA parking lots which surround the 
entire block of the YMCA Hotel (Wabash 
and Slate between 8th and 9th Streets). 
The rate is S1.40 for 24 hours. 

8. Mail may be sent to you c/o IXth ICAES 
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, 720 South 
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60605, 
or the YMCA Hotel, 826 South Wabash 
Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

9. Day care for children will be provided. 
Special programs are also planned for 
children and youths of high school age. 

10. Emergency medical facilities will be 
available at Convention Headquarters. 

11. There will be only a small fund for per- 
sonal emergencies, contributed by the 
American Anthropological Association. 

CLOTHING 
This is the warm season in Chicago, but 

some days may be cool and rainy. Formal wear 
will not be required for any Congress event. Na- 
tional and traditional dress will be especially ap- 
propriate in a Congress whose theme is Cultural 
Pluralism. 

SERY±CES_Atlp SJEECJAL EYENI5 
The Organizing Committee has put all possi- 

ble financial resources into scholarly sessions 
(preprinting and distributing papers; simulta- 
neous translation; etc.) and in supporting travel 
and subsistence costs to make possible the prey 
ence of a large spectrum of world anthropolo- 
gists. 

Therefore, all services (food, transportation, 
recreation, special events) must be paid for by 
those who use them. Members must buy tickets 
for such events as the special preview Tuesday, 
4 September of Gian Carlo Menotti's Opera, 
Tamu-Tamu. written especially for the Con- 
gress; and the American Folk Concert which 
will follow the opening plenary session of the 
Congress on Saturday, 1 September. 

VISJIS WLTJi CHICAGO COMHUbilTJES 
For Wednesday, 5 September (14:00-22:00 

o'clock) the Congress has received to date 16 
invitations from communities and organizations 
which have prepared special programs for the 
Congress. They wish to know how many people 
to expect. Use the following code to indicate 
your 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices on the question- 
naire: 

(a) Black 
(b) Greek 
(c) Italian 
(d) Jewish 
(e) Lithuanian 
(0      Polish 
(g)      Swedish 
(h)     Ukranian 
(i)      "South Shore" a neighborhood 

chanting from white to predominate- 
ly Black 

(j>      Oak Park, a stable multi-racial suburb 
00     American Indian Education Commit* 

tee 
(I)      Religious and Ethnic (mainly Catho- 

lic) Education 
(m)    Black aelf*help educational program 
<n>     Pullman, America's first planned, in- 

dustrial community 

De las 12:00 del domingo 26 de agosto 
en adelante el Congreso tendrá un centro 
de recepción en el "State Room" del 
hotel YMCA. Después de las 12:00 del 
viernes 31 de agosto, la recepción y la re- 
gist ración (inscripción) serin en el Nor- 
mandy Lounge, en el hotel Hilton. 

3. Los buses para Oshkosh saldrán del hotel 
Hilton a las 14:00 del lunes 27 de agosto 
(entrada de la 8th Slreet). De OÜare 
saldrán a las 15:00 de ese mismo dia, del 
Tower Hotel. Los buses para Detroit salen 
del Tower Hotel de O'Hare a las 14:00 y 
del hotel Hilton a las 15:00. 

4. La excursión a los tres sitios arquelógícos 
más importantes y a Springfield, Illinois 
(histórica región de Abraham Lincoln) 
saldrá el martes 28 de agosto a las 08:00, 
del hotel Hilton. 

5. Las personas que participan en conferen- 
cias pre-Congreso en Btoomington, Mil- 
waukee, St. Louis, Urbana, South Bend y 
Wingspread deben haber ya recibido In- 
formación sobre transportación y hos- 
pedaje. 

6. Hay facilidades de banco internacional en 
el aeropuerto. Si necesita cambiar moneda, 
hágalo en el aeropuerto o antes de la sali- 
da de su país. Moneda extranjera es cam- 
biada solamente en grandes bancos de las 
más importantes ciudades de Estados 
Unidos. 

7. Si Ud. viene a Chicago en carro, estacione 
en los parqueaderos del hotel YMCA 
(Wabash y State entre las calles 8 y 9), El 
precio es de $ 1.40 por 24 horas. 

8. Le pueden enviar el correo c/o IX ICAES, 
Conrad Hilton Hotel, 720 South Michigan, 
Chicago, Illinois 60605; o al Hotel 
YMCA, 826 South Wabash, Chicago, Ill- 
inois 60605. 

9. Habrá guardona de niños. También se han 
planeado programas especiales para niños 
y jóvenes de edad de high school. 

10. Habrá servicios médicos de emergencia en 
el centro de la convención. 

11. Habrá solo una reducida sumfl para emer- 
gencias personales, provista por la Ameri- 
can Anthropological Association. 

ROPA 
Estamos en la estación calida en Chicago, pero 

habrá uno que otro dia fresco y lluvioso. No se 
necesita ningún traje formal para eventos del 
Congreso. Los vestidos nacionales o tradicionales 
son muy apropiados en un Congreso cuyo tema 
es Pluralismo Cultural. 

SERVICIOS Y EVENTOS ESPECIALES 
El Comité Organizador ha puesto todos los 

recursos económicos en preparar las sesiones 
académicas (preimpreslón y distribución de po- 
nencias, traducción simultánea, etc.) y en pagar 
viajes y subsistencia de miembros a fin de tener 
una amplia representación de los antropólogos 
del mundo. 

Por tanto, todos los servicios (alimentación, 
transporte, recreación, eventos especiales) deben 
ser pagados por quienes los usen. Por lo mismo 
los miembros deben comprar tiquetes para tales 
eventos como la "Prc-view" especial de la Opera 
Tamu-Tamu de Gian Cario Menotti (Martes, 
Septembre 4), escrita especialmente para el 
Congreso; y el American Folk Concert que 
seguirá la apertura de la sesión plenaria el sábado 
primero de septiembre. 

Visitas a las comunidades de Chicago: Para el 
miércoles 5 de septiembre (14:00-22:00) el 
Congreso ha recibido hasta el presente 16 invita- 
ciones de comunidades y organizaciones que 
han preparado eventos especiales para el Cong- 
reso y desean saber cuantas personas deben es- 
perar. Use el código siguiente para marcar su 
primera, segunda y tercera preferencia en el 
cuestionario: 

(a) Negro 
(b) Griego 
(c) Italiano 
(d) Judío 
(e) Lituano 
(0 Polaco 
(g)      Sueco 
(h)     Ucraniano 
(i)      "South Shore," un barrio que 

está cambiando de blanco a pre- 
dominantemente negro. 

(j)      Oak Park, un grupo estable multi- 
racial 

(k)     Comité de Educación del Indio 
Americano 

2. Les personnel qui n'arrlveront pas par 
O'Hare devront se rendre directement 1 
I'Hotel Hilton ou au YMCA. 
A partir du dimanche 26 aout a midi, le 
Congres aura un centre d'accueil a ('Hotel 
YMCA, dant la salle "State." A partir du 
vend re di 31 aoQt i 12 heures (midi), le 
bureau d'accueil et description sera a 
I'Hotel Hilton, salle "Normandy." 

3. Le tundí 27 aout, les autobus pour Osh- 
kosh partiront de I'Hotel Hilton a 14 
heures (porte de la Seme rue). Les auto- 
bus pour Oshkosh partiront de O'Hare 
Tower Hotel a 15 heures. Les autobus 
pour Detroit partiront de O'Hare Tower 
Hotel a 14 heures, ct de I'Hotel Hilton í 
15 heures. 

4. Umardi 28 aout, ('excursion vers 3 prin- 
cipaux siles archéologiques et Springfield. 
Illinois (pays historique d'Abraham Lin- 
coln) partirá a 8 heures de I'Hotel Hilton. 

5. Les personnes participant aux conferences 
d'avant-Congrts i Bloomington, Milwau- 
kee, St. Louis, Urbana et South Bend oni 
deja du recevoir les renseignements con- 
cernant leur transpon ct leur logement. 

6. II y a un bureau de banque International 
a l'aéroport. Si vous avez besoin d'échan- 
ger de l'argcnt, nous vous conseillonsdc 
le faire soil a l'aéroport. soit dan* votre 
pays avant le depart.  L'argcnt étranger 
ne peut Si re echan ge que dans les grandes 
tanques dans les vi He americaines im- 
portantes. 

7. SÍ vous arrivez a Chicago en voiture, vous 
trouverez un parking au YMCA, tout au- 
tour de I'Hotel (rues Wabash et State, 
entre la 8cme et la 9cme rue). Le tarif es! 
de I dollar 40 pour 24 heures. 

8. Vous pouvez vous faire envoyer votre 
courricr c/o IXlh ICAES. Conrad Hilton. 
720 South Michigan, Chicago, Illinois 
60605, ou au YMCA Hotel, 826 South 
Wabash, Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

9. II y aura une garderic d'enfants. Des 
activités speciales a l'intcntion des enfants 
et des jeunes d'agc scolairc scront aussi 
organisées. 

10. Un service medical d'urgence sera établi 
au Quartier General de la Convention. 

11. L'American Anthropological Association 
a contribué une petite somme permettant 
de prendre soin de problemes personnels 
urgent. 

HABILLEMENT 
L'été est la saison chaudc a Chicago, mais 

certains jours peuvent etre fraiset pluvieux. Au- 
cun des ívénements du Congres ne requiércra 
une tenue habillée. A un Congres dont le theme 
est le pluralisme culture!, les costumes nationaux 
et traditionnelsseront particulierement appro- 
pries. 

SERVICES ET EVENEMENTS SPECIAUX 
Le Commute organ isa teur a utilise to u tes ses 

ressources financier» pour les sessions d'etude 
(prtMmpression et distribution des communica- 
tion; traduction simultanee; etc.) et pour con tri- 
hue r aux frais de voyage et de séjour afín de per- 
iné tt re I un large ¿ventail d'anthropologues du 
monde d'etre presents. Par consequent, tous les 
services (nourriture, transports, recreation, 
ívénements speciaux) devront etre payés par 
ceux qui en profíteront. C'est ainsi que les mem- 
ores souhaitant assister le mardi 4 septembre a 
la premiere de Topera de Gian Carlo Menotti, 
Tamu-Tamu, compose specials me nt pourle 
CongrSs. devront payer leurs places; de meme 
pour l'American Folk Concert qui suivra la 
seance pleniere inaugúrale, le samedi 1er 
septembre. 

Visites de quartiers ("communautés") de 
Chicago: jusqu'á present, le Congres a recu 16 
invitations pour le mercredi 5 septembre (de 14 
heures i 22 heures) de la part de communautés 
et d'oiganisations qui ont prepare des pro- 
grammes speciaux pour le Congres, et qui 
voudraient avoir 1 peu prfcs combien de visiteurs 
ils vont recevoir. Veuillez indiquer votre ler, 
2eme et 3eme choix (demandé dans le question- 
naire) en utilisant les codes suivants: 

(a) Noir 
(b) Grec 
(c) Italien 
(d) Juif 
(e) Lithuanien 
(0      Polonais 
(g)      Suédois 
(h)     Ukrainien 

Continued on page ill 
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(o)    leulhChlcuoilMlmllli(Ulln, 
llMk, Eiil Eunpatn «immunity) 

(p)     Labor Hlilory tockly (Union Iwdm 
ind nnk-tnd-fU* nwmb»n) 

(q)     Othw lutjoiltd __________ 
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COMMISSIONS 
The objectives of the I.U.A.E.S.-1.C A.E.S. 

ue (statues, Art. 3): 
i. to develop international cooperation In 

the field of the sciences of man...; 
b. to develop for the scientific study of 

man tpedal international Institution!...; 
c. to itlmulate scientific cooperation among 

anthropological and ethnological institu- 
tions; and 

d. to cooperate with other International 
organizations. 

To help fulfill these objectives, the Organiz- 
ing Committee has established the following ten 
Commissions - subject to redefinition by them- 
selves and approval by the Permanent Council 
at its meeting on 30 August 1973: 

1. Urgent tasks, as previously established. 
2. Kthnocidc and Genocide, as previously 

established, with attention also to devel- 
opment of international markets for na- 
tive arts and crafts. 

3. Human biology in relation lo the 
I.U.A.I.S.-1.C.A.E.S. 

4. Visual anthropology-ethnology, with 
special attention lo recording rapid 
changes. 

5. Documentation, bibliographic and refer- 
ence tools. 

6. Museums, with special attention to con- 
trol of illegal traffic In unique objects. 

7. Education and training in the sciences of 
man. 

8. Discrimination in professional activities, 
with special attention to the position of 

9. The use of comparative knowledge of 
human behavior In policy, with special 
attention to the U.N. World Population 
Year 1974. 

10. Continuity and form of the I.C.A.E.S.- 
I.U.A.E.S. in relation to UNESCO, 1SSC, 
CIPSH, and other international organiza- 
tions and Congresses. 

The object of each commission Is to develop 
proposals for transmission through the Perma- 
nent Council to the Congress according to the 
following time schedule: 

28-30 August Organization of the 
Commission, definition 
of scope and subdivir 
slons; nomination of 
officers. 

30 August Report (in writing) to 
the Permanent Council, 
for approval or change. 

I September Report to Congress (at 
Plenary session) and 
call for Information and 
participation. 

2-6 September Development of tenta- 
tive conclusions; presen- 
tation at appropriate 
scientific session. 

6 September Report (in writing) to 
the Permanent Council. 

7 September Presentation to Con* 
gretsat Plenary Session. 

Members or the Congress are Invited to join 
in the work of these commissions under rules 
established by their organizers and approved by 
the Permanent Council. Please indicate 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd choices on the questionnaire. 

0)     Muouktn ralfcjloai yitniet 
(part Iculir men te Católlua) 

(m)    Programas negree da auto ayuda 
(n)     Pullman, ti priman comunidad 

industrial planeada d« loa BE. UU. 
(0)     Ui flbrlcai de acaro da lur 

Chicago (latino, nagro, europeo 
oriental) . 

(p)     Labor history society (Líderes da 
-Indícalos y sus miembros rasos) 

(q)     Otras sugerencias 

COMISIONES 
Us objetivos del l.U.A.E.S. • I.C.A.E.S. 

(estatutos, art. 3): 
a. desarrollar la cooperación Internacional 

en el campo de Las ciencias del hombre 
b. desarrollar el estudio científico de es- 

peciales instituciones Internacionales 
humanal 

c. estimular la cooperación científica entre 
Instituciones antropológicas y etnológicas; 
y 

d. cooperar con otras organ iza clones inter- 
nacionales. 

Para llenar estos objetivos el Comité* Orga- 
nizador ha establecido las siguientes diez comi- 
siones - sujetas a redefinicidn por ellas mismas 
y a la aprobación del Consejo Permanente en su 
reunión del 30 de agosto de 1973: 

1. Tareas urgentes, como han sido estable- 
cidas previamente, 

2. Ethnocidio y genocidio, como estable- 
cido anteriormente, con atención especial 
también al desarrollo de mercados inter- 
nacionales para artes y artesanías nativas, 

3. Biología humana en relación con las 
l.U.A.E.S.- I.C.A.E.S. f 

4. An tropología-e I onologia visual, cdst espe- 
cial atención a grabar cambios rápidos, 

5. Instrumentos de documentación, biblio- 
grafía y referencia. 

6. Museos, con especial atención al control 
de tráfico ilegal de objetos únicos. 

7. Educación y entrenamiento en las cien- 
cias del hombre. 

8. Discriminación en actividades profesio- 
nales, con atención especial a la posición 
de la mujer. 

9. El uso del conocimiento comparativo del 
comportamiento humano en política 
(policy), con atención especial al Año 
Mundial de la Población de las Naciones 
Unidas (1974). 

10. Continuidad y formación de las I.C.A.E.S. • 
l.U.A.E.S en relación con UNESCO, 
ISSC, CIPSH y otras organizaciones y 
congresos internacionales. 

El objeto de cada comisión es desairóla/ pro- 
puestas para transmitirlas al Congreso a través 
del Consejo Permanente de acuerdo con el prog- 
rama siguiente: 

28-30 de agosto:      Organización de la Co- 
misión, definición de es- 
fera de acción y sub- 
divisiones; nombra, 
miento de oficiales; 

30 de agosto: Reporte (por escrito) al 
Consejo Permanente, pa- 
ra aprobación o cambio; 

1 de septiembre:      Reporte al Congreso (en 
Sesión Plenaria) y llama- 
da a información y par- 
ticipación. 

2.6 de septiembre:   Desarrollo de conclu- 
siones tentativas; pre- 
sentación en la sesión 
científica apropiada. 

6 de septiembre:      Reporte (por escrito) al 
Consejo Permanente. 

7 de septiembre:      Presentación al Congreso 
en Sesión Plenaria. 

Los miembros del Congreso están invitados 
a participar del trabajo de estas comisiones, de 
acuerdo con Las reglas establecidas por sus orga- 
nizadores y aprobadas por el Consejo Permanen- 
te. Dar por favor su primera, segunda y tercera 
preferencia. 

(1)      "fftuth Inore" (an qua/tier an train 
át Mee» da majorill blanoha I 
maJorit* noto), 

Ü)     Oak Park, une bcnltaua muí Uncíale 
atabla, 

00     Amarloan Indian Education Com- 
mittaa 

(t)     Education raJfcJeuae at ethntque (prln- 
ejpatomant cathollque) 

(m)    Programmes Iducatlfi "ealf-help" 
nolra 

(n)     Pullman, la premilr» oommunautf 
Industrial* Amfrioalne planlftle 

(o)     Lae vainas mltatlunjlquaa de South 
Chsoafo (Communaute Latina, Nolra 
at Europfenne da IT!it) 

(p)     Labor History Society (chefs da Syn- 
dlcata at memoras) 

(a)     Autra suggestion  

CQMyilSlpNl 
Lae objectlfs da 1'I.U.AX.S. - I.C.A.E.S. sont 

(rtatuts, Art. 3): 
a. de dtvelopper la cooperation Internation- 

ale dans le domalne des sciences de 
ITiomme; 

b. da dtvelopper des Institutions Interna- 
tionales ae speclaJltant dans I'etude scfen- 
tiflquedeChomme; 

c. de stimuler la cooperation scientlfique 
par ml les institutions anthropologjques et 
ethnologiques; et 

d. de coopérer avec d'aulres organisations 
Internationales. 

Dans le but de remplir ces objectlfs, le Com- 
mitté Orpnisateur a etabll les dix Commissions 
suivantes - sous reserve de leur pro pre re-defini- 
tion et de leur approbation par le Cornell Perma- 
nent tors de sa reunion du 30 aout 1973: 

,  1. taches urgentes, telles qu'elles ont été 
1      ¿tablies preccdemmenf. 

2. Ethnoclde et genocide, tels qu'ils ont été 
definís précédemment, et examinan! austi 
se développement des marches interna* 
tionaux pour les arts et l'artisanat 
indigenes. 

3. La biologic humaine par rapport a 
n.U.A.E.S.-I.C.A.E.S. 

4. L'anthropologie-ethnologje vtsuelle, 
examinan! particulierement I'enregiitre- 
men! de changements rapides. 

5. La documentation, les instruments biblio- 
graphiques et de rí fércnce. 

6. Lesmusecs.examlnant en particulier le 
contrita du commerce Illegal d'objets 
uniques. 

7. L'éducation et la formation dans les 
sciences de l*hommc. 

8. La discrimination dans les actrvités profes- 
donnelies, particulierement la position 
des femmes. 

9. L'usage des connaissances comparatives 
du comportement humain en politique, 
particulierement en vue de U.N. World 
Population Year 1974. 

10. La continuit- et la forme de I'l.C.A.E.S. - 
l.U.A.E.S. par rapport 11'UNESCO. 
ISSC, CIPSH, et autres organisations et 
Congres interna tionaux. 

Le but de chaqué commission est ¿'¿laborer 
des propositions qui seront communiquees par 
rintermediaJre du Conseil Permament du Con- 
gres scion le programme suivant: 

28-30 aout Organisation de la Com- 
mission, definition de 
son domaine et de ses 
subdivisions; nomination 
de set responsables. 

30 aout Rapport (par ¿crit) au 
Conseil Permanent, pour 
approbation ou change- 
ments; 

ler septembre Rapport au Congres (I 
la séance poniere) et 
aolttcitation deforma- 
tions et de participa- 
tions; 

2-6 septembre elaboration de conclu- 
sions provisoires; presen- 
tation 2 la seance scien ti- 
nque appropriee; 

6 septembre Rapport (par écrit) au 
Conseil Permanent; 

7 septembre Presentation au Congres 
a la seance plc'niere 

Let memores du Congres sont pries de parti- 
ctper au travail de ces Commissions selon les 
nfaclcs ¿tablies par leurt organfsateurs et approu- 
v#es par le Conseil Permanent. Veuillez indiquer 
votre ler, 2eme et 3cme choix (voir question- 
naire). 
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Polyploidy's rare occurence In animal species was believed 
to indicate its minor role In their evolution.  However, increas- 
ing reports of naturally occurring polyplold species of fish, am- 
phibians, and reptiles as well as Individual cases of viable 
polyplold birds and mamáis make it necessary to reevaluate the 
role that polyploidlzatlon has played in animal evolution,  in 
lower vertebrates, several species of fishes and amphibians prove 
to be tctraplolds that seem to have originated from some closely 
related diploids.  These tetraplold species represent the only 
known examples of euploldy In naturally occurring bisexual verte- 
brates.  In higher vertebrates, polyploidy is usually a lethal 
condition.  Triploidy has been reported recently In several 
studies of early human spontaneous abortions and approximately 
3.3* of such abortions are due to triploidy.  Numerous external 
and internal abnormalities have been found in their fetal devel- 
opment.  Tetraploldy is less frequent and seems to reHult In 
more serious effect on development than triploidy.  In the Class 
Aves, triploidy can be compatible with botli embryonic and post- 
natal life.  WuJt triplciid male (3A-ZZZ) and ínLcr-sex (3A-ZZW) 
chickens arc healthy and seen to carry out normal functions ex- 
cept for repordjction. 

THE RELEVANCE OF CONTEMPORARY 

One major relevance of economic anthropology In the world 
today Is that it bridges the gap in human knowledge between an 
International monetary and trade system governed by universal 
laws and other syBtemB with no money or markets, or those with 
small traditional markets covering a limited sphere of their 
economic activity. Both the substantlvlsts and the formalists 
approaches are inadequate, mainly in handling the question of 
power. The theoretical problem for the substantlvlsts is that 
of being drowned in their details and thus remaining stagnant 
while the formalist suffered from the limitation of classical 
economic theory. The contributions of Berth place the concepts 
of formal economics In the social context and thus touch on 
power to make a departure from the formalists.  A more satlsfac 
tory way of dealing with power appears In the recent contribu- 
tion of Marxist anthropologists in this field. It is only 
through these two approaches that economic anthropology can be 
relevant to problems of development. 

This paper will be concerned with an overall view of ethnic 
identity In east Africa. Ethnicity will be viewed aa an ongoing 
process rather than as a permanent aspect of structure and iden- 
tity. This approach more befits actual trends in contemporary 
east Africa, in addition, the changing evaluation of social pres 
tige associated with ethnic identity will be examined. 

I propose to explicate the nature of "consensus" In the Is- 
rael Labor Party by analyzing the symbolic interaction of ritual 
proceedings in the Standing Committee of the party.  (1) The 
Standing Committee prepared and controlled the firBt national 
Conference (April 4-6, 1971) of the newly united Israel Labor 
Party. An analysis Is made of the proceedings of the Standing 
Committee In terms of a ritual In which open criticism of party 
leadership, and conflicting views, interests, and loyalties were 
given free expression.  This contemporary lifting of the restric- 
tions which normally limit the open criticism and free expres- 
sion of conflict la related to a comparative analysis of the 
roles of different categories of party leadership and activists. 
Through the example of this case-study, I suggest the conditions 
in which ritual proceedings, which are generally thought to oc- 
cur only in traditional societies, can occur in modern complex 
polities. Finally, suggestions are made for pursuing similar 
lines of research in cross-cultural comparative analysis. 

ARMSTRONG, Richard D.  A METHOD FOR ASCERTAINING THE 
NUMBER OF LOCI IN TOTAL RIDGE COUNT AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
FOR THE NUMBER OF LOCI INVOLVED IN SKIN COLOt 

ASAD, TalaI,  ANTHR0LP0LOGY AND THE COLONIAL ENCOUNTER 

1887   AUSTIN, M. R,,  A DESCRIPTION OF THE MAORI MARAE 

The prehistoric origins of the marae In New Zealand are 
obscure, but Its importance today Is undisputed and repeatedly 
asserted, by Maori spokesmen. This significance Is, however, 
seldom communicated or acknowledged by others, partly because of 
a sometimes unprepossessing, and often minimal, building form. 

In order to understand something of the achievement of the 
marae and Its associated meeting house, it Is necessary to see 
It as the definition of spatial realms or domains.  Using the 
dynamic np/itlnl cntegnrles of opening and closure, with the 
cnrrrsDrindlng static categories of openness and enclosure, it in 
possible to describe the meeting house/ marae complex, in its 
relationship to the Landscape, social action and beliefs of the 
Maori. 

An attempt is made to Interpret the spatial realms estab- 
lished In terms of their significance as architecture and as a 
setting and symbol for Maori culture. 

Using the extent of racemizatlon of aspartlc acid In a 
collagen based radiocarbon dated bone it is possible to 
"calibrate" the aspartlc acid racemizatlon reaction for a 
particular archaeological site.  Once this calibration has been 
carried out, the racemizatlon reaction can be used to date 
other bones In the stratlgraphlc levels of a site or in the 
general area, especially when these bones are too small in 
amount for radiocarbon dating. Ages deduced from aspartlc acid 
racemizatlon are In good agreement with radiocarbon ages.  The 
aspartlc acid racemizatlon technique has been used to directly 
date the Eyas! I and Skhul hominids as well as fauna associated 
with the Broken Hill and Saldanha hominids. 

It**   BAFFOUN, Alya,  LES DONNEES THEORIQUES DU PROBLEME 
LINGUISTIQUE: LE ROLE DU LANGAGE DANS LE DEVELOPPEKENT 
PSYCHIQUE 

Lea "dispositions" indlviduelles et les aptitudes psychi- 
ques qul s'y rattachent (perception, attention, memolre, acte 
volontaire), se construisent grace a 1'assimilation de 
1'experience historlco-soclale de la socle'te a laquelle 
appartient l'lndlvldu, sous 1'action essentielle de 
l'apprentlasage linguistique transmis et de 1'education recue. 

A la lumlére de 1'evolution psycho-génetique de 1'enfant 
nous essaierons de mettre en relief le substrat linguistique de 
la pensee et de 1'intelligence et montrer comment a l'intérleur 
de la function symbolique le language Inflechit de maniere 
prlvlle'gie'e et determinante (du stede lensori moteur au stade 
adulte...) le de'veloppement du processu psychique tout entier, 
et condltionne la constitution de la pense'e sche'matique. 

II eat e'vldent que dans le cas particulier d'une société 
donne'e le role du langage ne peut s'ope'rer qu'au moyen de la 
langue parlée utlllsee par la collectivite.  La place de la 
langue maternelie dans le processus psycho-génetique de 
l'lndlvldu con me favorisant l'établissement de schemes in- 
tellectuela opératolres et adaptatifs (ultime p ase du process- 
us intellectual) sera e'galement étudiée. A partir de la 
situation linguistique telie qu'elle se presente dans certains 
pays du tiers-monde. 
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Index of Papers  (green page), 0001 thru 0400 

On this and the following five pages, advance registrants 

could see the session in which would be discussed any of 

the papers for which they had abstracts or advance 

copies, and by consulting the cover of the pamphlet 

(now p 000) find the times of the sessions they wished 

to attend and plan their schedules accordingly. 
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Index of Names  (green page),  Aalwow thru Malmer 

Authors could here see the session numbers printed to 

the left of their names, and on the cover of the 

pamphlet (now p 000) see the day and approximate hour 

when their papers would be discussed. 
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PRE-CONGRESS CONFERENCES 

Complex as was the central part of the Congress In Chicago, with 

its scholarly sessions with 5 language simultaneous translation 

and all of the Special Events, this was only part of the Congress. 

Following is material suggestive of the equally important set of 

Conferences which prepared material for the scholarly sessions 

in Chicago. 
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ETHNICITY IN THE MODERN WORLD: 
The Oshkosh Sub-Congress 

James C. Riddell 
Michael Bradshaw 

On August 27, 1973, approximately 300 human scientists met in Oshkosh, 

Wisconsin for one week of intensive working sessions prior to the IX I.C.A.E.S. 

This gathering was second only to the Congress itself in the number of 

scholars it brought together and involved perhaps ten percent of the total 

congress registration in eleven conferences. 

The idea of a sub-congress, combining a series of independently initiated 

conferences, sharing a common theme and meeting one week ahead of the Congress 

at a common site, was an important part of Sol Tax's innovation.  In accor- 

dance with the policies and principles of the Congress, every effort was made 

to ensure that two-thirds of the anticipated participants would be from at 

least thirty countries outside the United States. 

These pre-congress meetings would demarcate the essential areas of agree- 

ment and disagreement, the areas of most urgent research needs and the con- 

clusions their research had reached. These conclusions would be then presented 

at the congress sessions in Chicago to provide the basis for discussion. This 

allowed for the presentation of tentative conclusions to a world-wide body of 

peers in order to maximize the exchange of ideas, analysis and experience, and 

hopefully to eliminate the ritualized presentation of scholarly papers. 

In general, the Oshkosh sub-Congress would bring together social anthro- 

pologists to engage in a multi-cultural dialogue on the general theme of 
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"Ethnicity in the Modern World." More specifically, the individual conference 

themes covered such topics as migration, demography, education, economic 

development and ecological adjustments.  The specific conferences are listed 

in Table One. Working sessions were scheduled for morning, afternoon and 

evening and were expected to provide an opportunity for thoroughly examining 

their respective topics in preparation for presentation to the Congress in 

Chicago. They were to emphasize common themes and concerns which are likely to 

be lost in larger scholarly meetings and to create a situation permitting inter- 

change and discussion in both informal and structured settings.  In fact, the 

format proved so successful that most conferences combined sessions from time 

to time in order to discuss overlapping interests and data. 

It should be emphasized, however, that the most important task of each 

conference was to complete and make ready a workable draft of their combined 

papers which would form one of the volumes in the Congress Series "World 

Anthropology". 

An alternative subtitle for this brief description of the sub-congress 

could have been "yes.there really is an Oshkosh". After more than one hundred 

years of being an important center for lumber products, work clothes, heavy 

duty trucks and light industry, a person would expect that a distinctive name 

like Oshkosh would be more of a household word.  Indeed, one often has the 

impression that those outside Wisconsin often think of it as a semi-mystical 

place with an unusual name that may not really exist. Even one of the 

authors never had heard of the city until the University of Wisconsin campus 

offered him a position on the faculty. 

Several factors led to the selection of the Pioneer Inn, and the University 

of Wisconsin-Oshkosh Convention Center as the site for the Sub-Congress. 

Oshkosh like so many small American cities is composed of the second and third 

-h 



TABLE ONE 

CONFERENCES OF THE OSHKOSH SUB CONGRESS 

Stanley Conference:  AMERICAN INDIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Leavitt Conference:  CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT AND 
OR THE STATUS OF WOMEN 

Pitt Conference:  MULTILATERAL APPROACHES TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Kinzer Conference:  URBANIZATION PROCESSES IN AMERICA FROM THEIR BEGINNINGS TO 
THE PRESENT 

Safa Conference:  MIGRATION AND ETHNICITY 

Nag Conference:  POPULATION AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 

Andersen Conference:  NORTHERN ATLANTIC MARITIME COMMUNITIES 

Fuchs Conference:  INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH CONFERENCE ON ADOLESCENCE 

Nash, Dandier and Hopkins Conference:  COOPERATIVES COLLECTIVES AND NATIONALIZED 
INDUSTRY AS MODES FOR POPULAR PARTICIPATION 
IN NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Henry Conference:  ETHNICITY IN THE AMERICAS 

Ianni, Calhoun and Gearing Conference:  ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF EDUCATION 



generations of families that had immigrated from all parts of Eastern and Western 

Europe.  Furthermore, Oshkosh is representative of that "Middle America" so 

often discussed in the media.  In addition, it exemplifies that sector of America 

many non-North American scholars (and perhaps some American Anthropologists) 

never experience. Oshkosh is also the home of the third largest campus in the 

University of Wisconsin system, largely composed of first generation students 

from rural and urban working class backgrounds. 

Therefore, it seemed appropriate that such a city would act as a perfect 

counterpoise to a major metropolitan area like Chicago.  In light of the fact 

that the United States delegation was hosting the Congress with the theme 

"Unity in Diversity" Oshkosh illustrated another piece of the reality that is 

that complex experiment called America. 

When we began this venture we had no idea our modest proposal would 

ballon into such a huge undertaking. Our original conception was of a small 

conference on a very specific topic, involving no more than thirty participants. 

We had already run into a variety of difficulties when Sol Tax suggested that 

the scope of our operations be increased tenfold.  Initially this suggestion 

seemed like trying to solve a small problem by creating one so large that any 

previous difficulties appeared insignificant by comparison.  Tax, however, has 

a way of convincing one that the seemingly impossible will take only slightly 

more work than the difficult.  The fact that the end product was perceived by 

both the organizers and participants to be a great success perhaps justifies 

an analysis of what we found to be a successful format. 

In November of 1972 Tax and Riddel1 laid the initial groundwork for the 

Sub-Congress.  In Table Two we have presented the chronological order of our 

rta 
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Month 

1972 

1972 

Jan. & Feb. 1973 

March 1973 

April 1973 

May 1973 

June 1973 

July 1973 

August 

August 
26-27 

1973 

1973 

TABLE TWO 

CHRONOLOGY OF PLANNING 

Tax and organizers agree to present a subcongress in 
Oshkosh. 

Reserve 300 rooms in Pioneer Inn and UW-0 Conference 
Center. 

Finalizing subcongress prospects and initiated correspon- 
dence with all potential participants. 

Intensive planning sessions. 

CPM Network and Hierarchy of Priorities establish. 

Deteriorating financial situation:  Zero dollar budget 
adopted. 

Administration staff chosen (see Figure 1). 

Materials and services located 
a. community 
b. university 
c. all anthropology majors asked to help by mail 

Students returning to campus began exhibiting enthusiasm 
for idea. 
Began collecting materials promised in July. 

Moved operations to Pioneer. 
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planning.  The first order of business for the Oshkosh group was finding 

adequate facilities for such a large number of visiting scholars. Concurrently, 

Tax's office and the Oshkosh committee initiated a joint search for financial 

support. By January the proposals had been submitted to various agencies and 

foundations for consideration.  Correspondence was initiated with all potential 

participants, and as soon as we had a general idea of who was coming (early 

March) we held intensive planning sessions in which the general organizational 

framework was conceptually developed.  The core of the operational procedure 

was what we called the Open Planning System. 

The Open Planning System had two major facets, CPM and hierarchical 

ordering of priorities.  Critical Path Method (CPM) is a form of network analysis 

used extensively in the building trades.  Putting together a conference is much 

like putting up a building in that certain things must happen before others 

and a certain minimal, but absolutely fixed, set of materials must be present. 

Those unique events that must take place for a project to be accomplished were 

determined at the intensive planning sessions.  These events were ordered in 

reference to our given time frame of August 27-31.  Xt was then determined 

what minimum resources were necessary in order to complete each phase.  In 

addition, each event could be planned with the maximum resources allowable by 

our most ambitious grant proposal. Alternatives were ploted on a network in 

reference to a fixed time frame allowing for critical paths to be calculated 

for each total dollar budget we might have. The calculated budgets ranged 

from no expendable dollars (Zero Dollar Budget) to critical paths of over a 

hundred thousand dollars. This CPM analysis enabled us to determine not only 

what was needed as an absolute minimum before anything could happen but also 

what could and what could not be afforded. For example, the idea was proposed 

that the participants be taken on boat trips, as the Fox River and Lake 
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Winnebago were at each participant's doorstep.  The offer of a boat, no natter 

how large or luxurious, could not be accepted unless there were available 

resources of drivers and cars to take the participants to the boat docks, a 

captain available to pilot these large luxury cruisers up river, a source of 

on-board amenities, and cars and drivers to return the participants to the 

working sessions. 

As budget constraints became increasingly apparent, a Hierarchical Ordering 

of Priorities entered our accounting procedures. CPM  analysis allowed us to 

keep track of our limited resources.  Highest priority items were set and low 

priority items were either moved to times when resources were available or 

shelved.  In this way, equipment and personnel were always available for the 

working sessions and not used for some private project. Whenever a participant 

asked for a particular service it had to fit within the determined budget line. 

For instance, by the second day it was no longer possible to provide secretarial 

service for conference participants because personnel were needed for higher 

priority tasks.  Conferees could, however, use the office equipment themselves. 

No matter how carefully plans are made, we are still dealing with the 

real world where things do not always happen according to schedule. Each of 

the several hundred scholars brought a unique set of preconceptions of what 

should happen, individual difficulties arose and problems that could not have 

been anticipated always have a way of cropping up. This required that a twenty- 

four hour coordination center be established so that a participant could 

request assistance at any hour. 

Financing such an operation became an extremely complex problem. Despite 

our early enthusiasm it became apparent that we were going to receive very 

limited financial assistance. By May we had come to the realization that our 

proposals were not going to result in a large amount of expendable dollars but 
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rather in services and permission to utilize already purchased resources.  This 

meant we had to organize our entire system on a zero available dollar budget. 

It is to the credit of the attending human scientists that when our zero dollar 

budget was explained to them, they were able to cooperate in the most complete 

manner. 

Our planning placed a premium upon resourceful people.  Local businesses 

and all departments in the University were canvased for resources that we could 

borrow for one week.  This ranged from borrowing secretaries to tape recorders, 

copy machines/ microphones; indeed every bit of the equipment seen at the Sub- 

Congress.  In addition, local industries provided access to their business 

machines in the evenings.  The university provided the cars and the R.O.T.C. 

the drivers and any discussion of resources would be remiss without the 

mention of John Rosebush and the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh Foundation who 

always managed to find the necessary money to pay unexpected bills, both large 

and small. 

The Multi-Cultural Center at the UW-0 campus provided many services to 

the Sub-Congress. Among these were translation help, logistics support, and 

the liaison necessary for visits to the American Indian Communities within the 

area. The Native American leaders made a special request that only non-American 

anthropologists be included in the tours of the reservations and communities. 

We were fortunate to have the valuable services of Audrey Kenyon and Sherry 

Lopez, two Native American students, who served as personal guides on each visit. 

An area often overlooked in recounting a successful adventure, but seldom 

missed in an unsuccessful one, is who had the responsibility.  In retrospect, 

perhaps, one of the most important, if not the most important, organizational 

aspects was the delegation of complete responsibility and authority for each 

task to the people indicated in Fig. 1. Figure One is not to be taken as a 
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hierarchical model but rather those above the main line served more in a 

coordinating capacity whereas the persons listed under specific tasks such as 

resource location/ equipment or transportation were fully in charge of their 

operations and were left to work out the details.  That is, when any failure 

showed up on a time line everyone knew who had to be contacted. When a person 

said they would do a job, they recruited the necessary help, found the necessary 

resources, and had the responsibility to see that the task was completed. 

Another source of potential problems in an international conference is 

security.  There were participants considered by the State Department to be 

special cases and therefore required a certain amount of special handling.  The 

local businesses were informed that they might have foreign speakers present 

and the police were contacted so that they would be ready to offer any assistance 

to conference members. The success of a very low key, preparedness program 

is indicated by the fact that not a single adverse incident took place during 

the entire Sub-Congress. 

What Was Suppose to Happen;  In light of the above analysis of our 

organizational techniques we all knew what was^uppose^to happen. For months 

in advance we had written each conference organizer to find out for certain who 

was coming.  In preparation every expected member and potential participant 

was duly entered on a typed registration card and a name tag was prepared. All 

these were filed in a very systematic manner by conference and cross-referenced 

alphabeti cally. 

Rooms at the Pioneer Inn and the university Conference Center were 

reserved in each person's name based upon the accommodations requested.  Con- 

ference members were located as close to their respective meeting rooms as 

possible in order to facilitate the informal conversations that might take 

place when sessions were not meeting.  In addition, the conference rooms were 
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prepared for the expected number of conferees with wiring for headphones, 

translation equipment and the sundry technological aids that were requested by 

conference organizers. 

Timetables were set to correspond to predicted times of arrival from 

Chicago. After arrival, participants would proceed to a registration room where 

they would be issued name tags, complete registration cards and go to their 

reserved rooms.  Since it was strictly set out in the ICAES rules that all 

papers had to be written and submitted before the Congress, we planned to have 

duplicates on hand in case any of the participants and papers missed each other 

enroute or to replace forgotten and lost copies.  Therefore, it was with little 

trepidation that the staff awaited the arrival of the participants from Chicago 

on Monday, August 27. 

What actually happened: The ideal, however, is often times far removed from 

the realm of reality. Everyone waited for the first bus to arrive. The buses 

were expected at staggered intervals, allowing us time to register each bus 

load as it came in. By six o'clock nothing had happened and people began to 

drift off for supper and other commitments. Shortly thereafter all of the 

chartered buses arrived at once, disgorging 150 plus travel weary scholars. As 

it turned out, only 50% were those expected; the other 50% had never communicated 

any previous desire to attend the Oshkosh Sub-Congress. We faced the dilemma 

of whether or not we should assign them to rooms reserved for others ***** were 

expected to come but had not yet shown up, or hold the rooms for those who were 

expected and try to find other accommodations in the area of these new arrivals. 

Furthermore, many of the arrivals had no idea of what they were to do in 

Oshkosh, or any knowledge of the kinds of arrangements made for them.  Some 

had all expenses paid but did not know it, and others thought that arrangements 

had been made while they were not expected at all.  In addition, one or two 

conferences that we thought were coming went someplace else or never materialized 
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and one or two conferences that we had never heard of showed up ready to get 

down to work. 

A positive feature of any planning system is to set aside time for «r 

discussion and preparation for the possibility that everything might go wrong. 

Luckily we had been forced to do just that aiany times, as skeptics had posed 

every conceivable hypothetical disaster. 

We had anticipated a few problems with registration and had left the pro- 

cedures quite flexible.  Therefore, if no registration card had been prepared 

in advance,.new one waro typed and a new name tag was issued.  Calls were 
n 

placed immediately to Chicago to find out how many more guests to anticipate 

and^ when it was learned that no new buses would be arriving, rooms were re- 

assigned to those who had actually come to Oshkosh.  By midnight every guest 

was in possession of both his room' and his dinner and no one but the staff had 

any inkling cf the chaos that had just been averted.  During the night, the 

conference rooms were prepared to correspond more exactly with the conferences 

that were actually.working sessions on the following day. 

Indications of a successful congress: The fact that the unexpected 

events of the first night had not been noticed by any of the participants 

showed that all of our planning had not been in vain.  In the final analysis 

the success or failure of an undertaking of this magnitude will have to be 

measured in the quality of the resulting scholarly work. Our interest here, 

however, is in those kinds of situations and feedback that first indicated 

that we had produced a successful Sub-Congress.  In addition to the fact that 

our system held up the first night, as mentioned above, further evidence was 

that by the following day the Pioneer was as quiet as a library with none of 

the milling around that is usually associated with intellectual gatherings. 

An even better indication was that all those who had avoided helping us 

during the early stages began to show up at the central office to shake 
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Tuesday, August 28 
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TABLE 3 

Schedule:  Working Sessions 

Arrival and Registration 

Working Sessions: Morning and Evening 
Plenary Session, Dr. S.T.M. Sukati 
Afternoon Boat Rides 

] 

Wednesday, August 29 Working Sessions:  Morning, Afternoon, and Evening 
Afternoon:  Boat Rides 
Trips to Native American Communities 
Nash, Dandier, Hopkins Banquette 
J. Chonchol 

Thursday, August 30 — Working Sessions:  Morning and Afternoon 
Trips to Native American Communities 
Dinner Out:  Evenings 

Friday, August 31 Working Sessions: Morning 
Leave for Chicago 
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hands and pretend like they had been involved all along. Surely, no greater 

sign of success could possibly exist.  By Wednesday the relationships between 

the visiting anthropologists and Mm  staff became one of co-participants in 

an enjoyable experiment. Friendships were formed, students were invited out 

and began to identify with particular conferences. 

Post conference communication has continued. Students are still 

corresponding with session members. Pitt and Hidstrand have organized the 

Oshkosh Network Newsletter which was developed to continue the conversations 

that were initiated during the Sub-Congress.  It was first published at the 

University of Aukland then at the University of Uppsala and more recently 

at McGill University. 

Special Events; 

Even with a zero dollar budget we were able to organize a few "special 

events." Activities were planned with a mind to creating a mileu for 

informal discussions during times when conferences were not in session. Among 

these were the rides up the Fox River on boats large enough to accommodate 

10-15 participants at a time.  Session leaders could and in fact did hold 

informal meetings of their participants on these boat trips.  Since the 

hierarchical ordering of priorities did not allow us to provide a general 

banquet for all the participants, an alternative method was arrived at where 

groups of the conference participants were invited to homes within the 

Oshkosh area.  It was designed primarily for non-North American anthropologists 

so that they might be given the opportunity to have at least one visit with 

some of the local "natives". Also this fit comforably within our zero 

expendable dollar budgeting format. The hosts were members of the Rotary, 

Optomists and local citizens, and faculty who wanted to participate in the 

discussions. The dinners ranged from very formal to the traditional American 

fare of an autumn evening hot dog roast and beer. 
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Tuesday afternoon was clc»ateed to a plenary session where Dr. S.T.M. 

Sukati presented an address entitle "ETHNICITY AS A COMPLICATING FACTOR IN 

THE DETERMINATION OF POLICY IN THE NON-RACIAL STATES OF AFRICA" (see pp 0¿>G). 

appaofiUees^*.  No country or nation could face more serious complications of 

ethnicity, racism, and other ills that confront the third world than the 

kingdom of Swaziland. To have one of Swaziland's leading scholars was 

indeed fortunate and set the tone for the entire Sub-Congress. 

Since the entire success of the Sub-Congress hinged upon the 

enthusiastic support of the student help, the response given to these students 

by the participants themselves deserves a comment.  The Nash-Dandler-Hopkins 

conference invited all the students to attend their banquet and in addition 

many participants saw to it that students were included in both their mean and 

entertainment plans.  Bill Douglas and Jennifer Stej^fens from the Center For 

The Study Of Man .were particularly notable in this regard. Of course, such 

amenities provided by the Pioneer Inn, like the swimming pool, etc.- gave that 

extra edge of pleasure that made the long hours a little more tolerable. 

Sol Tax defined a new way of handling conference papers that would 

increase communication so desperately needed among human scientists. Excellent 

ideas are not always realized at first effort. When it comes to scholarly 

papers it is hard to change old habits. This is part of the culture of the 

academic community.  Just as students always claim they were studying all 

night before an exam and claim never to have studied at all after an exam; 

academics seem on the whole to be unwill.to write papers long before they 

are to be presented. Only a relatively small proportion of the Sub-Congress 

participants ever submitted papers by the deadlines established by the Chicago 

committee. Therefore when they arrived some had not completed the final 
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draft, others were looking for typists and still others wanted to have their 

papers reproduced in sufficient copies for their conference.  In attempting 

to provide as much service as possible we burned up one xerox machine, one 

copy machine and several people and created the only unexpected financial 

problems of the entire Sub-Congress. 

Therefore, any group of conferences this size should have a quick copy 

center established.  This would include xerox machines, mimeograph machines 

and other duplicating equipment.  This could be financed by a minimal charge 

made to each participant desiring this service.  The establishment of such 

a quick copy center seems essential if copies of papers are to be made 

available before sessions. 

After all the hard work, mental anguish, and many sleepless nights of 

planning we can look back now with fond memories.  It is surprising how 

easy it is to forget those days when university administrators, our colleagues 

and our friends all turned in the opposite direction when they saw us coming 

for fear that we would ask for further assistance. The whole enterprise would 

have been impossible if students had not understood Tax's dream. Only students 

seemed to share the belief that the species can solve it's own problems and 

that knowledge is the most efficient way to freedom. 
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IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is our feeling that the IX ICAES Sub-Congress provides a good format 

to be used in the future.  It brings together scholars of common interest 

and provides a format for establishing effective working sessions. The 

expectation that these working sessions will produce conclusions and pre- 

sentable material seems to be a very powerful goafl to scholarly production. 

This communication and cooperation among human scientists is of ever 

increasing importance.  Human society is still faced with the intellectual 

ramifications of Anthropology's defense of the unity of the species in the 

diversity of its behavior.  That diversity is becoming increasingly 

organized under a single worldwide technological system. The new unity is 

not based on ideology but rather on a common method of utilizing the earth's 

resources, both human and mineral. The modes of production are fairly well 

agreed upon, it is the accompaning social system that is debated.  Unless 

the human scientist enters the debate with increased vigor, mankind will 

remain an endangered species. 

At a time when more congresses not l«aa, should be organized in order 

that human scientists can bring the results of their research together, it 

becomes •«•*•» increasingly more difficult to find the necessary financial 

support. Hopefully our presentation of how the Oshkosh Sub-Congress was 

organized on a near zero dollar budget will encourage a continuation of the 

aims and the steps initiated by the IX ICAES. 

-h 
xi 
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ETHNICITY AS A COMPLICATING FACTOR IN THE 
^TERMINATION OF POLICY IN THE NON-RACIAL STATES OF AFRICA 1) 
E. v'*' by Mi. 

Bf"-.*.-1tr,  S.T.M. Sukati, Ambassador of the Kingdom of 
T'"''•'•'     Swaziland to the united States of America 

at the University of Wisconsin - 
Oshkosh - 28th August 1973 
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The historians of the twenty-first century are 

likely to aver that the phenomenal extension of the area 

of freedom in the world and technological progress were 

the two most outstanding achievements of our age. They 

are likely to note, also, that no comparative period in 

the history of the human race faced graver problems of 

conflict between the individual and society, between 

culture and culture and between race and race. Our era 

witnessed the emergence of some of the most frightening 

tyrannies the human race had ever seen before; it saw 

/world   the/plui^ed in two of the most cruel wars in all history. 

In the second of these, millions of men, women and 

children were killed while countless numbers suffered 

for being ethnic aliens or outsiders. The wounds cut 

into humanity by these tragedies have not yet healed. 

YeJ" freedom for many peoples and nations and self deter- 

mination has been spelled in many lands; and yet else- 

0  freedom seems to have gone hand in hand with the -•#&; 

of the gulfs which divide peoples with different ^§^ 

ethnic, cultural or historical background. The conflicts 

which result from all this are likely, in the view of 

/2 ... 



some African leaders, to lead to another world confla- 

Jjjjjpaiion. But, Mr. Chairman, I have chosen, if you will .-'> 

Jbiar with me, to outline briefly the problems which these 

conflicts and differences in culture tend to create for 

the African statesman. The countries of Southern, East 

and West Africa have ethnic problems in which conflict 

exists among: 

(a) African groups themselves 

(b) Africans and "buffer" communities by 
which I mean --------- 

(c) Africans and members of the white race. 

For purposes of the present discussion, these 

problems are seen in the framework and perspective of 

the Nguni-speaking peoples of Southern Africa. These 

include the Zulu, Xhosa, Shangane, Bhaca, Ndebele and 

the Swazi. The Nguni tradition regards the person as 

the living incarnation of a spirit-form which is a cell 

of the infinite consciousness or spirit from which the 

cosmic order derives its being. As its cell, the 

individual becomes the eternal person who is a member 

of the society of the "dead", the living and the unborn. 

When a mother of a child sees her child fall or getting 

hurt she never says: Oh, my child! She expresses her 

plaxn by calling upon all the members of the family,   f 

jiast "My people's childlf (umntfwanebantfuJ). In this J 

setting, the person exists to make the best possible use 

of his life as a member of the eternal community. 

/3 ... 
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•JJooiety's main function is to create the conditions in 

pjiicn lie might do this to the best of his ability; to  \^i 

train him for a rev;arding life and to see to it that he 

becomes the best that he can be. 

In Southern Africa, the area I know better than 

any other, because I hail from there, race conflict 

centered, ultimately around the clash between this ideal 

and the philosophy which gave meaning to life among the 

peoples of European descent. The latter have been 

studied so extensively by all of you here that there is 

no need to say anything about them here, except to say 

that by defining the individual as a compound of good 

and evil it laid the foundations for a tradition of social, 

ideological and racial categorisation which explains 

much of the conflict across the colour line in Southern 

Africa. The tradition of categorisation played a by no 

means insignificant role in the African revolt against 

colonialism. 

In the Nguni view race discrimination was essen- 

tially a collision between conflicting evaluations of 

the person than a clash between the facts of blackness 

and whiteness. Race was regarded largely as the vehicle 

t^tbe caflict between the ideals by which black and 

*hi%« understood reality. Thus, when independence came 

to the black states of East and Southern Africa, their 

peoples committed themselves to non-racial types of 

/4 ... 



pociety.  In adopting these political structures the 

USSpicans translated their traditional ideals of nation- 

Jfeod and fulfilment into social action. The rest of 

sub-Saharan Africa had adopted a similar course and had 

shown, by this that the non-categorising evaluation of 

the person was not confined to Southern Africa. 

If the point is conceded that a civilization is 

the translation into action of a given ideal of fulfil- 

ment, it will be seen that the institutions of peoples 

committed to a different understandings of the cosmic 

order, society, the state and the person will not be 

similar in every respect.  It will be seen, also, that 

different cultures will evolve different institutions to 

serve the same human ends. For example, democracy will 

be operated on the basis of one set of institutions in 

one culture and another in a different experience. 

While the differences have a legitimacy all their 

own, in ethnically one of these is how to give to citi- 

eenship a meaning that will be valid and satisfying 

among communities with different origins and background. 

The difficulty here is compounded by the relationship 

between the ethnic factor and the control of economic 

|**rar..in many parts of Free Africa. A conflict sooner 

,•* later arises between the dominant Africa majority 

which has the vote and controls political power and 

ethnic minorities which dominate African economies. The 

/5 ... 
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Africans, who as an ethnic group, are the "have-nots", 

jjgkMiet with difficulty, if they ever do, the urge to use ]f¿£- 

'political power either to transfer the control of their 

economics to themselves or to effect an equitable distri- 

bution of their countries wealth.  In situations where 

race'*used to determine the position of the individual in 

national life the clash between the political power of 

the majority and the economic dominance of the ethnic 

minorities tends to create polarisations which often 

have pronounced racial undertones. 

The problem at this level is not one developed by 

the African people, who are merely heirs to a situation 

created by the colonial power. The use by the colonia- 

list of the ethnic factor accorded the Africans the status 

of the most deprived segment of society, while the whites 

became the operators of the government, the economy and 

the Army. "Buffer Communities" were either created or 

imported to absorb the shocks of conflict between black 

and white. In many countries unions between black and 

white produced peoples of mixed blood, we call Bur- 

Africans, who were given a higher status than the Africans 

but were recognized as the inferiors of the dominant 

ffeltes. In large parts of Sast and Southern Africa, 

4^£jftas were brought in to function as "buffer communiti«a^'|^, 

fihe Syrians and Lebanese settled in parts of West Africa. * 

The transference of political power to the deprived 

called for an altogether new type of balance in the 

/6 ... 
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interests and aspirations of the Africans, the "buffer 

^¡apHXnities" and the whites, but another complication 

j|pr$.in to compound the problem. The African government 

'sooner or later found that they operated within an 

international economic context designed to serve mainly 

the interest of the wealthy, industrial, mainly white 

nations.  If this gave to freedom and self-determination 

a meaning which was not acceptable to the Africans it 

threw into sharper outlines the role of the ethnic factor 

as a determinant of policy; it projected the African 

governments largely as the business managers or estates 

owned by foreign shareholders. 

Different countries adopted different policies to 

deal with the ethnic factor at this level. Where internal 

conditions allowed of the gradual indigenisation of the 

economy, laws were passed to effect the peaceful re- 

distribution of wealth. In some countries pressures 

existed which called for drastic steps to be taken to 

transfer economic control to the most deprived. Other 

African governments approached the problem from the 

political angle. The bi-partisan system of parlimentary 

democracy threatened to create situations of ethnic 

confrontation which would tear the citizen of each state 

¿putt pnd make government almost impossible. In these 

conditions, legitimate political differences would 

degenerate into ethnic or group treason. The concentra- 

tion of different types of power in different ethnic 

/7 ... 



groups threatened to create dual authority situations 

no government could tolerate. s, 
if*/* She  conflicting perspectives from which peoples 

'¿aw reality combined with the ethnic factor and the 

relationship between black political power and white 

economic dominance to emphasize the unsuitability of 

the bi-partisan parlimentary system in Africa's 

situation of ethnic conflict became vivid here. The 

need was felt for a system of government in which 

political differences did not have to degenerate into 

treason almost on the slightest provocation. 

Some governments resorted to te one-party form of 

parliamentary rule. The expectation in this regard was 

that conflicting ethnic, economic and cultural interests 

could be more readily reconciled within a single politi- 

cal party structure than where each interest group was 

free to use the specialised power in its control to 

advance its exclusive interest. 

Other countries fell back to the consensus prin- 

ciples as used in the days before the advent of white 

power. The intention was to avoid forcing events to 

fit into any given ideological mould. The expectation 

tfaat given the necessary governmental flexibility 

rces at work in each ethnic group would establish 

";»wn equilibrium on which a viable policy of     ^ 

reconciliation could eventually be developed. 

Up to now, attention has been focused on the 

/8 ... 
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expatriates and "buffer communities", as ethnic groups. 

• fe» "ethnic factor operated also in the African     **'^.v^ 

.Itself where it created strains and conflicts     ;j»' --' 

Lch continue to be one of the continent's main 

problems; e.g. Biafra in Nigeria and Uganda. 

As on other planes different approaches are adopted 

to deal with the difficulty.  While no universally valid 

formula for the solution of conflict has up to now 

emerged, there is reason to hope that the consensus 

principle might, combined with the African evaluation 

of the person, be able to provide the basis for the 

resolution of conflict in this regard. 

The optimism, while not unqualified, has to be 

seen in the light of two important aspects of the African 

experience. On the one hand Free Africa has had only a 

little more than ten years in which to adapt to the 

demands of independence. Some countries in fact, have 

been free for a shorter period than a decade. Their 

governments, such as mine, assumed control in circumstances 

where they had to deal with two complex sets of problems. 

Some of these inherent in the situation of the Africans 

and were mainly developmental in character. When Great 

Britain restored our Independence in 1968 we were without ,:-..*_ 

' >e«Bsary manpower to be able to man the many 

Lotis of responsibility. Others were inherited 

from colonial rule as I have already pointed^ Before 

independence there were three systems of educatian in 
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hjgr country. One for the whites, one for the Eur- 

Ittahs and a third one for the Swazi. This meant a '??/,'•* 
7,  .-*... ':      {••  i,. 

it deal of disabilities for the Swazi child. The   " 

distinction is important because while the differences 

interacted at many points they remained separate in 

origin and functioning. On the other hand both types 

of problems were brought about or affected one way or 

the other by the ethnic factor. 

It helps to see both sets of problems from the 

perspective of history. Many of Africa's difficulties 

need to be seen in the light of history - for history 

in a way, "is an emancipation from the past". The past 

still lives in the meanings which freedom has for many 

of the peoples of my Continent of Africa. This meaning 

combines with the demands of independence to call for a 

re-definition of African place among the peoples of the 

world. Policy in most states still tends to respond to 

the conflicting pressures generated in the past. A 

point always to bear in mind in this regard, though, is that 

policy is characterised, among other things, by an empiricism 

which has its roots in the Sub-Saharan activities and 

scramble for Africa of the Nineteenth Century. 

^.Experimentation with social and other institutions.J||£V 

«n carried on in this part of te continent to extrfpifr; 

possibly not paralled in any single similarly placed region 

in the world. The Africans can be said, among other things, 

/IO ... 
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to be among the world's greatest social reformers; one 

ffiftTi .¿o further and even take the liberty to say they bflfi-'.'' 

WWÑffíipQ-  almost at no point in trying to discover the tjfre •' 

of society in which the individual could make the best 

possible use of his life in the light of his choices. 

Our social and political institutions need to be seen in 

this light. The ej:perimentation provides insights into 

some of the continent's problems today. Most African 

leaders regard the experience gathered over the centuries 

as s.  rich source from which to develop insights into the 

problems of ethnicity in the conditions created by 

political independence. 

These insights, however, have to be seen in the 

context provided by changing power dispositions in the 

world, by emerging patterns of trade, by the power build- 

up in the Indian Ocean and by the sensitive situation 

developing in the Southern part of the African Continent, 

where ethnic and other conflicts have created conditions 

which increasing numbers of Africans regard as likely 

to undermine stability in large parts pf that continent. 

Africa needs peace in order to devote her energies to 

the solution of the complex problems which face her 

iples. For this reason, Mr. Chairman, she is necessarily 

rned about situations which exacerbate conflict. 
ÍM*:í. 

Um±c factor is one of these. 

At this level, the problem ceases to be confined to 

Africa only. I am a member of the International Committee 

/II ... 
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on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination which stems 

¿jfirvtt.  the International Convention on the Elimination of'-. ; ¿, 

fef^H JForr^r; of Racial Discrininat i on.  This is one of the .'*''.* 

efforts by the United Nations to try and bring universality 

of tolerance of one nation with another and that people 

should live together in peace. We envisage a day when 

all nations shall live in peace with one another "when 

right and not might shall be the law". Like the great 

pov;err, the inductiral countries are involved in sone 

of Africa's problens of ethnicity so to speak. The great 

porrerr are establishing what one could call a nuclear 

presence in the centre of the Indian Ocean, around whose 

shores live what is perhaps the largest concentration 

of the human race. The industrial countries show growing 

interest in Southern Africa as an investment field. But 

ethnic and other conflicts exist in this part of the 

continent which hang like a dark cloud over its future. 

This situation calls for a recasting of attitudes 

and approaches to ethnicity as a factor working for conflict 

across cultural and colour lines: it has to be seen as an 

international problem whose complexity and urgency call for 

a solution-oriented type of dialogue which would involve 

j^ll .concerned peoples 
-¿ f%:- 

?:%$Fí:.,  It stands to reason that the hypotheses on which tfcii':*; 

Halogue should be conducted in order to move nearer th*' ~ 

desired goals should be formulated by the African themselves. 

/I2 ... 
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Tftf» situation of deadlock which characterises inter- 
It v- v«"P *% »jp¿itipr.al discussion of Southern African's race problemf ".':,:•• 

Wrttr  example, calls for a quality of leadership which caul' 

best be provided by the Free African States. 

If one might be allowed to think aloud, African 

Statesmanship could give thought to a conference of the 

black and white states of Africa convened to hammer out 

or conclude a treaty by which to establish a secure and 

permanent place for those white minorities which feel 

they belong to Africa and v/ish to be regarded as integral 

parts of Africa. 

The word dialogue has developed obvious and odious 

connotations of late. This arises largely at of confusion 

both on the goals and the content of the dialogue. 

Independence or freedom in the conditions which prevail 

in Southern Africa can have one of two meanings: the 

expulsion of the white minorities or agreement on a 

citizenship which will have the same meaning on both sides 

of the colour line. Most black peoples in Southern 

Africa, like most citizens of Free Africa, prefer the non- 

racial pattern of society. The Africans of Kenya fought 

a long and bitter war against the whites only to establish 

-racial state when they won their independence.  >!&$§ 

1%  Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland are within the W*M 

geographical area of Southern Africa and are affected 

directly by the dominant racial attitudes in this part of 

the Continent of Africa, they continue to adhere to non- 

713 ... 
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i%gü.  patterns of society. Sjf^ 

•w-.'*- These goalE focus attention on the content of tUm   ''-*- 

Lb¿íue under discussion. There is a world of difference 

between a dialogue "based on white hypotheses and a dialogue 

content to which is given by African choices. Where policy 

sought to establish non-racial societies, it would be 

almost indistinguishable from a refusal to give leadership 

for Free Africa to reject the idea of a dialogue based on 

African hypotheses. 

Another difficulty creeps in to underline the urgency 

of a dialogue defined by the Africans. The extensions of 

guerrilla warfare southward points to a not too distant 

future in which the black states of Southern Africa 

could be caught in armed conflict. Their geographic 

position, their economies and their military unprepared- 

ness could make it impossible for them to avoid involve- 

ment in conflict. For them, a dialogue is indistinguishable 

from a condition of survival. 

If the Africans in Southern Africa have not 

dissociated themselves from the general pattern of 

societies adopted in  Free Africa, it is because especial 

conditions exist here which leave a non-racial society as 

obvious choice. Economic influences and disparrfaf#¿í 

opportunities have operated adversely to create  W^fc.'-' 

conditions of integration at the levels of industrial 

production and commerce. This emphasises another type 

/I4 ... 
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of distinction. The integration of the African in thA 

•??*• Á¿# 
M^Sfc¿or.iec of Southern Africa ultimately surrenders to - 

Wf^tírn  the initiative to T>arr..lyso the econony in the bid *" 

to create a non-racial society.  It seens a nore 

positive response tc the ethnic problen ir. this setting 

to develop the initiative, rather than to sharpen conflict 

in ways which leave the gun the final arbiter between race 

prejudice and justice. As things stand, the dialogue 

seen: nost likely to reinforce the extension oí  the area 

of freedon in Southern Africa. 

0O0 0O0 0O0 
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Youth for Mankind; 1973 

Summary of the Conference 

Introduction'. 

International harmony necessitates understanding among the 

peoples of the world.  Because understanding hinges on communi- 

cation, it is important that today's youth achieve this communica- 

tion.  Personal contact is an important means of achieving this 

goal. 

Youth for Mankind, 1973, was concerned with the future inter- 

national relationships among people.  We were provided with and 

excellent opportunity to hold a conference by the IX International 

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences.  Youth for 

Mankind, presented in a conference format, was designed to create 

a better understanding among youth throughout the world through 

cultural exchange and discussion of world affairs as they relate to 

young people. 

The Youth for Mankind Conference held from August 28, 1973 

through September 8, 1973, sought to take further advantage of this 

opportunity of working with the Congress to integrate its views of 

the world, its goals, and Its ideas for the future with those adult 

authorities who attended the IX International Congress of Anthropo- 

logical and Ethnological Sciences. A report of the conclusions of 

the Youth for Mankind Conference was presented duj*lng a. regular ses- 

sion of the Congress at which time discussion between bfcth adult and 

the youth groups was held. 

It is the hope that a continuing Youth for Mankind organization 

will be established; that future conferences be held where new prp- 

blems will be discussed and delineated; and that as the hopes, goals, 

and visions of the future are changed by new generations, they will 

be heard, seen, and acted upon in conjunction with the advice and 

views of the previous generations. 
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Youth for Mankind Philosophy 

The Youth for Mankind Conference aims to actively explore 

and contribute to a growing understanding of youth's role in the 

present and future world community. The participants, through in- 

tercultural, educational, and social experiences, will strive 

to develop a sense of community and friendship, to gain knowledge 

and respect for other cultures by examining similarities and dif- 

ferences, and to share ideas en contemporary is»ues and problema. 

The Conference, by providing an opportunity to observe each other 

and interact, will hopefully enrich the participant's cultural 

knowledge on a personal level. 

Youth for Mankind History 

Origins gnd Blueprints 

The Youth for Mankind Conference evolved from a suggestion 

made by Dr. Sol Tax, President of the IX International Congress, of 

Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences. This is the first time 

in the history of the ICAES or any other international congress 

that young people 15  to 20 years of age not only have been invited 

to participate, but also to completely organize an international 

conference by themselves. 

On November, 1972, students representing public, private, and 

parochial high schools throughout the Chicago metropolitan areas, 

met to discuss the feasibility of holding such a conference. The 

discussion took place without the participation of adults, and at 

the meeting's conclusion it was unanimously agreed to organize an 

international youth conference with the theme of "Youth for Man- 

kind." 

On November 11, 1972, a Chicago Planning Committee (CPC) was 

established.  It is this committee that directed the work in pre- 
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paratlon for the Youth for Mankind Conference, 1973.  The CPC 

itself was multi-cultural since among its representatives arc /  '••'' 

students of many races and ethnic groups. 

At the November 11, 1972 meeting, the students decided to 

meet every week. A conference secretary was assigned with the du- 

ty of writing the minutes of each meeting.  These minutes were 

sent to the members of the CPC, all the principals of the schools 

represented, resource persons, and all other interested people. 

The CPC divided into three committees:Fi nance, Format, and 

Requirements. 

-The Finance committee compiled cost projections, identified 

funding prospects, and wrote the funding proposal. They selected 

assignments such as contacting authorities on funding, consulting 

funding resource organizations, and determining the foundations 

which might be interested in our conference goals. This committee 

also budgeted costs of activities, transportation, housing,etc. 

As the burden on the Finance Committee became heavier, the Require- 

ments Committee aided them. Together they made i^e> final eewpla» 

•*+**^Gf-  the proposal, edited it, and offered it for review by •» 

adult resource facilitators.  The proposal was then submitted to 

the entire CPC for approval. Finally, cover letters were written 

focusing on specific points in the proposal coinciding with the 

aims of various foundations to which the proposal would be sent. 

The Format Committee planned a series of suggested activities 
for the conference 

and seminars^.  Individual members of this committee made appoint- 

ments and met with representatives of institutions such as museums, 

religious centers, governmental authorities, universities, and or- 

ganization heads of the ICAES to arrange for use of facilities and 

speakers. Arrangements for national exhibits and the painting of 

two murals by the participants of the conference were made by this 
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committee which also made a schedule for the Conference.1 

The Requirements Committee set requirements for the partici- 

pants.  Two to Four youths of both sexes and fluent in speaking 

and understanding English were the only requirements made./4'Uouth 

was defined as a person between the ages of 15 and 18 although this 

requirement was not strictly enforced. The Requirements Committee 

also evaluated accomtfdation sites and chose DePaul University in 

Chicago as the site of the conference.  This committee handled costs, 

conveniences, descriptions of transportation facilities, and miscel- 

laneous activities.  Some members of this committee took on the 

responsibility of public relations, handling communication with the 

media and international correspondence. 

Individuals who volunteered to shoulder extra responsibilities 
known as 

became/mediators.  The mediators served to guide the Chicago Plan- 

ning Committee. They planned the agenda for each meeting, took 

turns chairing the meetings, made sure discussion flowed, coordina- 

ted various committees, and provided communication between commit- 

tees . 

Planning the Youth for Mankind Conference project provided a 

unique learning experience for the participants. Most important, 

a model for education was structured and tested, based on the the- 

ory that given the opportunity, adult support, and freedom to act, 

young people can and will learn across disciplines the kinds of 

knowledge that will help them throughout life. Through task experi- 

ence which they are free to structure, and when they are allowed to 
and action 

make their own inquiry/to do untrammeled/research, youth with & 

strongly motivating goal, will discover problems, find ways of sol- 

ving them, and raise future questions, 
students on  the 

For the/Chicago Planning Committee, Youth for Mankind was an 

1. See pages 5 and 6 
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extra curricular activity» It has proven that/an extra cur- 

ricular activity, outside the formal school, many of the major pro- 

blems in daily life; decision making, organization, operation and 

administration as well as preliminary analysis and research, are 

more swiftly and intensely learned.and remembered, 
that 

The Chicago Planning Committee has demons twated / serendipity 

skills, such as typing, interviewing, information presentation (fan- 

ding proposals^or publicity) and many other techniques, are deve- 

loped along the way.  Students did much of the typing for interna- 

tional correspondence, learned to meet the public, and grew mature 

tfnd facile in fielding reportorial questions. All of the above oc- 

cured with an input of many hours*as much as thirty hours a week in 

addition to school work. Unbounded enthusiasm in the process of 

learning is an uncommon characteristic in the formal school. It was 

the rule in this extra curricular school. With this experience, a 

sense of security, of having friends, of being wanted and respected, 

has come to each participant.  From inner city students to those 

from rich families all participants fe<ifc as one. 

The Chicago Planning Committee is planning for the continuance 

of the organization over the long term since many of the participants 
that 

hail.: become inspired and wi^h/other young people, students and la- 

borers alike, V» have this experience of being a working,- ;.' ' f-.v-* 

group, which gained enjoyment as it worked.  The Committee's main 

purpose of launching a conference was achieved. 
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The Conference 

The Youth for Mankind Conference held its first formal ses- 

sion at a welcoming banquet August 27, 1973. Representatives from 

17 countries started arriving August 2h,,   1973, ahead of the expec- 

ted arrival time. Arrangements were swiftly made to house the un- 

expectedly early arrivals at the dormitory of DePaul University, 

the housing site for the conference; the structure set up by the 

Chicago Planning Committee worked expedítiously. 

The few days before the conference began provided time for 

the international representatives to prepare cultural exhibits which 

they brought along, to take short trips in the are<|^.and to become 

acquainted with fellow representatives and resource people.  Taiwan 

had sent Professor Shi Mie Yang of the Academic Sínica as chaperone 

for the three representatives from his country.  He happily Joined 
jour adult volunteers who acted as chaperones_> 

the four resource people/and did yeoman services as a facilitator. 

The talents of the youthful representatives became apparent d»n 

their arrival, as the spacious and comfortable lobby lounge of the 

dorm filled with music, laughtey and song.  The caliber of the re- 

presentatives was also revealed when it was learned that many persons 

had competed in written, oral, and other tests for the right to re- 

present their countries. For example, one young girl had won many 

piano awards, another was a dance expert, one young man played a 

number of instruments, spoke several languages and charmed adults 

aj-id students alike with his demeanor, and no less capable were the 

other representatives, Including an expert photographer who took 

documentary shots of the Conference and joined other musician stu- 

dents in guitar concerts and folk music. 

Very quickly the participants met several aims expounded in 

the Youth for Mankind Conference purposes.  They developed close 

friendships heightened by a strong sense of community, reached fa- 

vorably to intercultural exchange, involved themselves in delightful 
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social experiences and through observation of one another, In- 

volved themselves intens.ly in each others customs. 

After the Welcoming banquet on August 27, serious activity 

began. A special meeting was called at which the Chicago Planning 

Committee offered to turn over operation'and control of the con- 

ference to the entire group. After discussion and consensus, the 

Chicago students were asked to continue their roles as administra- 

tors of the program and were commended for their successful role 

in mounting ¿nd achiftvina a confe. The international repre- 

sentatives were completely surprised to find that t.ne peonle t: c; 

hud .,GC all their correspondence., and with whom their governments 

had corresponded were youth litte themselves of the same age level. 

The international students also asked the Chicago Planning Committee 

members each to vote and partia/ipate as full members.  The Conference 

regulations had originally stipulated that only four members from 

a country could vote. The Chicagp Planning Committee, of whom there 

were 2\\t   had expected to act only as hosts. 

The program2 was carried out in a serious manner with only a 

few minor modifications. All formal seminars were, by request of 

the participants, chaired by Chicago Planning committee members who 

had chaired committees established for each Individual seminar. 

Seminars and chairmen were as follows: 

RELIGION-Dorothy Roberts 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS-Carolyn Hildreth 
EDUCATION*Mary Ruth Schwartz 
URBANIZATION-Ophelia Balatgot 
ECONOMICS-Gary Peltz 
WAR AND PEACE-Abby Li 
CULTURAL PRESENTATIONS-Michele Majuene 
FUTURE GOALS OF YOUTH FOR MANKIND-rotatinq chairmen 

During the evening and free periods of the Conference, a mural was 

painted based on the theme of the Congress and the Conference, 

"One species, many cultures." Many representatives came at an early 

date and planned and made a small painting of the mural, then worked 

2. See pages 5 and 6 
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on the mural itself from the model. Another canvas was stretched 

so that anybody could paint anything that he/she wanted#a free for 

all mura 1. 

During the evenings of the Congerence cultural presentations 

of the artsy dance, music, films, and folk games took place. Often 

the audience was included in the activity, a short instructional 

period being all that was necessary to bring about enthusiastic 

participation. 

All the seminars in which the group participated were a re- 

sounding success.  The War and Peace, Education, and Family Rela- 

tionships seminars recme)ved the most intense action and activity. 

As the Conference continued the Chicago Planning Committee quickly 

let the reigns of administration slip into the hands of the inter- 

national students. Almost unnOticed these students took hold and 

ran the conference. All conferees agreed that the conference was 

a tremendous success.  The Youth for Mankind Conference was operated 

successfully by youth. Adults were held in the background and were 

used only as facilitators, when they were convenient as sounding 

boards for questions which had to be asked of adults, and for the 

parpóse of validating the insurance taken out for liability pnr- 

poses. 

Resolutions were arrived at and presented to the world mainly 

through a seminar held by youth at the Ix ICAES with the promise 

that this organization^Youth for Mankind^could use the Congress for 

its umbrella in lew of future conferences. 
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Selected Seminar Evaluations and Conclusions 

During the conference we had six different seminars.  They 

concerned the following toplcn: Religion, Family Relationships, 

Education, Urbanisation, £co.;r>>ics, ..¡v'  •.. r .-..' . c;cc.  "«cause 

tj.ere were so many topics and not enough time, we could only alot 

or,¿ cJd" for eac.'i ze ¡ñr¡L.r.      7'^^   caused many discussions to be some- 

what superficial.  In the future conferences it was decided, as a 

strong suggestion to future planners, to have only one major topic 

as the theme of the conference.  This provides more social time for 

the youth to casually meet and exchange ideas.  The following 

^ brief evaluation of seminars from which written input was recieved. 

The FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS SEMI MAR Written by 
Carolyn Hildreth 

The Family Relationships Seminar was a starting point for ach- 

ieving the aims of our philosophy. Through this exchange of cul- 

tural and social experiences we would contribute to a better under- 

standing of our role in the present and future wor|d community. 

Since the world community is composed of small units of society 

joined together, we needed to explore these units. The structure ff 

the world community is based on families was the theme of this se- 

minar. 
originally 

The format of this seminar/was to have a panel discussion 

springing from essays tío be written by the international partici- 

pants, then to have small group discussions, and then to come 

back together 4s a whole group and present our conclusions. Unfor- 

tunately I recieved no essays before the conference probably due to 
limited 

the/time span between the international participant's notification 
she 

that he/would be attending the conference and the conference itself, 

and the generality of the questions asked. 

A day before the seminar which was to take place, August 30,1973 
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I recieved an essay from Shinichi Watanabe, a participant from 

Japan, ymb* Md not arrive at the conference until the evening of 

August ¿fir,   1973. 

On August 30, the day of the Family Relationships Seminar, 

1 read Shinichi Watanabe's essay to the entire group of participants, 

who then proceeded ^"O beeak up into small discussion groups. When 

the group discussions were over everyone came b»ck together to give 

summaries of their ideas and make a final synopsis of the seminar. 

This ended the seminar but not the day. Each Chicago area par- 

ticipant acted as host to a few international participants in his 

home.  We all left the dormitory to have home cooked meals and fa- 

mily fun.  This was the real highlight of the day and what everyone 

is most likely to remember. 

Family Relationships Semiaar Conclusions & Philosophles 

1. The family is a basic unit of society, however,there is no ideal 
in existence.  There is not an ideal family for the whole world, 
yet if one can realize the differences in other families this 
will make It easier to live with other people. 

2. The most important function of the family is to share knowledge 
and experience, and to accept the growth and change of its mem- 
bers.  It^necessary for a family to provide strength and confi- 
dence to its members through gatherings.  This promotes together- 
ness and love. Decisions concerning any one family should be 
made by the entire family to reduce conflict. 

3. Families need to be brought together through a new type of com- 
munication.  There are some forces pulling families apart. These 
are occupations, distances, and unstable child/parent relation- 
ships, some relating t<b urbanization. 

l\.  Basic family structure should not be changed.  This will be like 
changing an entire culture. 

5. The most important function of the parent is to prepare the child 
for life and give them less restrictions so that they can have 
more opportunity té learn from experience.  This means that parents 
should allow their active responsibility to their children to de- 
crease as the child grows older. Children ought to be respected 
enough by their parents to allow them to develoo their own self- 
restraint.  The same holds true as to the child/parent relationship, 

6. The parents aave the right to continue their own life after their 
atatldren leave. After the children leavef home^get/ married, their 
relationship with their parents becomes that of a friendship. 
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7. Children are moving away from the idea of being seen and not 
heard.  They should continue to respect and hold them in pro- 
per authority, though.  They often find it easier to discuss 
problems among themselves before consulting their parents.  This 
stimulates their ability to thinlj for themseives. Children should 
be taught independence to help them feel moee secure in their 
la'ler life. 

8. Marriage is a mutual agreement. The pf\ejfect age for marriage de- 
pends on the couple. A later marriage allows the douple to stay 
younger longer, but widens the gap between the children they will 
have and their life. Early marriage prevents a gap but parents 
are lesser informed. 

9. Grandparents should be respected for the widdom and guidelines 
they can offer youth. 

10.There should be a realization of differences that exist between 
the peesona1 ities of families and their members.  It is import- 
ant to have a good relationship with your family because it al- 
lows you to view the world from a more stable and pleasant posi- 
tion. 

-EDUCATION SDMI MAR Wi ItttJIl by, Mary KuLli 
•6 o hwa r t a 

•T-hii uuuiJll tjoal for routfl lor1 Jlanftind 15 Lu iruaU Interna- 
tional—hai'iiiuny Lluuuyli CulllUlUnlia fc, ing with and otriving to undor- 
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The EDUCATION SEMINAR Written by, Mary Ruth 
Schwartz 

I 

The overall goal of Youth for wlankind is to create harmony 

through communicating with and striving to understand people of 

different cultures.  The amount of education one has is of great 

importance to the development of international communication. 

Literacy, in some form, and knowledge are needed as a basis for 

communication and understanding.  Education enlarges the ability 

speak or write and expands the horizons of knowledge.  Between the 

ages 15 to 29 many young people are oriented toward education; 

whether in school or on the job the young adult gains an understand- 

ing of the world in which he/she lives.  For these reasons, a semi- 

nar, where different people from around the world could express 

their ideas on issues in education, was needed,  "ence the Education 

Seminar, August 31, was introduced into the twelve day itenerary 

of the Youth for Mankind Conference. 

"The participants will describe and discuss the educational 

systems of their country.  They will discuss the effect education 

has on culture and the effect culture has on education." This was 

a brief statement of intent of the Education Seminar as presented 

in the Y uth for Mankind proposal.  Education systems were picked 

as the major topic within the seminar because the Chicago Planning 

Committee felt by discussing 'systems', the goals, ideals, and meth- 

ods of education in each country would be derived. Further, the 

goals and ideals that are taught, and the way in which they are 

taught is part of a reciprocal relationship between culture and edu- 

cation. 

At the beginning of the conference a questionnaire for the Edu- 

cation Seminar was given to each participant.  By answering the 

questions and turning in the results before the seminar, the parti- 

cipants; 
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1. Were prepared and clarified what to expect at the Educatilon 
Seminar In their own terms* 

2. Could hear the survey results and develop their own conclu- 
sions» 

3. Help/» deve lop an idea presented in the format of the 
conference plan, but declared not feasible because of 
ti}e enormity of the projectjto develop an International 
Curriculum to be used in schools worldwide. 

To eliminate the waste of precious time in the small group 

discussion to accomidate each individual explaining his/her educa- 

tional systems, students were asked to volunteer to present their 

ed cational :.yr, I. <un:;   I. o Lh<: ni'jr.'i i nn r, e:, •:, i on oí the Education Seminar. 

Students who presented their educ»tiona1 system to the whole group 

were; Gordana Jerger and Diana Dlecic-Yugoslavia 
Peter Wheler-Denmark 
Ivy Drown-Hahamas 
Paisal Shus\ang-Thailand 
Terry Bellaimy-U.S.A. T 

Each system had similarities and differences which created many dif- 

ferent answers to the f'ur basic auestions presented in the small 

discussion groups that evening.  The four questions were, 

1. Why do/should we study 7 
?.. Is/s^'-l.-' ¡••'•r-c.tion take --1E.~' ?n t.V pchool/home? 
3. Are exams a good way to test abilities? 
^. What should the teacher/pupil/parent relationship be? 

Because of the great diversity in answers very few defínate 

conclusions were made. «i»B«sra-__ 

CONCLUSIONS/and PHILOSOPHIES 

1. Throughout th^ world a carefully studied and slowly developed 
change is needed in formal education systems. These changes 
should be totally dependant on the cultures'1 needs. 

2. To change these formal systems, the first step would be the 
change in training and in addition the retraining of teachers 
to meet the need of an equilibrium between the pupil's learning 
and the parent/teacher/acfooot system.influence on him/her. 

3. Examinations may not show or :.'3 ability and the amount of stress 
on tests should be decreased, yet exams many times are needed 
for necessary guidelines. 

Ij..  Since knowledge is acquired without an appreciation of it, we 
feel that the benefit from exposure to knowledge can be height- 
ened by the cultivation of appreciation. 
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Date: September 2,   1973 

Seminar: Urbanization 

Chairwoman: Ophelia Balagot 

Summary of the Seminar:  The Seminar opened with a thirty minute 

film entitled "Open Space-Going, "oing, which was borrowed froT 

the department of Mousing and Urban Development in Chicano. After 

the movie, the youth were divided into four seperate groups, each 

having a discussion leader and notn   taker.  In addition to the 

movie, questions which were included in every youth's conference 
the 

packet were discussed. A little less than an hour after/seperate 

discussions began, the group came together in its entirety to com- 

pare results of their discussions. 

Evaluation:  By the time this seminar took place, all of the students 

knew each other well enough to be open in what they said, and not • 

hold back from speaking all together.  The results of the discussion 

were varied, but they all seemed to lead to the idea that urbaniza- 

tion is a mixed blessing.  It cannot be ignored in anyone's country, 

but while it is responsible for many problems, it is also seen as 

something that can directly benefit a country. 

Other activities: After the seminar, which lasted approximately 

three hours, the youth were brought to the ^leld Museum, and then 

to the museum of Science and Industry. A night tour of Chicago was 

included on the drive back to the dormitory. 
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CULTURAL PRESENTATIONS Written by, Mi che le Majuene 

CULTURAL EXCHANGE 

Cultural exchange and the increased understanding and respect between people 
gained from this experience was one of the main purposes of the gathering of 
fifty-seven international students who made up the Youth for Mankind Conference 
held in Chicago during the summer of 1973* 

The conference was designed to create a better understanding among youth through 
the exchange of culture and discussion of world affairs as they relate to young 
people. The exchange of culture took place in both formal presentations and in 
Interactive situations between the participants. The conference, by providing an 
opportunity to observe each other and interact, allowed each participant to enrich 
his cultural knowledge on a personal level. 

The formal exchange of cultures took place during daily seminars, especially cer- 
tain ones, and nightly cultural presentations given by each participant which they 
had prepared for the conference. They displayed some aspect of their culture 
through dance, music, drawing or objects of cultural significance. 

Isabelle Lefevre-Witier performed a classical ballet with her French friend Cecile 
Joseph accompanying her on piano. 

Claudia Ricci and Carlos Angel performed a Guatemalan folk dance to music with 
costumes hand made by a relative. 

Greta Brown, Beatrice Moxey, Melvin Seymour, Ivey Brown and Kirkwood Seymour gave 
an exhibit and talked about the Bahamas. They brought seashells, coral and other 
things from the warm waters of the Bahamas. They brought books and posters which 
ahowed the Gooraby Summer festiveties and a film about the newly independent 
Bahamas and its history. 

Win-che Sun played the piano and invited us all to her country, Republic of China, 
during her talk about her country. David Nieh showed us an interesting film about 
Chinese porcelain (techniques of painting and its history). Kongchai Rodboonpha 
showed us some Thai boxing with a friend. 

Peter Wehler and Hanne Schyth Rasmussen talked to us about Denmark and Peter taught 
us some Danish songs while he played the guitar. 

Iman Foroutan showed us a movie about the elaborate folk dance with swords the men 
of Iran performed during certain festivities. 

Luciano Astorga, Mirea Sanchez and Juliana Orozco brought lovely handcrafts, toys, 
clothing and pictures from Nicaragua. Others also made cultural presentations 
which we enjoyed very much. Since there were no participants from Africa, we had 
Afro American dancers from the Field Museum of Chicago perform for one very ex- 
citing and facinating hour. They dressed in African clothing and the cultural 
significance of the dance and the history of their musical instruments was dis-x 
cussed. We also attended an American Indian Pow-wow and visits to ethnic commun- 
ities in Chicago organised through the ninth International Congress of Anthro- 
pological and Ethnological Sciences. 

There were also informal exchanges of culture gained Just by Hying together, eat- 
ing together, games, talking about popular music, dating patterns, life views and 
personal goals and the types of freedom and responsibilities our parents give us. 
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Our cultural similarities and differences vare demonstrated in auch things as: 
how we worked and played together in our living arrangements and discussions, how 
we approached cooperation and organization, those of us who were directive in 
influencing others and those of us who relied on indirect messages and communica- 
tion,  those of us who sought leadership roles and those of us who worked effectiv- 
ly in the background,  those of us who sought definitive solutions and resolutions 
and those of us who savored comparisons and observations,  those of us who were 
comfortable in formal, structured settings and those of us who worked best in in- 
formal situations. 

Two canvas panel murals were painted at the conference by the participants. Work- 
ing together creatively brings understanding and respect.    Everyone felt this 
closeness as we built the frames and painted the two panels.    Spontaneous contri- 
bution was made by everyone to the first painting while a single design was 
chosen by us for the second mural.    The colors of the second mural and its design 
are symbolic.    The blackness is symbolic of the darkness of ignorance which divides 
people,  the colors within the circle represent the people of the world.    The 
figures are the youth who came together and symbolize the way in which we joined 
with each other for understanding and peace. 

SUMMARY OF  FUTRE  GOALS  OF 
YOUTH  FOR  MANKIND Mary Ruth Schwartz 

The   final   seminar,   Future  Goals,   occupied  two   days,   September  : 

and  6,   1973.     We were  visited  by  JagcUoh  Ghandi,   President   of  the 

X  ICAES,  who wholeheartedly  supported  our   efforts  and   looked  foward 

to  a  Youth  for  Mankind Conference  to   take  place   in  India   in   1978. 

Many  of   the  participants   did  not  want   to   realize   that   this 

envi ^o¿.rc. t. ir     irte '. ] - - L ••• ;.   •• :. •'   rc:i=l   experience was   coming  to  an 

end,   nor   did  any of   us  want   to   loose   the  clos&   fri er.de'- ; --s  vie  had 

made. 

Nevertheless,   many things were  decided  before  the closing 

banquet   on September  7,   1973.     It was   decided: 

1. Youth for  Mankind   is   not   .j-;st ^ft/orpF.nizat i or. which' 
will   only produce   conferences   orrce   every  five  ye-.rs, 
If  the  conference   is   to   t?.   _  v.  lu:.blc  :s-?r:My of  indi- 
viduals  representing  the view of youth  in  their  country, 
a wider   spectrur  rust   be   established. 

2. Youth for  Mankind clubs   In each country shall   be  esta- 
blished with the purpose of facilitating communication 
between youth and their peers and youth with the world. 
It was  suggested that   each participant   start  at   the  com- 
munity  level  and  build from there. 

3. A Youth for Mankind Newsletter will   be  sent at   frequent 
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^#>^«««t^iMM«4>) intervals to continue communication and 
clarification of our purpose. Nana Luz will be In 
charge of this newletter. 

k>  Suggestions for 
a. Concentrat io 

topics, due 
b. Extend the a 

The 1973 You 
and an enric 
dence. 

c. When corresp 
students and 

5.Meanwhile, Conti 
present and fut 
ci 1 i tate commun 
ally. Each You 
rely on his own 
clubs and confe 

the next world-wide conference include; 
n on one topic area rather than many 
to the United amount of time, 
ge requirement from 15-18 to 15-20.. 
th for Mankind Conference was successful 
hing experience with this group in atten- 

*j/# «re 
onding with embassies, ask for youth^both 
laborers from Ji *yaHi6|á' . -.it backgrounds, 

nental Conferences of Youth for Mankind 
ure participants should take place to fa- 
ication regionally »*£) we 1 1 as internation- 
al fot Mankind particioant must learn to 
facilities in his/her country to get ttee 

rences as a working unit. 
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by Abby Li,   August 1980 

Youth for Mankind (YFM) happened when I was 16 years old and 

it is only recently that I have begun to appreciate the experiences I had. 

The first thing that strikes me on thinking back is how 

unique YFM really was.  Dr. Sol Tax and the other staff members presented 

us with the idea of creating an international youth conference that would 

lead to better understanding among the youth of the world. They gave us 

full support and guidance, but we were expected to do the entire planning, 

i.e. write grant proposals, contact embassies, get publicity, plan the 

conference itinerary, etc.  I am sure it would have been much more 

efficient and perhaps more successful on a grand scale if the adults 

organized the entire conference but that would not have made the 

conference meaningful to us. 

The YFM project was very difficult work for us since we were 

all inexperienced, but the responsibility we felt for the success of the 

conference soon brought out each persons special talent.  It was this 

lack of programmed organization that allowed our ideas and creativity 

to flow uninhibited.  It is easy to underestimate the abilities of 

teenagers and to be over-concerned about the mistakes they are bound to 

make, and there is a great tendance to interfere and guide them too 

heavily. I would say that the adults were extremely brave to give us 

free reign in shaping and planning the conference. 
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In science the only way to understand its principles is by 

repeating the old experiments and seeing for ourselves the laws of 

science.  In a sense, Dr. Tax offered us a laboratory for the social 

sciences.  The only way to understand and appreciate people from other 

cultures is by meeting them, playing with them, and discussing serious 

topics with them.  We experimented with the concept that lies behind the 

purpose of the United Nations but we were more successful than the U.N. 

because the students did not have the responsibility of representing 

their country in an official capacity.  Often when I read about a 

foreign crisis I suddenly recall a student from that country, and the 

news headlines are no longer cold and remote but become very personal. 

These experiences convince me that greater contact and communication 

between people is the direction we must go in order to achieve world 

peace. This seemingly obvious statement is preached to us constantly; 

it is only when we experience it ourselves that we really understand it. 

There are many international youth groups and this is good. 

I believe that Youth for Mankind was special because the conference was 

our creation and its ideals became our concerns.  It was an intensive 

training ground teaching us how to achieve idealistic goals in a 

constructive manner.  It also taught us that things don't happen overnight 

but require time and effort. Again these statements are very familiar 

to us but the only way to really believe them is by doing it. The most 

valuable lesson we learned from planning YFM is the concept of "planting 

seeds" in youth. Dr. Tax saw youth as the future leaders of the world 

and he helped us to develop concern for the world around us by treating 
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us like leaders and giving us an opportunity to practice being leaders. 

Because of the benefit I received from YFM, I in turn have become 

concerned with youth, and so the tree branches out. 
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IUAES BUSINESS AND PLENARY SESSIONS 

The Executive Committee of the IUAES Permanent Council met 

on Wednesday, August 29. The next day, the entire Permanent Council 

convened to authorize and set in motion the 10 Commissions of the 

IXth ICAES which were announced in Supplement II (pp 000).  Saturday, 

September 1, the Congress opened with a Plenary Session which 

introduced to the members Congress procedures and a brief history of 

the multi-ethnic tradition of Chicago (pp 000- ). 

Monday morning, September 3, was left free for the Commissions 

to function undistracted by scholarly sessions.  Following much work 

throughout the Congress week, the actions of the Commissions were 

reported to the second meeting of the Permanent Council the following 

Thursday, September 6 (pp 000- ). As the IUAES constitution requires, 

these reports were then presented to a meeting of the General Assembly 

the next day. The report by the Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide 

sparked much controversy, part of which was later discussed in 

Current Anthropology (pp 000- ). 

The closing Plenary Session on Saturday, September 8, ended 

as we had begun with the theme "cultural pluralism" (pp 000- ). 

[add a Table of Contents for this section] 
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Wolfgang Weissleder, one of the members of the Organizing 

Committee who had experience in convention management for the 

American Anthropological Association, was drafted when he 

arrived in Chicago to arrange the Plenary Session. 

i 
Following an opening serenade by the Chicago Children's 

Choir (pp 000- ), Sol Tax introduced to the Assembly Yu. V. Bromley 

(ICAES Moscow, 1964); Masao Oka (ICAES Tokyo, 1968); V. Correnti 

(IUAES Permanent Council, Rome, 1976);    L. P. Vidyarthi (ICAES 

Delhi, 1978); and the Vice Presidents of the IXth Congress (pp 000). 

C. Furer-Haimendorf spoke about the first meeting of the ICAES 

(London, 1934) which was attended by approximately 50 people. The 

delegates were then welcomed by Vine Deloria, a Native American, to 

North America. The tape transcript of the Session picks up here: 
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I think that this  is a very great thing that the anthropologists of the world come to 

the United States for their    convention.    It's too x bad xxnc that ve're only going to 

be in Chicago.nx   We have Disneyland to entertain it you an the west and Watergate on 
poli»*— i 

the east.    If the Chicago^find out that you're delegates they'll entertain you right here! 

Prof. Tax has worked very hard for aboriginal people of North America and we're very 

happy to participate in thfis congress.    I knew it was an x anthropological congress 

because they're talking about "one species.    I thinfc the aboriginal peoples of the 

world talk about themselves as "the people,  or the human beings".    I think what we'd 

like to see you do in this congress is to really be^come a world congress that will 

speak out on behalf of all people.    The human race can no longer have the luxury of . 

allowing the politicians to be in politics ,  the religious leaders XB to be in religion, 

the economists to be in economics,  or the scholars to remain in the universities.    If 

we mean anything to each other we've got to get out into the streets and meet each 

other,   go through the institutions that make us only citizeas of countries and find 

the common human denominator so that we grea-fc a new being,—the human being-and we no 

longer measure species or identify peculiarities of culture».    I want to conclude by 

saying that as I xlook around the world it seems to me that you're one of the few 

gxiqsx 1 groups that ymtxxKXJBHex can respond to the questions of our day.    And I hope 

you'll set your eights to be more than professionfals reading papers to each other,  but 

that you'lll concern yourselvest^tb. the crisis our planet is going through (applause). 

I hope particularly    that the people from the third world,  or the developing   na^tons 

will make themselves particularly heard and take the colonialist aspect out of 

anthropology nnce and for all.    And that's a reality of the worl<*we live in.    S   We buy 

all our transisitors from Japan and we send nxx all our wheat to Russia and so we're 

a colony oncx in ourselves and we've got to recognize... The third world must raise» 

the colonial issue in a different sense. On behalf of the aboriginal¿f North America 

I want to welcome to this conference and to the continent. At least you were invited: 
(applause) 



r  1   Opening Plenary Session ' O 
*= •       Thank you (applause) L 

Tax:     Me  nm-jn  the^political   conventions  in  the United States IjRey  have 

LI] 
c:i 
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i  ' i  want to give you your title as I aaysee it.  Shaxnas so that you can contradi* 

~~ "'     me. Í Dr. Mead has been chosen to be the chaffman of the Congress and now if 
11 of the Congress 

I  you will ask what is the difference between the presidentyiand the chairman 

[    of the Congress, I think Margaret will tell us. (laughter and app)o-«seJ) 

L _r J 4Meadi(Jf*«* see, Or. Tax is not only president of the Union and president 

r—L_  of the Congress, but he was organizer of the Congress, too.  And about 

I    J 

FT1 

tall signs for the States.  Ule BHIUM we are/^not sepaat#ing ourselves in 

any manner but we have in general in one corner he^re placed • the delgates 

from institutions and all over the world and the members of the Permanent 

£ana Council toward the front in two groups not too easily distinguishable * 
we 

Sut.aren't easily distinguishable either as you see, Union and Congress 

being united.  Now I would like to introduce Margaret Mead in her role 

here during this week, or rather I would just as soon have her introduce 
Meads  As most... 7*X'« 

herself fi so that I don't get into trouble, (applause),Wait a minute, I A" 

three months he decided that was one too many hats, so he dumped the 

organizational hat on me. And he asked me to be chairman of a> ad hoc 

steering committee and by the time I got here it was just Chairman.  But 

principally I'm supposed to be a kind of steam center, so that if there are J  principally I'm supposed to be a kind of steam center, so that if there are 

-M^3^%ofry  you and aren't going right ilia* you'll let me know.aws're going to have a 

• J  sort of trouble shootino committee meetina * every dav in Room 418 JJMWWJSM r 
L 

L _ 1 
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sort of trouble shooting committee meeting * every day in Room 418 
in the. t*0C"'»] 

at B o'clock and if anybody wantss to bring anything along to us. 

+ we'll  be there. 
V Now I think we will 
Taxi  Thank you, Margaret.  iUxxanxwiklt look at the program for a few minutes, 

«na* Jeei (I blilnkj)  I'm not sure that we can see .Margarets let's turn our 

chairs around; can that^be made any brighter I wonder? A«a- the mikes in 

anybody's way. (No.) No? All/right. ¿They look like there are. 
'    A-  (see p*a« ooo) 

I think all of you have a copy of fcha caart.which is filled in with lots of 

busywork.  We will see that as the next slide.  This chart is only to tell you 

what the general form fit's upside down, isn't it? No.£ (laughter)?BÍ)at's 
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wrong with it~Iixk««to»I intended it to have the writing in with the spaces 

around the edges. •iam  are nojr in Sat. if you can read it, and 
¡JJnes&y, Tibiae*, 

on Sunday Monday, Tuesday, WJM*T Thiiti, and Rise- Friday, you will see that 

at different times wi will be in diffeiemk four simultaneous sessions.  That 

we will see again on the next slide, but the first slide was intended to 

show you what the major «vents outside •ffxfche those simultaneous sessions are. 

«"this evening as you know we have the American Folk Concernt. Tommorrow 

on Sunday we are going in the •• evening to *» iss see the Field Museum 

and the Museum of Science and Industry.  Ule will have supper at one efi or 

the other place.  Ufe will go in buses so that we can see the general 

geography.  In your program books you have maps which will show you the 

general route that we might take.  On Monday morning if. we are free 

of large sessions in order for the Commissions to meet, -AIPJ Ue will talker 

about teem a little later. 
-Te# ¥-hi) 3e* ? 7*1 

¿Meadt Sol, Menotti's here. Tax: Oh, he is.fleadt  What do you want to say? 

Taxt  I'm coming.£ 

On Tuesday^*I hope we have a spotlight for this/- evening we will have the 

preview of Tamu-^amu, the opera which was commissioned for us.  It's whole 

cast, (>hope) ¿nd Gian Carlo Menotti, its great composer 

are sitting in e box somewhere if we can see them^amd perhaps the house 

lights ought to come up in order to do it.  First, are they here? There*** 

they are (applause).  They have a rehearsal in a few minutes at the Studebaker 

Theater which is close by and fcmapxxx their xemaxaaxkaaxex remarkable (I've 

see/}a little bit) their remarkable performance will be ¿njoyed by all of us 

on Tuesday evening and by others in the following weeks and years and 

centuries.  Thank you.  (applause) 

Now if we -mm  continue./on Wednesday,,,(Mead i You'veloat it. Taxt Oh well, it 

doesn't matter, you know where Wed. was on there^4MSJVSS*)**£ Wed. will be a 

very interesting occaiaion for those of us who will teke advantage of it. 

We have been invited jo some sixteen or more communities in Chicago 

many of whom have made ¿areful preparations to bring a us the best that they 



•"" can of an  anthropological  view.     (*•«» iBeadi ITBXI  fllllyhfc- 
••   -i       flnnrtt   Pffatn't   |t?  Tin   Mlml'»  "•••'»   "'III'I   »nn  lialali   II   na>> T  Tun   Mluil T 

•"" fteadi—e-')   ynn rilan'I   m**i  "'l'   *"'"        n<-i       T           •!<•   -»   t—»  t.   •   Eh. 

1 wording on,   the other  mieaed i»i   aa   i'm not  BOBS)-»—Jual  fuiyt all  about 

tha  athai  ••ill,   7ri«fr^ou~Bjnrfr wou It  saya  "Vieifcs  au   Oemmuwialeu11 uniijfr 

J the evening  aeaaiona  in  Communities,   wham  Community people theaselves, 
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our people from abroad, and from the Congress will come together and wikk 

discuss what the community thinka of itaelf and ask  questions +m ourselves.« 

All of you should rhnnnnyh.(thanka)—. ..< Paisa the elideiiitha slide eaunut" 

ha aean mini I'm fcolil lij mi iiwtheaU)i In tlm thlml IIIIIM  The Wed. afternoon 

and evening will be summarized aa part of our final plenary session when we 

will be discussing on Saturday the genial issues of cultural pluralism. 

¡ü»  will be doing this (Wargarut; 1 thought you ouylil to lay something* 

JHeedi—What fo-what me to sey^f Which will deal with the general problem of 

cultural pluralism which of course we can't predict how we will come out 

after the Congress, but could bo divided in some ways. 

Uleadt  After we've had tho Congress plenary session on Friday afterooon which 

will deal with the ordinary problems of the Congress, and with resolutions 

and things of this sort, Saturday is the day in which we^re asking the 

people of Chiaago to come in and share with us, so the Congress and the 

peopale of Chicago are going to discuss the theme of the Congress, $o •*"* 

we move 1* from today when we have many from the community present through 

the we£k where we work on a variety of these problema in different kinds 

of sessions until we arrive on «tq^E; and tafcusn again return what we've 

learned to the community. 

Taxi  Thank you.  Before that, on Friday night, I should have mentioned 

we will aave our great American Indian Pow Wow in the Hotel and this is for 

the Congress itself. Awd-Ue are grateful^fo our American Indian friends 

for establishing this opportunity for all of us to see their dancing. 

I think we should turn to the Commisiions even though we have had planned it 
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a little bit differently, Margaret.) You all have in your hands or are 

supposed to have ••«•«fctfjd^&D» a list of 10 Jt commissions and the rooms 

in which MM they will meet.  The business of the Congress is pretty largely 

tied up in these 10 commissions which were approved by the Permanent Council 

on Ttn^e-.  And which will ££f££ll the results •# the Permanent Setfc Council 

on Thjpo'ay next.  The resolutions ««xfchsxMMimi of importance will be 

.8 I 
iii: 

prepared on the basis of our considered knowledge ot> by these comésisions 
They will be 

all during the wekk, ¿tried out, so to speak, in one of the scientific 

úx*  sessions  that is appropriate to each one and then they will be 

presented to the ^Permanent Council and on Friday aftereoon to a plenary 

seaiion of the Congress which will consider actions w that might • carry 

the work of the Congress beyond these few days in Chicago to the years 

ahead so that what we have learned can become viable and useful in public 

policy end in education. 

I think perhaps I've disposed of all the peripheral things in the program 

and we come now sjtxfctaa briefly to the ...well, one thing, on those 

commissions the room numbers that are thej^ere to be used on Monday morning 

which as I've said is a free morning.  All of you should a choose, if you 

wish, the commission km  of greatest interest km  to you, and it will be 

in prfceas of organization before, but it will be wanting people who are 

interested to come and make their contMbution during the mmj/tk  ye of the 

Congress* anrixwRaxaxa And you are able to get into that act in the 

commission of your choice most easily^f you have not already doneBo,«j*> 

(0*\ Monday morniñg7 "~ 
 ' sl,íe   ^ 

Mx^fMeadi Sol, do you want thattack. Tax: Allright, • we won't. 

Meads Don't you want it back?  Tax»  I would like it, but I don't know if it 

will coma.IIf you want to bring the slide back, you will see the little 

symbols that we have been fortunate in getting from two young artists at 
^•'^ who 

the U of Illinois, Circle Campus, saturned words 6or sessions and concepts 

into symbols that you might find interesting and which might tickle your 

memory wha^you forget where things are.  And the easiest one which 



T ] xnafcxftflflBxbafik you will have wftth you anyway (if this does not come back) 

the easiest one to use as an example (Ulead:  There it is*) *# the first one 

J to the left which is a series of primates which tells you that that's a session 

r 
on primates, or rather two or three sessions on the primates.«his 

J  joanlifl 4mó  tyou'll see primates again from Sun? to Tues/fend you can 

J follow it, is; and if you will aprreciate «any of the other symbols you will 

M   ~* also be able to remember them.  Do you wantTsay anything about them. Margaret/ 

I Kiead:  Well, some of them are a little odd (laughter).  The symbol for 
I. f\o 

folklore, 1 thought was a feather because most of our yougáT people f  aya uiho 

_^ J like folkfore wear feathers» but it turns out to be a quill.  Now whoever 

J 
decided that folklore was associated with people who used quill pens, the 

B" ~" folklorists can work out. (laughter) 

1 Taxi  Thank you.  What we really would like to point out to you^tnow is 

•    something atfut the Saaiznsa conduct of these sessions at the Congress. 

There are four large fooms.  Each of them probably, capable of handling all of 

the people who want to come, but we're not sure of that, so room number 1, 

WT      room no. 2, room no 3, room no 4, might have to be changed around during the 

1 week.  But, we are starting cut with room no. 1, the largest, International 

[    Ballroom (you have this on paper now£in the Daily Bulletin} Room no 1 the 

| Int4ernational Ballroom, Room no. 2 the Grand Ballroom,  room no. 3, the 

M—  Ulilliford Room and room no. 4, the Boulevard Room.  Those are in order of 

size, aproxiaately.  When you come into this room, Sunday morning, tomorrow 

morning, you^Sr notice on your, charts some cups of coffee sw the tee of- each 

• room,  we will have refreshments for you, only sweet rolls and coffee so that 

Jyou are encouraged to come to the room early instead of running around and 

•  trying to get your breaffast coffeeif you're a little late.  The coffee will 

•j Jbe taken away promptly at Bt45 (laughter) (applause) which will give you 15 

I minutes to get jfettlaAin your seats i  Wirliuiiaj • with your earphones on «¿to begift 

• the discussion of the first session of the morning.  Affcn blig^r-a***"-** WB • 

J 

^ 
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¿want to get started on time, because there will be people wattngCi"""" 

having waited for a couple.years perhaps to make a presentation of the 
••e 

material knay that they have developed.  After the sessions ha/^ started, 

you can feel free to walk around. There will be refreshments brought 

back again, because the sessions are long and you may, if you wish, ao to 

the back of the room and get something to eat or drink.  Ule hope that 

there will be freedom.!^ You can leave one room to go to another room, But 

you have to leave your equipment as you leave the room and pick up another 

set as when you go into the room.  The only wa^ that we can keep this 

equipment from being lost, and it aaukrix is very expensive*, and ie i a our 

responsibility, the only way we can keep it from getting lost is to 

insist that everybody going into a room take the equipment and everybody 

as he leaves the room, leave it.  If he doesn't have it and says I left it 

on a chair, he has to go and find it to get k«xaax out of the room. 

(laughter) Our Congress$^rvice Corp¿ about whom by 4t now you know and 

appreciate (applause) is an entirely voluntary force who are loyally 
¿.fc 

going to enfor^ the rules which in part they have helped to make and in 

part the orgaiizing vommittefT has had to establish.  And they do not 

have flexiblity to change this rule at least. 

They will be asssisting km  us in the.rooms. In fact, the only 

reason that they would be glad as younger anthropologists to come is 

because they will be interested in ¿fearing the seessions themselves.  And 

the sessions they can hear on duty or off duty.  I believe they had thought 

that even when they're off dut^y they will try to be of service if necessary 

but if they are on duty they will have particular jobs to take the 

microphones to people who want them and so on. They will also be picking 

up from you comments and questions Mb you want brought toa* the floor. 
-r 

You understand that in the short ftime  for discussion that we have in each 

of the session^ everybody will not be able to speak as much as he wishes. 

He will have more to say, and even if he says a little bit iftxne to get 

hitytmain points across, he may want to expand his remarks in writing. \ 
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In which case all are invited to do so and there will be facilities provided to get 

these comments to the chairman or editor/organizer so that they can be taken into acount 

in the printing of the book. You realize of course that this Congress.as its • most 

distinguishing characteristic Mb  that it is updating anthropology in print. And if 

we suc'eed in doing this every 5 years we have a built in way to make not only our 

contributions known to one ant another WXKKXXKZXXEXXX who can't actually come to 

the Congress,.tat* royalties on the books will support the institution of the Congress. 

We are fortunate in having a publisher who has faith that what we have to say can be 

sold. Ma (laughter) What we write will be 
/2s 

valuable after the Congress to him, 

but knowlflng that we needed it in advance of the Congress, he has given us substantial 

sums as you will read in the program to make the Congress possible.    We hope that this 
«•pwing 

can be a continuing institution and a continuing j¿pá£te of anthropology.   The books  that 

we make can also be used for paperbacks of various kinds for school use and can be 

reorganized in many ways so that we will find a useful publication venture as well as 

one that makes our •££> Congresses possible.    You realize, by what I am saying that  in effect 

all ka here have helped to pay for this Congress. Jto* is your fcongress--you have helped 

to pay for it,  you are now going to help to make the best books out of it so that 

future conglTesses can be financed in the same way.    In order to do /that the organizers 

of the sessions,  the chairmen,  the editors,    have an obligation which they want    to 

accept to organize XB and to make the best use of their time that is possible.    One other 

way we have of passing on what we learn is through the tape casseMest    Since we have 

simultaneous translation, the engineering firm that is handling iwias ••EB»"» 

suggested to us that it would be easy at the x same time to get tape cassettes 

in all of the languages which are being translated into as well as one that has the 

original material of every different language.    It will be possible after each session 

(if we label them properlay)    for everybody to order tape cassettes to take back to his 

students if • he wishes or to his country.    They KBSTWíII be as economical as they can be 

s made and we will have    a marketing system for this.    So we not only have thexxaxkftx 
cur 

words that you speak, but also the books that you write,  and I think that «MA   Congress 

will then have an ending which will go far beyond   what most Conresses in the past have 

had. 

Margaret, is there anything else to say about this? 

Mead: No, you can take that slide away. 

Tax: rfTake the axx slide away. Now we will turn to the themea again of our Congress 

for kO minutes and do two things. Since we are on Cultural Pluralism we might» as well 

start now aa we will end next Sa1y by telling you something about the ethnic SXXKXEX 

situation in at least one place.the city of Chicago, and how it grew as a heterogenous 

community of little nations. .JtaadUfe have professor Ailaiafr of the University of Illinois 

3t      iStO  \ Circle Campus who has prepared a script and a series of slides, 1m» will give us an 

illustrated talk which will take just kO minutes and I hope that we will all enjoy and I'm 
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coming down to try. 

jULnajt:    Before I begin the slide presentation since you are  in Ehicago    and the city is 

a place that you're going to want to see,  www» two of the special events of the Conress 

present an opportunity to s.tudy American Culture.    On Wed.  Sep1^5^as Dr.  Tax mentioned, 

at 1 p.m., you will meet on the  front of the    Conrad Hilton and x you will be able to visit 

unities.    I will be showing you slide mxA pictures of some of those 

communities in my presentation.    Few    countries in the world have the ethnic richyess of 

differentyycommu 

America and.of all American cities.Chicago is one of the most    diverse ethnically Also. 

/< 

t 

before going on these tripjnext Wednesday^ on Monday Sepl*.1* 3.«* 9¡30 am till noon,   if you    go 

to room Ul9 in the Conrad Hilton you will be able to see some    videotapes that have been 

produced by some of these communities about life in th«BU' communities so that you'll have 

some background before you f^visit.     If you wish to register for these trips fctí because 

the groups must know in advance so that they can prepare    dinners  for some of you.*B 

ou may register at the registe* desman*if you miulff*do this as early as  possible tt 

would be appreceiated by the community. 

[text of his presentation)     .   1 

Tax: Thank you very much Mr. Atimaá» mk will have a chance to see some of the tlj^ngs that 

you saw on slides and I hope we will also k notice the    difference between/ Chicagos  front *• 
yard,  the Lakefront,  which we will visit tomorrow evening briefly and the zxjc city within 

a few    blocks from the Lakefront.    The other day in the ne^paper    the weather was 

described in those terms and it's simply a matter of being as little as á half 

fcilometer and getting**» I ataxxix don't know how many grades of temperature -4C difference. 
?OA • 

We now would like to move.a litle bit to a couple of other topics of our program and I 
*. •fe-i* 

will sit down at the table,aoobc    Put.I wantai to otx say something that I was asked to say. 

and that io tha-t people are ote sometimes dropping the.equipment that we have because it 

falls off.«iiá>t may be daaia'5gedj«vif it falls to the floor, so t-Jw*- we hope thtt you will 

be a little careful and see that th<qr rlnn't fall.    Hun I wauld UKu  LUJ . •.   (flBlfle- 
. fF <¿ •#« 7> 

.tirtirniiin Tim   nil TTi IIIITJ*   I wanted to mention xta#-ers—«re- one.most interesT«ing aspect? of 
,»re«- A —' 

our Congress this year,  a group of Chicago^high^ school students—15,  16   and 17 years 

of ageihave by themselves    organized an international conference of youth of    their own 

agejUand. I believe •*»*• there are 17 countries represented and about UO students from -M^5€ 

various counties.    They are 

^^ not far , - 
Just as wejf are beginning our sessions.and they are free to join some of our sessions 

1«i* I hope they will and we will hear the results of their conference on Friday morning 

I 

presence. They are P+rf 

4k a session on Friday morning which will deal with the future of mankind and they are 

of course its future. 

Mead: Perhaps they'd stand. 

Tax: Could they stand? 

here  Hn.y IU 

to the norths    They 

living dn a ooSlege    campus DePaul Univ^rs/*-^ 

havfiifiitheir own sessions for the last week, 

just as we hear the results of many other of the conferences wlich have been held. 

hope they are here today with us and we all I'm sure welcome MM» Dresence.    Thev are p*J~+ OT 
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9' 
Tax:    When we think of the theme of our Congress--cultural pluralism is one  phrase for 

ltt¿X has meaning for us at so many levels of indiv^ual identies,   group identities, 

differences in culture that before we come to the end of the week w£ will have discussed 

its very many facets.    I hope tiici as we close this session you and all of us together 

help us to enrich our understanding of the variety of cultures and of societies and 

individual ideny.ee and the personalities of our fellows that require the respect as well 

I        as the understanding of everyone of us.     (applause) 
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// 1.   Commission on Urgent Tasks 

in Ethnology 

PROPOSAL ON URGENT ANTHROPOLOGY 

The Committee on Urgent Anthropology joins 1n this Session 

and wishes to commit Itself to serious endeavours to the sound 

film documentation of the cultures of man. 

To that end the Commission on Urgent Anthropology recommends 

that the Commission makes a strong appeal to the Congress that 

Immediate action should be taken in the documentation of World Peoples 

and Cultures. 

According to the procedure worked out 1n the Commission's 

Sessions the following 1s to be proposed to the audience: 

First: 

-6 

To conduct a world-wide survey of Individuals 

and Institutions regarding current research by sending 

round a questionnaire: WHO IS DOING WHAT? 

Second: 

To obtain this Survey a Newsletter 1s proposed to 

be published 1n Current Anthropology. 

Third: 

Urgent needs for specific ethnographic and 

cinematographic research should be reported to the Central 

Office. Efforts would be made to obtain the advice of 

national and international experts on priorities in each area. 
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Fourth: 

ThwS'c- is a sfron?, appeal of the Ccnsuission to cooperate 

with IOCJI specialist;» and institution:» in research, doc'i.v..it!r,tation 

and feedback problems, 

Fifth: 

Coacidering the potential of film and tape as data, it 

is important that filiners take some footage which conforms to 

the standards and the research needs of ethnological science 

and a Commission be set up to study these prcblems. 

##«/,' ft ÜÜ 

/"f /l^vusi tf&h^uf^SL*/] 



th- rvi-rsnncnt Councilor 1 he IUAES-:-- 

Mandate of the IUAES Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide 

1) ' To generate and disseminate documents on cases of ethnocide 
and genocide, including the dispatch of fact-finding team:: in 
cases of emergency. 

2) To bring documented cases of ethnocide and genocide to the 
attention of relevant national and international bodies, acting 
as an arm of the IUAES in so doing. 

1 3)  To cooperate with other organizations devoted to the interests of 
indigenous peoples, and to lend support to such organizations. 

1 

5 

y/> To enroll anthropologists and other interested persons as 
regular supporters of and participants in the above efforts, 
and to seek financial assistance from relevant funding sources 

The above points were drafted at the pre-Congress meeting in 
Oshkosh and are recommended by the Commission on Ethnocide and 
Genocide, September 3, 1973» to the Permanent Council for action 
along with the following additional points. 

^/o) The Permanent Council of the IUAES should appoint a chairman 
to form a permanent Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide to begin 
implementing this program of action.  Dr. Stephen Dunn has 
volunteered to serve in an editorial and communicative capacity 
on the committee and other people at the September 3,   1973 meeting 
have also indicated their willingness to participate (list 
attached, see names with asterisks). ' 

if) We urge the Permanent Council to seek appropriate financial 
support for the Commission to operate effectively. 

Commission (#2) on Ethnocide and Genocide 

Nancy Oestreich Lurie 
Chairman Pro Tern 

] 



IWGIA 
INTERNATIONAL WORK GROUP FOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS 

FREDERIKSHOLMS KANAL 4A - OK 1220 COPENHAGEN K - DENMARK 

IWGIA IS A NONPOUTICAL AND NONREUGIOUS ORGANIZATION 
CONCERNED WITH THE   OPPRESSION OF ETHNIC GROUPS 

IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES 

Chicago  September 5, 1973 

Dear Dr. Tax, 

Referring to our short conversation with you this afternoon, 
we will ask you kindly to bring the following points to the 
attention of the Permanent Council: 

Acting as organizers of Commission No. 2 (Ethnocide and 
Genocide) during the Congress, discussions with a considerable 
number of delagates have convinced us that: 

1) to ensure the composition of a viable Commission that 
can take up this urgent task with the necessary energy 
and speed, the Permanent Council should name a President 
of the Permanent Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide. 
We suggest that Dr. Cyril Belshaw be considered as 
President with the mandate to organize the Commission. 

2)lnternational Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) 
stresses its willingness to cooperate with the Commission. 
IWGIA is particularly concerned to extend its program of 
documentation, and to increase its efforts to assist 
indigenous groups in organizing for the purpose of de- 
fending their rights and their cultural identity. 
If the Commission should wish IWGIA to be responsible 
for its documentation program (see point 1 in the Draft 
Program), it must be clearly understood that this can 
only work if the Commission is in ..a position to transfer 
the necessary funds to IWGIA with regard to such tasks. 

Peter S. Aaby^ 

Yours sincerely, 

Helg% Kleivan 
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3.  Connnission on Human Biology 

in relation to IUAES - 

ICAES 

COMMISSION ^^Hurnan Biology in Relation to the IUAES - ICAES 

L 

L 
I 

Rapporteur:    Jean HlernaJX 

the  participants  of Commission  3   recommend: 

1. That tne co-sponsorship of  the  IAHB-AIAB  be understood as a major 
responsiuility  in  the  future ofganizatlon of  ICAES. 

2. That all   of   the domain of  Human  Biology  should  not  be  covered at  each 
Congress,   w.iich   rather should  consist of a  certain  number of symposiums 
on  carefully defined   themes. 

3. That the largest possible number jiof  these symposiums cjurxxmx continues 
working on   interdisciplinary  themes   in order to promote a  contact and 
real   discussion between biological  anthropologists and  social  antnro- 
pologists. 

k.    That all  activities of each Congress  take place  in the same area and 
do not  last more than one weak. 

3i—Tnafc   UlAiS  de all   it eaw fat Mku Human Dialegy te km affiaially  Mawnfri 
at WIE8S8 bj a dalagata  fnm  lAHMi 

5.     The IUAES will take every step to insure that the IAHB is officially 
represented at the ICSU and all other organizations which are relevant 
to its tasks  and connected to UNESCO. 



Commission 3 HUMAN BIOLOGY IN RELATION 
TO THE I.V.A.E.S.  I.C.A.E.S. 

Rapporteur:  Jean Hiernaux 

Les participants a la Commission 3 recommandint: 

1. Que la "co-sponsorship" de 1'I.A.H.B.--A.I.A.B. soit 

comprise comme une responsabilité majeure dans l'or- 

ganisation dos I.C.A.E.S. fufcurs. 

] 

I.] 

y 
É 

2.  Que la totalité du domain de la Biologie Humaine ne soit 

pas converte a chaqué Congres, qui devait plutot consister 

en un certain nombre de symposia sur des themes soigneusement 

définis. 

3*  Que le plus grand nombre possible de ees symposia porte sur des 

themes interdisciplinaires de facón a promouvoir un contact et 

des discussions reels entre anthropologistes biologiques et 

sociaux, 

h.     Que   la  totalité   des  activités  de  chaqué  Congres   se  tienne Cís- 
meme  endroit   et ne   conviertas  plus  d'une   semaine. 

5. Que l'I.V.A.E.S. prenne toute pour que la Biologie 

Humaine soit officiellement representes a l'UNESCO par un 

delegué de l'I.A.H.B. 

-fr*-**-"-       *    v J   va"*    > Át 
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4.  Commission on Visual 

Anthropology 

JlDOQLUsftftM Olí VISUAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

Film, sound, and videotape récords are today an 

indispensable scientific resource.  They provide reliable 

data on human behavior which independent investigators 

may analyze in the light of new theories.  They may contain 

information for which neith&r theory nor analytical schemes 

yet exist.   They convey information independently of 

language.  And they preserve unique features of our changing 

•ways of life for posterity.  Today is a time not merely 

of change but of spreading uniformity and wholesale 

cultural loss.  To help arrest this process, and to correct 

the myopic view of human potential to which it leads, 

it is essential that the heritage of mankind be recorded 

•in all its remaining diversity and richness.  Towards this 

end we propose to: 

1. Initiate an immediate world-wide filming program 

to provide a systematic sample of traditional 

cultures, both urban and rural, with special attention 

to those isolated and unique cultures whose ways of 

life are threatened with extinction. ' 

2. Locate, collect, preserve, and index c 'sting 

ethnographic film records, with special a-i :.ention 

to cultures which have already disappeared. 

r h 



,+ 

3.  Instituto an ir:tpra"iitícr.'.'.I dictribytion nei-./ork 

to ensure that the people \;hose lives are filmed share 

fully in the results» one! that the r o suiting 

documentation is freely uvíiil&blí», 

k.  Encourage training in the techniques of modern 

ethnographic filming, especially for profeosional 

field-workers and for the r'^0I!^-e2 who r¿re beinc filmed. 

5. Provide an organization for the above tasks by 

establishing w or Id- vide regional data centers where 

archiving, research, production, distribution, and 

training would be carried out, with special attention 

to the needs of the developing nations. 

6. Reorganize the present CIFES to include an_ 

international commission on urgent filming to coordinate 

world-wide documentation programs, to standardize 

indexing and retrieval methods, and to facilitate 

the international exchange of visual data 

for scientific study and education.  Under this 

reorganization, world-wide participation would be 

actively encouraged and invited. 

(Gr^-^^ 
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IXth   INTERNATIONAL  CONGRESS   OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL 

"5ICAL  SCIENCES 

# 5.     Commission on Documentation, 

Bibliographic and 

Reference Tools 

August 28  -  September 8,   1973 

7 September 1973 

COMMISSION ON DOCUMENTATION IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
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We, a group of librarians, anthropologists and documentalists concerned in 

various ways with the use of extant resources in anthropology, have been recognized 

by the Permanent Council of the Ninth International Congress of Anthropological 

and Ethnological Sciences as a Commission on Documentation in Anthropological 

Sciences. 

We wish to bring to the attention of members of this Congress what we regard 

as an essential underpinning to effective scholarship in the field of anthropology. 

We are concerned that scholars have maximum access to the basic extant sources 

of anthropologidal and ethnological data, both written and non-written. 

[We^should like to strive toward standardization in bibliographic style and 

ty 6% information systems, both within the discipline of anthropology and 

beyond. 

We are concerned in furthering the control, analysis and dissemination of the 

wide range of materials of concern to anthropologists. 

Therefore, at the Pre-Congress meetings the Commission set up two on-working 

committees:  (1) Committee on the Adequacy of Resources; and (2) Committee on 

Bibliographic Standards. The aims, purposes and range of future activities of 

these committees are described below. 

In a concerted effort to make known the establishment of the Commission on 

Documentation in Anthropological Sciences and of the Commission's aim, aspirations 

and purposes, the Commission,will, through a coordinator, disseminate information 

on its efforts on a regulafe basis to associations, institutions and individuals 

for incorporation and mention in newsletters, bulletins and other channels of 

/^ 
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Commission on Documentation in Anthropological Sciences - p. 2 

information. The coordinator will obtain information from a clearinghouse to be 

set up for receipt of data on bibliographic projects in anthropology. 

The Commission is cognizant of the fact that there are many on-going biblio- 

graphic and documentation efforts; operating, however, rarely in alliance, some- 

times in opposition and more often in duplication with one another. The purpose 

of the news to be disseminated by the coordinator and the clearinghouse is to 

ensure publicity of the Commission itself as well as to coordinate various and 

sundry efforts in the area of bibliography and documentation in the anthropological 

sciences. 

Other topics discussed at the Pre-Congress meetings and recommended by the 

Commission are: 

1. Biographical dictionary for contemporary, and deceased anfchropplgists, 

including a source for photographs. Ofrr/fr 

process of doing this. 

is in the r 

2. Union list of anthropological serials. Serial Publications in Anthro- 

pology, put out by the Library Anthropology Resource Group (LARG), is 

an excellent beginning. 

3. Collecting and microfilming the various ethnic enclave newspapers and 

newsletters in the United States and elsewhere, such as American Indian 

newpapers, Chicano newspapers, etc. 

k.    Lists of government publications of interest to anthropologists. 

5* Support for existing anthropological indexes such as the Peabody Museum 

of American Anthropology and Archaeology Library Catalogue, UNESCO's 

International Bibliography of Social and Cultural Anthropology and the 

Boyal Anthropological Institute's Anthropological Index to Current 

Periodicals. 
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6. Clearinghouse for the coordination of anthropological publications which 

will also maintain a file of unpublished bibliographies. 

7. Operating an anthropological book and journal exchange. 

8. Compilation of a polyglot anthropological dictionary. 

9. Standardization for computerization. 

10. Urge museums to standardize the classification of their materials. 

The Commission desires and welcomes input on all of these points from the 

members of this Congress and other interested persons. 

Elf. Hans Panofsky, Chairman 
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Committee on Adequacy of Anthropological Resources 
Polly Grimshaw, Chairman   a 

Mary Gormly       MA*   \kf\V~T 
Jeanne Henderson 
Cherry L^v^tll 

Committee on Bibliographic Standards 
Robert 0. Lagace, Chairman 
Ruth Christenson 
Marilyn Haas 
Jan Wepsiec 
Jane Wilson 

Coordination of information and clearinghouse 
Monica Parrott 
Thein Swe 
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// 6.  Commission on Museums and 

Relations to ICOM 

The IOOM International Committee of Museums of Ethnography meeting in 
Milwaukee on 29 and 30 August 1973, 

Recognizing the serious nature of the problem of ethics of acquisition 
and the unethical traffic in cultural property, 

Being aware that in ethnography the complexity of the problem makes it 
particularly difficult and unlikely of simple solution, 

Recognizing that one of the primary problems is the treatment of 
ethnographic material as art objects and the domination of this market 
by dealers and private collectors, 

Yet, noting that museums, both of art and ethnography, contribute seriously 
to the problem by actively encouraging such dealers and private 
collectors, purchasing undocumented objects or objects of doubtful 
origin or authenticity from or through them and even selling to them, 

Warmly welcoming the Unesco convention (1970) regarding the movement of 
cultural property and the ICOM code of ethics and the adherence to this 
of individual museums, 

Noting that among the basic factors causing the complexity of the problem 
are: 
the generally low standards of curatorial management of ethnographic 
collections across the world and the communication of information on 
them; 
the lack of development of systematic^ in ethnography as a discipline in 
its concern with material objects and their documentation; 
the lack of a clear definition of ethnographic material, and of the 
distinction of reliably documented and identified material, 

Consider that this problem is both of an importance and an urgency to justify 
the undertaking of a major examination and search for solutions by means 
of an international meeting of experts preceded by meetings of working 
groups within the numerous individual countries concerned, and therefore, 

Recommends most strongly that the International Congress of Anthropological 
• and Ethnological Sciences, together with the International Council 
of Museums, and under the aegis of Unesco, establish a Commission to 
undertake this work as a matter of utmost urgency, and that similar 
commissions should be established for archaeological and physical 
anthropological material and should be requested to work in close concert 
with the above Ethnology Commission. 
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The IOOM Ethnography Committee further recommends: 

that all museums be encouraged to upgrade their standards of curatorial 
management as a major contribution to the solution of the problem; 

that all museums be urged to establish proper codes of ethics for acquisition; 
that the following points be included within such codes: 

1. that curators (of any discipline) not be permitted to use their 
positions in museums to make field collections for private or commercial 
purposes nor to develop private collections of ethnographic material, 

2. that where a curator on appointment already possesses such a collection, 
a list of the contents be deposited with the museum and the curator be 
encouraged to transfer the collection to an appropriate museum; 

3. that each museum agree not to sell items from their ethnographic 
collections to dealers, to private individuals or to any organizations 
other than reputable museums, and that in such sales preference be 
given to other museums in its own country and to museums in the countries 
of origin; 

4. further, that museums be encouraged not to use dealers as agents for the 
disposal of objects from their collections or for their acquistion from 
the field; 

5. that, in the use of private field collectors, museums be urged to 
require competence in the specific subject, to give proper direction 
and to insist both on full documentation and on the acceptance of the 
full ethical standards the museum expects of its own staff; 

6. that each field collector (staff or otherwise) be required to deposit 
a list of the collection with and to show the contents of this collection 
to the appropriate authorities of the country of origin; 

7. that, accepting that full scientific and legal documentation of a 
collection is of prime importance in dispelling any doubts about its 
legal ownership and export, museums recognize the importance of obtaining 
such full documentation; 

8. further that under no circumstances should the documentation be separated 
from the objects of a collection; 

9. that museums be particularly careful in accepting private collections 
for loan exhibitions, to avoid thereby giving the seal of authenticity 
to such collections and enhancing their monetary value in the market; 

10.that, recognizing that museums exist for the benefit of the people of 
each country, the clear responsibility be accepted by each museum curator 
to ensure that the information contained in the collections be made 
readily available to the public, through exhibitions and other means of 
communication, in an easily comprehended manner and in an accurate form. 
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The Ocmnittee recognizes that normally the most valuable ethnographic 
collections are those acquired through well-documented, scientifically 
planned field expeditions and stresses the importance of the general 
recognition of this fact. 

Finally, the Committee urges that the practice of twinning countries or 
museums from different countries in a special relationship, 

whereby an established museum is assisted to improve its 
knowledge of its collections and of the cultures from which they 
are drawn 
and, in return, provide the technical assistance and guidance to 
enable its linked developing museum to build sound, scientifically 
acquired and documented collections and to establish a well-trained 
staff 

appears at the present time to be one of the most practical steps 
towards the solution of the problem of the ethics of acquisition and 
the illicit traffic of ethnographic material. 

r 
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# 8.  Commission on Discrimination 

in Professional Activities 

RESOLUTION ON THE STUDY OF WOMEN 

WHEREAS4MALE BIAS IN ANTHROPOLOGY HAS LONG BEEN AN OBSTACLE 
A 

TO NN ADEQUATE UNDERSTANDING OF HUMAN SOCIETY AND SOCIAL 

CHANGE, AND 

WHEREAS THE TEACHING OF HUMAN BIOLOGY AND EVOLUTION HAS 

LIKEWISE BEEN DISTORTED BY MALE BIAS, AND 

WHEREAS WE RECOGNIZE THAT A MORE COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE OF 

WOMEN'S ROLE IN HISTORY AND PREHISTORY IS ESSENTIAL IF WE 

ARE TO ESTABLISH ANTHROPOLOGY AS A LIBERATING SCIENCE FOR 

WOMEN AND FOR .MEN; 

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED, THAT THIS CONGRESS RECOGNIZE THE 

BIOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL STUDY OF WOMEN AS A LEGITIMATE AND CRUCIAL 

FIELD WITHIN ANTHROPOLOGY, AND, FURTHERMORE, 

THAT WE CALL ON ALL DEPARTMENTS OF COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, 

MUSEUMS AND INSTITUTES TO ESTABLISH POSITIONS FOR PERSONNEL 

QUALIFIED TO OFFER COURSES, PREPARE EXHIBITS AND SPONSOR 

RESEARCH IN THIS FIELD, 

OTWñcx "bousU» CaoVfcAA.  ,  Sou. "Srauuftcc 
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it 9a.     Connnission on Use of 

Comparative Knowledge of 

Human Behavior in Policy: 

Commission on Population Policy 
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RESOLUTION; STUDIES ON ANTHROPOLOGICAL FACTORS IN POPULATION 

Considering the widespread concern about «arid population probles» 
and the possible contribution which the anthropological and ethnological 
sciences can make to their solution, it Is resolved 

I. that the IUAES establish a permanent Commission op Anthropological 
and Ethnological Factors in Population to: 
A. make relevant information aere accessible to international 

organizational governments and other agencies concerned with 
population policy and program execution; 

B. to contribute to the international pool of knowledge on population; 
C. to encourage international cooperation among anthropologists 

and ethnologists concerned with population; 
D. to stimulate and encourage «ore anthropologists and ethnologists 

to become involved in the field of population through training, 
seminars, and exchanges of ideas and scholars; 

E. to suggest, promote, -and support intensive studies in population 
anthropology; and specifically, for example 
1. develop and prepare .field guides;' 
2. prepare a roster of anthropologists and ethnologists Interested 

in population; 
3. prepare an annotated bibliography; 
4. review the present state of knowledge in the field; and 
5. define and identify new and emerging population questions 

of potential concern to anthropologists. «. 

II. that as 1974 will be the World Population Year, the IUAES ahould 
forthwith make arrangements to present to the Secretary General 
of the World Population Tear a report on Anthropological Factors 
in Population and to encourage preparatory studies for the World 
Population Conference, such aa those sponsored by the Smithsonian 
Institution's Center for the Study of Man. 

IXlh INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO U.S.A. • SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 
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Sot TAX, PtaUknt, iftt-tfn 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, niinoii, 60637 U.S.A. 

. •        1   1     n • >    lL 1     • . rvt.     1     • LAWMNCí KIADB, Secretory General 
jnion International des Sciences Antnropologiques et Etnnologiques Department of sociology and Anthropology 
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences wa^Kc••. a»* 

ill.  that the Commission seek the aid of the proposed new full-time 
IUAES Secretariat, which is in turn herewith asked to support 
the work of this Commission. 

IV.  that the Commission present a report on Its work to the Xth I CAES. 

IXth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO U.S.A. • SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 
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9b.  Commission on Use of 

Comparative Knowledge of 

Human Behavior in Policy 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION POR CONSIDERATION OF THE TXth INTERNATIONAL 
CONGRESS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES. 

Recognizing that 

war IB o very complex humen institution requiring o 
large-íicale interdisciplinary approach for its 
understanding 

the Boclol sciences heve only begun to try to grapple 
with some of the important aucetionr- surrounding nn 
institution that is now o species-threat 

We, the memberB of the'IXth International Congress of Anthropological 

and Ethnological Sciences, request that the United Nations set up 

a.  special agency, possibly&connected with the newly adopted World 

University, to study the causes of war and the conditions of 

peace, and to disseminate conclusions for implementation. 
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// 9c.     Commission on Use of 

Comparative Knowledge of 

Human Behavior in Policy 

A RESOLUTION  1-01: CONSERVATION  OF  liüÜ-HUMAN  í'KlMATES 

PRIMATES ARE BEING USED AND THEIR CONTINUED USE IS CONTEMPLATED IN RESEARCH 

ON POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANGE, ... .      • 

THEREFORE: 

- BEING AWARE OF THE UNIQUE VALUE OF NON-HUMAN PRIMATES AS MAN'S CLOSEST RE- 

LATIVES AND AS MODELS SERVING THE BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL SCIENCES IN THE 

ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN HEALTH, WELFARE AND KNOWLEDGE; 

- BEING AWARE OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITY TO PRESERVE THE EXISTENCE OF THE WHOLE 

SPECTRUM OF CONTEMPORARY PRIMATE SPECIES; 

- BEING AWARE THAT EXPANDING HUMAN POPULATIONS AND THE GROWING USAGE OF 

NON-HUMAN PRIMATES HAVE THREATENED SOME SPECIES WITH EXTINCTION WHILE 

OTHERS HAVE BECOME DRASTICALLY REDUCED. . 

ANTHROPOLOGISTS AT THE I CAES URGENTLY REQUEST THE IUAES TO ENCOURAGE GOVERN- 

MENTS TO ASSURE THAT: 

1. SCIENTISTS BE SELECTIVE IN THE USAGE OF NON-HUMAN PRIMATES AND EMPLOY OTHER 

ANIMAL MODELS WHEN THEY ARE APPROPRIATE/ AND REQUIRE THAT ENDANGERED AND RARE 

SPECIES BE LIMITED TO INVESTIGATIONS IN WHICH OTHER SPECIES OF NON-HUMAN 

PRIMATES ARE UNSUITABLE*. 

2, SCIENTISTS CONTRIBUTE TO THE CONSERVATION NEEDS OF NON-HUMAN PRIMATES BY: 

- INTRODUCING AND INSISTING UPON, HUMANITARIAN AND EFFICIENT PROCEDURE FOR 

THEIR CAPTURE, TRANSLOCATION AND MAINTENANCE PRIOR TO AND DURING THEIR USE; 

- INSISTING UPON METHODS OF ACQUISITION WHICH ENSURE THE ENFORCEMENT OF NA- 

TIONAL LAWS COVERING CAPTURE AND TRANSPORTATION AND THE INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT 

OF THESE LAWS; 
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-  PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF KNOWLEDGE ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND STATUS OF 

NON-HUMAN PRIMATE POPULATIONS IN T,HE AREAS WHERE THEY OCCUR AND OF MANAGEMENT 

AND HUSBANDRY METHODS WHICH ENSURE THEIR SURVIVAL IN NATURAL ECOSYSTEMS AND 

AS ECONOMIC AND SCIENTIFIC RESOURCES; 

- PROMOTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERMANENT BREEDING PROGRAMMES ACCORDING 

TO A LONG TERM REQUIREMENT FOR DIFFERENT SPECIES; 

. - ENCOURAGING THE URGENT COOPERATION, FINANCIAL SUPPORT AND INVESTMENTS 

'" FROM RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL AND OTHER INDUSTRIES TO ACCOMPLIS 

THESE AIMS FOR ENSURING THE CONTINUED EXISTENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF NON- 

HUMAN PRIMATE POPULATIONS IN THEIR NATURAL ECOSYS.TEMS AND/OR IN ESPECIALLY 

DESIGNED ENVIRONMENTS, SO THAT THEIR PLACE IN THE ECOSYSTEM BE PRESERVED. 

h 
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Report of Commission Jfr^to the Permanent Council 

Organization of the Union • <&sáft- 

1. This report is the response of the Commission, prepared 

by a working committee, to its mandate to review the organization 

of the Union in the li¿ht of the evolution of its responsibilities, 

•ore particularly uxx in the context of a more active association 

with Unesdo, ICPHS, and the International Social Science Council. 

2. The interests of many anthropologists are such that they 

expect the Union to take a more active initiative in the •stabliehmeÉt 

of continuing international scientific activity, in international 

cooperation for the advancement of the profession, in scholarly 

communication and liaison, and in furthering the welfare of mankind 

through the use of our skills.  Association with international 

organizations sharpens the relevance of these goals. 

3. It is recalled that at/Permanent Council meeting in London 

in 1^67 (check date) the decision was taken not to create a staff 

or a financial base which would estahlish an active pro,, r gun me 

between Congresses.  This decision is no longer in keeping with 

the active needs of the Ax Union, as will be apparent when the 

potential functions of the Union xaixxtaxauxax are elaborated. 

Adoption of this report is in effect to ninn change the policy 

of the Union from that adopted in London. 

4* The report does not deal with the organization of World 

Congresses, which is a natter for hoBt countries, except insofar 

as there is an implication for or interaction with other activieis 

of the Union. 

ixx  Executive Functions of the Union 

5. The Commission envisages that, to be effective under contemporary 

conditions, the Union must fulfill the following functions of an 

executive nature: 

a. An administrative function:   

Membership    — maintenance of membership lists 
— recruitment and enrolment 

Treasury     — collection of fees 
— budgeting 
— accounting control 
— financial reports 
— action to obtain revenue 

Meetings     — preparation WMéXM  of documents and alendar 
— handling physical arrangements 
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b. An international liaison function: 

— with international organizations. This is most 
immediate.  It implied liaison with Unesco, ICPHS, ICSU, 
ISSC and other internatijnal scholarly organizations, 
with a view to establishing an effective scholarly role 
for the Union in relation to their programmes. 

Similar activities can be envisaged for 
ether organizations such as OECD, UN, FAO, WHO, ILO; 
regional organizations such as ECAFE and ECLA; and the 
new U" Environmental Agency. 

From such liaison comes the possibility 
of direct contracts for the Union to sponsor scholarly 
research of an international char-cter bearing upon 
official programmes; of identifying r:nthropolofists who 
can serve as experts; and of exercizing an input into the 
formation of such programmes. 

<—> with national anthropological organizations and individuals. 
To obtain ideas about End input s into programmes.  To 
serve as a channel for the formation of .ici<?n tifie 
projects.  To communicate information about scientific 
activity and developments. To mobilize anthropological 
opinion internationally on important issues. 

— with foundations and national science organizations. To 
inform them about our goals and potentialities.  To 
identify themes of mutual interest on the basis of which 
we can obtain funding. 

c. A Research and Development (Projects) function: 

— to establish Commissions to advise on scientific and 
professional issues, and to establish ways and means 
to follow up their recommendations. 

— to form, support, and operate nitizx scientific 
international working gro ps and committees undertaking 
tasks between Congresses. 

~ to organize * scientific and professional meetings 
between Congresses. 

— Through contracts, to undertake international scientific 
and professional projects in associationwith Bister 
discipline organizations, and appropriate organs of the 
U.N. family. 
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d. As information and publication function* -2- CtfvJf 

To organize the dissemination of information internationally 
within the profession, to inform the profession of outside 
activities of interest to it. and to make known the interests, 
achievements and capabilities of the profession to external 
bodies. 

To organize the publication of materials arising from the 
activities of the union,  including inter-Congress scientific 
meetings. 
To act as a xmxpx repository of Congress publication information 
and skill for the disposition of Congress organizers. 

m>i-pj»y_.rMM;i'»ffMnn contrg^tf-^pt»1^ into in the name 
n. 

e. Meeting organization function. 

To act as a repository of information and skill relative to 
Congress organization, for the disposition of future Congress 
organizers. 

To be available for assistance in the organization pf^ ^^ 
edLoquia.sjai meetings between~Congre88ea,una^runioncau8pici T Congresses ¿u auspices. 

An Executive Secretariat 

6. It is agreed that these functions are best anoroached through 

the organization of an active Executive Secretariat (not to be 

confused .ith the Secretariat Members of the Executive Committee, 
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vho under the Constitution are elected members of one of the 

governing bodies of the Union.)  The development of the 

Executive Secretariat is a responsibility of the executive 

Committee and the Secretary-General.  It is envisaged that as 

the Executive Secretariat obtains adequate resources and 

personnel, it be eventually headed by an Executive Secretary, 

vho would in effect be a Union manager, responsible to its 

electfttt officers and institutions. 

7. This implies an ultimate distinction between the offices 

of Secretary-General, an elected unpaid office which carries 

with it important diplomatic and "political" activities on 

behalf of the President, and of Executive Secretary, an appointed 

and paid official, responsible for administering activities on 

behalf of the Union in such a way that policy ie put into effect. 

At present, since there is no Executive Seer tary, the Secretary- 

General undertakes the work of that office, for which he has no 

resources. 

8. The functions outlined above are identified as roles for 

which there are executive correlates. These, when undertaken on 

a small scale, can be dealt with conjointly by a sinfle full-time 

individual, or by a single individual with the ifz$ of volunteer 

professional labour located in various parts of the world. 

9. While the above solution may be forced on us for a while 

by limitations of resources, it is evident that the functions of 

the Union will not be adequately fulfilled until there is a 

corresponding executive staff upon which policy makers of the 

Union can place administrative burdens. A specialized staff for 

each function is ultimately likely, and growth should move in that 

direction. 

10. The liaison function is best headquartered in Paris, although 

it extends well beyond the limits of that city. Other functions 

can be dispersed if there is a staff for a division of labour. 

Nevertheless the advantages of a single headquarters are important, 

and the offer of the French delegation to explore the possibility 

of appror^ate accommodation should be examined positively by the 

Executive Committee. 

Policy Making Responsibility 

11. Responsibility is vested in the President, an Executive 

Committee, and a permanent Council. 
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12. The most important position is the office of President. 

For approximately three years from his appointment the president 

is in a position to devote substantial time to the affairs of the 

Union. As the date of the Congress approaches, this time is 

reduced, and the weight of concern shifts to the Congree; while 

durin£ the Congress, when many important Union decisions ought 

to be taken, it is impossible for him to devote attention to 

Union affairs unless he has considerable help at the policy level, 

as well as at the administrative level. 

13. Itis desirable for the President to appoint a Congress 

Secretary as early in his term as feasible to undertake all 

responsibility for Congress organization, and a number of Deputy 

Congress Secretaries to handle the affairs of the various 

sub-disciplines contained with the rubrics Anthropology and 

Ethnology. 

14. On the Union side, it is desirable that the President 

allocate specific duties and responsibilities to members of his 

Executive Committee (elected Vice-Presidents and Secretariat Members 

in their constitutional designation).  This delegation should be 

undertaken with the expectation of policy formation and initiative 

in the XJKXX fields of activity so allocated. 

15. It should be recalled that the Secretary-General is an 

elected professional person, a full member of the Executive Committee. 

His role straddles that of paxxcxxxaxaaaxox participation and 

coordination in policy formation, and taking responsibility for 

execution.  If the Union is able to move toward the establishment 

of an executive staff, he should be able to free himself of 

technical administrative actions. 

16. The Secretary-General is by constitution the Treasurer. 

Insofar as this implies fund-raising, he has not been able to 

fulfill his role because 

a. The Permanent Council has not established continuing policies 

adequate to support the functions mentioned; 

b. There is no Executive Secretariat to back him up; 

c. He lacks a continuing Finance Committee with which he can work. 

17. It is recommended that the Permanent Council establish a 

standing Finance Committee, chaired by a member of the Executive, 

of which the Secretary-General would be ex oificia a member. It 
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sho' Id include among its duties: 

a. the pxjKX preparation of budgets for presentation to the 

Permanent Council 

b. To authorize the financial implications of contracts on 

behalf of the Council 

c. To develop strategies and actions for the raisinf of revenue. 

I 
I 

^ 

17. The research and development (projects) function implies a 

scientific and professional authority in which the Union can 

v-st the res onsibility for taking decisions about the desirability 

and viability of projects proposed in its name.   It is within 

this realm that the scientific reputation of the Union will be 

at stake.  This is too large and varied a reeoonsibility for the 

President alone.  Wor can decisions wait for five years for the 

Union in General Assembly, or every two and a half years or thereabouts 

for the Permanent Council. 

18. It is recommended that a standing Research and Development 

(Projects) Committee be established under the chairmanship of a 

member oí the Executive Committee. 

19*  It is also recommended that the Executive Committee continuously 

review the volume of business directed to the Union, particularly 

by the scholarly co^-unity, and be pj epared to meet more frequently 

than it does at present to deal with business when proposals are 

made, and to see through their execution with efficiency and 

despatch. 

20»    The present Commission presents this report to the Permanent 
Council with the request that it be adopted as policy^ 
^ttfrU¿xe®ttfe*itXfciuaix.Uiw-be e> 

[Partly in response to this report,  a new constitution was 

drafted and approved by the Xth ICAES in India     (1978). ] -i 

^ 
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PROPOSITION OP THE SECTION # 721 

The members of the section # 721 who came together on September 7, 

197? et nine o'clock to discuss the topic of "ASIAN AND AFRICAN HOT 

AND COLD DESERT AND STEPPE", have the honor to present the following 

proposition to the permanent council of the I.C.A.E.S.: 

At the time vhen we, international researchers, are discussing 

problems of Man and his cultural heritage comfortably, one million of 

nomads and sedentary people are threatened with the cultural as well 

as physical disappearance in tropical Sahelian Africa. 

Senegal, Mauritania, Mali, High Volta, Niger and Tchad are faced 

with a catastrophical famine which has moved the whole world. 

Since anthropologists and ethnologists more and more recognize 

the importance of an applied anthropology, it seems to be of utmost 

urgence to us to manifest immediate as well as long-termed actions 

to bring help to these countries. 

We propose the following measures: 

1) to address a motion of the Congress to all the countries 

mentioned above, 

2) to organise an urgent collection of 5 to 10 dollars per 

Congress member, 

3) to ask the Congress to give the complimentary finances, 

M to send these funds to the countries mentioned above, 

either in the form of money or of other necessities, 

5) that all the measures to be taken as suggested above 

should be under the responsability of the present Congress 

and could rest on the already existing administrative 

structures and on the help of volunteers, 

6) to plan in advance a section for the next Congress, dealing 

especially with problems of similar urgent situations and 

planning actions to be taken on the scientific as well as 

on the financial level. 

We thank President Sol Tax and the members of the Committee for their 

attention for our proposition. 

Marceau Gast (in charge of reporting) 

[' h 
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^self-determination elsewhere (any reader of the internatioj) 
secirari of Time magazine could answer that question 
whether^he writer is aware of current and past/or«£n^r(erature. 
Obviously^ne should not expect the titles necesiarily to fall 
under the n^adings "Anthropology" or "¿Action Anthro- 
pology,"1 nor shV|ld one expect to find thenrTn English. A few 
examples of publications concerning jdion anthropology in 
Latin America are Aanni (1961, HÍS7), Torres (1961), Fer- 
nández (1963), Graciela (13*5), Águila et al. (1966), 
Marsal (1966). González Oasariova (1967a, b), Verón (1968), 
Maldonado (1968), Solaji/TÍ<¡69), Fals Borda (1966, 1968, 
1972, 1973), IDAC (19J3a, b). isáhesc papers the reader will 
find that in Latin A/rferica social scientists have been dealing 
with the problems<mentioned by StanWfor over 14 years (see 
especially Fals^wrda 1972, 1973). Unforthoately for the mono- 
lingual Enohsh reader, some of these Jorftga papers are in 
French, Spanish, or Portuguese, but surely they^can be found 
in the^cibrary of Congress since they are at least twb^ears old. 

anley might find in the above a remarkable distinction 
6ween  American   Indians  and  certain  American  anth 

An extract from a comment by Elias 

Sevilla-Casas as part of a 

Treatment, with a response by 

Sol Tax: 

Tax, Stanley, et at.: IN HONOUR or SOL TAX 

W 1)' 

iTax manifests his sincere concern for the con- 
tinued existence of ethnic groups which are more or less 
threatened by disguised or overt forms of ethnocide. I don't 
have any reason to minimize his sincerity (on the contrary, I 
admire his dedication and concern), but he may recall the fate 
of Article 3 of the Mandate for the IUAES Commission on 
Ethnocide and Genocide, drawn up at the Oshkosh meeting 
and discussed and approved in a special session of the IXth 
ICAES. The article read: 

To encourage and to carry out activities which contribute to the 
options of aboriginal groups of determining their own future and 
reducing their morbidity and mortality, and coordinate the efforts 
of anthropological and other institutions in discouraging activities 
contrary to these ends. 

It was intended to provide the Commission the opportunity of 
doing more than just "preaching." However, it was dropped 
the day before the final session of the Congress by the Executive 
Committee of the IUAES. To my knowledge this decision went 
against the opinion of the majority of anthropologists present at 
the final session and particularly of those whom Méndez- 
Domínguez (elsewhere in this issue) would classify as belonging 
to the "little traditions" in anthropology. A strong note of 
protest was presented by representatives of the International 
Work Group for Indigenous Affairs and by the Colombian 
anthropologists present at the Congress. 

In this incident we can see clearly, in spite of Tax's good in- 
tentions (he was President of both the IXth ICAES and the 
IUAES Executive Committee), one of the contributions of 
established anthropology towards making sure that anthro- 
pologists will in the future play merely the role of "applauding 
audiences" iasdStanteexrjai-for the desperate efforts at survival 

^- _P*~ 'IÍdigenous groups around the world. _ 
We eaw iianelusfi that) «mints astian anthrai nthrepnlegiiti acmpi 

the necessity of making an explicit articulation of their science 

. Hi iHWlHs—w tl»i tin, bnuiiduiiu LIHIIHW ••thr»r-'-QT in i 
«Mili juiial sUillUcs, upLiiull)' lutinlagji, an. luJuy nut pwlimlariy» 
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Tax'sV'The Bow and the Hoe" and Stanley's report of the 
Panajakhel "Schriftfest" reflect the humanitarianism thift has 
impelled anthropology since the middle of the 19th century. 
No doubXas this tradition is passed on in the course of t/aching, 
action anthropologists will continue to be produced/I do not 
believe, however, that socialization as an anthropologist/ 
humanitarian is a necessary or sufficient condition tar becoming 
an effective\action anthropologist. Effectiveness in action 
anthropology Wcpends on ability to wrestle *ith political 
realities and political expediency. As a basic minimum, would- 
be action anthropologists should be familiar w/th the works of 
sociological genenalists and writers on social anange who work 
in the VVeberian tradition to provide detail/d models for the 
transformation of societies. A knowledge of/uch models should 
enable the action anthropologist to see him/elf in action, to take 
an emic view of his own situation. 

Secondly, we need\ to recognise thJt there are different 
degrees of engagemennin action anthropology and to provide 
alternatives for individuals of differenvinterests and capacities. 
Perhaps no one can equal Sol Tax's Achievements—this is too 
high an aspiration—but everyone cari be encouraged to under- 
take some commitment. There is a/ieed for studies of commit- 
ment that explore the alternative/levels of participation. The 
"Schriftfest" report emphasises tjne variety of societal types in 
which action anthropology hak&een carried out; what we now 
need is a study of varieties of acflpn anthropologists. 

My third point is that «frektive participation in action 
anthropology may well be limitecVby the internal organization 
of the anthropological profession. Engagement in social action 
is not normally given credit in academic life, and it may well be 
that the protection of an/established\and powerful patron is a 
necessary condition for iff. Action anthropologists might have a 
look at the structure/of the anthropological profession in 
different countries wiA the following question in mind: "To 
what degree is the ^present structure ¿Y the anthropological 
profession necessary for the maintenance of anthropological 
ideals?" 

As a fourth poi/t, I want to ask whether Vnthropologists are 
prepared to defend their cultural space, regVrdless of political 
expediency. AnAbhorrence of racism is a supposed value of the 
anthropological subculture; are anthropologists prepared to 
support the ¡ioliticization of art, surely a pannuman form of 
expression nodified by culture, in the form of, say, a Black Art 
conference/n Africa? 

Lastly,/should like to point out that the politically dominant 
are only/emporarily so. In any specific political situation, roles 
can easily be reversed, as events in a number of countues in my 
own region of interest, Southeast Asia, have recently\demon- 
stratsé. Anthropology in the United States and British tradi- 

frequently shares its values with the dominant group in 
de/eloping countries, whatever it may be; it might be helpbil in 

ing out the world's work and assuring a future for acnon 
fnthropology if we made sure that the potentially domin\nt 

'were trained in the anthropological tradition. 
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Response by Sol Tax: -6 
Tax, Slanlty, tt al.: IN HONOUR or SOL TAX 

t 
  | [ _ ustie comment of Sevilla- 
is provides an opportunity to clarify tome mattera of the 

organization and politics of international anthropology. It is 
true that the Union's Permanent Council (under my Presi- 
dency) emasculated the recommendations of the Commission on 
Ethnocide and Genocide, but it is also true that the Congress 
(also under my Presidency) reversed that decision. 

The 1968 Constitution of the IUAES (CURRENT ANTHRO- 
POLOGY 10:467-69) provides for a permanent council of na- 
tional delegations, each of which has one vote, which meets 
during each Congress and also in between. It will meet next in 
1976, in Rome, and then during the Xth Congress, in Delhi. 
The Constitution gives to this council responsibility to approve 
the plans for each Congress (which before 1968 was independent 
of the Union). Responsibility for the Congress itself is given to 
an organizing committee of the nation in which the Congress is 
held. 

In Chicago in 1973, there were two meetings of the Perma- 
nent Council. The first, on Sunday, approved continuation of 
three ongoing commissions, including the Commission on 
Ethnocide and Genocide (which had been formed in Tokyo in 
1968), and the formation of five new ones. At the second 
meeting, on Thursday, plans and officers were presented by 
most of the commissions for discussion and approval. In addi- 
tion to Article 3, quoted by Sevilla-Casas, there was a fourth 
article in the proposed charter of the Commission on Ethnocide 
and Genocide: 

To cooperate with other organizations devoted to the interests of 
indigenous peoples, and to lend support to the attempts of indige- 
nous peoples to organize for the purpose of defending their rights 
and their cultural identity (e.g. the attempt of the National Indian 
Brotherhood of Canada to arrange the Aboriginal Peoples First 
International Conference in 1974). 

(The meeting mentioned was rescheduled for September 1975 
and held in Port Alberni.) The Permanent Council, after long 
discussion, deleted Article 3 entirely and revised Article 4 to 
read simply "To cooperate with other organization! devoted 
to the interests of indigenous peoples, and to lend support to 
indigenous peoples." 

The discussion indicated clearly that as individual anthro- 
pologists all the members of the Council probably agreed with 
the policy proposed by the Commission. As "national delega- 
tions," however, some felt that they could not vote for what 
might be interpreted by their colleagues at home, or their 
governments, as committing them to activist roles in situations 
anywhere, without opportunity of firsthand study. Of the 12 
national delegations, 8 voted for the deletions. At the tame time, 
the Council accepted as an addition to the Commission's report 
a letter from the International Work Group for Indigenous 
Affairs which stressed "its willingness to cooperate with the 
Commission." 

The next day was the last full day of the Congress; the As- 
, sembly met in an afternoon plenary teuton. The Constitution 
says about the Assembly: 

h( 
I'      wi 

u 
Article 31. The Members and participants of the Congress will 
hold a plenary session during the Congress. Their considerations 
will be transmitted to the Permanent Council. . .. 

Article 36. AU decisions of the Permanent Council and of the 
Executive Committee of the IUAES, resolutions of its General 

Assembly and resolutions of the Plenary Session of the Congress, 
will be taken by absolute majority of the votes of the members 
present. 

Although the meeting of the Permanent Council was not tape- 
recorded, that of the Assembly (like other Congress sessions) 
was simultaneously translated and fully recorded; therefore I 
am able to review the significance of what happened. The 
reports of the commissions had been widely distributed, and 
Sam Stanley offered a motion to restore the charge of the 
Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide to its original form. 
There was much discussion, including a clear statement by the 
International Work Group that it could not work with the 
Commission unless its charge were restored to its original form 
and a threat by one American Indian member to leave. After 
an attempt at compromise wording failed, Stanley's motion 
carried by a substantial voice vote. 

Somebody asked what power our vote had, and as President 
I said that it showed that we agreed with the spirit of the origi- 
nal resolution. Somebody else then asked what this meant, and 
whether our vole had "any impact whatever on what the Union 
is going to do." I answered as follows: 

As I would interpret immediate current history, the impact is 
simply that now the International Work Group will be willing 
again to cooperate as they offered to do in the Commission and in 
the letter to me; that [name omitted], who spoke, will not leave our 
body; and that other people who feel strongly in one direction 
will stay with us. I don't understand what else could be meant by 
expressing the spirit of a body. The Permanent Council is com- 
mitted to do the actions of the resolution without necessarily ac- 
cepting the wording; this Assembly wishes to accept the wording 
and express its views that we should be actively involved in par- 
ticipating with indigenous people, we hope by reasonable and 
wise means in one country different from in another country. If, 
indeed, we establish the Commission as is suggested in the letter 
that I read, and a wise President of the Commission is in charge of 
its work, we shall be dependent upon the wisdom of the Com- 
mission in the interim between the meetings of the Permanent 
Council. 

Later, the International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs 
sent a bulletin to its members reporting the adoption of the 
mandate of the Commission as originally worded. The release 
added, however, a cautionary note echoing the feeling of 
Sevilla-Casas: "That the above mandate was passed with an 
overwhelming majority in a plenary session of the congress, 
should not, however, disguise the fact that many well-known 
anthropologists, and even a majority of the members of the 
Permanent Council of the IUAES, did all they could to avoid 
any commitment by anthropologists to cooperate with the 
peoples from whom they for so long have drawn all their data." 

l'hose^jhó exercise principle and passion invacause, Ire- 
quently at grca{Ders/nal cost, are understandably duagpointed 
in those who forWyreason hold back. But not all peleare 
equally passionate irrpexson or equally free to be hesoic, «ad 
this suggests/a policy oPpatience and optimism toward col 
leagues slpwto enter the listsTAuume that they ap! on the same 
side, io'principle, and therefore wiU be gratefu^ff we act where 
thewéannot; doubly grateful not to D^too often reminded; and 

ly grateful if they are not put in tfioj*Ssition of having to 
raise their hands too publicly to say A4eNta turn, let us be 
gratcKri if they permit us to act without explicit and perhaps 
difrkulnaffirmation. Each good acywithout a confrontation is 
not only <uV*ct gained, but preoraent for another/^o assure 
that the acts wewell received-Jet us seek advice from (ku; least 

[passionate and cbmmittedydnd then proceed with prudence. 
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Pase 1 ' I r' 

Closing Plenary (Tape l) -- (from the Floor Tape) 

Tax: 

1} 
Introductory remarks on the  intellectual content of the sesssion 
l)    Cultural pluralism of the world—Joseph Casagrande,  Pres of 

the American Anthropological Association 
2) Cultural Pluralism in the U.S.—Dr.  Sam Stanley,   Center for the 
Study of Man,  Smithsonian 
3) Visits to Chicago Communities  -•- including people  from the 
communities 
Youth For Mankind group participating in the whole 
k 

Will not accept any of the resolutions 

Paris Charter flight will k leave as scheduled on Sunday at l8:U0—Air 
France k'yzk-see  Enid Fogel in room Ul9 is.  if there are any problems 

Introduces Pfof. Joseph Casagrande who introduces Dr. Ceor'gi Sinha, ixxx  Indian 
HidchxB? Dr. Onido Otite, Nigeria, Dr. Sergei Aroutinouv, Moscow 

For Anthro 
Casagrande: A key intellectual issue is XBXEXPKX  I think to explain the 
K 
simultaneous sense we have of both great differences and fundamental 

similarities amqjtng the peoples of the world. Unfortunately it is 

precisely these differences that have led to much conflict, stress, and tension 

as we can all observe in the modern world. However, as anthropologists we 

celebrate and cherish cultural s differences^ After all, diversity is our 

business. However, in for espousing the cause of cultural diversity I do not 

believe that we are either simply romantic or acting in self interest. 

(Message for Madame ) HBXEXXXX AS a species it behooves us to keep 

our cultural options open. Moreover it's precisely through such diversity that 

(individuals I think gain a sense of their own uninue worth, of their own 

digfnity and identiefs x However, I think there's a x  further stake we have in 

•i&  cultural diversity that goes befcond our human or scientific coneerns. In both 

] our capacities as anthropologists and as citieens of particular communities, 

states, and ultimately of this world as a whole, I think we must unite if we are 

¡to help establish throughout the world the attitudes and policies that will let 

•fthe diversity that te cherish and celebrate flourish. Well with these few 

remafrks then I'd like to introduce the first speaker who is Prof. Onido Otite 

Otite: The theae of this g»ngx«f conference "one species, many cultures" is 

perhaps also one way of referring to the unity in social and cultural diversity 

in most i^ not all countries of the world. Anthropologists have always 

conceptualized and discussed this diversity by referenttto the concept of 

pluralism. As most of you must have noted the purpose presented in this Congress 

and conclusions reached in corridor discussion   agree that relationships 

in plural societies are explainable and profitably discussed through the notion 

of ethnicity. 
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International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences: 
Report of the Secretary-General 

¡i 

The IXth International Congress of Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences was held at Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A., 
September 1-8, 1973, Professor Sol Tax, President. With 
the accord of the Permanent Council meeting in Copenha- 
gen in May 1971, a new format for the scientific meetings 
was introduced. The reading of scientific papers was dis- 
continued, and instead, papers were circulated in advance 
of the Congress to participants in fields of their interest, 
as designated. An arrangement with Mouton and Company, 
The Hague, for publication of the proceedings was intro- 
duced at the same time. 

The Congress was preceded by the convocation of pre- 
Congress symposia in Chicago and nearby cities August 
28-31. These symposia were preparatory to selected sessions 
of the Congress. 

At the meeting of the Permanent Council held at the 
time of the Congress, the following were named to the 
Committee of Honor: Professor Masao Oka, Japan; Profes- 
sor Sergio Sergi, Italy; Professor Sergei Pavlovich Tolstov, 
U.S.S.R. 

The outgoing officers of the International Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences are the follow- 
ing: 
President: Sol Tax, U.S.A. 
Honorary President: Masao Oka, Japan 
President, Permanent Council 1971: Helge Larsen, Den- 

mark 
Vice-Presidents: F. N. Agblemagnon (Paris), Togo; Ignacio 

Bernal, Mexico; Christoph von FUrer-Haimendorf, Great 
Britain; V. L. Grottanelli, Italy; Georges Olivier, France 

Secretary-General: Lawrence Krader, West Berlin/U.S.A. 
Secretariat: Yu. V. Bromley, U.S.S.R.; J. R.  Hiernaux, 

France; Seiichi Izumi, Japan; Hisashi Suzuki, Japan. 

Vol. 15 -No.2- June ¡974 

The new officers, forming the Executive Committee of 
the IUAES for  1973-78, elected at the meeting of the 
Permanent Council are the following: 
President: L. P. Vidyarthi, India 
Honorary President: Sol Tax, U.S.A. 
Vice-Presidents: Christoph von Fiirer-Haimendorf, Great 

Britain; Robert Gessain, France; Chie Nakane, Japan; 
I. Nzimiro, Nigeria; G. Rubio Orbe, Ecuador; Use Schwi- 
detzky,  German   Federal   Republic;   V.   P.   Yakimov, 
U.S.S.R. 

Secretary-General: Lawrence Krader, West Berlin/U.S.A. 
Secretariat:   Cyril   Belshaw,   Canada;   Yu.   V.   Bromley, 

U.S.S.R.;   Elizabeth   Colson,   U.S.A.;   Jean   Cuisenier, 
France; V. P. Grottanelli, Italy; Laila Shukry el Hamamsy, 
Egypt; Indera Singh, India; D. P. Sinha, India; Hisashi 
Suzuki, Japan; J. S. Weiner, Great Britain. 
The Vice-Presidents of the IXth Congress, named at 

the meeting of the Permanent Council, are as follows: Hatim 
A. S. Al-Ka'bi, Iraq; Yu. P. Averkieva, U.S.S.R.; Cyril S. 
Belshaw, Canada;  Branimir Bratanic, Yugoslavia;  Ven- 
erando Correnti, Italy; T. Dzierzykraj-Rogalski, Poland; 
Fred Eggan, U.S.A.; Meyer Fortes, United Kingdom; Abdel 
Ahmed Ghaffar, Sudan; Gyula Ortutay, Hungary; Robert 
Gessain, France; Karakeev, U.S.S.R. (Kirghizia); Koent- 
jaraningrat, Indonesia; Jean-Paul Lebeuf, France; Chie 
Nakane, Japan; Olga C. Necrasov, Rumania; O. O. Okediji, 
Nigeria; Anna Kutrezba Pojnarowa, Poland; S. A. Rahim, 
Bangladesh; G. Rubio Orbe, Ecuador; Shankaliya, India; 
H. Siiger, Denmark; Hisashi Suzuki, Japan; L. P. Vidyarthi, 
India. 

The next meeting of the Permanent Council will take 
place in Italy in April 1976, on the invitation extended 
by Professor V. Correnti. 
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The invitation of the Indian delegation to hold the Xth 
Congress in India was accepted. 

The Plenary Session of the I Xth Congress recognized 
the continued function of three commissions with special 
areas of competence: 

1. Commission on Urgent Tasks in Ethnology (A. 
Hohenwart-Gerlachstein, Austria, responsible). 

2. Commission on Ethnocide and Genocide (Cyril Bel- 
shaw, Canada, in collaboration with International Work 
Group for Indigenous Affairs, Denmark, responsible). 

3. Commission on Human Biology in relation to IUAES- 
ICAES (J. S. Weiner, Great Britain, responsible). 
In addition, five new commissions were established: 

4. Commission on Visual Anthropology (see Commission 
on Urgent Tasks, above). 

5. Commission on Museums and Relations to ICOM 
(Robert Gessain, France, responsible). 

6. Commission on Population Policy (Moni Nag, India, 
responsible). 

7. Commission on Continuity of IUAES and Relations 
to UNESCO (Chie Nakane, Japan, and Cyril Belshaw, 
Canada, co-responsible). 

8. Commission on Documentation, Bibliographic and 
Reference Tools (Monica Parrot, Wenner-Gren Founda- 
tion, U.S.A., chairman pro tern). 

The ICAES and the IUAES have had separate historical 
careers through most of the time they have been in 
existence. The ICAES is now at the end of its fourth decade; 
the IUAES is 25 years old. They are now joined into one 
organization. They combine the fields of ethnology, social 
and cultural anthropology, linguistics, and folk creativity 
(folklore, folk music, folk art), under the term ethnology, 
and physical anthropology and human biology, under the 
term anthropology. Archaeology is included insofar as it is 
concerned with palaeoethnology and palaeoanthropology. 

The ICAES was founded in 1934 and held its first meeting 
in that year in London. Its first president was the English 
classicist J. L. Myres. The second ICAES was held in 

Copenhagen in 1938 under the presidency of T. Tomsen, 
Denmark. A lacuna of 10 years followed as a result of 
the Second World War. In 1948 the third ICAES was held 
in Brussels with C. Olbrechts, Belgium, president, and the 
four-year cycle of congresses was resumed. The fourth 
ICAES was held in Vienna in 1952 with Wilhelm Schmidt, 
Austria, president, the fifth in Philadelphia in 1956 under 
Froelich Rainey, U.S.A., the sixth in Paris in 1960 under 
Henri Vallois, France, the seventh in Moscow in 1964 under 
S. P. Tolstov, U.S.S.R., and the eighth in Tokyo in 1968 
under Masao Oka, Japan. At this point the between- 
Congress interval was changed to five years, with the result 
that the ninth Congress was held in 1973 and the tenth 
is scheduled for 1978. 

The IUAES was founded in 1948 at the instance of 
UNESCO and has been a member of the International 
Council of Philosophy and Humanistic Studies within the 
nongovernmental organizations of UNESCO since that 
time. When the International Social Science Council was 
founded by UNESCO in 1952, the IUAES was represented 
in it, as it has been ever since. From 1948 to 1964 the 
IUAES and ICAES were separate, albeit related, organiza- 
tions. The first president of the IUAES was Paul Rivet, 
France, who served from 1948 to 1956. He was succeeded 
by Henri Vallois, France, who served from 1956 to 1964. 
The Secretary-General of the IU AES for 1956-64 was Pedro 
Bosch-Gimpera, Mexico. 

In 1964, at the Moscow Congress, the IUAES and ICAES 
were brought into one organization át ¡acto; in 1968 the 
organizations were united at jure. The president of the 
ICAES has since 1964 served as the president of the IUAES. 
At the time of the seventh ICAES in Moscow, Oka was 
elected president of the IUAES for 1964-68. At the eighth 
ICAES in Tokyo, Tax was elected president of the IUAES. 
Lawrence Krader was elected Secretary-General of the 
IUAES for the period 1964-73. The terms of service of 
its officers changed in conformity to the new five-year 
cycle. 
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75 
SPECIAL EVENTS 

In the tradition of anthropology, almost all of 

the Special Events are related to our intellectual interests. 

The Chicago Congress may have had more Special Events than 

others because it was a large Congress, but there were none 

that were only fun and no learning. This section contains a 

sample of what was available to the participants. 
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CONGRES ANTHROPOLOGIQUE INTERNATIONAL 
Chicago, 1973 

SERENADE INTERNATIONALE 
par THE CHICAGO CHILDREN'S CHOIR 
Christopher Moore, Directeur 
Larry Mendes, Accompagnateur 

li 

NOW LET US SING (Chantons Maintenant) Gospel/USA 
Un morceau de musique religieuse des noirs américains dans une adaptation de la 
Chorale et de son directeur, Joseph Brewer. 

SIMPLE GIFTS  (Talents Simples) Copland/USA 
Une mélodie provenant des Shakers, une secte religieuse américaine qui souligne 
1*importance des mouvements corporels extatiques, adaptation d'Aaron Copland. 

TWO RESPONSES  (Deux Reponses) Sanders/USA 
Les quatrains par Thomas Wolfe et Kenneth L. Patton, avec arrangement par 
Robert L. Sanders en 1963. 

SALVATION IS CREATED  (Le Salut Est Cree) Tschesnokoff/Russie 
De la liturgie russe orthodoxe, une adaptation du 19eme siecle. 

TINA SINGU Lesotho/Afrique du Sud 
Trouvé en Lesotho, cette chanson est connue par de nombreux peuples du sud de 
l'Afrlque. 

CHANSON FOLKLORIQUE KARAMAJONG Afrique de l'Est 
Cette chanson nous a été presentee par un musicologue de passage ici, Mbabi Katana. 

GIVE ME JESUS  (Donnez-moi Jesus) Work/USA 
De la collection Fiske, adapté par John Work, anclen directeur des Jubilee 
Singers de l'Université de Fiske. 

LAS MAÑANITAS (Les Petits Matins) Mexique 
L'interpretation chantée ici a été recueillie par Phyllis et Olcut Sanders. 

CANCAO DE SAUDADE (Chanson de Salut) Villa Lobos/Brésil 
Un morceau peu connu par le plus célebre compositeur brésilien du 20eme siecle. 

TUTTI VENITI ARMATI Gastoldi/Italie 
Un madrigal de la Rennaissance ecrit a 1'origine pour les voix d'homes. 

AHRIRANG Korée 
L'Ahrirang est une montagne célebre en la Korée et cette version de la mélodie 
est en canon. 

SAKURA Track/Japon 
Une chanson japonaise connue autour du monde sur les cérisiers en fleurs, une 
adaptation pour les Vienna Choir Boys. 

SEE THE GYPSIES  (Voyez les Gitans) Kodaly/Hongrie 
Une adaptation contemporaine pour les voix d'enfants, par Zoltan Rodaly, sur 
un anclen texte folklorique hongrois. Le texte en anglais est plutot une 
substitution qu'une traduction. 
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Chicago Children's Choir is an extraordinary group of 

singers, aged nine to nineteen, whose backgrounds represent a 

broad cultural, racial, religious and economic spectrum of 

Chicago.  You can hear and see for yourself the high caliber 

of the teamwork.  The Choir was founded in 19 56 by its director 

Christopher Moore for two dozen children of Chicago's First 

Unitarian Church.  In 196 3 in association with Urban Gateways, 

a citizen's corporation providing varied arts enrichment 

opportunities for culturally isolated youngsters and their 

families, the Choir began choral training programs at selected 

schools in inner city neighborhoods to qualify more youngsters 

for concert teams.  At the same time it began open auditions 

in the city.  Currently the Choir has over five hundred 

participants in neighborhood training units and the performing 

concert teams.  Most voices in a concert team have two or 

more years of training behind them and some stay in program 

for six or eight years. 

So far concert teams have performed in 27 of the fifty 

United States, two Canadian provinces and three countries 

of Europe in the course of several dozen weekend to six week 

long concert tours.  Different teams sing over a hundred 

concerts a season at home and on tour. 

The Choir sings in several languages a repertoire of 

the finest music written for children's voices and for mixed 

r *i 
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Chicago Children's Choir -  page 2 

chorus.  The members of the Choir have come back from 

vacation early to participate in this Congress with the 

special purpose of securing your assistance in locating 

additional choral materials to represent more widely and 

deeply the many nations, cultures, and religions of our 

world.  If you have musical materials or ideas and 

suggestions to share with us, please contact the Choir 

while you are here.  We can be reached through the Congress 

office or Message Center.  The Choir will also sing at the 

opening of the final plenary session of the Congress on 

September 8. 
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SERENADE DE LA SESSION PLENIERE DE CLOTURE 

CONGRES ANTHROPOLOGIQUE INTERNATIONAL 
le 8 Septembre 1973 

par THE CHICAGO CHILDREN'S CHOIR 
Christopher Moore, Directeur 
Larry Mendes, Accompagnateur 

NOW LET US SING (Chantons Maintenant) Gospel/USA 

MY SHEPHERD WILL SUPPLY MY NEED (Mon Pasteur me Fournira Mon Besoin)    Thomson/USA 

PSALM 23 (Psaume XXIII) Collier/USA 
Composée en 1963 pour la Chicago Children's Choir. 

UNREST (Inquietude)  texte: Don Marquis; mélodie de l'état de Kentucky. Harmony/USA 

JESU CHRISTE HOMBRE Y DIOS (Jesus Christ, honune et Dieu) Cabezon/Mexique 
Ecrit pour la consecration de la cathédrale de la ville de Mexique. 

AVINU MALKEYNU Janowski/USA 
Priere en hébreu adaptée par un musicien important de synagogues 
a Chicago. 

LONESOME VALLEY (Vallée Solitaire) Spiritual/USA 

GOOD NEWS (Bonnes Nouvelles) Spiritual/USA 

CANON COLONIAL: 0 LET MY NAME ENGRAVEN STAND (Que Mon Nom Reste Gravé)  Billings/USA 
William Billings fut le premier compositeur de la Nouvelle Angleterre. 

TWO DUETS (Deux Duos)     texte: e e cummings;       musique:     Persechettl/USA 

THE BOATMAN (Le Chalandeur) Copland/USA 

CHING-ARING CHAW Copland/USA 

WOKE UP THIS MORNING (M'suis Reveille Ce Matin) Gospel/USA 
Une ancienne chanson des noirs américains dans la version 
"chanson de liberté", improvisée. 
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SOL TAX, Pmidtnt, IQíü-IMJ 

Department of Aüthropulopy »-»ep.irimnu oí nriüiropulofly / 
University of Gh¡c:ii',o "~7\ 
Chicago, Illinois, (,-X,}j U.S.A.     í) 

LAWRINTI: KKADI.K, Srac 
Department of Sociolog' 
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March 16,   1972 

Mr. Gían Cario Menottl 
Capricorn 
Mt. Kisco,   IJew York 

Dea r Mr. I'.cnot t!: 

Our  IXth   International   Congress,  which will   be held  the first week 
in  September  19/3,  will   bring many  leading  scholars  (mainly anthropologists) 
fro¡n all   over the world.    At our Congresses  the host nation  features  sane 
unique characteristic of  its culture that  is also of high artistic quality. 
In Mexico  it was  the Folklórico.     In Moscow  it was  the Bolshoi.    Here we 
propose  to shew off America  in  its piural-culture aspect, a  theme especially 

•appropriate  to a Congress held   in Chicago, which   is   in many ways a city of 
1 i ttle countries. 

It occurs   to us  that a composition on  the  theme of our diversity and 
vitality as a nation might  long since have suggested   itself to you.     From 
south to north  in Chicago,  a street  like Ha Is ted  touches most of the nation- 
alities of  the world,  each es a community of Americans becoming more  rather than 
less conscious of  its  special   identity.    The melting pot appears to be  rather 
a many-toned singing  teakettle,  suggesting  that sucli a composition might   include 
the  talented people  themselves.    Whatever characteristics of dance,  drame, 
and song such a composition might have,  one senses you would create a 
new form. 

Please permit us  therefore to  invite you to develop what you think appro- 
priate   in  this direction;  and  to ask you what conditions on our part would make 
possible your accepting such a cc:¡v¡i¡ss ion.     If  the   idea captures you,  we hope 
you will  consider with us  a premiere performance for our  international   Congress 
audience primed  in  1973  to appreciate a new  interpretation of American civilization, 

Wi th best  regards, 

ST: la 

Sincerely, 

Sol  Tax 
President 

lXlh INTEIINATIONAL COMiU'';:! • CIIICAM U.S.A. .SEITI-MIMl 1-11,1073 
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CAPRICORN 
MOUNT   KISCO 

NEW YORK 10549 

April 3. 1972 

Mr. Sol Taz 
University of Chicago 
Department of Anthropology 
Chicago, Illinoia 60637 

Decir Mr. Tax: 

I am sincerely flattered by your invitation 
to write a new composition for the 
International Congress of Anthropollgcal 
Sciences.  The theme you propose in your 
letter is indeed a fascinating one and 
offers many possibilities for an Interesting 
new form. 

u coiiuaisuiunuá work is $25.000.  If monoy 
is not an obstacle, I shall be very glad 
to discuss the matter further»  This fee 
also includes the writing of the eventual 
text.  As you know, I always write my own. 

Thank you again for your kind invitation. 
Please accept my warmest greetings. 

Cordially, 
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\ Menotti's Hard Blow"to the Gut 
By FCTEBG. DAVIS 

CHICAGO. 
y^OMPOSING operas these 

days    is    a    chancy 
business,   as   no   one 

.        must know better than 
Gian Carlo Menotti—he has, 
after all, been at it with 
Unrelenting    vigor    for    52 
years   (his   unofficial   opus 
one   was   something   called 

u'*'The Death of Pierrot," writ- 
^  ten at age 10). Considering J 

the mortality rate of most 
* contemporary operas, Menot- 
' ti has garnered amazing suc- 

cess with the public (if not 
__always with the critics) and 

.«'The. Medium," "The Tesle- 
!«s>hone," "The Consul," 
•nfAmahl" and 'The Saint of 
•BBleecker Street" show every 
vcsigns of achieving solid rep- 
:'.«rtory status. 

Of   course,   those   works 
"date back 20 years or more 

and the series of operas be- 
ginning   with   the   uneven 
"Maria     Gotovin"     (UK) 
through the silly "Last^av- 
«ge" (1963) to the affralllng 
•The Most Important Man" 
0971)   seemed   «Indicate 

1  steadily diminishing returns. 
"Tamu • Tanju,"    Menotti's 
new opera, premiere* hrChi- 
cago's   Studebaker   Theater 

I«Q   Sept   5,   levetsea   the 
"trend: it is a crafty, neatly 
made piece that aims at the 

Tknt and rarely misses.  No 
doubt, anyone automatically 

__4}l?rgic   to  the   composer's 
personal  brand  of musical 

jpáhtster «rill not be happy 
i'^wM» K-4f you loathed "The 
(«¿frftaul," you will likely feel 
ills the   came   «bout   Tamu- 
ViMAramu"—but  here  at' least 
V"<«feaottl U working at his 
t**,own level again. 

Disenchanted with opera 
houses, the composer once 
again directs a new work, 
to theater audiences      '• -> 

One reason for this renew- 
ihably due to the 
'" cumstances  that 

opera's composi- 
lission from the 

rnational Congress 
of Anthropological and Eth- 

nological Sciences, held ear- 
•'Her this month in Chicago, 
""to celebrate the Congress's 
' "iheme of "One'Species,Many 
„: Cultures."  All  of  Menotti's 

greatest hits have been man- 
ufactured   under   just   such 

_off-beat circumstances rath- 
-' ér than  on the  traditional 
^arge   ppesa   house   circuit: 

"|he  Medium,"  "The  Con- 
sul"   and (The  Saint"  on 

•Broadway, t'The  Old  Maid 
^d   the  Thief"   on   radio, 

''""AmahT     en     television. 
^Whenever he writes for more 
"•formal surroundings, Menot- 

ti seems 1CM sure of his audi- 
"jTence—he has often despaired 
" in print over the senile re- 

sponses of ga-ga opera fans 
„„and somnolent Saturday aft- 

ernoon   subscribers   sitting 
""complacently iff their "cul- 

iftiral  cow .palaces."   Faced 
^^with the intriguing prospect 

of entertaining á jpody of an- 
thropulogisis,   Menotti   has 
shed many of the self-con- 

.''iScious pretension! that be- 
':\set his weakest operas. 

Not that the basic recipe 
&as changed much, a* a 
'glance at tne plot oí 'Tamu- 
-Tamu" shows. A young hus- 
1>and end'wife in their urban 
apartment' are uncommuni- 
catively mining hangovers 

''and 4 sterile relationship at 
breakfast; (like George and 

Martha, one imagines, after 
their Walpurgis Night), when 
a ghastly photograph in their 
morning paper of en Indo- 
nesian family about to be 
butchered by soldiers liter- 
ally comes to ¿ife on their 
doorstep. During the course 
of this fantasy visit ("Tamu- 
Tamu" is Indonesian mean- 
ing "Guests"), the wife tends 
to the wounded son, one wo- 
man gives birth, the grand- 
father dies, there is some 
hariialess flirting and, in gen- 
eral, East meets West in a 
He-death cycle that creates 
ajabnstaan bond despite dif- 
ferences of race, language, 
cuftuML, ate. Suddenly the 
sAkdleriHburst into the apart- 
aeai; cfcnplete the massacre 
begun m *e photograph, 
white the hatband and wife 
ntturn t» their empty trivi- 
alities,    v 
..Menotti's dramatic device 

here is a familiar one which 
he uses in almost all his 
librettos: * cozy but poten- 
tially explosive situation is 
ignited by 'the unexpected 
appearance of a disruptive 
outside |nfluence. And pro- 
•vided one does not look too 
closely at what is really hap- 
pening, the outward events 

are fashioned into a tightly 
ordered, swiftly paced unit 
{the two acts last only a 
.total of 70 minutes). Menot- 

,.tt, the canny master* of cu- 
mulative melodrama, is right 

¿ejsyrorm. 
But isn't it all a bit arti- 

ficial and contrived? Does 
it even, in fact, illustrate 
"One Species, Many Cul- 
tures'? True, in a common 
crisis we see the representa- 
tives of two cultures united, 
sharing the pains and the 
Joys. But by depicting the 
hVsband as a nebbish, the 

. wife as a nag and the Indo- 
. nesian family as a collection 
of thoroughly unspoiled, 
warm human beings, Menot- 
ti appears instead to be em- 
phasizing something quite 
different: whereas our ma- 
terialistic culture produces 
on]/ alienation, an idealized 
eastern culture generates 
sweet togetherness. Can an 
anthropologist really buy 
anything so simplistic? 

Furthermore, when the 
American couple (not very 
subtly dubbed Mr. and Mrs. 
Income) return to their vapid 
lives as if nothing had hap- 
pened, one assumes just that 
—nothing has happened and 



r- clever drama finally ool- 
1M late pomtlessness. 
Ikáfk m a mMaka to 

.ok M hard at work! of 
••-t that do Indeed offer 

g'.M'well-made di- 
 , jot Menottt alwayi 

¡lites nich scrutiny ilmply 
II   eceuse he invariably strikes 
• -.-h moralizing attitudaa. 

llrlat part, you may ask, 
I_ . Js the music play In all 

B this? Very little, actually. In 
I Menottis Gesomtltunst pop- 

Jt opera world, Ma easy- 
irasp music has always 

• '.een  of  secondary  iznpor- 
I ¡anos, - underlining- ^nfu*i • 

• -is Uhejttaating. In "Tamu- 
pu" one hardly notices it 

II ¡II*»U. The chamber orebes- 
I tra «ass about its business 
• *!"-"j%-ss>.\ efficiency,  itafi- 

the action with mora 
than  sensibility,   and 

ery little time is wasted on 
|| ariaa,  duets  and  the like. 

Jre is only one real set 
iber, a rather pretty lulla- 

s oy 'for the wife cast m a 
I .sentimental    vein    recalling. 
• -1 liar moments in "The Me- 

in" and "The Consul." 
Is   -lor the Indonesians, Me- 
I notti uses an exotic gamelan- 
I fl —ored idiom * to contrast 

l\  the "western"   song- 
IJsch arioso patterns of the 

I husband and wife. None of 
this is at all distinguished— 
i musical  substance  has 
lane even thinner since 

•I Toe Consul"—but ft does 
II the job economically and ef- 

« ''-.iveiT, no- more, no leu. 
ha    production,    which 

mistake to    upon: Manota* 

J: 

1 

ends its ll-diy run today, 
could hardly be improved 

is the open, 
director par . excellence, 
whether the work at hand 
Is his or some other com- 
poser's, and the stage action 
accented every dramatic, 
twist in the plot with vivid 
precision. Sandro La Ferla'a 
antiseptic apartment set was 
just right and Christopher 
Keene conducted with 'has 
accustomed assurance. 

As the American couple, 
Robert J. Manzari and Sylvia 
Davis made a more person- 
able fBtpAsseton than might 
have been expected from a' 
reading of the libretto, and 
both appeared to have 
healthy young voices. The 
four artists who sang the 
Indonesians also performed 
splendidly: Sung Sook Lee, 
Theresa Teng Chen, Sung Kil 
Kim and Sumlko Murashima. 
Douglas Perry took the 
thankless part of a skittish 
doctor, another One of those 
incredibly overdone tenor 
caricatures that seem to be 
mandatory in every Menotgk 
opera. .;> 

'Tamu-Tamu" tells us lit-f 
tle that we haven't already 
learned about Menotti's ait/ 
Like all of his operas, it is 
a vulnerable piece, easily dis- 
missed by those who dislike 
having their emotions ma- 
nipulated so flagrantly. Still, 
it dots "work," one ia en- 
gaged after a fashion, and 
audience» are " going to 
love it 

THE NEW YORK TIMES 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1973 

Sylvia Davis, riant, as an 
mmt   »er   liMfonetian   vi visitor,   Sung   Sook   Ue,   in   the   birth   of W chi, 

"East mtets West in a ¡i/e-deoth cycle (tat creates o common bond. 
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STUDEBAKER   THEATRE 
418 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago Phono 922»2973 

PRESENTING 

NT SPECUL COMMISSION OF THE IXTH INTERNATIONAL C0N6RESS 

OF «THBOPOLOGICJIL «NO ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

THE WORLD PREMIERE OF 
GIAN CARLO MENOTTIS 

OPERA 

TAMUTAMU 
Directed by 

GIAN CARLO MENOTTI 

Produced for the Congress by 

KEN MYERS 

Lighting 

F. MITCHELL DANA 

Musical Director and Conductor 

CHRISTOPHER KEENE 

Costume and Set Designer 

SANDRO LA FERIA 

President of the Congress 

DR. SOL TAX 
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ONE SPECIES, MANY CULTURES 

The few thousand working anthropologists in the world have in common a positive 
view about human differences. The major characteristic of our species, in contrast to 
the proverbial dinosaur, is flexibility. Most human behavior is learned in a lifetime 
rather than carried in the genes. More important still, it is learned in a unique cultural 
tradition which is the birthright of every child. The species has survived and flourished 
because very different cultures are all more or less successful experiments, providing 
alternatives available to others who can then avoid the trap of cultural myopia. Ex- 
changing differences is being human. To lose our cultural communities, and hence the 
selective advantage of our species, seems to us fatal. So the "thing" anthoropologists 
have in common is pluralism. 

It is not surprising that our world Congress should express, celebrate, and hope to 
win others to such a view. It is especially appropriate in America, which values a 
merging of peoples and cultures. The uprising of our day is not alone against the 
exploitation of a people, but against a solution which requires that they submerge their 
own identities and values. 

Nations which host international Congresses like to show their guests the best of their 
own cultural expressions. Thus in Mexico it may be Folklórico, in Moscow, the Bolshoi. 
For the IXth International Congress, voices told us to commission a great new work 
expressly to deliver our message. 

Gian Carlo Menotti, a man of two cultures and a composer for the people, was an 
easy choice. On March 16,1972 I wrote him, and quote now the second of three short 
paragraphs: 

"It occurs to us that a composition on the theme of our diversity and vitality as a 
nation might long since have suggested itself to you. From south to north in Chicago, 
a street like Halsted touches most of the nationalities of the world, each as a com- 
munity of Americans becoming more rather than less conscious of its special identity. 
The melting pot appears to be rather a many-toned singing teakettle, suggesting that 
such a composition might include the talented people themselves. Whatever character- 
istics of dance, drama, and song such a composition might have, one senses you would 
creat a new form." 

He reponded positively under date of April 3rd, and after several exchanges by 
telephone, we arranged a meeting in New York in which the composer and I were 
joined by ten other anthropologists, including Lita Osmundsen, Director of the Wenner- 
Gren Foundation, which hosted our meeting. Our task was to show that although we 
don't always know what our concepts mean, they nevertheless are worth creative ex- 
pression. In that room on Tuesday, May 2, 1972 th; idea for Tamu-Tamu was born, 
but Mr. Menotti kept it to himself. Now it belongs to the world, a work of magnificent 
conception. 

This note is written on August 22, 1973 to keep the historical record straight. The 
first rehearsal was yesterday in New York. I have heard today that Menotti's music and 
stagecraft are also magnificent. But that is hearsay, superfluous to those about to see 
and hear what some claim is the first opera since "Aida" to be commissioned for an 
occasion. That was for the opening of the Suez Canal, and Verdi missed his deadline. 
We played safe. Our Congress meets every five years! 

SOL TAX 

President, IXth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 
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Arts at large s^e€ p^,^ 

'Tomu-Tomu,' 
or, a day 
at the opera 

• By Thotnas Willis 
THE GROUP at the audition in the Hipp; Medium 

were discussing Gian Carlo Menotti's forthcoming new 
opera. 

"I think it's in two sections," said the man who was 
bearing the singers. "We understand part of it is to be 
sung in Indonesian," added a local publicist. "But 

Menotti keeps saying it isn't to be confused with any 
sort of protest." 

A third man, who described himself as a volunteer 
for the Ninth International Congress of anthropological 
Sciences, interjected a new theme: "Cultural plural- 
ism" is what our Labor Day' week series of cultural 
events is all about. Tie sew opera will fit in with 
that." 

THE CONGRESS has commissioned Menotti, who at 
62 is the most conspicuously successful composer of 
American operas, to bring forth a new work by Sept. 
4. It is scheduled for 16 performances thereafter in 
the Studebaker Theater. The local auditions were 

' seeking six Indonesian singers and actors. By the end 
of the two and oae-haV hour open call, only seven 
prospects had appeared. Only one was Indonesian. 

"There may have to be changes," said the audition 
director Alan Stone, "Menotti held auditions in New 
York earlier this month, but didn't find what he was 
looking for. Originally be told us be wouldn't accept 
anyone who wasn't Indonesian. But now I think he will 
have to adapt." 

It hasn't been easy for the local personnel. Producer 
Ken Meyers, formerly of Goodman Theater, has been 
in Munich on business. Menotti is notoriously difficult 

-to reach at bis in Mount Kisko, N. Y., which he shares 
with another well-known composer, Samuel Barber. 

"YOU WOULD never believe what we've been thru 
trying to get the spelling of the new title," said Stone. , 
"It had originally been called 'Arrival,' but Myers told 
us on his way out of the country that it had been 
changed. Over the phone, it sounded like he said 'Tumo- 
Tumo.' x 

'"We couldn't reach Menotti, and our first brochure 
had to go out yesterday," continued the publicist. "We 
began calling Southeastern Asian language authorities 
all over the Midwest to find.thc right spelling. 

. Tribuiw/Charlei ASBOOO 

Alan Stone directs audltioner Emiko Suzuki. 

"One discovered a word in Malaysian, 'Tombo-tom- 
bo.' He said it meant 'a plot of land.' 

"Another at the University of Wisconsin knew an 
Indonesian word 'tama-tama,' but said he doubted if it 

. was what we wanted. It means 'lice.'" 

DICTIONARIES were no help, nor were the refer- 
ence, departments of several research libraries. Final- 
ly, Mr. Menotti was found at home. According to the 
best local authorities, he told them the new title was 
"Tamu-Tamu," which is Indonesian for "The Guests." 

The end of it? Not quite. I finally reached Menotti 
myself. He confirmed that he is indeed composing a 
biracial chamber opera in two acts and four scenes, 
set in "a living room in American suburbia," requir- 
ing a cast of 11, only 9 of which sing. The set will 
be designed by Sandro Latería of Chicago. The singers 
and a lS-member orchestra will be conducted by 
Christopher Keene, whom I have beard .at the New 
York City Opera. Rehearsals start in New York City 
Aug. 20. 

As be has previously with "The Consul," "The Saint 
of Bleaker Street," "The Medium," ''The Telephone," 
"Help, Help, the Globolinks" and "The Most Important 
Man," Menotti has written his own libretto and is 
doing his own stage direction. 

IS IT FINISHED? "No." When will it be completed? 
"The day before the performance, as usual with me." 
Will you tell the plot? "That is to be a surprise. The 
presence of the two races is the crux of tbe matter." 

And tbe same—"Tamu-Tamu?" I spelled it as it had 
been spelled to me. "No," be corrected, " Tomu- 

Tomu.' It means The Guests' in Indonesian." Anyone 
for "Tiena, Ttena, Tsena?" 
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MUSIC 
¿Ate 

Anthroperalogy 
Verdi's "Aida" was commissioned by 

the khedive of Egypt and Stravinsky's 
"Circus Polka" by Barnum and Bailey. 
But music's unlikeliest patron can be 
claimed by Gian Carlo Menotti, whose 
latest opera, "Tamu-Tamu," was commis- 
sioned by the International Congress of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Scienc- 
es, which convened last week in Chicago. 

Since the sodality of anthropologists 
(there were 3,000 from all over the 
world) meets only once every five years, 
congress president Dr. Sol Tax wanted 
this convention to be memorable. One 
hundred one countries were represented, 

Murauhima, Mumri: Confrontation 

including New Zealand, Tanzania and 
Senegal. Among individual luminaries, 
Margaret Mead and Vine Deloria Jr., the 
North American Indian author, stood out.. 
Tax asked Menotti to write an opera 
along the Une of the conference theme: 
"One species, many cultures." "At first I 
thought it was a Joke," the composer told 
NSWSWEEK'S Tony Fuller. "And not a 
very funny joke to play on a 62-year-old 
man." But Tax also offered Menotti 
$25,000. That was a species-gold-Men- 
otti could not resist. 

Last week in Chicago's Studebaker 
Theatre, something of a throwback to the 
Pliocene age in theaters, "Tamu-Tamu" 
opened a twelve-day run. The Indone- 
sian title means "the guests" and it's about 
an Indonesian family abruptly dislocated 
into a suburban American apartment It's 
a bilingual opera: the guests speak and 
sing Indonesian and the Americans Eng- 
lish. "The Orientals don't nave to be In- 
donesian," says Menotti. "I had used Af- 

90 

rican and Indian music in earlier works. I 
chose Indonesian because it is so univer- 
sal a language in that part of the world. 
And because it is an exotic language 
which lends itself beautifully to music." 

The two-act, four-scene chamber work 
opens on a typical American couple at 
Christmas time, living in a high-rise 
apartment, the husband hustling for a 
living, the wife bored and petulant- As 
the husband (sung by Robert Manzari) 
reads his morning paper, a picture from it 
is projected on a scrim center-stage, 
showing a battered, bloodstained South- 
east Asian family menaced by soldiers 
carrying bayoneted rifles. A moment of 
compassion is all that can be spared be- 
fore he rushes off to work and the wife 
(Sylvia Davis) begins to tidy up. Hearing 
a knock, she opens the door and finds that 
bloodstained family on her doorstep. 

Lust: The Asians—two old people, a 
husband with two wives, and two chil-- 

dren—take refuge right there in the 
apartment. And the tragic tone quickly 
modulates into comedy, a land of Ori- 
ental "Beverly Hillbillies." "Don't forget 
the rice," sings the wife to the husband 
fjoing out grocery shopping. The gas- 
og fireplace stymies the Orientals in 

their homespun attempts to cook. The 
American husband eyes with some envy 
his Eastern counterpart's two wives and 
sings: "She is for children and she is for 
fun." In fact he leers at Indra, the fun 
one (Japanese soprano Sumiko Mura- 
shixna), and her bare breasts with such 
lust that he provokes his wife to a similar 
display. (Says Menotti, "It wasn't easy 
to find two sopranos with good voices 
and good breasts.") 

Its not all comic. The Eastern family 
cannot escape the fate foreshadowed 
by that newspaper picture: the old man 
dies, the second wife (sung by Sung 
Sook Lee) gives birth to a baby onstage 
and those rifle-toting soldiers arrive, 
herd the family outside and shoot them. 

Musically Menotti utilizes song-speech, 
liberally laced with recitative. Arias are 
rare, melody suggested rather than de- 
veloped. The music accompanying the 
Asians tinkles delicately with bells and 
resounds with gongs while a heavier, less 
subtle sound envelops the Americans. 

Menotti was quick to deny his opera 
is a commentary on Vietnam. "The op- 
era," he says, "is about the confrontation 
of cultures and the responsibility of all 
men toward each other, not fust the 
war." The anthropologists delighted in 
the opera. Margaret Mead called it "a 
beautiful, magnificent thing" and added, 
"What's really important is that this op- 
era was commissioned by scientists." The 
critics in Chicago, more concerned with 
music than mankind, were less sanguine. 
Menotti accepted this philosophically: 
They bother my friends more than me." 
For him it was the first—and maybe the 
last—step toward retirement as a com- 
poser. I'm older and tired," he says in 
the tone of a man who has given all he's 
got "Musical history will place me some- 
where. I can't be bothered wtth all that." 
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AMUWvL 
SYNOPSIS 

Scene; I.. 

A typical living room in a small house in suburbia.  A- 

few days before Christmas.  It is early morning, and it 

is snowing heavily outside.  The Husband, fully dressed, 

has just finished preparing his breakfast and is settling 

down in front of it looking forward to reading his morn- 

ing paper in peace.  As he is about to taste his orange .••'••• 

juice, the Wife appears from the bedroom.  Still in her 

negligee and half asleep she pauses in the doorway as ; 

she notices her husband's disappointment.  The usual 

morning bickering.  They resume a fight begun theprevious 

night.  She admits s&  having been drunk.. They finally 

make up in a rather perfunctory way.  He resumes reading 

his paper.  While she's preparing her own breakfast, she 

thinks sadly of her unhappy marriage, her failure to have 

children, her 1 HIP mnJLi JI1UU*íL. IIUUI *6^PVJJX¿\AAAA,  • 

Suddenly the Husband is struck by a war photograph in the 

newspaper and shows it to his wife.  (At the same time the- 

photograph is flashed enormously enlarged on the back 

screen.)  It shows an Indonesian family^fleeing .a bombed 

village j&fl.^p'uraued. By a group of soldiers witti.niachiñV 

""guns}  In the very frontof the picture is a screaming. . 

little girl, next to her ig slightly older brother covered 

with blood, behind them the father, the mother and another 

woman, and farther back the old grandfather and grandmother. 

The terror in their eyes and their desperate attitude of 

flight make a tremendous impact.  Both Husband and Wife 

stare at it for awhile, evidently shocked.  (The picture ' 

on the screen slowly fades away.)  They comment briefly 

 / 
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on it.  It is awful isn't it?... At the same time what 

can one do about it? ... There is enough to worry about 

at home... Perhaps they deserve this fate... How can one 

judge without knowing all the circumstances? .... They are 

foreigners in a remote country whose name they cannot 

even pronounce ... Can. man's pity reach that far?. 

Tt's getting late.  The newspaper is folded, the picture 

forgotten,-The Husband-must hurry to the office - he 

probably will have to walk as the heavy snow seems to have 

stopped* all traffic outside... Bye bye...A perfunctory kiss. 

The Vife is left alone.  She lights the plastic Christmas 

tree and starts straightening up the room while humming 

to herself. ' •'. \. 

The doorbell rings.  Who can it be so early in the morning? 

... Has the Husband forgotten something?  She open» the door 

and is struck dUVno. 'The snow outside has disappeared. 

Against a blazing sky the Indonesian family seen in the 

newspaper is standing in front of her-in real life and in . 

the exact same attitude.  For a few seconds they stand 

frozen as in a tableau.  But before the Wife can utter 

a sound, the little girl runs screaming into the apartment, 

the wounded boy falls in a faint at her feet and the rest 

of the family rushes inside, quickly locking the door 

behind them.  The Wife, horrified by the bleeding boy at 

her.feet, has little time to ask questions.  While trying 

to calm the little girl^who is still screaming, the Wife 

helps the. family to transport the boy onto a couch, and 

tries, as best she can, to stop the flow of blood from his, 

wounded arm.  As she bandages the boy and directs questions 

at the rest of the family - all standing there helpless 

and uncomprehending, still carrying bundles of their house- 

hold belongings on their shoulder - the Wife begins to 

„ 7 
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realize that there is something unreal, uncanny about the 

whole situation.  Is it all in her mind? ... How could 

those people be thertf ... Is she going crazy? 

As the family begins . ton settle in the apartment, stretching 

out on the floor among their bundles and falling into      *««.<. <i-V*u 

exhausted sleep (except for the wounded boy who keeps      /•V^coiuJb'í 

moaning in pain and the little girl who is sti.J.1 trembl—  J^***-»!*^ 

ing hysterically) the Wife runs to the telephone and calls/V^cOUatvkj 

her doctor.  Prom her ponversation it becomes clear that 

the doctor suspects her of suffering from*&^n*Bgjggfc¿ijsSirg£i¿gi »T«, t 

the snowfall makes it almost impossible to come anyway... 

He'll do his best whenever he can.  The Wife then calls 

her husband at the office.  Her incoherent story evidently 

convinces him that she is TT•• t~rr>n.~\T~:~I.J"'i£jr.  He promises 

to come back home 

Left alone with the sleeping family, the Wife wanders in 

amazement among the bodies stretched out on the floor.  By 

now the wounded boy has quieted down, and only the little . 

girl is still awake - lost - frightened.  The Wife, her 

maternal yearnings reawakened, approaches the child and 

gives her an old doll she has kept from her own childhood. 

Delighted with the gift, the little girl quiets down, takes 

the doll in her arms and sing» an Indonesian lullaby to it - 

In turn the U'ife takes the child in her arms and sings her 

to sleep with an English song. 

Scene II ;'• 

Back from his office after braving the snow storm, the 

Husband enters the room and finds everyone asleep, including 

his wife who is holding little Aka in her arms.  Completely 

bewildered, he makes a violent scene, threatening to throw 
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everyone out of* the house.  Who are they anyhow?... How 

did they get there?... He calls the police in a fury but 

doesn't make tpuch sense on the telephone. " He doesn't know 

who the people are... Yes, he knows... They were in the 

newspaper, but there they were in Indonesia..* Norf.they 

don't seem to want anything... He can't throw them out... 

They are hardly clothed. .." He realizes the police must 

think him mad - he puts down the phone and begins to study 

the situation. 

In the 'meantime, the Indonesian family has made it clear 

that they are hungary.  The distraught Wife has some 

frozen food which they look.at helplessly.  Then, fortunately,, 

she discovers a box of rice.  The Indonesians get their 

own utensils and try to cook the rice over the electücal 

flames flickering in the fireplace.  Little by little, both 

the Husband and the Vife become involved in the family's 

problems, and face the difficulty of making themselves 

understood»  In trying to help the Indonesians understand 

their^vay of life, they provoke incidents which are often 

hilarious, often touching.  From one of the girls, Secouro, 

(a semi-naked Gauguin like beauty who knows a few words of 

English they also begin to understand some of the Indonesians 

customs and taboos.  They learn that both girls are married 

to the young man, that they find kissing indecent, that 

the left hand is unclean, etc.  The Husband, utterly fas- 

cinated by th«y young^y and jtHgye» beautiful aX^tS,*   helps her .- 

to undo the bundle^ they'd been carrying.  Unusual and 

colorful utensils are strewn all over the floor»  Clothes 

are being washed and hung on a clothes line.  Tbe apartment 

already begins to look more like an Indonesian household 

than an American one. ".- • 

The doorbell rings again.  The Indonesian famiiy looks 

terrified, but it is only the doctor who has finally 
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arrived.  At the sight of such confusion, he booo/nes 

disgusted and irritated.  What will people do to get ljuc»/-«Wt^) 

ffi^' LL.>J_ " nni< a dayst ... How can. they expect to lodge 

all those people in those few rooms? .... Yes of course the- 

boy's badly wounded, he should be taken to a hospital 

immediately ... How did it happen? ... Whe^t does he mean 

they don't know? ... The whole family should bo quarantined».. 

The old man too looks sick... Sick?_.. Can they see the 

old man is dead?... Ho will not take any responsibility..» 

Let them call the hospital, the police...There is nothing 

he can do.  He leaves in a fury. 

The fari.lyr realizing that the grandfather is really dead, 

gathers around the body.  A*wA wlwie Veiling ±eligious chants» 

they undress the body and prepare him for the funeral.  Out 

of nowhere (in these sequences the back wall of the room 

is made to disappear, revealing a completely cloudless sky) 

an Indonesian priest appears with two attendents.  In a 

colorful ceremony the body ii finally boxgtf* away and the 

'little procession disappears behind the w^ll. 

Scene III ••• ..••,..: 

By now the two families are getting to know each others* 

ways.  They have exchanged clothing.  The young1 boyk who 

is feeling better, is trying to handle the American house- 

hold gadgets.  The Wife is teaching games to the little 

girl.  When the TV is turned on in the bedroom, they all 

gather in front of it except the Husband and Secouro.  He 

tries to show her how to dance.  She makes him sit down and 

dances for him.  fc'hilo shetlance* in her slow exotic way, 

he tells her - who of course does not understand - how 

*much he is in love with her and how somehow she represents 

.the exotic dreams of his youth - the ideal woman he always 

dreamt of.  He tenderly touches her body, she smiles. 
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But as he tries to kiss her she shrinks away with horror, 

for in Indonesia a kiss is indecent. 

Suddenly the other Indonesian wife begins moaning.  It is 

obvious that she is about to give birth to her baby.  Bev 

confusion.  The American Wife, completely hysterical, runs 

to the telephone hoping to find the doctor at the hospital. 

The phone has gone dead.  The grandmother stops her, and 

in a cGLim serene way shows her how to cope with the situation, 

^//womaff/jiolds tjAfS/liead. j&jf/the)   The Indonesian wiiUa ia 

stretched out on the floor.  One woman holds her head, and 

the other two hold her by the legs.  Birth begins. 

Scene.-TV",. ' 

Everyone is celebrating the child's birth.  Indonesian cakes 

are beosig baXed/ The room is festooned with exotic paper 

decorations.  The children are playing as the whole family 

'is about to sit on the floor at an elaborate meal* 

The doorbell rings. [Everybody stares at the door in 

surprise.  Orders are being barked outside.  The door is . 

battered down and a group of soldiers armed with machine 

guns rushes/ into the room.  They order the Indonesian  . 

family against the back wall (which disappears, leaving . 

them silouetted against the sky).  Clinging to each other 

in terror, the Indonesian family stares at the soldiers as 

they aim their guns at them.  The American couple runs 

scream±3»ing to the children in an effort to protect them» 

They are both overpowered and held back by some of the 

soldiers.  As they stare in horror, the officer shouts 

an order and the soldiers begin to shoot.  The whole family 

tries desperately to run to the end of the stage, but falls 

under the barrage of bullets.  Last to die is the little «fl 
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who wanders Tor a few seconds in a daze, and turns to stare 

at the American couple before falling. 

Darkness.  The vision fias disappeared.  The room returns 

as it way.  It is snowing outside.  The Husband and Wife 

are sitting at the breakfast table as in the beginning,, 

reading the paper. 

"TZA  ¿X-e-J^t-OxJ m    (^c£*-*-~&       (jrrzC^js^.      CxL&-4^    .^>>m0-X 

\j7   sC&cdfof   ¿Y^zÁf    jtesuajr    ¿^    ^OJ^eJÍ^ ^fa 

#2   \ fir¿u¿¿ccs^> + 
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ILLINOIS   ARCHAEOLOGICAL   TOUR 



r1 ^5 
The ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM, SPRINGFIELD; TOURISM DIVISION of the DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS & 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT; and COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL VISITORS 

ST. LOUIS •] 

I] 

welcome participants in the 

IXth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL & ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

to an archaeological tour of Illinois 

ITINERARY 

Tuesday, August 28, 1973 

Leave   Hilton Hotel, Chicago, on chartered bus.t 8:00 a.m. 

Arrive   Dickson Mounds* approximately 1 1 :30 a.m. 
Luncheon provided courtesy of Illinois State 
Museum 
Tour conducted by Dr. Milton Thompson, 
Director, Illinois State Museum; Wayne Shields; 
and Allen Ham 

Leave    Dickson Mounds approx. 2:00 p.m. 

Arrive   Koster Site1" approx. 3:30 p.m. 
Tour conducted by Dr. Stuart Struever, 
Director, Foundation for Illinois Archaeology 

Leave    Koster Site approx. 5:30 p.m. 

Arrive   Pere Marquette State Park* approx. 6:00 p.m. 
Dinnert; overnight accommodationst; breakfast^; 
box lunch for Wednesday'*' 

Wednesday, August 29, 1973 

Leave   Pere Marquette State Park 9:00 a.m. 

Arrive  Cahokia Mounds* approx. 10:00 a.m. 
Tour conducted by James Anderson and William 
Iseminger 
Box lunches 

Leave   Cahokia Mounds approx. 2:00 p.m. 

Arrive  Springfield approx. 3:30 p.m. 
Tour Illinois State Museum,* conducted by Dr. Milton Thompson, Director; Dr. Bruce McMillan, 
Assistant Director; Dr. Walter Klippel, Chief Curator, Anthropology; and Dr. James King, Curator, 
Paleobotany 
Refreshments 5:30 p.m. at Illinois State Museum, courtesy of Illinois State Museum Society 

Bus leaves Museum 6:30 p.m. for Holiday Inn East 
Dinnert; overnight accommodations^; breakfastt 

Thursday, August 30, 1973 

Bus leaves Holiday Inn East for Illinois State Museum 9:00 a.m. 
Individuals free to meet with Illinois State Museum curators for consultations or 
Tour Springfield Lincoln shrines* with bus, tour conducted by Clascenna Harvey, Chairman, 
Commission on International Visitors 
Bus leaves Illinois State Museum for Clayvitle Stagecoach Stop* 12:30 p.m. 

Luncheon at Clayvillet 1:00 p.m. 
Leave Clayville 2:30 p.m. for Lincoln's New Salem Village* 

Leave   New Salem 4:00 p.m. 

Arrive  Chicago, Hilton Hotel, 7:30 p.m. 

MISSOURI 

Brochure enclosed tApproximate costs itemized on sheet enclosed 
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VISITS   TO   ETHNIC   COMMUNITIES 



(i> 
CHICAQOANS: ONE SPECIES, MANY CULTURES-  Wednesday, September 5th 

The Congress has set aside the afternoon of Wednesday, September 5th;for your visit 
to Chicago's varied and diverse communities. The communities have been preparing 
for these visits for many months and are waiting to meet and welcome you. Many 
contnunities have prepared video tapes in anticipation of your visit. These video 
tapes are being shown daily in the Belair Room, Third floor, Hilton Hotel, 9-5 PM, 
Tuesday-Friday. 

************* 

ETHNIC EDUCATION: A SYMPOSIUM ON PLURALISM IN VALUE EDUCATION 

Hosts : Communal Schools and Catholic School Board of Chicago 

Time:   3-10 PM 

Discussion of several ethnic schools. Complimentary dinners. 

************* 

CHINESE-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

Host:       Chinese-American Civic Council 

Time:        1-4 PM 

Tour and visit which will feature a discussion in Chinatown's Town Hall.   Optional 
dinner at participants'expense. 

************* 

NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAM (AMERICAN INDIAN) 

Host: A support service for American Indian students at the University of Illinois 
is sponsoring two hour tours. Complimentary refreshments. 

Time:  2-4 PM, 4-6 PM 

************ 

UKRANAIAN COMMUNITY 

Hosts:  Leaders of the Ukranian Community 

Time:   3-9 PM 

Walking tour and discussion with complimentary dinner. Private car pick-up from 
the hotel and return hone. 

************* 

JAPANESE-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

Hosts:     Japanese-American Citizens League and the Japanese Community 

Tine:       1-10 PM 

Visit to photo exhibit: "Executive Order No. 9066" at Museum of Contemporary Art, 
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viewing of film, and panel discussion. 

1 Cbst: $1.00 Museum entrance fee and $6.00 for dinner at llanna East Restaurant.. 

] 
************ 

POLISH-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

Hosts:     Polish-American Organizations and Groups 

Tine:        1-10 PM 

1 Tour,viewing of video tape prepared by community, and panel discussion.    Compli- 
mentary dinner. ************* 

J SCANDINAVIAN COMMUNITY (SWEDISH, NORWEGIAN, DANISH, FINNISH AND ICELANDIC) 

L. J 
Hosts:  Local specialists in Scandinavian activities 

Tine: 1-10 PM 

Tour and round-table discussion of Scandinavian ccnmunity in Chicago.    Dinner costs $4.25. 

$************ 

LITHUANIAN COMMUNITY 

Host:  Balzekas Museum of Lithuanian Cultures 

Time:   1-8 PM 

JTour of Balzekas Museum and of Lithuanian community in Marquette Park area. Dinner 
i I in Lithuanian restaurant, $3.50. 

*************** 
.GREEK COMMUNITY 

JHost:       Hellenic Council on Education 

L Tine:       1-10 PM (Orientation to the visit in Williford Room, Hilton Hotel at 1 PM) 

L-"Tours of the old and new Greek towns and visit with Prince Peter.    Complimentary 
Greek drinks and food, and interchange of ideas. 

*************** 

3ILINGUAL-BICÜLTURAL EDUCATION IN CHICAGO LÍ 
I   dost:       Illinois Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 

I Jine:        4:30-8:00 PM 

 \\_ Photo exhibit of students in bilingual, bicultural classrooms in Chicago.    Round-table 
i ~fiiscussion of evolution and current status of bilingual, bicultural education in the 
I     . Jhited States.   Carry-out buffet dinner- $3.00. 

[TJ 
************* 
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A JEWISH COMMUNITY 

Host:   Peterson Park Improvement Association 

Time:   1-10 PM 

Visit to a ocmmnity which testifies to a congenial co-existence of one species, many 
cultures; with complimentary dinner at the famous Catholic convent of Felician Sisters. 

************** 

WORKING CLASS COMMUNITIES OF VARIED ETHNIC GROUPS 

L.J 

11 

Host:   Illinois Labor History Society 

Time:   1-9 PM 

Walking tour, film and video presentations, and discussions with union officials and 
members. Visit to wall paintings in the Black community. Buffet dinner*- $3.50. 

**************** 

ITALIAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY 

Host:       Joint Civic Committee of Italian-Americans 

Tine:       1-10 PM 

Visits to diverse Italian camnunities in Chicago and suburbs. Visit to cultural 
center of Italian-Americans at the Villa Scalavini, a home for the Italian aged. 
Dinner and reception in the community- $2.50. 

**************** 

BLACK YOUTH 

Host:  Good Citizenship, Inc.: A Self-Help Program for Black Youth in Chicago 

Time:   1:00 -10:30 PM 

Visits to 3 colleges to talk with Black Youth and educators.    Evening reception in 
community.    Lunch and dinner at participants' expense (moderate). 

*************** 

SOUTH CHICAGO:    A BLACK AND LftTINO COMMUNITY 

Hosts:     South Chicago Organized for Peoples' Efforts (SCOPE) and the Mexican 
Community Committee 

Time:       2-10 PM 

Reception and walking tour.   Performance by the Chicano Theatre Group and discussion. 
Soul food dinners at participants' expense (modérate). 

*********** 
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PULLMAN: A CLASSIC UTOPAIN LABOR TOWN 

Host:   Pullman Community 

Time:   1-9:30 PM 

Walking tour, slide presentation, visit to museum at Labor Hall Local Union 1033, 
and discussion on Labor history.    Dinner- $3.95. 

*************** 
OAK PARK: A SUBURB OF CHICAGO 

Host:   Oak Park Conmunity 

Time:    1-6:30 PM 

A stabilized, multi-ethnic, multi-racial community.    Visit to Oak Park Library for 
discussion of history of community.    Bus tour of area including famous Frank Lloyd Wright 
homes and visit to family living in one.    Complimentary refreshments and reception. 

************* 

CONVERSATIONS WITH JEWISH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Host:   Board of Jewish Education 

Time:   7-10 PM 

Tour of Jewish Community Center and conversation with high school students. Compli- 
mentary refreshments. 

************** 

You must register NOW for the visit of your choice at the Community Visit desk in 
the foyer of the Grand Ball Room, 2nd floor, Hilton Hotel. 

Assembly point: at designated times in the lobby of the 8th St. entrance of the Hilton 
Hotel, where your free bus will await you. The same bus will return you to the hotel. 

FOLLOW-UP MEETING 

All participants in the Community Visits are asked to attend a session on Thursday, 
September 6, 2 PM in Parlor 547. We will there plan for the report to be presented 
to the Congress, our hosts, and Chicago at the closing pleanry session on Saturday, 
September 8th. We need your contribution and cooperation; 

***************** 

I! 
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L   ] Chicago's Hellenic 
I • j community subject 

I   of study during A 
|   Anthropological 

L   J Congress meeting 

L, 

L 

1 Chicago this year is host- 
ing the IXth International 
Congress of Anthropological 
and Ethnological Sciences. 
Held every five years over 

¡4,000 delegates from 100 
Jcountries (including about 12 

from Greece) are expected 
to attend and participate in 

Jthis Congress. 
The motto of the Congress 

is "One Species, Many Cul- 
tures" -- the thesis behind 
Jt being that the health and 
uture of mankind depend u- 

'  pon recognition and respect 
for group differences.   Since 

^Chicago is a composit of nu- 
Jmerous ethnic backgrounds, 

the Congress has been struc- 
tured in a novel way to afford 
Ithe delegates the opportun- 
ity to expose themselves while 
in Chicago to actual ethnic 
situations and experiences of 

]their choice. 
Thus, on Wednesday, Sep- 

tember 5, the 4,000 Congress 
participants will move from 

J their formal research and gen- 
eral sessions in the Conrad 
Hilton Hotel to a series of 
public meetings and special 

jevents sponsored by ethnic, 
•racial, religious and commun- 
ity groups in Chicago's neigh- 

borhoods and suburbs. The 
]Greek element of Chicago was 
invited and accepted to be 
a part of this dynamic ap- 
proach to learned gatherings. 

teThs Greek Committee span- 
red by the Hellenic Coun- 

on Education is planning 
a full day's activities for those 
who will choose first hand 
exposure to Chicago's Greek' 
Community. The day will 
culminate in an Interdisdp- 

JUnary Forum to be held at 
St. Andrews Auditorium, 56 
49 North Sheridan Road, Chi- 
cago, starting at 7:30 P.M. on 

Wednesday, September 5. 
During the first hour six 

distinguished Greek Ameri- 
can scientists will focus as 
noted below on various as- 
pects of the theme: 

PROFILES OF THE 
GREEK EXPERIENCE 

IN CHICAGO 
• History,   A  Few  Histori- 

cal Notes, Dr. Andrew Kopan 
of DePaul University. 

Sociology; Sociological Char- 
acteristics, Dr. George Kou- 
vertaris of Northern Illinois 
University. 

Psychology; Transcultural 
Psychological Dynamics, Dr. 
Nicholas Dunkas of Chicago 
Medical School. 

Business/Politics; Occupa- 
tional and Professioanal Thrusts, 
Dr. Gus Ecónomos of QePaul 
University. 

Education; Perspective in 
Educating Greeks, Dr. Ange- 
line Caruso of the Chicago 
Board of Education. 

Living; Folklore and Cus- 
toms Alive, Ms. Pat Bartho- 
lomew,. Doctoral Candidate 
of the University of Chicago. 

The moderator of these 
talks will be Leon Marinakos 
of the General Electric Com- 
pany. 

During the second hour 
special guest Harry Mark Pe- 
trakis (if his aommünints per- 
mit) and three other dele- 
gate! to the Congress will join 
the Forum for further dis- 
cussion on the above theme. 
There will be ample oppor- 
tunity for questions from the 
floor. A social hour with re- 
freshments will follow the Fo- 
rum proper. 

Attendance at the Forum 
is open at all. Please plan to 
attend. It promises to be 
a  moat interesting evening. 
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AMERICAN FOLK CONCERT ¡6 

"*SSL MY'^ Sift M$W'% f. 

M:^í;:::,-.V.;:f;^*^  gg £ 
S*/ 

AUDITORIUM THEATRE 
70  EAST  CONGRESS 

WITH PETE SEEGER AS MASTER OF CEREMONIES 

T: 
x 

ACAPELLA SINGING CONVENTION 
•ALFA MOTHERS 

FOISTER AND NANCY CALDWELL 
MOVING STAR HALL SINGERS 

•ERNICE REAGON 
ALMEDA RIDDLE 

"•UKKA" T. WHITE 
NIMROD WORKMAN 

CLEOFES VIGIL 

Sacred Harp Singan, Chicago 
Ca/un Social Music, Louisiana 
HOHIIMC Singan, Raark, Ky. 
Shouts and Spiritual», John» Maná, S.C. 
Traditional Black Church Sang$ 
Balladaar, Arkantat 
Blum» Singar, Mississippi 
Balladaar, Wa$t Virginia 
Penitente Singar, Toos. N.hi. 

Í X 
L 

SAT., SEPT. 1 & SUN., SEPT. 2; 7 P.M. 

TICKETS:   $3.50, $4.50, $5.50, $7.00 
Available at Auditorium Theatre Box Office. All TICKETRON OUTLETS, & All Chicagoland Sears Stores. 

Concert arrangod by Smithsonian Institution's Division of Performing Arts for IXth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences. 



by    Ralph Rinzler 
7$ 

The concerts of American folk music at the Ninth International 

Congress developed from Sol Tax's invitation to the Director of the 

Smithsonian's Folklife Program, Ralph Rinzler, to demonstrate the 

diverse musical cultures of the United States.  The Festival of American 

Folklife, sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution since 1967, was a 

summertime event featuring not only folk music, song, and dance, but 

also demonstrations of traditional crafts, the folklore of technological 

processes, and other forms of traditional expressive and material 

culture, in public, outdoor presentations on the National Mall in 

Washington, D.C. The component of the Festival presentations which 

could be most easily transplanted to the Congress was the musical 

programming. The Festival itself had been established to celebrate the 

diversity of American culture, so its experience matched the theme of 

the Congress. As announced in advance: 

An American Folk Concert will be an opportunity for Europeans, 

Asians, and Africans to hear the best of our native musicians and 

singers. One great concert will bring together the whole panorama 

of the varied musical traditions of North America. 

("Special Events - Scheduled as of February 23, 1973") 

The two folk concerts, along with workshops and informal activities during 

the daytime, were well-received by the attendees at the Congress, who were, 

in Ralph Rinzler's words, "Surprised at the variety and strength with which 

folk traditions have survived." 
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In selecting performers for these concerts, Rinzler chose from among 

those who had previously participated in the Smithsonian Festivals. 

Alan Lomax suggested the importance of including a bluegrass band, as 

an example of the development of a form of orchestral music in the 

united States equalling the folk orchestral traditions of Europe. 

Pete Seeger suggested the inclusion of Cleofes Vigil, a penitente singer 

from New Mexico, as an example of Spanish-language sacred ritual music. 

The program struck a balance between the desire to illustrate cultural 

variety and the economic limits to doing so comprehensively. Rather than 

choose among the numerous ethnic communities of the United States, the 

presentation was limited to French and Spanish-speaking traditions; the 

multitude of ethnic-American folk music styles could not be represented. 

The program focussed, instead, on illustrating diverse approaches to 

common themes. The concert included, for instance, classic ballad singers 

from both the Anglo-American and Cajun traditions. It included sacred 

music of a ritual or ceremonial character, from Hispanic and Afro-American 

traditions, rather than pop-gospel or commercial sacred music. It included 

both black and white groups singing shape-note hymns. It demonstrated the 

use of traditional forms of music to present topical messages in working 

for social change. 

Arrangements for the folk concerts were made by George Holt and 

Ernestine Potter of the Smithsonian staff, working under the direction of 

Ralph Rinzler, who coordinated the program content with Alan Lomax and 

Pete Seeger. Seeger was the master of ceremonies for the concerts and 

helped to present the daytime workshops. Most of the performers participated 

in an informal, intimate workshop during the Congress. One workshop, 
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for instance, featured the Balfa Brothers Cajun band performing the 

widest variety of styles of Cajun music, from unaccompanied ballads - 

and solo and twin-fiddle tunes to modern popular Cajun songs. The 

workshops were well-attended and allowed Congress participants to learn 

more about the music they had been introduced to in the concerts. 

The concerts were also well-received by members of the public and 

press.  Al Rudis said in the Chicago Sun-Times:  (Sept. 3, 1973) 

And it was probably the concert of the year.  Pete Seeger, who 

emceed the show, subtitled it "cultural pluralism" and said it 

served to show that "the people in this country are not all 

homogenized." The twelve acts illustrated this overwhelmingly, 

proving that diversified traditions make for some mighty good 

entertainment, too. 

Lynn Van Matre wrote in the Chicago Tribune:  (Sept. 3, 1973) 

... the point of all this is precisely not the slickness and 

stage presence associated with professional performers but the 

honest joy and poignancy of people who still make their own music 

in their own communities - homogenization notwithstanding. 

The performers included in the folk concerts were: 

THE ACAPELLA SINGING CONVENTION 

The Convention, founded by Rev. J.C. Johnson, began their work at 

Chicago's Shiloh Missionary Baptist Church in 1955. The group, led by 

their president Ollie Gill, sings shape-note hymns from the books published 

by the Stamps-Baxter company. The music is notated in these books in 

1 
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shape-notes, rather than conventional Western musical notation, and is 

sung in a liquid, relaxed style. 

THE BALFA BROTHERS 

The Balfa Brothers from Southwestern Louisiana play and sing the 

tunes they heard their father perform with his own accordion, fiddle, or 

harmonica accompaniment.  They differ from other Cajun bands from the 

rice-fields and prairies of Louisiana in that they use unamplified 

acoustic guitar, twin-fiddles, triangle, and occasionally omit the 

accordion. 

FOISTER AND NANCY CALDWELL 

Foister and Nancy Caldwell are known as Holiness Singers to the 

people in their small mountain community of Roark, Kentucky.  Holiness 

Singing is a special tradition of evangelical spiritual singing. The 

Caldwell's emotional vocal style, sometimes known as the "high lonesome 

sound," is characteristic of the mountainous regions of Eastern Kentucky. 

MOVING STAR HALL SINGERS 

Moving Star Hall is the last surviving old-time meeting or "praise" 

house on Johns Island, South Carolina. The Moving Star Hall Singers 

perform traditional shouts and spirituals in complex rhythms and styles 

that have disappeared from most other, less secluded, areas of the South. 

The hymns preserve much of the African heritage and shouting style of 

singing and were performed by six members of the thirty-person group. 

JUAN RIVERA AND BETO LAGUNA 

Laguna plays the Mexican jarana, a large harp, to the accompaniment 

of Rivera's guitar. Their Jarocho music, from the Veracruz coast of 

Mexico, shows its Spanish origins in the vocal quality and instrumental 
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style, and its African influences in the overlapping vocal parts.  Both 

were Chicago residents. 

BERNICE REAGON 

The daughter of a Baptist minister from Albany, Georgia, Bernice 

Reagon is one of the most powerful creative figures to emerge from the 

civil rights movement of the early 'sixties.  One of the original 

Freedom Singers, she brings songs of the movement to people throughout 

the country and works for the preservation of traditional black musical 

styles. 

ALMEDA RIDDLE 

The daughter of a singing-school teacher in Cleburne County, 

Arkansas, Almeda learned most of her extensive repertoire of songs and 

ballads from relatives and other members of the musical Ozark mountain 

community. Maintaining a true respect for tradition, she has adapted 

the songs to her own personal tastes and high standards with the utmost 

respect for tradition.  Her style, as with most traditional balladeers, 

is unaccompanied and highly ornamental. 

SACRED HARP SINGERS FROM "HACKLEBURG, ALABAMA 

This group, under the direction of Lloyd Woods, takes the name of 

their music from the Sacred Harp, a shape-note hymnal first published in 

1844.  The tradition is still thriving in the South, sung in hundreds of 

churches, both black and white, and at informal get-togethers called 

"sings" or "singings." 

BARL TAYLOR AND THE STONY MOUNTAIN BOYS 

Earl Taylor's group plays a high-powered form of country string 
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music known as "bluegrass." The repertoire and vocal and instrumental 

styles draw significantly from the large body of songs, ballads, dance 

tunes, and sacred harmonic song structures common throughout the South 

for the last century. Taylor, a gifted mandolin player and singer, has 

been known for a number of years as a leading bluegrass performer. 

CLEOFES VIGIL 

Cleofes Vigil learned traditional Penitente singing in New Mexico, 

where he was born and raised. The Penitente tradition originated centuries 

ago in Spain with a religious sect known as the Brotherhood of Jesus of 

Nazareth, and travelled with that sect to the American Southwest in the 

17th century. Today, Cleofes is one of the few active Penitente singers. 

BOOKER T. WHITE 

Booker White of Houston, Mississippi,sang the soulful blues of the 

Mississippi Delta in a gravel hoarse voice to the accompaniment of his 

powerful, driving guitar. These trademarks were first captured on a 

commercial recording in 1930. Until his death in 1977, Booker White 

totok his music to bars, dances, festivals, and concerts all over the country. 

NIMROD WORKMAN 

Since contracting the dreaded black lung disease a few years ago, 

West Virginia coal miner Nimrod Workman has become a militant labor 

organizer and has done a great deal to promote reform in the coal mining 

industry. He has written many songs protesting the hardships of miners, 

and in addition he commands a large repertoire of traditional material, 

which he sings in a vigorous, unaccompanied style. 
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PETE SEECER brings Us banjo and a 
folk-music bonanza to the Auditorium tomor- 
row and Sunday: roughly a dozen groups 
and individuals performing authentic ballads 
and blues of the mines, mountain communi- 
ties, Cajun country, and blues-drenched del- 
tas of America's past and present. With the 
annual University of Chicago Folk F»«H»-' 
about the only o • 
shon-supply folk 
nights of coneer 
hardcore folk afic 
up. at least. Besi 
announcing and ( 
song or two of bis 

• N'imrod Wot 
former coal minei 
worked the mine: 
forced his retire) 
Workman deals ir 
the trials of the mi 
Childt ballads. 

• Booker "Bukk 
singer-guitarist iron 
singing delta blues s 

• Almeda Riddle- 
who specializes in O 
traditionally unaccom 

• Batía Brothers 
from Louisiana, difiei 
jun style in that the 
acoustic guitars, dout 
eliminating the accoi 
companies this music. 

• Foister and Nancj 
mpuntain music from 
the region's "high and I 

• Earl Taylor and 
Boys—country string-bar. 

• Cleofes Vigil—one o 
formers in the penitent 
gious enchanting and • 
lished in the 16th and 171 
is now northern New Mexi 

• Bernice Reagon—a i 
tional black church songs 
rights movements of a decade'ago. 

• Three gospel groups are also represent- 
ed. The Sacred Harp Singing Group, from 
Hackleberg, Ala., takes Its name from an 
early hymnal and takes a dynamic approach 
to the gospel ; 

Convention, formed in Chicago in 1955, takes 
a more relaxed approach to the same type 
of music. And the Moving Star Hall Singers, 
from Johns Island, S, C, specialize in shouts 
and spirituals in the African tradition. 

Shows are at 7 each night. The concerts, 
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A £just-folkl 
concert of down 
home sounds 

By Lynn Van Matre 
PETE SEEGER -came on stage Saturday night toting hli 

banjo and talking of cultural pluralism—thinking, perhaps, of 
«ho anthropologists that made up most of the audience. For 
the just-folks element, Seeger said it another way: "The people 
In this country," he explained, "are not all homogonized." 

To prove the point, the Smithsonian Institution packaged 
nearly a. dozen samples of "traditional American" sounds, 
snared the singing Seeger as emcee, and put the whole thing 
on stage for two nights at the Auditorium over the weekend 
for the benefit of those attending the ninth International Con- 
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences currently in , 
progress here—and anyone else who might want to show up.    / 
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Lively music at folksy best 
sty Jack Hafierkamp 

the idea was a natural. Who 
should be more Interested in a 
concert of traditional Ameri- 
can music than a gathering of 
the world's moat distinguished 
anthropologists? 

The scholars are In Chicago 
far the Ninth International 
Congress of Anthropological 
Sciences, and the concert was 
•resented to them and the gen- 
eral public by the nation's mu- 
seum, the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, on Saturday and Sun- 
day nights at the Auditorium 
Theater. Pete Seeger (but nat- 
urally) was host. 

In a way It was fitting that 
the concert was presented by a 
museum: Although the pro- 
gram was lively and engaging, 
ene couldn't help but feel a 
curious distance from the vari- 
ous musical styles presented. 
Obviously this was dis- 
tinctively American music, but 
from a non-urban America of 

sandiar away. 

not to notice the unmistakable 
presence of Age. 

Maybe I'm overly dramatic, 
but watching 74-year-old ex- 
minor and labor organiser 
Mhnrod Workman, and Osnrk 
great-grandmother Aimed* 
Riddle, end Mississippi not- 
11 e n e c k bluesman Bukkah 
White, I couldn't help think 
that in a short time these 
people will be sorely missed. 

Take the Moving Star Ban 
Singers, lor Instance. From 
Johns Island oil the coast of 
South Carolina, the four stag- 
ers came here to represent the 
very last of the island's 
"praise" houses where shouts 
and spirituals are performed 
with a beautifully tmself- 
censcious rhythmic pattern. As 
they put it, "We love to make 
a noise for the Lord." 

One still viable rural South- 
ern tradition la sacred harp 
singing. (The name refers to a 
style of musical notation 

shape — 

Harp Singers) — alforded a 
particularly revealing contrast 
hi cultural antecedents. 

AFTER INTERMISSION the 
program concentrated on 
much more vigorous and vis- 
ible musical styles. From 
Louisiana there were the Balm 
Brothers and their Cajun mo- 

Earl 

original Freedom Smgers. Ber- 
nlce Reagon. A woman wtth 
both a powerful voice and 
presence, she cajoled the au- 
dience Into some group sing- 
ing. 

On Sunday Fete Seeger even 
sang a couple of songs. And 
Fete, in case you still dent 
know why people laughed 

sang "little Birdie," 



IMC**» -m*»* rt,»y tfpfn 

0Mx~.i&t*':':i'"- 

'eft SMftr, fe -town to hffodni* Wpfc-«r fcfc 
favorite people *fc week.;* 4. If.WU 
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FILM FESTIVAL  (and other A-V things) 

Throughout the Congress week, there was a large audio- 

visual component.  Perhaps the most prominent was the Anthropological 

Film Festival organized for the Congress by Paul Hocklngs and the 

Comité International du Film Ethnographic.  Day-long screenings 

included the history of ethnographic film and offered a broad sample 

of the best films of the past ten years from around the world.  On 

September 5th the Daily Bulletin listed the following films: 

(reproduce Daily Bulletin here) i> 
In addition to the Anthropological Film Festival, audio- 

visual presentations were made during the scholarly sessions; special 

midnight film screenings were organized for Congress Service Corps 

members; and smaller special-interest screenings were arranged as 

necessary. 

The Congress not only provided the occasion for presentation 

of already completed works, but itself was the subject of a variety 

of audio-visual documentation. All major scholarly sessions using 

the simultaneous translation facilities were also tape recorded in 

all languages.  Session organizers were provided with copies of these 

tapes for use in the World Anthropology volumes emerging from 

their sessions. 

t) 
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Countless individuals made still photographic records of 

the proceedings.  An organized effort to provide Congress members 

with a photographic memento of their participation in the Chicago 

Congress was run by Joan Eggan and Columbia College (Chicago). 

The videotape project associated with the Visits to 

Chicago Ethnic Communities is described on page 000 of this volume. 

Perhaps the most ambitious effort was the Video 

Documentation Project of the IXth ICAES.  Using videotape equipment 

loaned to the project by the University of Illinois in Chicago and 

a small grant through Margaret Mead from the Institute for 

Intercultural Studies, Dobbi Kerman organized this massive 

undertaking to make a videotape record of the IXth Congress. Her 

report follows: 

1) 

-^L. 
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Due to the scarcity of passengers, the North run of the shuttle 
service will be cancelled.  The South route, however, (Field 
Museum, Museum of Science and Industry and the University of 
Chicago every lb hours or so) will remain unchanged.  Additional 
information concerning bus service can be obtained on the second 
floor.  Please do not confuse this notice with the Community 
Visits at 1 p.m. which are not affected. 

Video tape of a Purdue University "spring rite" by Raul Zaritsky 
wilJ be shown at 1:30 p.m. in Belair room. 

A part of the proceeds from the sale of individual photographs 
will be used to defray the Congress expenses.  Contact sheets 
of photographs taken Tuesday will be mounted on bulletin board 
near registration. 

Papers have been reproduced for use of registrants in advance 
of the Congress and during the Congress.  Paper orders should 
be picked up before registrants leave the Congress.  An incomplete 
order means the missing papers are unavailable. 

No individual orders other than for the author's own paper can 
be filled after today, Wednesday 5 September. 

Need Ride:  to either Louisiana or Southern California after Sept. 
8th.  Can drive automatic or stick shift.  Will help pay for gas. 
Leave answer, name and how to contact you in Room 419.  Julia 
London. 

THERE IS A MESSAGE CENTER ON THE 2ND FLOOR, OUTSIDE REGISTRATION. 
DELEGATES SHOULD CHECK THERE PERIODICALLY TO SEE IF THERE IS 
ANYTHING FOR THEM. 

Data sheets and information on the Vth International Directory of 
Anthropologists are available in room 512 through Friday September 
7th.  The IV International Directory appeared in the December 1967 
issue Of CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY. 

Congress papers may be purchased in the Continental Room next 
to the Book Fair from 9-5 p.m.  Prices are posted.  Orders may 
be picked up the next day in the Continental Room. 

FILM SCHEDULE - Waldorf Room 

9:00 Dedeheiwa Washes His Children (Asch) 
9:15 Dedeheiwa in the Garden (Asch) 
9:30 Nang Yai:  Thai Shadow Puppet Drama ( Drebs & Kosalwat) 
10:00  Invisible Walls (Cowan & Turner) 
10:15 Vukumo Mask (Gerbrandts) 
10:30 Dead Birds (Gardner) 
12:30  Khevfuretay ( USSR) 19 70 
12:50  Sabantoy (USSR 1973) 
1:15 Anastenaria (Coundouros) 
1:30 Les Fet de Belgique (H. Storck) 
3:30 Abimbola 5:30 A curing Ceremony (Marsh) 
3:45 Zeca 5:45 Under the Men's Tree: 
4:00 Le Grand Masque Molo (Le Moal) 6:00 Raga (MacDougall) 
4:15 The Raft 7:30 Emitai (Sembene) 
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FILM SCHEDULE - Waldorf Room 

Dedeheiwa Washes His Children (Asch) 
Dedeheiwa in the Garden (Asch) 
Nang Yai:  Thai Shadow Puppet Drama ( Drebs & Kosalwat) 
Invisible Walls (Cowan & Turner) 
Vukumo Mask (Gerbrandts) 
Dead Birds (Gardner) 
Khevfuretay ( USSR) 1970 
Sabantoy (USSR 19 73) 

Anastenaria (Coundouros) 
Les Fet de Belgique (H. Storck) 
Abimbola 5 
Zeca 5 
Le Grand Masque Molo (Le Moal) 6:00 Raga 
The Raft 7:30 Emitai 

30 A curing Ceremony (Marsh) 
45 Under the Men's Tree: 

(MacDougall) 
(Sembene) 

FILM SCHEDULE - Bel Air Room 

Eles Dios 
Orangutan Makes Stone Tool 
Goodnight Socrates 
Fata Lobbi 
Pilgrimage to the Malma Sanctuary 

Videotape of a Purdue University Spring Rite 
Orangutan Makes Stone Tool 

Three Films by HRH Prince Peter 
Tibet Before the Catastrophe  3:00 With Buddha's relics in Nepal 
Bhutanese Dances 

Three films by Corneille Jest 
Tarp Lavallee Aux Chevaux Excellents (English Subtitles) 
Tarap La Fete du 6 erne Mois 
Ma-Beig, La Mere, Peinture D' Tankha 
Kwakiutl (First public showing of new version) (E. Curtis) 
Bride of the Andes 
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ExcerptB from: 

Video Documentation of the Ninth International Congress of 

Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

by 

Dobbi Kerman 
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Video Documentation Objectives and Catalogue 
of Tapes for the Ninth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

Four major objectives determined the content of the twenty- 

five hours of video footage recorded at the Ninth International 

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences. Objective It 

Video Overview of Congress} Objective lit Panel Discussions, Inter- 

views, and Reports Arranged Specially for Video Documentation! 

Objective lilt Indepth Coverage of the Urgent Issue of the Film 

and Video Documentation of World Culture»  Objective IVi Video 

Coverage of the Congress Meeting on the Visits to the Ethnic Com- 

munities of Chicago. 

1 

X 
X 

Objective It Video Overview of Congress 

The first objective of videotaping the IXuCAES was to provide 

documents in video that would present a general overview of the 

congress. This was attempted through numerous means. 1): Portions 

of the congress sessions were videotaped in order to be representa- 

tive of the central planned activity of the congress. The congress 

sessions'taped in'part include the followingt a ^.Anthropology Today 

and Tommorrowi b. Psychological Anthropologyt c. Affeotive Response 

in Hani The Visual Artsi d. Folklore in the Modern Worldi e. Face- 

to-Face Interaction. 2) The press conference held by Dr. Margaret 

Mead and Dr. Sol Tax was videotaped in full. This press conference 

was oonsciously directed to present a selective overview of the 

important events and innovations of the IXICAES and their signifi- 

cance* The press conference footage stands all on its own as a 

dynamic conceptual overview of the congress. 3) The Final Plenary 

Session which served as the Congress's own summation of its sessions 

was videotaped in its entirety as a wholistic overview of the congress 

organized and presented by congres members themselves. 
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Objective Hi..: Panel 'Discussions, Interviews» and Reports 

Arranged Specially for Video Documentation 

Video documentation of more than a few official congress 

sessions would have been repetitive and inefficient use of 

video capacity since these sessions were already preserved on 

audio tape for the congress. The presentation oriented format 

of most of the official congress sessions did not generally 

facilitate a great deal of discussion due to time limitations 

and packed agendas. Interviews and discussions arranged with 

key participants of different congress sessions for video cover- 

age in our Hilton Hotel room based Video studio offered a means of 

documenting important aspectB of the congress which would not 

otherwise have been preserved. The more informal' format of 

discussions, interviews, and reports among small, numbers of scho- 

lars in our video studio facilitated social and intellectual interplay 

dynamic and interesting to watch in the video medium. 

The following is the basic format of the panel discussions, 

interviews and reports arranged .specially for video coverage. 

The anthropologist and ethnologists taking part in interviews were 

asked to discuss numerous issues. 1. They were asked to discuss 

what they thought was most significant in the congress sessions 

they participated in. 2. They were asked to tell something 

about their own work. 3* If they were representative of a dele- 

gation from a country other than the U.S.A., they were asked to 

discuss the special contribution of their delegation to the con- 

gress and key important areas of work in process in their own 

country. They were also asked to discuss significant issues or 

controversies in congress sessions. 
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The following list includes the panel discussions, interviews 

and reports specially arranged for video coverage. 

A. Dr. Richard McKeon delivered a talk on "Anthropologistsi What 

Will They Study?" 
Mt*s 

B* Dr. •Wiliia»- Sibley gave a report on the session on Southeast 

Asia «which he chaired. 

C. Dr. Heath gave a report on the preconference on Alcohol 

Studies and Anthropology. 

D. Dr. Nettleship and a panel including Dr. Cofaid Richards, 

Dr. Robert Mioaleb, Dr.^-Atuioboggy, and Dr. Henry Klaooen reported 

and discussed the preconference on War — its Causes and Cor- .. . 

relates chaired by Dr. Nettleship. 

£• Dr. Dana Raphael reports on the sessions on women held at 

the congress. 

F. A panel of women anthropologist and ethnologists inclu- 

ding Dr. •flodha Metre, Dr. Maiygsha Roy, Dr. Dana Raphael, and 
-> 

Dr. Maria'Pierre discussed the topic of women anthropologists 

and anthropology. 

G. Dr. Stephen Wurm presented a synopsis of congress sessions 

on linguistics. 

H. Dr. Stephen Wurm and Dr. -twer- Haug^n discuss the Importance 

of Language in Shaping Thought. 

I. Dr. GerharJ* Hirschf^eld, executive director of the Council 

for the Study of Mankind and representatives from Youth for 

Mankind discuss man's need above the needs of nations, and the 

importance of forming a council to bring this about. 

J. A panel discussion was held with representatives from the 

-¥uuth Service Corps and -¡JOBS Llndquist; their organizer, on 

their experience of attending the congress. 
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The large representative participation of delegations from 

nations besides North America and Western Europe was of major 

importance at this congress. Therefore panel discussions for video 

coverage were arranged with groups of delegates from some of the 

different nations represented at this congress including India» 

Africa, Russia* and Japan* 

K. The representatives of the Indian Delegation are Dr. L>?- 
k 

Vidyarti, Head of the Dept. of Anthropology at Ranchi University 
£.r. 

and head of the forthcoming 10th ICAES i Dr. Singh, Head of the 

Dept. of Physical Anthropology at the University of Delhi i and 

Dr. sah|^, the secretary of the forthcoming International 

Congress. 
fljo-tc 

fl¡Se.*k¡ 

L. The Representatives of the African Delegation are Dr. Amos 

of Nigeria, professor at the University of Lester in England i and 

Dr. Camera of the University of Bordeaux and a professor from 

the University of Kartoum (name indistinct). 

M. The representative of the Russian delegation is Dr. Bromly, 

Director of the Institute of Ethnography of the Academy of Sci- 

ences of the U.S.S.R. located in Moscow and Leningrad. 

N. The Representatives of the Japanese delegation are Profes- 

sor Chiwakeni of Tokyo University, Professor^OksuK» Professor 

Suzuki, Chairman of the Department of Anthropology of the 

National Science Museum, and Professor Sofue of "Mase- University. 
A 
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Objective lilt Indepth Coverage of the Urgent Issue of the 

Film and Video Documentation of World Culture* 

The third objective of the congress video documentation was 

to identify and document indepth an issue of major importance 

at the congress. The need for the film and video documentation 

of the different cultures of mankind was the issue of paramount 

importance at the congress chosen.for indepth video coverage* 

For the indepth coverage of this issue a special meeting on the 

urgent issue of visual anthropology was taped in entirety and 

two panel discussions and one presentation with key anthropologists, 

ethnologists» and film makers were specially arranged for video 

coverage• 

Anthropologists, ethnologists, and film makers involved in 

Baking and studying anthropological films and video tapes were 

asked to discuss i 1) The urgent issue of visual anthropology at 

the congress. 2) The creation of a world-wide regionally based 

network of anthropological and ethnological film and video archives and 

production centers as well as a world wide system for the distri- 

bution of these documents» 3) Examples of their own work, and 

k)    New developments in the anthropological and ethnological usé 

of film and video. 

This special meeting on the urgent issue of visual anthropology 

and the three panel discussions with important documentors in this 

field stand on their own merit as quick-paced, highly charged doc- 

uments exploring the multi-dimensional importance and possibilities 

of the film and video documentation of world culture* 

X 
] 
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The series of video tapes on the urgent issues of the docum- 

entation of world culture includes i 

A* A special meeting was held on the issue of visual anth- 

ropology . 

B. A panel discussion was held. Participating members 

included Jean Rouch, "the Father of Visual Anthropology", 

Richard Sorenson, Allon Lomax, Ralph Rinzler, -and Moe^Le- 

court. 

C. A second panel discussion included Richard Sorenson, 
x 

Corneille Jest, and Jean Lajoujt.. 

D. -A third presentation was arranged with Prince Peter of 

Greece and Denmark. 

Objective lVi Coverage of Congress Participants Response to 

Visits to Chicago Ethnic Communities. 

This feed-back meeting with anthropologists, ethnologists, 

and other congress participants who took part in visits to Chicago 

ethnic communities was videotaped at the request of Dr. Tax. It 

is intended to be complimentary to the series of videotaped docu- 

mentaries generated by members from the different ethnic comm- 

unities visited. This documentary series on Chicago was an inn- 

ovation for the congress. 
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.AND OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES 

In addition to the welcoming address at the Opening Plenary 

Session by Vine Deloria (pp 000), Native North Americans organized 

an Arts and Crafts Fair, and a sample of Indian dances in a Pow-Wow 

on Friday evening (pp 000- ).  Justine Cordwell organized a number of 

other exhibits of artifacts and photography which were on display in 

the Hilton Hotel (pp 000) and at the Museum of Science and Industry 

and the Field Museum of Natural History.  Branimir Bratanic brought 

from Yugoslavia and displayed in the Congress Library the major 

materials of the European Atlas, which formed the basis for a Congress 

session, and are described in Cuisenier's volume (pp 000). The 

American Anthropological Association contributed its expertise in the 

management of the publishers' exhibits (pp 000) and the program book 

ads. And Michael Salovesh, in cooperation with Northern Illinois 

University, undertook the organization of a Book Fair at the Congress 

(pp 000). The largest exhibit came to Chicago from Georgia in the form 

of the Mobile Archaeological Laboratory which was in front of the 

Museum of Science and Industry. 
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NATIVE  ARTS-CRAFTS FAIR 

Native North Americans will provide their best Arts-Crafts for sale 

Members are invited to bring 
-and/or arrange with native artists-craftsmen from any part of the world to bring- 

examples of arts and artifacts which can be produced for the world market 

IMPORTANT:     Please send advance .notice to avoid difficulties at U.S.A. 
customs, describing materials to be brought or sent, 

at the earliest possible date. 

A one-time opportunity for scholars and librarians to participate in 
an international book and serials redistribution 

BOOK FAIR at the Congress 

American scholars will send their excess books on 
all subjects of the Congress and on all geographic areas 

MANY WILL BE RARE 
MANY BARGAINS 

Publishers will send overstocks of NEW BOOKS AT BARGAIN PRICES 

Members around the world are invited to bring their librarians or library funds 
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CHICAGO DAILY NEWS, Friday, Aug. 31, I»7S 

By Kathryn Christensen 

For everyone T£ 

Cajun social music, black singers, a sacred 
harp singing group and Snan-'sh American 
Penitente songs will be included in two full 
nights of (oik music at the Auditorium 
Theatre, at 7 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Al- 
most a dozen varied groups will be introduced 
by folk artjst Pete Seeger. The conceit is 
staged by the Smithsonian Institution, and 
tickets ($3.50-17) are available at the box of- 
fice. 

The culture, character and life-styles of 
Chicago's varied ethn'c communities will be 
featured in a photography exhibit this week- 
end at the Museum of Science and industry. 
More than 200 photos will be displayed depict- 
ing life-styles of different nationalities within 
the city. Another exhibit features a series of 
photos u':en in the Lawndale area by student 
photographers. Free. 

i 
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FEEDBACK 

We began receiving feedback on the Congress while 

it was still in progress from colleagues (see letter below and 

pp 000) and from the press (pp 000- ). Reactions continued to 

arrive after the Congress in the form of letters (for example, 

pp 000- ) and published reports by representatives of national 

delegations in their own newspapers and journals (examples on 

pp 000- ). 

[Table of Contents] 



CHICAGO 

September £,  1973 

I 

Dear Sol Tax: 

As members of the present Congress, and expressing also the opinions of a 
number of other Congress members with whom we had opportunity to ^alk, we 
should like to offer some comments and suggestions for the future. We don't 
wish to do this in commissions or present it officially to the Permanent 
Council of the IUAES and to the Plenary Session, but we should be glad and 
grateful if you^ as the President both of the Congress and of the Union, 
would accept our points of view, as we hope you will, and advocate them ener- 
getically in the appropriate form, at the appropriate time, and on the appro- 
priate occasion. You are guessing already that we are speaking of the new 
organization of the Congress. 

First of all, the Congress was founded as a scientific concern, and strictly 
scientific it should remain. We greatly appreciate your efforts to make the 
Congress a common thing to all of us, acting selfreliantly, without pressures 
of any sorts of national or international establishments. But the theory and 
practice seldom coincide, in any case it seems that with "the present "revo- 
lutionary" reorganization too much was attempted to be done too fast. We, 
as scholars, cannot solve directly the current human and life problems. We 
can only try to translate them into proper scientific problems and to find 
scientific solutions for them. Then we can do our duty, as honest men and 
citizens^, according to our conscience. In science, just as in life, vigor 
of the youth and, experience of the old have their definitive places. But 
too much "democracy" easily turns into anarchy or, worse still, into unscru- 
pulous ochlocracy. Screaming militant and extremist propaganda or naive 
wishful thinking cannot do any good in science. The best it would be if the- 
re were no "-cracy" at all, but if we had the common efforts of thoughtful 
and responsible men (or, say, persons)by free agreement. 

Such as it is now, the organization of the Congress does not fulfil even tho- 
se functions which were in one or another way fulfilled at former Congresses. 
If papers are not to be read, they must be accessible to all members well 
in advance, which requires not only impeccable organization, but also enor- 
mous costs which cannot be covered by the participants themselves. The pre- 
sent Congress is prohibitively expensive for its members, especially for tho- 
se from poorer countries. And if discussion is to be fruitful, the time allo- 
ted to it may not be too short, and it may not be cutt off, at the most inte- 
resting moment, by mechanical devices or uninterested chairmen (or chair- 
persons). In the past, at this Congress of ours,you could, when you were free, 
drop in whatever session seemed interesting, and thus make new acquaintances 
and gain new knowledge. This is almost impossible when papers are not read. 
Much precious (and dearly paid for) time was thus wasted. Furthermore, in a 
congress of such magnitude, the lack of a list of registered participants 
makes it difficult for the experts in a given field to find one another. 

ALL ROOMS AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR YEAR AROUND COMFORT 



Probably, because of the cost and because of the propagandistic character 
of a considerable part of the program, there are, comparatively few known 
names in ethnology present. For us, as the members of the group ETHNOLOGIA 
EUROPAEA, the absence of competent European ethnologists is especially em- 
barassing. Whole countries (Germany, Britain, Scandinavian countries, also 
Eastern Europe, with few exceptions) are grossly underrepresented. And the 
future of our sciences cannot be seriously planned if left to "scientific 
tourists", sightseers, ambitious amateurs, dilettanti, and propagandists of 
all shades. 

If the present trend in the organization of the Congress is to be continued 
and if the desired results are to be achieved, then it would be necessary to 
ensure enormous financial means and effective collaboration of prospective 
participants well ahead of time; and that seems hardly possible. If this 
cannot be done, a compromise, a gradual carrying out of the whole plan is 
the only possibility. The papers should be read, but perhaps only as a lon- 
ger summary, say for 10 minutes. An author can stress his points in voice 
and by gestures to direct the attention of the audience, while a participant 
would often not understand the proper meaning of a paper, even if he had 
read it in advance. And the proposal that we have made at two previous occa- 
sions, together with the late Jorge Dias, could be a means for better pre- 
paring the Congress. A conference like the "Anthropology Today" could do 
the most of the scientific preparatory work for the Congress. There competent 
experts would prepare exhaustive papers on definite themes, and these would 
be discussed by equally competent experts. Then the result could be presented 
to the Congress; And that is something quite different than the present mul- 
titude of accidental, often mediocre or plainly bad papers. 

Sincerely, ffatktL* 

G. de Rohan-Csermak 
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Man, oh mankind, 
what a happening 

How Chicago's Sol Tax 

s running a shoestring 

Info a World Series 

Be-in of scholars 

By Jack Hafferkamp 

WlTI'INii AMID the claustrophobic elm 
«r of his office ui the University of Chicago, 
you'd never guess the soft-eyed, kindly gen- 
tleman with ilie gray hair and hushy eye- 
orows is even more than a distinguished pro- 
fessor of anthropology, director of the Smith- 
sonian Institution's Center for tbe Study of 
Man. and president of the International Union 
•)f Anthropological Sciences. Dr. Sol Tax Just 
•loesn't luok like a hustler. 

Yet that's what he Is: only a hustler of the 
first magnitude could hope to pull off an in- 
tellectual caper as majestic as the ninth In- 
ternational Congress of Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences, which Is set for Chi 
:ago'i Conrad Hilton Hotel Sept. 1-8. 

"We are trying," says Tan, "to make this a 
truly International and mammoth congress. 
It is the most ambitious ever." 

SO «HAT MAKES a clatnbnl;e lor eug- 
beada such a bis deal? Well, this is no ordina- 
ry Intellectual busman's holiday. 

Even before the navel's first official thunk, 
fax's congress la being called The Congress, 
the prototype for all future gatherings of In- 
ternational academic disciplines. 

Some 4.000 scholars including the most 
respected names in the field — from more 
than 100 nations (Communist, non-Communist 
tad neither) — will come together to discuss 
1,800 treatises on every aspect of social and 
physical anthropology, the study of the origins, 
culture and development of man. Subjects 
range from the causes of war to cultural 
change in the Middle Pleistocene Age to the 
status of women to cross-cultural per- 
spectives on rannabia (marijuana) and aleo- 
bol to the dental condition of Chinese Living 
hi Liverpool. 

MANY OF THESE TOPICS may seem so 
much picayune Ivory Tower escapism, but pe- 
culiarity and diversity of interest always has 
bean osa hallmark of anthropology. No other 
discipline has assumed the responsibility of 

«tudylng mankind in ail its historical, physi- 
cal, cultural and geographic diversity. 

Accordingly, only anthropology — with Its 
painstaking analysis of seemingly obscure 
differences — can teach us respect for our 
basic human sameness: Just ask an anthropo- 
logist. 'To us anthropologists," says Tax, 
"there Is no doubt that despite all our differ- 
ences, there Is only one species of man." 

In fact, that's the theme of tin» congress: 
'One Species, Many Cultures." 
And quita simply the purpose of this gran- 

diose affair, which occurs only once every 
five years, Is to acquaint anthropologists with 
the depth and breadth of their discipline, and 
to review Its most recent developments. 

"IN ADDITION TO the congress," says 
Tax, "we have arranged a series of pre-con- 
gress conferences to be held at various 
campuses in and around Chicago. Scholars 
will have a chance to exchange special Infor- 
mation, and prepare presentations to the gen- 
eral congress." 

To pull everything together, and assure that 
high-level Intellectual Interchange will Indeed 
occur. Tax has Instituted two novel — even 
revolutionary — changes in procedure. 

Instead of the traditional method of achol- 
ara reading paper* to their colleagues at the 
sessions, all papers have been submitted In 
advance. Thus precious session time will be 
used for discussion by experts who aready 
have digested the arguments and prepared 
their responses. 

The other innovation will overcome the ob- 
vious language barrier». "We have arranged," 
Tax says, "for aImultaneoui' translation Into 
any of five world languages (English, Preach, 
Spanish, German and Russian), plus a secon- 
dary system of translation Into any language. 
Thus any scholar will be able to talk to any 
other.*' 

That may .not sound like such a trig deal, 
but the'complex system of simultaneous 
translation (with enough wireless headsets to 
coverall Interested ears) will cost 1100,000. 

Taxing 
schedule 
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JOHN in Lhicago in 1007 and educated ai 
"the University of Chicago, Dr. Sol Tax Is 
widely respected for his lifetime work In an- 

' tropology. 

An originator of action anthropology — a 
Jhool of thought that holds that ananthropol 
oiiisi should he leas a passive receptor for 
information than a force for positive change 
.- Tax has focused his own studies on tbe 
ionh and Middle American Indian. He was 
iK of the major organisers of the American 
l>an Conference of 1961. 

At the University of Chicago, he has served 
fiairman of the Department of Antbro- 

ilogy and associate dean of the Division of 
tal Sciences. 

HE ALSO served nix years on the U.S. 
National Commission for UNESCO; on a 

•sldential task force on American Indians; 
been a consultant to the U.S. Office of 

. JtucaUoa since 1B8S, and was director of the 
i.'amegle Cross - Cultural education Protect 
from 1983-38. 

Something 
for everyone 
MERE ARE SOME highlights of the Ninth 
Annual Congress of Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences that will meet In Chi- 
cago Sept. 14: 

"TSHW-TíIWI"—m opera commissioned by fFie 
congress end composed by Gian Orb Menotti 
Performances art Sept. 3-16 et the Studebakr' 
Thtttir,   410   S.   Michigan. 

An American Mh NlHvol—With Pel» Seeqrt 
is hot!, the concert will bring togeilier lop 
North American traditional musicians and lingers 
Sept. 1-2 at 7 p.m. at the Auditorium Theater 
'0   I.  Congress. 

Arts sad tratts fair—designed primarily to 
display the work of U.S. and Canadian Indians, 
the fair alto will display crafts from selected 
people» of the world. It will run throughout the 
congress at the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 720 s Michi- 
gin. 

j; 

Sal Tea 

In I95fl-.l9 be «us prwrtdent of the American 
Anthropological Assn. And since 1057 he baa 
been editor of the professional Journal, "Ciir 
•em Anthronolofij." 

— - ~m   refhVsl—featuring   Hie 
best in anthropology films of the past 10 years 
will run during the entire congress at the Hilton. 

— J special conference oi 
IS- to 18-yesroldi from all parts of the world 
Organized by Chicago-araa high school students, 
its aim is to explore youth's role in the world 
they will inherit. Young people will address the 
eongron in s special mealing «t the Hilton Sept. 7 

PERHAPS THE CLEAREST indication this 
congress Intends to be remembered as extra 
special Is that It has commissioned the fa- 
mous composer, Glan Carlo Menotti, to 
create an original opera on the congress' 
theme of cultural pluralism. It's probably the 
first time such a body of scientists ever has 
authorized such a work. Especially on cultur- 
al pluralism. 

Called "Tamu-Tamn" (roughly translated 
from Indonesian It means "Guests" or "The 
Arrivals"), the opera chronicles the conflicts 
and confrontations of an Indonesian refugee 
family that li somehow magically trans- 
ported to an apartment In Chicago. They ar- 
rive, It seems, shortly after breakfast: Just ss 
the city-dwelling husband Is setting out for 
work. He opens tbe front door, and the family 
falls in. Tbe two families bicker with one an- . 
other In English and Indonesian. 

In addition to the opera, other special 
events have been scheduled In song, dance, 
film and art. as well as an international youth 
conference. 

From our own Chlcagocentric outlook, 
probably tbe moat Interesting special event 
trill be "A Study of American Culture." Each 
of 19 or X Chicago ethnic communities will be 
given the technical help to create docu- 
mentary films about themselves and their at- 
titudes. | 

Along with general material on Chicago 
history, geography and dynamics, tbe films 
will be studied by scholars from around the 
world, who, likewise, will be filmed as they 
present their Impressions of Chicago's ethnic 
diversity to the congress. 

IN SHORT, THIS IS no lightweight gather- 
ing. In fact, according to Tax, the congress 
will turn out to bo — literally — a millton- 
rJoUar bash. 

The obvious question Is: how does a mild- 
mannered airoxfapcasflst who favors 19th- 
century opera coma up with It million? The 
answer Is that by working very bard on the 
project for two years, and by relying on good 
planning, good will, and good luck, be doesn't 
have to. 

Tax calls bis method for organizing the 
whole shebang "co-ordinated anarchy." And 
it te. 

"Chicago was chosen u the congress site," 
he admits, "only when no other country ex- 
pressed an Interest In undertaking the finan- 
cial burden. 

"In truth, there was a danger the previous 
congress, which took place In Tokyo In 1968, 
would be the last. I carried an Invitation, 
which I hoped I would not have to present — 
since tbe U.S. already had hosted the con- 
gress In Philadelphia In IBM. I wasn't even 
certain I had tbe necessary backing to sup- 
port tbe invitation, but when Italy and West 
Germany withdrew their otters. I had to 
present mine." 

OF COURSE, simply putting on any old 
kind of congress wouldn't be all that difficult. 
One simply issues a call, and awaits the ar- 
rival of those who can afford to make the 
trip. 

Unfortunately, the Tokyo experience showed 
that sort of arrangement to be unsatis- 
factory. SuctTe congress Is International In 
name only. It ends up u a gathering of tbe 
rich, industrialized, arrived nations. 

"Certainly these countries have many com- 
mon problems to dt*ni*s," Tax allows. "For 
instance, whether It's possible for an Industri- 
alized country to maintain the Individual per- 
sonalities of Its ethnic and cultural groups." 

"Yet for moat of the world, such questions 
are not relevant. Much mora important to 
I'hird World nation» ant the) pressing prob- 
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Jlemsottrylns (o create Industry bit cultural- 
• ly traimented. Impoverished environment." 
• To Ignore anthropologists from developing 
a»    •• regions that aren't wealthy enough to send a 

. ¡delegation Is to Ignore most of the world's 
I population. Thus Tax hoped that at least onc- 

ea  -"quarter of the scholars would come from 
• places other than the U.S. tod Western Eu- 
•xL-"»» 

I TET HE QnCKLY found that making his 
I plan and carrying It through were two differ- 

— •» species. First he discovered be could not 
count on any federal funding — at least no 
direct support. And he also discovered that 
aqrftmg he could pick up from 0» various 
tsaiilations would cover only a fraction of an- 
""'     'costs. 

Thee fortune smiled. Peter de Rldder, a 
IMch publisher, offered to advance the con- 

s fM,0M In return lor Ike rights to pub- 
ths books the meeting Inevitably would 

_   -Jacaxti 
• Thai 
•-^ D«cl 

generate. And suddenly it all became pos- 
sible. Once the congress' governing board bad 
given Its assent, Tax set about raising other 
money. 

Registration fees would generate another 
$100,000. Tax then realised Hut while the gov- 
ernment wouldn't contribute to the congress 
Itself, It would spend money to support con- 
ferences on specific topics; such as cannabls 
and alcohol abuse. So, too, would a variety of 
foundations and corporations. 

Next Tax found certain foundations could 
give money for Eastern European and Third 
World scholars' travel expenses. And once the 
funds wen allocated, Tax found he could 
stretch them by chartering two planes from 
Europe. 

«WHEN it BECAME obvious we couldn't 
underwrite the expenses of all the needy 
scholars," Tax says, "I turned to priming ex- 
tra fancy Invitations, which look so Impres- 

sive that a poor but enterprising anthropolo- 
gist could use It to finagle money from his 
own government or university." 

Another successful technique was to tell the 
non-wealthy that 11 they would somehow man- 
age to get here, they would find (300 waiting 
to cover their expenses In Chicago. 

Tax even has worked out a scheme where- 
by he can retain a suite of rooms, and rent 
them Individually. The profits will go toward 
buying the liquor anthropologists will drink 
between sessions, in the interests of cross- 
cultural friendship.  . 

Of course all the receipts don't add up to 
anything like SI million. But that's all right. 
According to Prof. Tax's figures, the whole $1 
million extravaganza can be put on for 
around 1400.000. At the moment he doesn't 
quite have his hands on (400,000, but he's not 
worried. 

"AFTER ALL," he says, "there Is still the 
potential revenue from Menotti's opera." Ac- 
tually, the opera was one of those light-bulb 
ideas that's supposed to kill two birds with 
one stone. In dreaming of how he would stage 
his congress, Tax thought It would be a grand 
opportunity to create a great new piece of art 
"on the order of Leonard Bernstein's 'Mass', 
which had been commissioned by the Kenne- 
dy family." 

So he wrote to Menottl suggesting the Idea. 
At first the composer of "Amahl and the 
Night Visitors" thought It was a joke, but 
then he decided, yes, he would do It for 
125,000. 

Leu than n month before Its scheduled pre- 
miere no one has seen the finished product. 
But, then, neither has the congress paid for it. 
Which Is a bit of a problem. 

Tax had hoped National Educational TV 
would be interested In supporting It in return 
for TV rights. But thanks to President Nix- 
on's vetoing of a key public television bill, 
that wasn't possible. Then Tax tried to inter- 
est the commercial networks, but they want- 
ed to see It first. 

Obviously Tax doesn't want to spend any of 
his precious travel expense money on it, but 
at this point he Isn't quite certain where the 
funds will come from—both to pay for It and 
produceit. 

If worse comes to worst, the congress may 
have to sell its rights. However, Tax Is hoping 
there Is an angel or two out these who would 
care to Invest a healthy percentage. Inter- 
ested angels should contact Dr. Tax. 

THE IMPORTANT POINT In all this finan- 
cial wheeling-dealing Is that If Tax Is success- 
ful, the congress will support Itself for the 
first time. 

Which means It will no longer be a financial 
drain for less-than-wealthy nations to sponsor 
succeeding congresses. And for the profession 
itself, success In Chicago means that every 
five years anthropologists will have an In- 
centive to thoroughly review and update their 
knowledge. 

If you ask his feelings about the general 
public attending sessions of the congress, 
Tax's first Inclination Is to say, "If we didn't 
have to get some money to support It, It prob- 
ably wouldn't bo functional to have any gen- 
eral public Interest." 

"Yet," be adds, rubbing those eyebrows, 
"On the other band it Is Important that the 
public know what we're doing here. I want an 
audience not because we really need It that 
badly, but because we want our Information 
to get to people. 

"Wo must leam to respect the differences 
among people. That's the whole point, Isn't 
It? I think we can do It. We're an optimistic 
profession." 

•A^OKAMA-CHICAPO .QAILY NEWS, tMvps/ibtfWft jAMguw,ll.-1.2,,l«7A , 
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Scholars 
in chaotic 
congress 
By Alan Merridew 
MAYBE IT in» the greening of an- 

thropology. It itemed moré like chaos. 
Anthropology is supposed to be the 

integrated science of man. The theme 
for the Ninth International Congress 
of Anthropological and ethnological 
Sciences, held in Chicago this month, 
was "One Man, Many Cultures." 

The congress president, Dr. Sol Tax, 
said its greatest interest would be in 
preserving the cultural differences of 
mankind, in avoiding "destroying the 
flower garden thru homogenization." If 
the congress is a pointer, man is in for 
confused times. 

TAX, PROFESSOR of aathropefegr 
at the University of Chicago, editor of 
Current Anthropology, and not unlike 
Charles Chaplin to look at, is both hero 
and whipping boy of the affair. 

Anthropologists do not form a rich 
and powerful profession, like say, dee- 
tors or lawyers. So far they haven't 
been able to afford fulRime highly 
paid professional organisers and public 
relations firms. Yet what Tax tried to 
do m Mtt up» without (overnnMot 
backing either, the most sophisticated 
and revolutionary scientific meeting of 
Its sixe ever. 

To finance the congress, Tax "sold" 
it, literally, to the academic Dutch pub- 
lishers Mouton. Mouton advanced $250,- 
000 in pro-publication royalties, expect- 
ing to sell the congress proceedings in 
78-volume sets at $2,000 a pop. 

Tax organised a volunteer work 
corps of 300, mostly anthropology stu- 
dents from the U.S. and Canada. He 
set up a simultaneous translation eys- 
temJn five major languages and sever- 
al secondary ones for afl scientific ses- 
sions. 

The congress commissioned, for $25,- 
000, Gian Carlo Menotti to compose the 
opera "Tamo-Tamu" to premiere dar- 
ing the congnssTTHBago critics panned 
it, New York critics praised ft, whtle 
congress • chairperson Dr. Margaret 
Moid, who is one of the last people 
te gush, cried "beautiful, magnificent.'' 

Toe congress subsidised travel costs 
so that Third World scientists could get 
bare and Americans wouldn't hog tf» 
•how. And it organized a paraBel 
smaHsr congress of Ugh senool sto- 

> dejÉilB?om arawad the world. ; 
j-TBis niost roTOBJtfcnary aspect, of flat 

óonjp^ wat- that altho "Omma^ 

i ventaba formally raad.     > 

BMCA-was t». get van» son 
beforehand, prftot them and maU to the 
participants' to read and digest before 
they left home. Then valuable time 
could be devoted solely to discussion 
and argument • 

However, procrastinators by the- 
acoro were still writing their papers aa 
they got into the Conrad Hilton Hotel 
from 0/Hare Airport Only two-thirds 
of promised papers were available 
when the Congress opened. More than 
a handful were Junk. 

Reporters and news executives who r 
had expected a goldmine were (flsap- ; 
pointed. "Tamu-Tamu" got the most • 
lineage, locally and nationaUy. I 

There was no real discussion in many J 
sessions. Some people insisted on read- • 
ing their papers anyway. "No, for most * 
of as it wasn't worth coming for asa- 7 
domic quality, but it's "excellent to be 
able to meet these people who were 
only names before," is a fair para- 
phraseof what many said. 

A more cynical explanation was: "A 
lot of these people are adroit at string- 
ing polysybaUlc words so they might 
appear to be saying something—toúey 
get a trip out of it and another publica- 
tion credit." 

A conspiratorial view had it that 
there is a moratorium for the rest of 
the Nixon term on publishing or re- 
vealing anthropological data—or intelli- 
gence—which could be used, or abused, 
politically or militarily. Last year's 
American Anthropological Association 
annual meeting to Toronto saw a hassle 
over military use in counterinsurgency 
warfare in Indochina of anthropological 

In an interview, Dr. Tax said there'a 
no general withholding of anthropologi- 
cal research results, altho some Asian 
specialists may not be publishing now. 
He said the overall quality of congress 
papers was about to same as that 
being pubUahed in the Journals. 

In a final session, Tax read a letter 
from three "old friends of mine," who 
said the congress had attempted too 
much too fast 

THEY DEPLORED the 
representation" of West European eth- 
nologists of any note and warned that 
sciences cant be planned by "scientific 
tourists, sightseers, ambitious ama- 
teurs, dilettanti, and propagandarists of 
•H abades." 

Tax noted that at that point, eight 
days after the congress opened, toare 
was no way of counting how many, peo- 
ple had registered or taken, part "I 
apologise for anything- which went 
wrong," be said. 

A gentleman from Infla—which bosta 
the 1878 congress—moved in effect a 
vote of confidence in Tax. Hs got a 
standing ovation. Tax called .for the 
"No" vote. "I shant look," tw 
covering his oyes, and I 

There was no "No" 

Alan ilerriitm is • Tribune reporter. 
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Soviet anthropologists call 
U.S.S.R. ethnically diverse 

By Donald M. Schwartz 
Fifty-six years after the Rus- 

sian Revolution, ethnic groups 
haven't "melted" or merged In 
the Soviet Union any more 
than U.S. ethnic groups have, 
It was reported here Wednes- 
day. 

A group of Soviet anthropo- 
logists attending a scientific 
congress in Chicago said there 
are still 130 ethnic groups in 
the U.S.S.R. that maintain a 
diversity of languages and 
other earmarks and show no 
signs of disappearing. 

"It is possible in the remote 
future — several hundreds of 
years from now — that there 
will be merging and total assi- 
milation," said Julian V. 
Bromley, "but in the future we 
can foresee there 'will be noth- 
ing oT that kind, especially if 
we consider large ethnic 
groups." 

Bromley, a member of the 
Institute of Ethnography of the 

Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 
is the head of the 34-man Rus- 
sian delegation attending the 
Internationa] Congress of An- 
thropological and Ethnological 
Sciences being held through 
Saturday in the Conrad Hilton 
Hotel. 

Bromley said ethnic cultures 
in Rsssia are not only per- 
sisting but are being enhanced 
— with literature, opera and 
ballet developing within many 
different cultural groups. 
Bromley and others in the de- 
legation, who held a press con- 
ference in the Hilton, noted 
that Russian variety comes 
from national sources — auch 
as Soviets who are Finnish, 
Turkish or Baltic in origin — 
and also stems from differing 
religious traditions, for ex- 
ample Greek Orthodox, Islam- 
ic and Roman Catholic. 

One result of continuing eth- 
nic development, said Brom- 
ley, is large-scale publishing in 
a variety o languages. 

"In every republic of Rus- 
sia) the number of books pub- 
lished in the native language 
and in Russian are both ris- 
ing," said Bromley. 

The picture the Soviet scien- 
tists drew was of unique 
groups developing their own 
character further and at the 

same time mastering general 
Russian ways. 

The visiting anthropologists 
said many Soviets are bili- 
ngual, using both ethnic lan- 
guage and Russian. 

Ilja Gurvich, -a specialist on 
the Northern Russians who un- 
til recently were primitive peo- 
ples, "said these reindeer-bree- 
ders, hunters and fishermen 
still follow those primitive oc- 
c u p a t i o n s but have been 
trained to use tractors, snow- 
mobiles and other advanced 

methods.        < 
At the same time, said Gur- 

vich, "folk arts are being kept 
in full measure." 

One of the Russians was 
amused at a question about 
whether ethnic languages were 
permitted by the Russian gov- 
ernment. He said that what he 
described as "native" lan- 
guages are "aided and sup- 
ported" by the government 
and are me official language 
in specific areas. 

Bromley said that since the 
Russian Revolution in 1917 
Russia has approved of ethnic 
diversity and has sought only 
to bring about "integration," 
such as one ethnic group read- 
ing books produced in the lan- 
guage of another. 
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World science panel 
scans mental illness 

PEOPLE IN DIFFERENT kinds of societies may be 
susceptible to different kinds of mental illnesses. And treat- 
ments that seem like barbaric rituals to modern Americans 
may work better for people in other cultures than a session 
on the analyst's couch. 

These possibilities are being examined by a group of 
sociologists, psychiatrists, psychologists, and anthropolo- 
gists meeting today as part of the ninth International Con- 
gress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences in the 

Conrad Hilton Hotel. 
Dr. Joel Mathless Teitelbaum of Pennsylvania State 

University, a participant in the session, said the group has 
also discussed: 

, • Whether women in mate-dominated 'societies may 
develop special kinds of mental disorders. 

,-. • Whether people in a society like the United States— 
where the individual is exalted—may have vastly different 
experiences with the use of drugs than people in more 
communal oriented cultures. 

• Whether the use of drugs or alcohol causes or is 
caused by mental disorders. 

The social scientists who met on "Anthropology and 
Mental Health," one of 103 scholarly sessions being held 
during the once-every-five years world conference, will pre- 
sent a report to the Congress today. 

TEITELBAUM EXPLAINED why the group was look- 
ing at how causes and treatment of illness varies from 
culture to culture. When someone contracts a mental ill- 
ness, Teitelbaum said, "you can't blame everything on the 

-individual." Anthropologists look at "cultural environment 

—the context in which the illness occurs." 
That isn't so say that anthropoligsts want to blame 

society alone for causing mental illness, Teitelbaum em- 
phasized. But there is evidence that both kinds of illnesses 
and effective treatments vary from society to society. 

Teitelbaum's study of the way Arab communities in 
Tunisia perceive illness is one of the scientific papers under 
discussion. 

Teitelbaum found that the Tunisian Arabs blame illness 
on "bad blood." They believe that if a person's close friend 
or relative does something to make him angry, his blood will 
literally boil, and then it will rot. This rotting of the blood 
in turn causes whatever illness the person contracts. 

THEIR TREATMENT of illness, then, was based on the 
way they perceived its cause—they used leeches for blood- 
letting. This treatment, Teitelbaum found, often proved to 

be effective therapy for them. 
After the Tunisian government banned bloodletting, the 

Arabs sought similar treatment from modern doctors—they 
wanted to be punctured by hypodermic needles. This also 
had a therapeutic effect, said Teitelbaum, explaining that if 
they believed it worked, it did. And; Teitelbaum concluded, 
"there's no difference between psychiatric sessions and 

bloodletting." 
The scientists' look at the relation of drugs and alcohol 

Urmental illness in different societies has resulted in gener- 
al agreement that "no one drug has a specific effect on the 
body," Teitelbaum said. Rather, the effect can vary ac- 
cording to how drugs are used in a certain society. 
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Convening Anthropologists Reflect 
Diversity of the Races They Study 

. fit. JuHan V. Bromley, director of the Institute of Ethnography 
»» Moscow, at. the anthropological meeting in Chicago. At left 

I» Dr. Serghel Aroutlounov, translator. 
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By WILLIAM E. FAIJtELL 
«**» i to n» W«w Tort tiam, 

CHICAGO, Sept. 7—They tend to be 
riial and are very adept "scfamoozen" 

hallways and corridors. 
They are quick to exchange name 

cards and are generally regarded as 
lousy tippers. 

Sometimes what they call cultural 
interaction can also be called flirting. 

They have in common a profession 
that an outsider might think was some- 
what grandiose, a Job that Webster's 
New World Dictionary describes as "the 
study of the races, physical and mentitl 
characteristics, distribution, customs, 
social relationships, etc. of mankind." 

Like the people they study they are 
short, tall, light, dark, fat, skinny, loud, 
quiet, bored, alert. 

For the last week the habitat for 
several thousand of them has.been the 
vast Conrad Hilton Hotel here, where 
anthropologists from all over the world 
convened the ninth International Con* 
tress of Anthropological and Ethno- 
logical Sciences. 

"Just people getting together to do 
their thing together," said Dr. Sol Tax. 
professor of anthropology 11 Be Unl- 
versity of Chicago and the man who 
worked for two years to bring the 
students of man's quiddities together 
under one roof. 

The theme of this year's congress on 
man was "One Species, Many Cultures," 
Dr. Tax said recently. "Our great inter- 
est if in the cultural differences of 
mankind." 

There Is an inherent danger that the 
sweep of modern civilization will bring 
too much homogenizatlon of cultures, 
Dr. Tax said, "like fruit salad that 
comes out of a can that tastes all alike." 

Anthropologists need to gather to- 
gether as they do every five years 
from all parts of the globe to meet each 
other,'exchange information and learn, 
he said. 

"An anthropologist comes into a 
situation like a child and learns it in 
its own terms," pr Tax, a friendly man 
with a passing resemblance to Groucho 
Marx,  said. At the opening plenary 

Continued on Page 62, Column 1 
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'Tender Gift': 
Mom can nurse 

adopted child 
It is literally the milk of human kindness— 

the milk of love. And it flows — sometimes 
sparsely, sometimes abundantly — from the 
breasts of adopting mothers into the mouths 
of babes others have borne. 

How can that be? Is It really possible for 
the mother of an adopted infant to put him to 
her breast and nurse successfully? 

"Sure It is. But you must distinguish care-, 
fully'between nursing and breast-feeding," 
warned Dana Raphael, noted anthropologist, 
who reported the first scientific experiment 
on nursing, adopting mothers in her new book 
~"The TenderGift: Breast-feeding" (Prentice 
Ball J6.95). She had successfully nursed her 
own adopted daughter, Jessa, 12 years after 
she stopped breast-feeding her second natu- 
ral-born son. 

"Every one of the mothers in our study 
nursed successfully. To da that you need only 
a mammary gland that has been stimulated 
tn produce the hormone prolactin, which en- 
larges the milk ducts arid Alls them with the 
yellowish pre-milk fluids' called co'ostrum'; 
lots of liquid to drink, and a'suckling infant to 
keep the gland stimulated, "Mrs. Raphael ex- 
plained. "Breast-feeding is another matter al- 
together. That means providing the baby with 
nourishment from the breast, but we weren't 
concerned with that in our study. It didn't 

^matter what quantity or quality of fluids the 
'   " i mothers produced, because nobody 
s going to die as a result of too little nour- 
nent We were able to give supplementary 
Ues whenever necessary." 

IMPORTANT POINT Is that most 
i in this country, including physicians, 
 d when they're told it is possible to 

By Sandra Pesmen 
large quantities of coconut milk. ("While 
studying these people, Ms. Mead personally 
tested the weight and growth of two sets of 
twins, one'of each breast-fed by his own 
motherland the other by the adopting mother 
(the.firandmother), whose milk supply bad 
been restimulated. Ms. Mead found that all 
-four had similar growth patterns and good 
health. 

"Recently an Indian obstetrician asked me 
whether American women had a harder time 
re-establishing their milk than Indian wom- 
en," Mrs. Raphael recalled. "I had to admit 
that we do, not because American women are 
physically different or deficient, because 
most don't know it can be done —so they 
don't try." 

. THE # SPECIAL mothers who tried nurs- 
ing adopted Infants along with Mrs. Raphael 
in her experiment found the experience re- 
warding, joyful, fulfilling, she reported. 

They were all whin;, middle-class wives 
whose husbands held good white-collar jobs. 
They had an average of two years of college. 
They were articulate, Self-confident and much 
older when they adopted than the majority of 
American women during (heir childbearing 
period. Most were In their¡30s. The youngest 
was 25, the eldest 42.      i  < 

As a group they had In common the will- 
ingness to take a chance and to expend time 
and energy first by adopting, and second by 
attempting to breast-feed. They were highly 
motivated and determined to make it work. 
"And that's a vital part of the success,'.' Mrs. 
Raphael declared. , ; 

nost.all these women-nrenareri rtwHr 

Anthropologist Dana Raphael, autho 
Breast-feeding," nursed her adopted 
she flopped breast-feeding her secon 

"FOR MOST OF THESE, the attem 
too short to be effective, but it did g 
women an opportunity to acquire so 
oerience with babies, and more Imnnr 
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Natives want to help       C¿i*&c*> ¿U* -T,'**.    $yJ-?  (ii~i> 

\     Margaret Mead tells anthropology trend 
By Donald M. Schwartz 
Anthropoligists are finding 

that the peoples they study 
have begun to. insist on taking 
t hand in the studies, Marga- 
ret Mead said here Friday. 

Miss Mead, an anthropolog- 
ist who did pioneer research 
On primitive groups, said that 
''a great movement today (in 
anthropology) is that the def- 
ferent peoples of the world 
Want to do their own anthro- 
pology, along with other peo- 
ple (the visiting anthropolo- 
gists)." 

Miss Mead and others at a 
press conference in the Conrad 
Hilton Hotel said one of the 
newer   techniques   in  anthro- 

pology was for film makers in 
the field to show their footage 
to the tribes filmed and to get 
their assistance in editing. 

The famous scientist talked 
to reporters along with Law- 
rence Krader, secretary gener- 
al of the International Union of 
Anthropological and Ethnolo- 
gical Sciences, and Sol Tax, a 
University of Chicago anthro- 
pologist who is president of the 
9th International Congress of 
Anthropological and Ethnolo- 
gical Sciences. 
-The congress, which drew 2,- 

500 delegates from throughout 
the world, will conclude with a 
session at 1 p.m. Saturday in 
the Hilton. 
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Krader and Miss Mead in- 
dictated that one of the con- 
cerns of their profession is the 
disappearance of primitive 
cultures under the pressures 
of technological change and 
contact with the advanced 
world. 

However, the blunt Miss 
Mead said: "Nobody is try- 
ing to preserve anything un- 
touched. Human beings don't 
live in a zoo." 

She said that rather than 
trying to preserve primitive 
peoples as museum exhibits, 
the anthropologists would like 
to see them enabled to make 
the choices on what elements 
of their cultures they want to 
preserve. 

Tax said the congress, which 
meets every five years, will 
meet next in India, probably in 
New Delhi. 
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Copy of a letter received in the IXth IGAES office on September 12, 1973 

9-9-73 

Dear Mr. Tax: 

I had the honor and pleasure of seeing, hearing and feeling 
"TarauTamu" last evening. I attended despite the fact that I could convince 
no man, voman or child--related or unrelated--to enjoy this experience. 
Man's resistance to change and innovation surely must constitute one of 
his perversites, his impediments to comfortable change (?)--albeit it 
obviously constitutes a survival protective device as well. 

Last night vas a most exciting and moving experience. Menotti's 
idea vas striking and vorked exceedingly veil for a one-hour format. 
The staging, timing, drama, orchestra and voices united into a well turned 
artistic blend. 

Thank you for your foresight and your role in bringing forth 
this contribution of a non-gingerbread variety to world art. 

Sincerely, 

(signed) 

Elyne Handler 

U07 Sherman 
Evanston, Illinois 60202 

I am not in your field—exactly—but vork in early childhood 
education, currently with housing project youngsters. 

Mr. Myers. 
If possible, please share my appreciation with Mr. Keane and 
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15 October 1973 

Dr. Sol Tax 
President, IX ICAES 
Anthropology Department 
University of Chicago 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 
U.S.A.  60037 

Dear Dr. Tax: 

At one of the latter, or perhaps the last, of the plenary 
sessions, you made an announcement that one could construe as a feeler -- 
the reaction of some people to the format of the Congress.  You men- 
tioned that some European scholars found fault with the manner in which 
the Congress was run, and some North Americans took the trouble to state 
that they liked it.  Let me -- provincially perhaps -- align myself with 
the latter. 

Specific features of the Congress that I approve of are: 

-- The philosophy of managing things in such a manner that a lot more 
of the Third World people could attend was an excellent one.  In 
saying this I must also compliment you (or whomever was responsible) 
for finding the means to implement it.  It would have been futile 
and fatuous to have enunciated the ideal and then let it go at that. 

-- The extra activities -- films, lectures, tours and folksingers -- 
were an asset.  Before the Congress, I held the opinion expressed by 
some of the comments you alluded to -- that this was not scientific. 
But it worked out very well, and I'm glad it was part of the program. 

-- Prepublication of the papers was a wonderful idea, much better, I 
think, than dull readings. 

-- Though I did not have the chance to attend any of the pre-sessions, 
those who attended some of them seem to have derived a great deal of 
benefit from them. 

-- Generally speaking, the manner of dealing with the papers was also 
to my liking.  The fact that a paper that had relevance in more than 
one session, and could then be dealt with in two or more sessions, 
is good. My own experience was unfortunate.  In two of the sessions 
in which my paper appeared, I think the chairmen discharged their 
duties with less than perfection, but that is a complaint with the 
execution, not the design.  This type of discussion is, I think, a 

^ERSITY   OF   CALGARY 
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lot more fruitful than the old-fashioned reading under pressure -- 
especially in a truly international gathering where many readers (and 
listeners) would have language difficulties. 

I hope that some sort of an opinion poll can be taken on 
these matters.  In the meantime, let me say that I think that the IX 
ICAES functioned a heck of a lot better than anybody could have expected 
for an operation of that magnitude and complexity. 

Sincerely, 

Albert Heinrich 

Ah/clh 
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rr   The 
University 

Connecticut 

OCT 311973 T^ 
STORRS, CONNECTICUT 062G8 

THE COLLEGE OF 
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Department of Anthropology 

October Z'¿,   1973 

Professor Sol Tax 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois  60Ó37 

Dear Sol: 

A bit belatedly, wc v/anted to comment to you about the 
International Congress and our activities there last month. 
It was very productive for us, as you had suggested it 
would be, for we met and talked with people from a number 
of different countries in Zurope as well as several Latin 
Americans.  They all seemed very interested in the Reviews 
in Anthropology journal venture, and promised to help in 
TJTTO matter of information about new publications. 

Ue enjoyed the many innovative features you introduced 
into the format of the Congress—unfortunately v/e had to 
leave town before getting a chance to hear the opera. 

V/e were delighted that v/e were able to meet with some 
of our I'exican friends at Chicago, and even more pleased 
that the Congress brought us into contact with two Finnish 
anthropologists with whom we've had a lot of correspondence 
but had never met personally. From our point of view, then, 
the Congress was very enjoyable and successful in its main 
function—promoting contacts and exchange of ideas on an 
international scale. 

In a few days, we'll be sending you another list of 
books for potential review in Reviews in Anthropology, 
although we realize that you are very likely still extremely 
busy with the aftermath of the Congress.  In addition to 
any comments you might be able to offer us concerning the 
books on the list, if you know of forthcoming works in 
other countries for late 1973-1S74, we would much appreciate 
hearing about them. 

Regards Regards, ^p I 

Gretel and Bert Pelto 
PJ?/fbh 
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As an Attendant at the ICAES  (Asahi Shi^bun_Jígws;> 
'Paper,September 19»'7/*\ 

Takao Sofue 

During the twelve days from August 28th through September 8th, 

A> Nineth International Congress of anthropological and Ethnological 

Sciences was held at Chicago, United States.  Every five years 

scholars in the field of physical and cultural anthropology from 

various coi7ntries of the world r»t together, re-;d papers and exchange 

ideis this is the IC/iES.-'J -.st Congress was heir? in 1968 at 

Tokyo and Kyoto.  Before that it was at lioscow.  This time the Congress 

was held at Chicago with Sol lax and Jlarg~ret I'ead as the Ire a i dent o» 

Attendant.; from more than one hundred countries amounted to three 

thousand.  ParTici-p-^at-s from Japan were I-'asao Gka, I-Iisashi Suzuki, 

Chie Kakane and myself >ao formal dologoto3tTftyfc-, Tn addition, more 

than fovirty xfcfcKXfibadc attended j£  various meetings and read payers. 

Looking at ±fe±g Congress as a whole, there were horo and tho^e 

some problems in management.. I would, however, n-&£—great i on -about this. 

Here I would rather point out as the most characteristic feature of 

this Chicago Congress that -pSsfe major attention was focused ur-on the 

fundamental question, "What should anthropologists do in thio timer~-0"f 

1970's ?" rather than upon purely technical problems in each 

field. 

Manuscripts worked out in various sections through several days' 

discussions were t"h«n debated at the Meeting of national Delegates 

and then at the General Assembly, which took more than four hours 

respectively.  Details of each word and each phrase were the subject 

of hot discussions, and more than ten resolutions were finally adopted. 

It is, indeed, ^ unprecedented evelrfe—that the Meeting of National 
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Delegates as well as the General Assembly viere -hel-d -for so ra-anj' hoars. 

Miss Nakane, who was responsible for final arrangement of all these 

resolutions, seemed to hove been very busy, running from room to room 

all day long. 

Among all these resolutions the first one was cone rning Vae 

"Urgent Anthropology"("What should anthropologists do now as the most 

urgent task ?")  "Today due to a great impact of civilizations 

trad \ t.i on-.l cultures and customs are vanishing v^ry fast.  I ¡erige the 

most urgent task for us is to record them systematically.  'World-wide 

iA 
documentation of anthropologists' researches in the world "Who 

is doing what kind of studies in which areas?" should be most 

important.  ¿ince movies and tapes are especially valuable materials, 

it would be urged «M a special committee would be established in each 
AJv\ 

country to promote a cooperation between those engaged w4éfe making of 

documentary films and anthropologists." 

It m.iy also be added here that the importance of documentation 

—1~—   of traditional cultures was .¿or- the firot frime so strongly emphasized 

• •-VVpj'at this Congress,  ^losely related to this, the Congress had Anooti on 
j. j^*^ a.      it*-**- 

|   entitled "Visual Anthropology", which isAnewly produced, term.  This 

] 

^ 

rf 
] 

A 
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•cootion had a special ¿joint meeting with the "Urgent Anthropology" 

Section chaired by Mead and had a full audience. A resolution finally 

made at this ¿joint meeting is as follows.  "It is most important to 

do full documentation of vanishing traditional cultures both urban 

and rural- in the world.  It is also hoped to make a film library 

of existing documentary films in the world, and to exchange infor- 

mation^ among different countries. For this purpose, it may be 

suggested to establish an international committee and to make an 

internationally applicable coding system as regards to film materials. 
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At the same time it msy be suggested that in the education of 

anthropologjr, curriculum on the training of film-raalcing should be 

included so that anthropologists themselves may be able to make good 

films. 
**• 

Reflecting such '.in interest, dozens of ethnographic»! documentary 

films made in many countries were ¡put on the screen! everyday in 
^u 

special rooms.  Among these films the most applauded one "S^ "Kula: 

Argonauts of the western x'acific"produced by the Ja¡an Documentary 

Film Cent^r(Director:Jun'ichi Ushiyama), which had been televised 

in Japan some time ago.  "Kula" is a very s-;-eci3l and ritualized 

exchange system in one district of Melanesia, whisrh was discovered 

by ttxxxxmaricx a British anthropologist, Halinowski, at the beginning 

of this century.  Auáiences seem to have been greatly impressed by 

this detailed record of how the kula exchange is still practiced 

there today.  Miss Yasuko Ichioka, the producer of this film, was 
(¡»\ Rou/ch 

greeted with handshakings by many scholars including Dr. Jean £KXH£ , 

chairman of the Visual Anthropology Sootion. 

Equally related to the documentary records is a problem of 
C.Otnrt\t4>*tt>r\   <"» a 

museunP, and the ¿ootion of Museology adopted tía.  XKXXKXXXS; long 

resolution.  The most noticeable part is the ten basic principles 

as regards ^¡^, ethics in Sh«e museum administration.  "Since the 

traditional folk-craft is now becoming antiquities and artifacts and 

hence the price is becoming more and more expensive.  In such a situation 

today, museum should never sell these objects tothe merchants, etc...." 

These are the main points included here. 

At itau this Museology Meeting, scholars from several countries 

reported about the present situation of museums in each country.  I, 

h 
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too, ¿joined them and reported that the National ..Museum of Ethnology 
.. k Japan'^ 

is lOT-.^inr to be established very soon as Ww^first national 

institute in thp field of cultural anthropology.  This seemed to -have 

arouse^ ^ much interest among attendants, and I was asked many      ^ 

questions. 

Finally, at the General Mxmktvg  Assembly, it was ^on the 

problem of "Genocide" that the hottest discussions (were repeated.) 

Thi;: topic bf'Cinfi the focus of attention amonr anthropologists -eifrcre 

several years ago, stimulated by the problem of the Vietnam War and 

that of a genocide case in some part of Br-jzil.  The following 

resolution was finally adopted after long discussions.  "In case a 

genocide of the natives W-JS discovered, this fact should be reported 

in a printed paper and should be distributed to many areas so that the 

f'jct may be informed to the world ""We should let the natives 
w 

themselves choose their o»n direction, and make utmost efforts to 

help them carry out their own plan We also support and cooperate 

with the organizations of natives for the protection of their own 

right " 

All the attendants of the General Assembly seemed to heve agreed 

with the b?sic principle of this resolution.  As to some words and 

phrases, however, there were various disagreements, and for this 

reason the debated wej?e excited.  Observing the process of these 

discussions the most impressive fact for me was thst while the 

Scandinavian and American young scholars were most radically 

concerned with this subject, Soviet members seemed to be most 

uninterested. 

In addition, promotion of population studies and international 
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exchange of population data, protection of non-human primates living 

in various parts of the world, importance of scientific studies in 

the causes of w->rs, thorough denunciation of discrimination against 

women these were major resolutions proposed by respective 

sections and adopted at the General Assembly. vVt these last cases 

concerning the - roblem of war and the problem of sexual inequalities-, 

however, I feel that the resolutions were still remaining- ±» -su-1 oo 

abstract 1 ^ v-e V; 

Th<-> next(10th)International Congress will be held in the year 

j}t 1978, -a^íd--i?i3^-^L-*<ie--wiii--Jbe in India. 

AutborsTitle; 

it the time of publication September, '74-) 

Professor of Anthropology, Neiji University 

— President of the Japanese Ethnological 
Society 

Presently 

Professor of East Asian Studies 
National Museum of Ethnology(Jaran) 



t ,"traerle»is a'wonderfulcountry fuíl pf entertainment fe* the visiting iouri- 

•|V ^ have Walt'' Disney on   tho   West   Coast and  Watergate on the East 

—£?*?''   A^,°w> y?1 •*• «nrbropologists and ax» welcome td this Congress". 
Tf¡ Ttíf^nknown (to AnthrojwlogyltAmerindian youth inaugurated, tho IXlhlnrtri 

Mt^ooal/Co^frosi pf AnthropoJoaical and Ethnological Sciences (I.CA.B.S.)ioq 
Salurday, lit September 1973 in the glittering Audeiorium theatre of ¿he Roose- 
vell Univers|ty in Chicago. Nfore than 3.000 delegatea from, 101 countries of 
EWorld w«r<> participating in this lavishly organised Congnet; not ajlof |beea 

. parlidpanu ware,Anthropologlits, many belonged tq allied disciplino», such MÍ 
. Sociotaíy,; Economic*, linguistic*, palaeontology human biology and the Ijka, 

ProfoasprSol T« of the University of Chicago presided. ,\.r. 

V';   poi^»t>4e,!Wl« wet» expected Jo arrive on 28th August to participate In 
on^of tb* .twenty one Pro-Congress Conferences meeting ip Chicago and other 

,04 west,( sities near Chicago from 28th to 30th August,   poliberations ait' these' 
... Copferpnces and ihdr reooramendations «ere reported to the relevant sections, jnf 

' the Congress ¡and Its plenary session.    ',.; ..'. #. '• /. • - ].''.', .*',...'^V 

* _ /mScbpbriymxaioia of the Congress were nekton the. six days, tadfo* 
•.,, 7tbSeptember, in the spacious ball of the famous Conrad Hilton  Hotel of '• 
.   CWcagp.   Tbise covered in detail all the traUhiontJ fields of Anthropology; 
.   snot wore absolutely novel, such as, the sessions oo Problems and possibilities 

V a Marxist fthoolqgy, Cross—cultural perspectives oft tho wemenh movement; 
-    Visual Anthropology,  the1"olitios of Anthropology, Youth'fy*/M«nÜndiand 

Concept of Mankind.   For  the convenience  o/ the international crowd at the 
Opngrets, simultaneous translation facility In Bhgli'h, French, German.'Russian 
•nd Spaoiiji WM available through the wireless receivers and headsets. ,Tbe totirn 
proceedings of the Congress were taped which are expected to be available to 

. acholar» both in the original and in transcribed form. „        '       ' < 
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;. f iaaultanaousry with the scholarly sessions of the Congress the 
meetings of the International Uoioo of Anthropological ani Ethnological Wen-. 
oesXI.UA.liS.) «ndits tan Commissions were in. progress. The permanaor 
Ceuaoil «f «be I.CA.B.8- aodI.U.A.^.8. met twice to take important deei- 
sjpsu regaiding the Union and the Congress, loe Council decided la nwtt 
again in Rome in April tfJ6 and to hold its next Xtb Congress in Isidia«< Itj 
daddoo; to amend iu own ^Oonstitutioa to make more effective the woriduj of 
|bar Union and passed some important resorurions relating to the preservation 
of the pon-human private pópulatipns of the world and assistance to Indigenous 
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I.e IX' Congrcs international des 
Sciences Anthrnpiiloidmics el Ktbnolo- 
(fiques s'esl lenu a C.liii «¿¡ci (Illinois, l'.S.A.) 
(In 2¡i iioüt mi H scplcmbrc I!)7.'l. sous l¡i 
prcsidencc du l'rofesscur Sul Tn\. I.e 
noinhre des conKrcssisIcs, <|iii s'clcvnil íi 
plus de :< 11(10, representan! lili pays, 
(Icpasvait liirfjeinenl ceiix des precedents 
Congrcs de l'biladclpl.iic (710), l'nris 
(1017). Moscou {•> l.j») du bien Tokyo 
(1 17(1). De par son K¡Kanlismc, celle nui- 
nifestation scmblait vouée á réchec, el 
c'esl précisénicnt pour saiivcHiirdcr l'inté- 
rcl scientill(|iie d'un leí emigres i|u'uiie 
organisation nouvelle, se vouliinl iiicnie 
rcvolutioiiuairc, ful envisagée sous ('im- 
pulsion de son presiden). 

I.'inlenlion ful d'almrd de rattnclicr 
l'cnscniblc des discussions á un seul el 
iiiíine theme : « une espece, difTérenles 
cultures », qui illuslre IVnihlénie du Con- 
gres tenant autant de la representation prcliisloriqiic de l'liuinanité (|iie de l'art 
moderne le plus sl.vlisé de nolre épo(|ue. I'our éviler la dispersion des sujets 
traites par un nombre aussi consideradle de participants et la monolonie de 
coniniunications incgalcs, il ful decide que Imites les séances de travail seraienl 
cxclusivenient consacrécs á la discussion, en les regroupant sur ccrlains themes 
d'aclunlité, a la discretion des presidents de session responsables. A cet efTct, 
clni(|iie congressiste ayant recu au préalable les resumes en anglais de loutcs 
les Communications inscriles au programme avail I» possiliililé d'en recevoir 
au inoins une vingtainc in extenso avanl ou au debut du Congres, de facón á 
concentrer les tiiénics d'intérct de cliacun, et íi prepnrer les elements indispen- 
sables de la discussion, Kncore fnllnll-il (|iie les séances fussent préparées. C'esl 

Kmbléme du Congrés representan! 
rhunuinité cninme une settle espéce. 
disperse!'  duns  les rinq  continents. 
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|>our<|iii)i il ful organise des conferences préparaloircs, surte de précongrés, nú 
ces participants étnicnt ennvics soil 11 Chicago memc pour les linguistes, soil 
duns les grandes villes avoisimintcs : Detroit pour I'Anthropologic physique el 
I» Biologic huiiiainc, Milwaukee pour I'Kthnologie, Iti Musculogie ft 1'Kcologie, 
Oshkosh enfln pour rAnthrnpnlogie uppliqucc. Sur le papier était uinsi mise 
sur pied une organisation noiivelle, allrayante, pour l¡ii|itelle on cluit en droit 
d'eseoinpler des resultáis iiilércssiinls. 

I.u séuncc inaugúrale, russciiihluiit environ .'(501) persoiines, eut lien le 
sinnedi 1" septembre ú rAiidilorium Theatre de Chicago, "es uppureils de tru- 
diictioii synclirone individuéis pennettidenl de suivre coiiiinodément les exposes 
dims Pune des cin<| langucs : ungíais, fraileáis, alleiiiand, russe 011 cspagnol. Au 
tours de relie reunion inlroduelive, le l'rofesseur Sol Tax soiiliuiln la bienvenue 
aux congressisles puis rclraea I'liisloire des precedents cunaros en invitant lcurs 
presidents successifs u prononeer une allocution. Aprcs l'exposé dans ses grandes 
ligues de ('organisation ilu emigres, la projection d'un film rctracant I'liisloire 
ilu peuplement de Chicago clólura cetle séance de facón forl intéressanlc, tundís 
que le soir inéme avail lieu un concert folklorique. 

I.es activities scientifl<|ues proprcment (liles onl conunencé le dimanche 2 sep- 
tembre el se son! poursuivies jusqu'au saiuedi 8 septemhre dans les Salons du 
Conrad Milton Hotel, vaste building udmirablcmcnt situé en face du I.ac, oú 
logeaienl la pluparl des Congressisles. lilies furent cntrecoupées de diverses 
réjouissances (res réussies, tels : la premiere de l'Opéra de tíian-Carlo Menotti, 
Tanni-Tanni, compose spécialeinenl pour le Congrés et l'American Indian 
Pow Wow parrainé par le Native American Committee. D'autre part, des 
expositions fort intéressantcs se rapportunt au lliéme du Congrés avaient été 
organisées tanl an Field .Museum of Natural History qu'ali Museum of Science and 
Industry, oi'i de remarquubles collections étuient presentees avec un souci 
didactique tres poussé. Diffcrcntcs excursions furent éguleinent organisées vers 
les sites arcliéologiques et historiijues de l'lllinois. Un aprés-midi fut enfln conse- 
cré á lu visite d'une romiiiunauté ctliiiique ou d'une organisation choisie parmi 
celles vivunt actuellemenl á Chicago : groupe noir, grec, itaiien, Juif, lithuanicn, 
polonais, sucdois, ukrainien on South Shore, Oak Park et Pullman. 

Les sessions de travail, dont certaines se son! prolongées sans interruption 
jusqu'a une heure tardive, se son! déroulées duns d'iiiimenses salles de reception 
de I'hotel Hilton dont raménageinent asscz pen fonctionnel fut peu propice a 
susciter les discussions, International Hall Koom pour I'Ethnologie par exemple, 
ou Grand Ball Room pour l'Anthropologie. Dans line ambiance de kermesse, 
on trouvait alentour des comptoirs de vente des produits des artisanats esquimau 
ou indien ainsi que des expositions de livres des prlncipaux éditeurs américains; 
un marché (('occasion avail inéme été prévu. 

I.e nombre des communications présentées, qui va de pair avec celui des 
participants, semble avoir dépussé Iurgement ceux des precedents congres si l'on 
s'en tient aux cliifl'res pubüés : 3111 ú Philailelpliie, 387 á Paris, 1 005 á Moscou, 
600 a Tokyo. Toulefois, il esl difficile de préciser á l'heure uctuelle le nombre de 
communications eU'eclivemenl soiimiscs ú lu discussion, car des 1 880 resumes 
parvenus au Congrés avnnt le l."i uvril, uuxquels s'ajoutent 157 resumes publiés 
postérieuremeiit. 9111 Iravaux vculcmcnt étaienl á la disposition des congressisles 
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mi dcliut ilu ciuiKiiN. ilimt 7«M i'ii limpie iiiiglnisc. I.II repartition des resumes 
sclon les qualrc nilir¡i|iit's Iriiditiniincllenienl IIIIIIIíM'S par Current Anlhropuliij-y 
fiiil rcssorlir In parí preponderante de I'Klhnolope sur les nutres disciplines : 
l'rchisloire       Arclicolo-'ie et Aiillirti|jolii|(ii> clnssiquc 

1. — Anlhropolop'c  lliolnpquc el   Physique     28K 
II. — Arrhcolopc.   l'rchisloire          Ilil 

III. — Anlhropolop'c sochile el eullurelle     I .'102 
IV. — Limpie el eiillure     127 

p-oupcs indiques plus IIIIIII. I.es p.irlicipiinls nient ilés leur nrrivéc le pro- 
gramme general des reunions el un livrel rcgroupnnl les resumes ilans chaqué 
session (lone pur ruhriqiie d'inlcrcl. II leur éliiíl iiiissj loisihlc, en principe, (le 
relirer les levies des cimiiiiiinicnlioiis ¡m\(|iiels ils ¡ivnicnt droit (20) de fiiron 
a prcpnrcr leurs inlervenlions. 

Clmquc scnncc ctnil preside!- pur un eliiiiruiiin assislé d'line oil plusieurs 
personnes uti.\i|uelles il ineoniluiil de susrilcr In discussion en I re Pussi-stancc el 
les dillcrcnts .spec in I isles sicgcanl á In trihune niilour des orpinisaleurs. Miilheii- 
rcusenienl, cede discussion lie ful que Ires riircnienl Inure!-, du nioins duns In 
section Anthropologic, el Con en vinl, ¡iprés le llotteiiient de In premiere journee. 
I'I un syslcnic uiixte de type clnssiquc allinnl In discussion ncudcmiquc íi une 
présentiilion non nioins ncndcmiquc de coiiinmiiicalíon.s (qut-lqucs ininiites pour 
(Trillins jusqu'íi une (leiiil-heure pour d'iiutres au (i'-'' ''" chairman). De toutc 
evidence, les objcetifs reclierchés par les orgnnisntcurs n'étnienl pas ntteints. 

I'our I'cxpliqucr, on tie sniirail invoqucr les linrricres linguisliqucs, puisque 
clui(|iie intervention élnil nussitol Iradiiile duns les cinq lauques du ('tingres (el 
enregistréc en mí-nie temps sur cassettes). I.a discussion semble avoir étc contra- 
rice plus siirement, dans de nonilireux cas, par l'alisence des lirés-n-parl donl 
mirail dii disposer le congrcs.sisle. II étail tres diflicilc en eirel d'nbtcnir des 
services du ('tingres, apparemment submerges, les textes de communications 
cummandés. linfln el surloul, ce type de discussion voulii par les orpinisaleurs 
nécessite des themes précis, un petit niimhre de spécinli.stcs travaillant sur des 
sttjets voisins, un emploi du temps siiffisamnient lache, des animateurs nyant 
preparé les séances; le conlraíre somme tout*.* de ce qu'il élait raisonnablcnicnt 
possible d'espérer ú Chicago. Dcvant la foule de communications presentees et la 
varíete des sujets, c'élnil une gugciire que de vouloir les rnssemhler sur quelques 
Ihénies. II nc pouvnil en résulter <|iie des lianulilés. 

II cst néaninoins regrettable, mnlgrc les moyens e.xceplionnels mis en jen. 
que l'anthropolngie n'uit pns tiré plus de profit de ce rnsscmblcment de Chicago. 
On luí saurn gre toutefois d'nvoir demontre (|iie la formule des grands enngres a 
vécu et que les unthropologlstes se dnlvent d'orgnniser eux-memes des .symposiums 
sur des themes limites. 

G. BILLY. 

JiÜMÜfrlSiliá 
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The Participation of the Soviet Scientists in the 

iXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological 

Sciences* 

Yu.P.Averkieva,Yu.V.Bromley 

The IXth International Congress of Anthropologists and 

ethnologists was organized in Chicago in September 1-8, 1975» 

This time the Congress was convened in compliance with the new 

regulations five years after tne Vlllth International Congress 

of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences held in Tokyo and 

Kioto in September, 19©8. Participants of the Chicago Congress 

were almost three thousand people from over 100 countries, and 

it was the most numerous scientific forum as compared to any 

former. 

Overwhelmingly represented at the Congress were, natural- 

ly scientists from the American Continent and, first of all, 

from the USA. Rather widely represented were researchers from 

the countries of Asia and Africa and, in particular, an active 

part was taken by scientists from India, Japan, Algeria and 

Nigeria. West-European delegates were comparatively few in num- 

bers: some researchers from Great Britain, France, the FKG, 

Italy, Greece and from Scandinavian countries, The USA and 

West-European delegations were characteristically composed 

mainly of young scientists. 

The Soviet delegation consisted of thirty three memoers 

* Translated from "Sovetskaja Etnográfica", S  1, 1974, 
y 
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from Moscow, and Leningrad, from the Ukraine and the republics 

of Central Asia, the Caucasus, the Volga area and from the Bal- 

tic coast republics. Besides ethnographers and physical anthro- 

pologists it comprised some folklorists, archaeologists, his- 

torians and philosophers. European Socialist countries were 

most numerously represented by teams 

from Rumania, Poland and Yugoslavia;  . .some scientists. 

ó ;•„> were sent1 by Hungary and Czechoslovakia. 

The atmosphere found by our delegation at the Congress can. 

on the whole, be characterized as favorable which was, no doubt, 

a result of the general reducing of international tension 

which took place lately and due, first of all, to the U.S.A. 

visit of Secretary General of the Central Committee of the 

CPSU L.I.Brezhnev. 

However, the acute ideological struggle made itself felt 

in the work of the Congress and all through our staying in the 

U.S.A. we were aware of the tension. Sometimes it manifested 

itself in direct attacks on Soviet science and in the falsifi- 

cation of our reality and, more often, - in polemics between 

representatives of different scientific trends. 

As to the scientific and organizational matters, the Chi- 

cago Congress considerably differed from previous international 

congresses of anthropological and ethnological sciences. To be- 

gin with, no thematic subdivision of work (into sections and 

simposiums) had been arranged beforehand (while previous prac- 

tice was to arrange such matters in two years before the begin- 

ning of a Congress). In the opinion of Prof.Sol Tax, President 

of the Congress, the profile of this scientific forum would 
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be shaped on its own on the basis of applications for reports, 

'¿'here were submitted and published over two thousand papers 

(150 Soviet ones including), the applications being admitted 

almost to the last day before the openning of the Congress. As 

a result, up to the last moment there was no stability in the' 

structure of the Congress, i.e. in the names and number of its 

sections. In the long run there were established 105 themes 

for sectional discussions. 

As had been suggested oy the organizers of the Congress 

papers were discussed without having been presented verbally, 

and in this respect the Congress was an experimental and in 

the main a successful one. Four halls of Hilton hotel were oc- 

cupied through the six days by parallel sessions devoted to 

sectional themes; discussions on each subject were allotted 

from one to three hours. Sectional meetings were, however, or- 

ganized far from being similar to each other. In some cases 

an introduction by chairman and short speeches of a couple of 

principle reporters were followed by a discussion open to eve- 

ry one present; in others, on the contrary, a meeting actually 

consisted of speeches (and repeated on.es at that) by a few mem- 

bers of sectional presidium, i.e. by the experts so to say,and 

the rest of those present had almost no time. Some organization* 

al difficulties could, of course, have been eliminated. Thus, 

for example, the concrete list of papers to be included into 

1. See, "IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Eth- 

nological Sciences. Plan of the Congress and resume of cont- 

ributions", Chicago, 1973. 
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each section was announced immediately before the Congress and 

what if we add that only a small portion of papers had been 

sent to participants beforehand... Hence, our delegates had to 

make their preparation for discussions on the basis of abstracts 

only. 

In spite of these difficulties the Soviet delegation was 

able to take an active part in the work of the Congress which 
> i >  I ' • 
is clearly demonstrated by the fact that our delegates delivered 

more than one hundred speeches, i.e. each of them took floor 

three times on the average, participating directly in at least 

85 sections. 

The openning session of the Congress was arranged in the 

hall of the city threatre at 14.00 September, 1. A short inaugu- 

ration speech was delivered by president of the Congress Prof. 

Sol Tax who gave then the floor to representatives of host-counl 

ries of previous Congress, leader of the Soviet delegation Yu. 

V.Bromley included. Oh behalf of the North American Indians the 

Congress was welcomed by Vine Deloria an ethnographer of Indian 

origin. The rest of the time was devoted to the organizational 

and technical matters of the forthcoming work of the Congress 

and to a piece of information on the multinational composition 

of Chicago population and the city sights. 

Sectional meetings contined from the second to the seventh 

of September. To the attention of the Congress there was sub- 

mitted a range of broad and diverse problems: chronologically, 

these enveloped the period from the making of the man to the 

questions of forecasting the future of the humanity, while spa- 

tially, they involved the whole of the globe. And the interest- 
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lag thing was that considered were not only questions directly- 

related to physical anthropology and ethnology in our understan- 

ding of these branches of science but, practically, - all the 

aspects of human life: biological, medical, economic, social, 

cultural, linguistic, ethnic and psychological ones. A great 

deal helped here the mentioned spontaneity in the profile for- 

ming of the Congress. But the main reason was the^ehared in 

the English-speaking countriesenderstanding) of the term anthro- 

pology itself according to which this branch of science claims 

a right to study comprehensively the man and -the humanity. 

Methodological problems were a central subject at the Con- 

gress. In this connection we should first of all note on the 

formation of a special section on "Problems and Possibilities 

of Marxist Ethnology". The work of this section had been pre- 

ceeded by a pre-congress symposium, which, like other symposiums 

continued from August 28 to ¿1. Unfortunately, Soviet scientists 

could participate only in two last days of its work. Chief or- 

ganizer of the symposium and section was a prominent American 

scientist Stanley Diamond. The body of the symposium was mainly 

composed of American scientists: E.Le^cock, G.Weltfish, S.Benet, 

M.Saiins, B.Scholte, J.Paris, Stephen and Ethel Dunn^ and 

others. Invited to participate were French scientist M.Godel- 

ier and F.Rossi-Landi from Italy; an active part in the sympo- 

sium was taken by scientists from the "third world" (from Alge- 

ria, Pakistan, Sudan, Mexico, Nigeria), while present were 

scientists from Hungary (L.Tarkani), FRG (B.Benzing)and from 

the Denmark (St.Render). 

The symposium listened to about ten reports on very diff -. - 

•r«rt s^|jBf$»i. from,N»rxist views on the concrete problems of 
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Marxist theory of knowledge and its relation to other concep- 

tions which claim their right to the role of general methodolo- 

gy. Thus, in the paper by St.Levin (U.S.A.) "Critical anthropo- 

logy: critics of everyday life" an attempt was made to present 

existentialism as "Marxism of the period of neo-capitalism".The 
ScA*f+«'s 

discussion on B.Sholteh'e paper "Marxism and structuralism" was 

perhaps a most lively one. The discussion, like the paper it- 

self criticised the structuralist conception of Levi-Stross. 

Disputed was not the structural approach itself in studying 

concrete phenomena but structuralism as a whole as a certain 

philosophical system and an idealistic trend in modern bourgeois 

sociology (speeches by M.Salins, S.Diamond, M.Godelier). A prog- 

ressive stand was taken by Nigerian ethnologists I.Nzimiro and 

O.Otite who displayed a great interest to developing relations 

with Soviet science. An active part in the sessions of the 

symposium was taken by Soviet delegates Yu.P.Averkieva and S.A. 

Arutyunov. Yu.V.Bromley delivered his report on "the Problems 

of Primitive Society in Soviet Ethnology" which caused a lively 

discussion. In connection with this report M.Godelier raised 

the problem of the Asiatic mode of production and role of commu- 

nity in the history of society. Participants of the symposium 

showed their interest to the Soviet ethnographers1 studies in 

the spheres of Africanistics and Americanistics as well as of 

village community. 

A report by Italian philosopher P.Rossi-Landi "Dialectics 

of Bndogamy"should be mentioned also. He tried to interpret 

endogamy of the most ancient in human history period of dual- 

-clan organization in the terms of commodity economy. Incorrect- 
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ness of the approach was noted upon in the speeches of M.Salins, 

S.diamond and Yu.P.Averkieva. 

In conclusion the symposium decided to convene another 

meeting of this kind in Europe after one year. 

General results of the symposium's activities were summed 

up at a special sectional meeting. The session attracted atten- 

tion of numerous participants of the Congress and was a very 

lively one. The work of the symposium was reviewed by Balai- 

Jj»ad (Pakistan) who was followed by M.uodelier with his popular 

presentation of Marxist understanding of the relations of pro- 

duction and of the correlation between the basis and superstruc- 

ture . 

Yu. V.Bromley gave in his speech an account of the theore- 

tical principles of Marxist ethnology and laid a special stress 

on the problem of criteria which allows distinction between a 

marxist and a non-marxist, what is so important to-day when 

Marxism came into fashion in the West where it happens very 

often that people having nothing to do with this theory call 

themselves "marxists". In this connection he first of all point- 

ed out the falsity of understanding marxism as a vulgar theory 

of economic determinism. He stressed the importance for Marx- 

ism of the historical method of analysis and synthesis which 

should not be confused either with simple evolutionism or with 

the conception which understands leaps as complete breaks in 

the gradualness and negates any continuity between different 

stages of social development. 

The notion that Marxism provides general methodology to 

the theory of knowledge - dialectical materialism - was pepno"-1- 
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ed at the section by the majority of its speekers. However, one 

Algerian scientist supporting, as he did, the importance of , 

Marxism for the studies in urbanized societies, maintained that 

it cannot be used in analysing archaic socieitles and countries 

of the "third world". But immediately after him the floor was 

taken by another speaker from Algeria who turn down this the- 

sis, having stressed that Marxism is applicable to analysing 

African reality. Many other speekers spoke on the universality 

and general character of Marxist methodology. In some speeches 

it was even stressed that Marxism should be understood not on- 

ly as a theory but as a guide to action, and that ethnographers 

should be marxists in their world outlook and help the struggle 

of the suppressed not only outside their countries but inside 

them as well. 

Viewed as a whole this section was a vivid and impressive 

demonstration of the greatly increased prestige of Marxism 

among scientists of all the continents and mot only in the de- 

veloping countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America but in the 

highly developed states such as the U.S.A. as well. 

Concurrent with the section on the methodology of Marxism 

one of the most important methodological sections was held JMK^ 

trader the name "Anthropology Today and Tomorrow". Sectional dis- 

cussions of the subject were based on a special work by a pro- 

fessor of social anthropology of Oxford University M.Preedman 

"Social and cultural anthropology" which had been prepared by 

him as a chapter for the UNESCO "International study on the 

main trends of research in the field of the social and human 

sciences". The text of it had been distributed beforehand arnon^- 
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Congress participants and prior to its discussion they had been 

given tentative commentaries to it prepared by a number of au- 

thors. These commentaries were presented in a generalized form 

by chairman of the section prominent American scientist F.Eggan 

(M.Preedman did not attend the Congress personally). 

On the whole, the work of M.Freedman is an attempt at 

more or less objectively characterizing the general state of 

cultural and social anthropology; some of the results attained 

by Soviet ethnographers are also accounted for. But his estima- 

tion of the modern state of the world ethnographic science pro- 

ceeds from the positions of British social anthropology and 

rather vividly demonstrates the difficulties encountered by cul- 

tural and social anthropologists in defining the object of 

their science. M.Freedman follows to traditional definitions 

of the research zone of his science as stretching from the so- 

called "primitive" societies to the present, and in the latter 
, mainly. • 

case it is,studying small groups. But such a definition inevi- 

tably involves a number of questions concerning first of all 

the correlation between the appellation and substance of the 

science. 

Why, for example, does the principle stress in social and 

cultural anthropology go nevertheless to "primitive" societies? 

No bewilderment is removed by Preedman's words that in the de- 

veloped societies anthropology studies chiefly small social 

and cultural groups. Are not the large-scale communities of 
<(as for example, nations); 

the modern worldásocial and cultural units? The complexity of 

the situation the social and cultural anthropology finds itself 

in today becomes apparent especially when one asks about its 
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correlation with the related disciplines and, first of all,with 

concrete sociology. When the question is about cultural anthro- 

pology alone then a reference is usually made to the fact that 

it differs from concrete sociology in as much as cultural pheno- 

meny differ from social ones proper. Of course,such a differen- 

tiation between phenomena of human life can be debated,but,how- 

ever, one should not deny certain .logics in such differentiation 

between anthropology and sociology. And still, if the question 

is about cultural=social anthropology, as it is the case in 

the work by Freedman, then it is extremely difficult to delimit 

it from sociology. British scientists themselves consider social 

anthropology apart of sociology. 

In quite a different manner is solved the problem of corre- 

lation between the appellation and substance of science in the 

case of ethnography or ethnology. In the instances where it is 

supposed that the object of study is ethnos - people, we have 

an absolute correlation between the appellation and substance 

of the science. All of this was brought to the attention of 

these present by Yu.V.Bromley in his speech on the work of ST. 

Freedman. E.S.Markaryan stressed'the necessity of studying the 

problem of correlation between the notions of "dultural" and 

"social" phenomena to define subject zones of cultural and so- 

cial anthropology. Yu.P.Averkieva noted in her speech that in 

the work of M.Freedman Marxist understanding of the historical 

process is erroneously identified with evolutionism and that 

it rather overestimated scientific value of structuralism. 

P.CarstenJe of Toronto University justly critisized Bri- 

tish social anthropology, having taken as an example the work 
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of M.Ireedman, and gave high praise to the works of I.I.Pote- 

khin. He said that many young Africanists took their studies 

by them and that they helped them understand class essence of 

African societies. A representative of Brazil V.*artine^AÍier 

also critisized M.Freedman's work and spoke in particular on 

the misleading appraisal of L.G.Morgan's "Ancient society".She 

said that this work of Morgan "sets forth not simply a chrono- 

logical model of the evolution of humanity, but presents a 

structural theory of history". 

Discussions on the work by M.Freedman took place one day 

before the end of the Congress and were logically preceeded by 

the activities in some sections..These were such sections as 

"General Concepts and Theory in Cultural Anthropology" and 

"Current problems of the profession in the historical perspec- 

tive". At the first of the mentioned sections E.S.Markaryan 

took the floor to substantiate his concept of culture. At the 

section devoted to the history of science, spoke Yu.V.Bromley 

who proved groundlessness of the assertion by one of the lead- 

ers of the section as if Soviet ethnography is orientated on 
, . .• •• .  .¡'¡,.1  I :. -| ;l j. 

the so-called formal values. 

Science studying sections devoted a great part of their 

meetings to auxiliary ethnographical (anthropological) branches 

of sciences. Special sections were organized on such themes as 

"Anthropological bibliography and documentation", "Ethnological 

Museology" and "Visual Anthropology". Apart from this, during 

the Congress there were going meetings of a special comission 

on ethnographical films; a part'in the work of the commission 

was taken by L.lT.Terentyeva. At the same time with sectional 
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meetings there was going a daily review of ethnographic films. 

From our side there were demonstrated two films - "Sabantui" 

and "Khevsuri". 

A considerable number of sections were devoted to a wide 

range of acute problems of the present day. Among them were, 

for example, "Tne Processes of Urbanism" an<* "Anthropological 
a 

Study of jSducjtion". Discussion at the urbanization section was 

mainly concentrated on analyzing subjective perception of the 

urban mode of life by ethnic groups but slightly adapted to a 

city. A part in the discussion was taken by L.M.Drobizheva who 

stressed the necessity to see objective causes underlying the 

subjective changes and collision of values of different groups 

in the process of urbanization. At the section on education 

were mainly debated social consequences of giving access to edu- 

cation to backward in their cultural development peoples. 

A culmination in the activities of theSoviet delegation at 

the Congress was its participation in the work of the section 

"Social Change in socialist societies" (chairman -yaung Hungarian 

scientist T.Hofer). By the moment of the Soviet delegation's 
, H • •• i y i ¡¡'->' m • ,\ <   •' -• •• 

arrival to the Congress the work of the section was under the 

threat of derangement. But we succeeded in reestablishing this 

section, formulated its programme, agreed with scientists of 

other socialist countries on their participation in it and ma- 

naged to arrange a special preparatory meeting. These activities 

were headed by L.N.Terentyeva who became later co-chairman of 

the section. 

Central place in the work of the section was occupied by 

speeches of Soviet delegatos. Thus, K.G.Karakeev spoke of the 
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processes of cultural integration connected with the moulding 

of a Soviet people; L.M.Drobizheva presented some of the re- 

sults of ethno-sociological istudies undertaken in our country; 

T.A.Zhdanko discoursed on the dialectics of interdependence bet- 

ween traditions and innovations in the socialist culture of 

peoples in our country; I.S.Gurvich's subject was social and 

cultural transformations among small peoples of the North during 

the years of Soviet power and participation of Soviet ethnogra- 

phers in the planning of socio-cultural development of these 

peoples; C.P.Vasilyeva reported on the radical changes in the 

status of women of our Central Asian republics which have taken 

place during the years of Soviet power. All the speeches of 

Soviet delegates were accepted with great attention which was a 

demonstration of the profound interest of the audience, consist- 

ing mainly of young American scientists, to the life of our 

country. Speeches of Soviet delegates were supplemented by some 

information on the achievements of other socialist countries. 

This subject was touched upon in the speeches of our colleagues 

from Polani, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. 
ii  I . i. ; i . .|l I   'I'H' I • H  ><IH I ("I 

Thematically adjoining to this section were the section 

"Co-operatives, collectives and nationalized industry", a sec- 

tion on the agrarian problems and another one on Afro-Asian de- 

serts and plains, the programme of which included the majority 

of reports by our specialists on Central Asia and the Caucasus. 

A considerable number of our delegates participated in the 

work of these sections. K.G.Karakeev, R.G.Kuzeev, K.Sh.^haniya- 

zov, Yu.I.Mkrtumyan, Sh.D.Inal-Ipa, D.S.Vardumyan told the au- 

dience about agrarian transformations and collectivization pro- 
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cess in different areas of our country. A special prominence was 

given to the problem of adaptation of former nomads to a settled 

mode of life under the conditions of socialism. This session 

was led by T.A.ühdanko in whose introductory address characte- 

rized were the basic problems of nomadism studied in the USSR 

and on the international scale. 

Socialist transformation problems were also raised at a 

number of other sections and, in particular, at the sections 

on the women's status, the status of women in the USSR was dis- 

cussed. Counterfeited data on this question (on the nature of 

women's labour, their payment and representation in the elec- 

tive bodies, etc.) were presented by B.Rosenthal of New York. 
,J-'he ungroundness of her assertions was clearly demonstrated in 

a speech by L.M.Drobizheva. An extremely deep impression was 

produced by L.M.Drobizheva's words that in our country nowadays. 

there are more high educated women than'men.I. 

•.-•.. This speech was met by the audience with approval. In 

a talk with Soviet delegates many of the participants of that 

session condemned the unobjective and unscientific performance 

of Rosenthal. However, the conservative majority of the leader- 

ship of the section did not give the floor on the same question, 

to another our delegate G.P.Vasilyeva who, as it is mentioned 

above, gave her data on the status of women of the Soviet East 

at other section. 

Considerable attention was payed at the Congress to the 

ethnic problems and to modern ethnic processes which were dis- 

cussed at several sectional meetings. During these sessions 

scientists displayed keen interest in the self-consciousness 
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of small ethnic group, in their striving for solidarity as a 

means of self-defence under the conditions of capitalist com- 

petition. A leader of one of the sections on ethnic problems 

American scientist B.Holloman pointed out in her speech the 

great attention paid by Soviet scientists to ethnic problems 

and to the theory of ethnos. Soviet delegates Yu.V.Bromley, 

L.N.Terentyeva, V.Naulko and M.I.Kulitchenko delivered their 

speeches at that section and characterized the specific nature 

of approach of Soviet science to the solution of ethnic prob- 

lems. •..'...       :.   .,\   ..•::• . V.   '•.'   •..:.'.     ' ' . -. 

... ..:•"..  -.;. In the discussion on the Soviet reports dele- 

gates participated several scientists among whom was such a 

prominent specialist in the field of ethnic problems as French 

scientist G.-^ohan-CJierma^k who lives in Canada now. 

It is characteristic that at the section devoted to ethnic 

problems in the USA, scientists were saying that the theory of 

"melting-pot" which supposedly melts together in a single "al- 

loy" different ethnic groups of the USA population, became out-^. 

moded and ungrounded. They stressed the "explosion" of national 
• .¡. i «; ...        i 

self-consciousness in these groups. American organizers of the 

Congress aspired to stress the multinational character of their 

country ("pluralism of cultures in the USA"). 

At a number of sectional meetings there were considered 

different problems of culture studying. Of considerable interest 

was, in particular, the work of the section "Naturalistic Ex- 

planations of Cultural Adaptations" (Chairmen JS.T.Cloagk and 

S.A.Arutyunov). Its participants, American scientists C.Bagema, 

D.Maddox, P.Newcomer, C.Ricarda and others used concrete exasole. 
\ f A 
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to demonstrate the adaptive in relation to the environment role 

of cultural features. In the reports one could clearly observe 

an attempt at a purely materialistic approach to the problems 

of culture which sometimes brings their authors to an oversim- 

plified biological interpretation of the development processes 

of the human society. The Marxist understanding of the problems 

of culturology and adaptation, and the specific character of 

human societies as compared to animal ones were explained and 
the Soviet scientists i 

shown in the speeches byJE.S.^arkaryan and S.A.Arutyunov. 

A separate section of the Congress was devoted to the ori- 

gin of agriculture. The discussions held there were based on 

the following problems: changes in the environment and the ori- 

gin of agriculture, the problem of monistic of pluralistic and 

independent origin of agriculture, the problem of transition 

of hunter-gatherers to agriculture and others. 

A considerable attention at the Congress was paid to the 

linguistical problems which were discussed in their different 

aspects: the language and the man, language and thinking, lan- 

guage evolution, language and extralinguistic factors, langu- 

age in anthropology (ethnology), etc. The greatest part of 
our ethnographer • 

these sessions were actively participated byiM.N.Wiboglo, who 

spoke about a number of topics in the studies of ethno-linguist' 

ical problems in the USSR. 

Two sections were engaged in discussing ethno-psychologi- 

cal problems. At the section "Anthropology and mental health" 

the discussion was of a narrowly specialized nature. From the 

contributions made at the section "Psychic unity and psycholo- 

gical anthropology" it follows that ethno-psychological studie" 
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in the USA are carried out on a rather wide scale but, as a 

rule, on the materials of "micro-groups" (a school group, a 

student group, several neighbouring families). 

Some of the sectional sittings were devoted to the prob- 
< A Soviet researcher -J 

lems of art and folklore.VG.P.Vasilyeva took the floor at the 

section of visual art and spoke about the use of materials of 

the decorative and applied arts as a source for studying eth- 

no-genesis. At the section of folklorists A.Dundes (the USA) 

made a particular stress on the fact that the modern folklore 

science in Western Europe and America was in theoretical res- 

pect lagging considerably behind the Soviet folkloristies. In 

a number of speeches it was noted on the importance and necessi- 

ty of studying contemporary folklore, on its political and so- 

cial role, and it was stressed that in the modern industrial 

world folklore does not die but only changes its shape and form. 

Soviet folklorists E.B.Vlrsaladze, K.A.Sikharulidze and M.Ya. 

Tchikovani gave speeches on the traditions of Soviet folkloris- 

tics, history of the studies in contemporary folklore, its es- 

thetic functions and on the definition, .of, the subject of folklo- 

ristics; They critisized a theses by I.Greverus (the FRG) that 

a folkloristics being a part of ethnology does not need any se- 

parate definition. 

History of religion and, especially, of its early forms 

•was discussed at the section ".Rituals, Cults and Shamanism". The 

section discussed also modern state of various religious sys- 

tems. Special attention was drawn to the fact that shamanism is 

being studied mainly from biological and phylisophical positions 

In connection with' this the floor was taken by I.S.Gurvich. He 
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spoke on the study of shamanism by Soviet ethnographers who 

make use* of a complex approach to the phenomenon. 

Problems of primitive society were considered at a number 

of archaeological sections whose active participants were our 

archaeologists P.I.Boriskovsky and R.S.Vasilyevsky. There were 

discussed such questions as technology of stone implements, de- 

velopmental trends of paleolithic cultures of South-Eastern, 

.Eastern and Northern Asia; the similarity of the upper palaeoli- 

thic materials of northern America and Japan with the similar 

findings of Siberia. The atmosphere at these sections testified 

to the high prestige of Soviet archaeological science abroad. 

These sections have demonstrated considerable achievements of 

Indian and Egyptian archaeologists in paleolithic studies. 

As to the discussions on cultural problems which were held 

at the Congress, mention should be made that there were not neg-- 

lected questions of so-to-say "anti-culture". In this connection 

one can note.sections on the anthropological studying of alco- 

holism and hashish. Very peculiar was the section "Communal life 

in historical perspective". The reppr^s^an.d. speeches,,,at this 

section were mainly devoted to the movement of the American 

youth "against bourgeois culture", back into thg past, "back to . 

the Indians", to communal life and to communities. The movement 

was interpreted as a kind of "escapism", as running away from 

civilization and from the "inhumanity" and extreme individualism 

of modern capitalists society. Youth of the USA organized about 

30 thousand of various communities and communes of "common food',' 

"back to nature", "free sex" and sectarian communes. Young eth- 

nographers of the USA study them by an "observer-participant" 
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method and come to a conclusion that in the communities and 

communes individualistic psychology of a personality undergoes 

a change and there appears and develops a feeling of belonging 

to a collective, a sense of interdependence of people. However, 

their reports but rarely had enough critisism to properly esti- 

mate the nature and prospects of such a form of protest against 

capitalist mode of life. 

Having paid much attention to various aspects of culture, 

the Congress almost completely neglected such a traditionally 

ethnological theme as the evolution and structure of social in- 

stitutions. 

Apart from sections organized on the basis of certain prob- 

lems there were functioning at the Congress some regional sec- 

tions which included: Europe; Western, Eastern and Central Afri- 

ca; Afro-Asian hot and cold deserts and plains; the Himalayas; 

Melanesia; Polynesia and Micronesia; Australia and Tasmania; 

Far East; the circumpolar regions; North-Western America; the 

Cordilleras; Mesoamerica; the Andes; and the Amazon. A separate 

sections worked on the problems of.economic! development of Indiar 

communities in the USA. 

Soviet scientist participated most actively in the three 

regional sections of circumpolar regions, Europe, and Afro-Asian 

arid zones. The latter section has been mentioned above. At the 

section on the problems of circumpolar ethnography there were 

contributed eight papers by Soviet scientists. An active part 

in the work of the section was taken by R.S.Vasilyevsky. S.A. 

Arutyunov, I.S.Gurvitch and S.G.Fedorova. 
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The first session of the section "Europe" discussed a pa- 

per by JÍMaUSklA  of Chicago "Models of European history", The 

author concentrated his attention mainly on the antique and me- 

dieval history of Europe. In doing so he tried to take into 

account different objective factors decisive for the progress 

of European history, but somehow he passed by in silence the 

principle moving force of social progress - the struggle of 

classes and overstressed at the same time the role of the de- 

mographic factor. The paper has not avoid some tendentiousness 

in describing the post-October period of history of our country 

which is insistently called there Russia. All of this was paid 

attention to in the speech of Yu.V.Bromley who also raised a 

question of whether it was appropriate to put on the agenda of 

the Congress the report which had no direct bearing to ethno-. 

graphy/anthropology/. The paper was critisized by a number of 

other scientists among whom was B.Bratanic (Yugoslavia). The 

next session of this section was devoted to the problems concer- 

ning preparations of historico-ethnographic atlases. Some infor- 

mation on the work in the USSR was(ii presented,|lby,ii;ii.N.Terentyeva.,: 

Physical anthropology occupied a considerable place in the 

activities of the Congress. Its problems were discussed at sec- 

tions devoted to primatology, paleoanthropology, odontology, 

growth of facial department, dermatoglyphics, physiological and 

morphological variations of adaption, role of genetic factors 

in human differentiation. Among the problems discussed by these 

sections of special interest are such questions as the influence 

of extremal conditions of existence (such as Alpine conditions, 

cold, tropical climate) onto the processes of human growth. It 
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was shown, in particular, that the average bodily weight among 

populations of torrid countries is lower than in the countries 

with moderate and cold climate. In this case it is conditioned 

by a more advantageous to an organism reaction directed at 

maintaining its thermal balance. Considerable interest was 

aroused by a report on the role of different factors (socio-eco- 

nomic, genetic and family factors) in the processes of growth 

and development. It turned out that post-natal ossification pe- 

riod is less than anything else subject to the influence of so- 

cial and economic factors. At the section of dermatoglviphics 

main attention was given to the effectiveness of use of dermato- 

gliphic materials as the most important source of morphological 

characteristics of a human being. Lively debates were going on 

the problems of population genetics. In the work of the majority 

of sections on physical anthropology an active part was taken 

by our specialists V.P.Yakimov, V.P.Alekseev, M.G.Abdushelish- 

vili, O.I.Ismagulov and N.N.Miklashevskaya, H.I.Denisova. 

Along with the scientific problems proper there were raised 

at the Congress some political aspects of ,anthropological and 

ethnological studies. There was even created a section of "Po- 

litical Anthropology and the State". But the majority of its 

speakers pointed out the vagueness of the subject and method of 

this direction in science. In her speech at the section Yu.P. 

Averkieva gave a brief account of the Marxist-Leninist teaching 

on the historically transient nature of classes and the state 

and on the historical conditions of their emergence, in her 

opinion the object of political anthropology should, possible, 

become studying of the genes:'s and development of the early 
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forms of state systems. 

The theme of "Anthropology and politics" was also organized 

into a separate section. The organizers and participants of 

this section were young ethnologists of the USA, Europe, Afri- 

can and Latin America; they came forward with a call to fight 

against the use of ethnology to the aims of colonialism and 

called upon ethnologists to participate in the revolutionary 

struggle of the peoples studied by them, ii'thnologists of the 

eider generation of Great Britain (C.Furer-Haimendorf), India 

(A.P.Sinha) and others expressed in their speeches their under- 

standing of the stand of the youth but called for caution, hav- 

ing argued that interference with politics could have make im- 

possible fruitful scientific work. 

It should be noted in this connection that during the Con- 

gress at the sittings of the executive bodies of the Interna- 

tional union of anthropological and ethnological sciences (exe- 

dutive committee of the Union, its Permanent council and General 

assembly) there was adopted (though not without some struggle) a 

document denouncing all the forms of ethnoc'i'de! and genocide.It'' 

should be mentioned also that during the Congress but outside 

its official programme an active action was undertaken by anthrc 

pologists and ethnologists who deemed it their duty to not only 

study but help peoples in their fight against genocide, ethnoci- 

de, subjugation and exploitation. They call themselves "radical 

anthropologists". At a special meeting they established their 

organization "International movement of radical anthropologists" 

whose aim was to direct united efforts of anthropologists and 

ethnologists in defence of peoples against exploitation, subyuga- 
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tion, ethnocide and genocide which are a result of the capita- 

list system. This organization calls in its programme upon 

scientists to take part in political actions in a union with 

local fighters against imperialism. The same aims are persued 

by the activities of the "International working group on the 

affairs of Indigenous peoples of the world" with its secreta- 

riat in. Copenhagen. 

Political subjects were also widely debated at a sectional 

meeting on the "Concept of Mankind". This meeting discussed a 
c 

book by G.Hirs^eld "The people" which had been sent to the par- 

ticipants of the Congress beforehand. Its author is executive 

director of the Chicago oooioty ••m  the study of Man^ whose pre- 

sident is Sol Tax. In this book the word "people" is used to 

denote "the common people", it dwells on the age-long' existence 

of the elite which subjugates the common people; as a model of 

social progress the book presents the U.S.A. and makes some 

attacks on socialist countries; in conclusion the book proposes 

creation of an international party which would remove all barri- 

ers between peoples and establish^uniyersal ¡prosperity on the 

earth. The inconsistency of this cosmopolitical conception was 

convincingly demonstrated in the speeches of Soviet delegates 

M.I.Koolichenko and R.G.Kuzeev. 

There were also raised at the Congress the problems of war 

and peace. There was even a section "War: its causes and corre- 

lates". The problem of origin and social meaning of war is re- 

peatedly raised in modern western anthropological sdience, and 

this is only natural since anthropology (ethnology) can on its 

material make a contribution in the study of historical roots 
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of war and of the development of its forms in connection with 

the origin and development of class society. But anthropologists 

(and ethnographers included) of the West approach the study of 

war from different ideological positions and the fact was demo- 

nstrated by the papers contributed to the IXth Congress. Some 

of the papers were attempting to justify war by interpreting it 

as a manifestation of the inherent to the man's nature instinct 

of aggression or, else, as a necessary means of reestablishing 

an equilibrium between the population and its ecological sett- 

ing. War was also interpreted as if being an unavoidable feature 

of general human culture. And still anti-military feelings pre- 

vailed at the Congress. Many scientists were exposing scientific 

inconsistency of attempts to justify wars,they spoke about econo 

mic causes of wars and about alternative to war methods of solv- 

ing conflicts. The strength of antimilitary feelings on the part 

of the majority of Congress participants was witnessed by the 

unanimous adoption at the assembly of the International union of 

anthropological and ethnological sciences of an address to the 

UNO to create a special international body|( to, study aauses of , ,, 

war and conditions of preserving peace. The atmosphere of the 

Congress was generally filled with anti-military feelings and it 

was witnessed even by the opera which had been written on the 

order of the organizers of the Congress. The opera was called 

"Tamu-Tamul,.In a symbolic form it narrated very vividly and at 

times even too realistically about the horroyfe of the war in 

the South-Bast Asia. 

The Congress was closed on the eighth of September. With 

speeches on the un!:jy ac1 '" varsity of humanity the floor was 
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taken by representatives of Nigeria (O.Otite), India (A.P.Sinha) 

and the USSR (S.A.Arutyunov). On the theme "the USA - an example 

of cultural pluralism" speeches were delivered by an American oí 

Mexican origin, a Black American woman and two North American 

Indians. On this subject there sprung up a discussion between 

the speakers on the relations between anthropologists (ethnolo- 

gists) of developed countries and those from the countries whici 

lag behind in their cultural development. The discussion was 

participated by the prominent American scientist M.Mead who ex- 

pressed a view that anthropology is indivisible.The last subject 

of the plenary meeting was "Chicago - a city of cultural plura- 

lism". Short speeches on the theme were made by representatives 

of some ethnic groups living in Chicago and were, on the whole, 

rather superficial. 

Besides the scientific problems the closing meeting dis- 

cussed a number of organizational problems. There were adopted 

several resolutions of general character including the already 

mentioned resolution on the question of war and peace and on the 

condemnation of ethnocide and genocide. -;^j¡ w •.•l<¿.t:^t , ,¡, 

There were also approved official bodies of the Union. They 

had been preliminary discussed at the meetings of the Executive 

committee and the Permanent council of the Union where they 
.. of one_)*Ae 

caused an animated discussion. To the post^of/Vice-presidents of 

the Union was re-elected V.P.Yakimov. Thus, among the seven Vice 

-presidents remains one representative of the USSR. Membership 

of Yu.V.Bromley at the Union secretariate was extended. L.£ra- 

der (the USA) was re-elected Secretary General of    the Union.At 

the meeting of the  BScecutive committee was reached an agreement 
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to establish a permanent auxiliary body under the Secretary 

General. 

On the proposal of the Indian delegation the next Xth In- 

ternational Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Scien- 

ces shall meet in India in 1978. In accordance with this a pro- 

minent Indian scientist L.P.Vidyarthi became President of the 

future Congress and the Union. Next meeting of the Executive 

committee of the Union on the preparation of the Xth Congress 

is to take place in Rome, 1976. 

As to the publication of the materials of the Congress, 

this task has been undertaken by the Mji£on publishing house,but 

their publication will be somewhat unusual. For publishing are 

meant not the stenographical accounts of the work of sections 

but leaders of sections will prepare collected works and some 

materials may not be included while, on the other hand, some ma- 

terials which did not feature at the Congress may (at the dis- 

cretion of sectional leaders) be included into them. Hence,prin- 

cipal, official publications of the Congress should probably be 

considered the edited theses and reprints', of Congress contribu- 

tions. 

The programme of sight-seeings and entertainments for the • 

participants of the Congress included the said opera "Tamu-Tamuj' 

a concert of American popular music, and an evening of the Indian 

dance "Pow-wow". Besides that there were organized visits of the 

delegates to the Chicago cultural centres of national minorities 

(of the Indians,Ukrainians,Armenians and others),an excursion tc 

the Chicago Field Museum of natural history. 
£ 

Overall,  4t c*n be  $«id that the IXth International Congress. 
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of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences has shown the de- 

velopment of humanistic and progressive tendencies in the world 

anthropological(ethnographical) science and a manifest increase 

in the social and political activity of scientists. 

In the speeches of scientists at the theoretical sections 

of the'Congress found its manifestation the obvious fact of the 

increased influence of Marxism-Leninism on the ethnological 

science of capitalist world. 

A profound impression was left by the active participation 

at the Congress of scientists from African countries.lt can be 

concluded from their speeches that in their countries there goes 

on a process of formation of their anthropological(ethnographi- 

cal)science of independent orientation.African scientists criti- 

sized at the Congress social and cultural anthropology and spoke 

about the necessity of"decolonization"of their own science.True, 

some of them proceeded from the erroneous positions of cultural 

relativity and expressed an opinion that their science should 

be original even in its general philosophical principles.They 

differed in opinion here with many of their colleagues from de- 
i i  i ni-i»i*|i MU» '-i MIT"-   

veloping countries who stressed the universal importance of the 

Marxist-Leninist theory. 

Though rather little consideration was given at the Con- 

gress to the problems of Uorth-American Indians still a remark- 

able feature of this Congress was the participation in its work 

of scientists and public figures of Indian origin who spoke on 

the modern status and tasks of the subjugated Indian minority 

in the USA.They delivered their reports at a special section de- 

voted to the problems of economic development of the American 
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Indians and at the ceremonial plenary meetings of the Congress. 

All these speeches tell us- about a new and progressive phe- 

nomenon in the development of world ethnographical science,i.e. 

about the emergence in it of groups of ethnographers from the 

peoples who had previously been only an object of study of wes- 

tern scientists and on the studying of whom wastin essence,for- 

med the social and cultural anthropology of the West. 

A great impression was produced by the congressional acti- 

vities of scientists from Yugoslavia,Poland,Hungary,Roumania 

and Czechoslovakia.Unfortunately no ethnographers from Bulgaria 

and the GDR were represented at the Congress. 

The discussions,debates and meetings of the Congress un- 

doubtedly contributed to the growth of mutual understanding bet- 

ween us and our foreign colleagues standing on progressive posi- 

tions. The Soviet delegation made also its contribution to the 

concrete criticism of bourgeois conceptions in the fields of an- 

thropology and ethnography and into the disclosing of falsifica- 

tions of anti-Soviet propaganda. 

The participation ofv Soviet scientists at the IXth Interna- 

tional Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

made it possible for them to gather much information about the 

state of foreign science,to get acquainted with many latest 

achievements in the scientific work of our colleagues.And,on 

the other hand,the reports and speeches of Soviet delegates gave 

to the participants of the Congress scientifically-argumented in- 

formation on the social and cultural achievements of our country, 

on the Leninist national policy and on the achievements of Soviet 

science. 
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Japan Travel Bureau 
Midway Travel Service 

David Roth 

Sr. Juliana Podraza 
Bernard Schwartz 
Ronald Banaszack 

In addition to the Congress Service Corps (pp 000- ) these are local 

students who helped in the months before the Congress. t 
Richard Berger 
Fredda R. Berman 
Andrea Brown 
Cynthia Buciak 
Scott Chamas 
Kathleen Cushman 

University of Chicago Student Assistants 

Gwendolyn Dietmann 
Sara Fend 
Hazel Greenfield 
Stanley Haigas 
Mary Hopson 
Theodore Jasik 

Dorcas Joslin 
Gene Kuehneman 
Ruth Levin 
Martha Moia 
Lawrence Palinkas 
Sarah Pizzo 

In addition to the American Folk Concert (above), the Smithsonian Institution 

organized a number of conferences (pp 000- ) utilizing their own staff. 

Smithsonian Institution, Center for the Study of Man 

Valerie Aschenfelter William Douglass 

% 

!i 
Judith Crawley Jennifer B. Stephens 



^ 
THE ORGANIZATION 

In November, 1970, at the annual meeting of the American 

Anthropological Association in San Diego, California, a plan was 

agreed upon with Mouton Publishers, which eventually resulted in a 

26-clause contract including the following schedule of advance 

royalties.  The royalties would assure good books by paying for 

(1) translation, printing, and mailing of written contributions to 

the Congress, and (2) complete simultaneous translation during the 

Congress for proper discussion of the issues before publication. 

17.- Mouton has, in order to partially defray the expenditure 

incurred in organizing the Congress in Chicago, paid to 

the IXth ICAES Inc., through its President, Professor 

Tax, the following advances to be set off against royalites: 

in June    1971: to the amount of $ 20,000 

in February 1972: to the amount of $ 20,000 

in June    1972: to the amount of $ 20,000 

in February 1973: to the amount of $ 40,000 

in July    1973: to the amount of $ 50,000 

in October 1973: to the amount of $ 50,000 

in total the amount of $ 200,000 

Registration fees would pay administrative and other expenses; Special 

Events would be self-supporting; and our fundraising energies would 

raise funds to bring to the Congress Third World anthropologists unable 

otherwise to come.  Planned conferences (pp 000- ) were important both 
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to provide extended opportunity for discussion and to attract funds 

appropriate to special topics. 

Having established the basic patterns of financing, funds 

could be sought from private and public sources (pp 000-) and program 

plans could be prepared for the approval of the Permanent Council 

meeting in May, 1971 (pp 000- )•  Once the plans were approved, we 

mailed our First Circular, and the whole process began (pp 000-), 

Now there was work to do, and expenses to pay.  The University of 

Chicago had already established an account in the name of the Congress 

to receive advance royalties and to pay bills. 

1 



i MUST CONGRESSES END? 

-Í 
Ernst Mayr's interesting report (Science, Vol. 180, pp 882-3, 

25 May 1973, excerpts to the right, reprinted by permission) suggested 

that the Chicago Congress might provide a new model.  Indeed, there 

was no thought in Chicago that the IXth might be our last Congress; 

and the Xth was assigned to India and held there on schedule.  On 

May 30, 1973 the letter below was therefore sent to Professor Mayr 

with documents showing how a program reviewing a science and focusing 

on book publication might give new purpose and stability to 

international congresses. 



IXerae Congres International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Etlinologiques 
IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

•6 Chicago, U.S.A. 
August 28-September 8, 1973 
Research learioni August it-Jl 
Genera) aewoo* September i-S 

May 30, 1973 

Professor Emst Mayr 
Museum of Comparative Zoology 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

Dear Ernst: 

I   have just  read your report   in SCIENCE  (25 May 73)   on what  the 
headline calls "The Last   International   Congress of Zoology?"     I   had not known 
any of the facts   recounted.    But  In  response to a similar danger to the 
Congress of Anthropological  and Ethnological  Sciences, we have developed a 
model   that you and others should find useful; and   I  am  inviting you and any 
colleagues  to  read about   it and  then   If possible come  to see   it  in operation. 

I enclose a short document ("Purposes") adapted from proposals  to 
U.S.  funding agencies, and a book Plan of the Congress and Resumes of Contribu- 
tions and  Its first supplement, only now being sent to our 2400 current 
registrants. 

You will  see that like yours  in Monaco,  our Congress will  offer only 
symposia (all with 5-language simultaneous  translation),  but that these ara 
based on some 1500 substantial  papers which will  not be  read out loud,  but »re 
being distributed In advance for study and preliminary written discussion.   We 
shall htreaftar ba using the quinquennial    Congress to update our changing 
disciplinas through good books the royalties from which will  support the 
whole operation. 

The need for the sciences to become more fully international   is more 
evident and pressing  in anthropology than in many other disciplines; and that 
might account for part of whatever success this enterprise will enjoy.   At 
least we are assured of large and internationally balanced participation, and 
continuation of the Congress. Five years ago Germany and Italy both had to 
withdraw competitive invitations for "lack of support"  in their countries.   We 
carried in our pockets an American invitation which we hoped we would not have 
to extend, because the 1956 Congress had been held  In Philadelphia.    But  it 
did have to ba presented.    In contrast we expect now several   Invitations, 
including some from developing countries. 

You see why I  find your account of the International Congress of 
Zoology more than interesting; could one hope that soma aspects of our Congress 
will suggest ways to reverse in other disciplines too what trends there are 
leading to the death of Congresses? 

With best wishes. Sincerely, 

Sol Tax 
President 

enclosures:   as above 
1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 USA (312) 753-3718 



t 
Meetings 

The Last International Congress of Zoology? 

The 17th International Congress of 
Zoology met 24 to 30 September 1972 
at Monaco under the presidency of Pro- 
fessor Raymond Vaissicre, professor at 
the University of Nice and director of 
the Department of Biology of the 
Occanographic Museum of Monaco. 
Zoological congresses arc among the 
oldest of all international congresses, 
the first one having met in Paris in 
1889, and they have met continuously, 
first at 3-year, and later at 5-year, inter- 
vals, unless prevented by war or interna- 
tional crises. The postwar congresses 
held in Paris (1948), Copenhagen 
(1953), London (1958), and Washing- 
ton (1963) were very popular, the last 
two being attended by up to 2500 mem- 
bers. This very popularity, however, 
created problems. The president of the 
Washington congress, Professor Alfred 
S. Romer, and the chairman of the divi- 
sion of zoology of the International 
Union of Biological Sciences (IUBS), 
Professor Jean Baer (Ncuchátcl), solic- 
ited in vain for many years an invita- 
tion for a 1968 congress. No one 
wanted the responsibility for organizing 
such a large meeting. Finally, 9 years 
after the Washington congress Professor 
Vaissiére succeeded in organizing »a 
congress of limited size. 

The decision not to abandon zoologi- 
cal congresses altogether but to hold at 
least one last one, had not only scientific 
and sentimental reasons but also an ad- 
ministrative one: The International 
Commission on Zoological Nomencla- 
ture derives its authority from the con- 
gress and requires a vote of the congress 
to confirm (or reject) its decisions. Even 
if there were to be no further con- 
gresses of zoology, there had to be at 
least a final one charged with the task 
of adopting a more flexible constitution 
of the commission that would safeguard 
the continuity of its work. 

The Monaco congress, in contrast to 
previous ones, did not schedule individ- 
ual papers, only symposiums. The or- 
ganizing committee felt that the special 
role of congresses of zoology—to inte- 

grate the findings of the many speci- 
alized subdivisions of zoology—was 
best served by such an arrangement. 
The scientific program of the congress 
consisted of seven symposia; •. • 

Biogcography and intcrcontincnta 
connections during the Mcsozoic (cha 
man: TVJ. Monod) 

2) ThXcharactcrs of the highcXtaxa, 
their orig\ and biological significance 
(chairman: ^rnst Mayr) 

3) The biorWgical effects/of intcroce- 
anic canals (chajjman: y. H. Oren) 

4) PhysiologicatadaBÍations to special 
environmental conations (chairman: M. 
Fontaine) 

5) Molecular yitudicX of differences 
between spccics^chairmanVF. J. Ayala) 

6) Ecologyfal aspects ¡X. behavior 
(chairman^V. Wicklcr) 

7) Rolf of the protozoa inXsome 
ecological problems (chairman: J\0. 
Corlii 

section  on  nomenclature  w\ 
faired by Professor D. S. Farner. 
Between 8 and 25 speakers presented 

the subject matter of each symposium; 
these speakers had been invited by the 
respective chairmen with particular at- 
tention to balance, international repre- 
sentation, and diversified expertise. It is 
planned to publish as many of these 
symposiums as can be arranged. The 
drastically reduced travel support for 
international meetings kept attendance 
down to about 240. Fortunately, this 
included a large number of younger 
zoologists for whom this international 
contact was particularly important. 

The congress adopted certain revi- 
sions of the Constitution of the Inter- 
national Commission on Zoological 
Nomenclature that will permit the com- 
mission to carry out its functions even 
if there should be no further congress- 
es. In that case the decisions of the 
commission will be ratified either by 
the general assembly of the IUBS or 
by some component or other body des- 
ignated by the IUBS... . 

The—tumejs also adopted some 
modifications ol the rules ol HUlMuiuk. 

yre. The most important one is that^ 
th\ statute of limitation (Article 23k 
was\epealed in its present automa/ic 
form and its provisions incorporate 
Article 7^. which deals with the orenary 
powers oK the commission.^! was, 
however, clcVly stated in tWs revision 
of the code that the law & priority is 
not to be appliecVin sucha way as to 
disturb the stabilirV or nomenclature. 
How this compromisoiplution will work 
out in practice rerdain\to be seen. In 
addition, a numb*r of minor changes in 
the code were/adopted, I* order to 
make the in wit of existing\rovisions 
clearer and/fo help in stabilizing exist- 
ing nomenclature. Since, on the «(hole, 
the code adopted at the London 
gressyfl958) has worked extremely v/\l\, 

Scs not seem to require major rev 

The congress and the symposiums 
held at the congress permit a number 
of interesting conclusions. The old divi- 
sion between zoology and botany has in 
many ways become irrelevant at our 
period. Biological science has now be- 
come specialized in a different way. 
as is indicated by such terms as ge- 
netics, ecology, physiology, cellular bi- 
ology, and behavior. Most of these spe- 
cialized areas arc served by their own 
international congresses. What is miss- 
ing on the international scene, however, 
arc organized endeavors that counter- 
act the extreme specialization and 
atomization of biological science. An 
interdisciplinary congress such as the 
International Congress of Zoology con- 
tinues to have a constructive function. 
It permits scientists to establish contact 
with specialists in adjacent areas and 
study problems at the interface of their 
respective specializations. It also forces 
one to take a more distant look at one's 
own field and see to what extent its 
generalizations fit in with those of 
other specialized fields. 

The scientific program of the Monaco 
congress was of such great scientific 
interest and the discussions engendered 
by the symposiums so stimulating that 
many regrets were expressed that this 
should be the last such interdisciplinary 
international congress. As a result the 
congress adopted a motion, proposed by 
Professor L. Callien of France, that the 
principle of the perennial nature of the 
international congresses of zoology be 
confirmed and that an ad hoc com- 
mittee be appointed to examine with the 
secretariat of IUBS possible means for 
organizing future congresses.. Tilt ftil 
ti inj P Tnnlnriit' ""*"' appointed 
to   this   committee:   u.   L.   AiUuiu*. 

SCIENCE, VOL. 180 
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It is hoped that this committee 
can adopt definitive proposals within 1 
year, to be communicated to interested 
zoologists throughout the world. The 
experiences of the past 9 years make it 
quite evident that the most important 
factor in determining the future of 
zoological congresses is the availability 
of a national group that is willing to 
accept the responsibility for the organi- 
zation. 

Such an endeavor, however, will be 
successful only if there is a powerful 
international leadership in zoology, as 
was formerly supplied by the perma- 
nent committee. Unless the division of 
zoology of the IUBS is revitalized and 
furnished with new bylaws, there is 
little prospect that the rejuvenation of 
international zoology, so promisingly 
manifest at the Monaco congress, will 
be of a lasting nature. 

ERNST MAYR 

Museum   o/  Comparative   Zoology, 
Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

orthcoming Events 

June 

25-25.y\merican Soc. for Engineering 
Education.XAmcs, Iowa. (L. B. Williams, 
ASEE, SuileW), 1 Dupont Circle, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 26036) 

25-28. International Conf. on the Ori- 
gin of Life, 4th, Barcelona, Spain. (J. Oro, 
Dept. of Biophysne Sciences, Univ. of 
Houston, Houston, Tex. 77004) 

25-29. Information. Theory, intern, 
symp., Inst. of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (Information Nfheory Group), 
Ashkclon, Israel. (Symp. Cochairmen: A. 
Wyner, Room 2C-357, Be\Labs., Mur- 
ray Hill, N.J. 07974, or j/viv, Faculty 
of Electrical Engineering, Tec\nion-Israel 
Inst. of Technology, Haifa) 

23-30. International Congr. o\Psycho- 
therapy, Oslo, Norway. (F. Majpussen, 
Box 26, Vinderen/Oslo) 

25-1. Aeronautical Technology, 
can Inst. of Aeronautics and AstronaVics 
and the Soviet Ministry of Civil Aviation, 
Moscow, U.S.S.R. (P. D. Schaub, AI 
1290 Sixth Ave., New York 10019) 

26-28. Institute of Navigation, SO 
Louis, Mo. (R. E. Freeman, IN, 815 15th' 
St., NW, Washington,  D.C. 20005) 

26-28. Product Evaluation for Con- 
sumer Satisfaction and Benefits, 76th 
«ymp.,  American  Soc.   for  Testing  and 
25 MAY 1973 

latcrinls, Philadelphia, l'a. (K. S. Shane, 
d»tl.    Materials   Advisoiy    Hoard,    Nail. 
pad.    of    Sciences,    Washington,    D.C. 
[I») 

-/, Society of Women Engineers, 
2.1r<V San Maleo, Calif. (E. H. Williams, 
2390\W. Middlcfield Kd., Mountain View, 
Calif.\94040) 

28-3L Perugia Quadrennial Intern. 
Conf. An Cancer, 5th, Perugia, Italy. (L. 
Scvcri, \o. Box 327, 06100 Perugia) 

July 

1-6. Conference on Maintaining Profcv 
lion Syslenss, Engineering Foundation, 
Hcnnikcr, NV|. (K. Preston, Jr., Perkin- 
Elmcr Corp., Viorwiilk, Conn.) 

1-6. National Education Assoc., Port- 
land, Ore. (S. •. Lambert, NEA, 1201 
16th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036) 

1-6. Conference on Maintaining Profes- 
sional and Techrucul Competence of (lit 
Older Engineer—«Engineering and Psy- 
chological Aspect» engineering i-ounda- 
lion, Soulh UcrwicPL Maine. (II. R. Slid- 
ton, Engineering aid Science Education 
Div.,  Sandia  Labs., VAIbuquerquc,  N.M.) 

1-6. Urology, 16tl\ intern, congr.. Am- 
slcrdam, Nclherlands.\(Holland Organizing 
Center, 16 Langc Mporhout, S-Gravcn- 
hague, The Hague, Netherlands) 

1-6. Viruses in the water Environment, 
Engineering Foundation, Hcnnikcr, N.H. 
(G. Berg, Environmental Protection 
Agency, Cincinnati, Ohio) 

1-7. Biochemistry, 9tli intern, congr., 
Stockholm, Sweden. (G.\ Aulin-Erdtman, 
Svcnska Kcmistsamfundci, Wcnner-Gren 
Centre, 6 tr., S-113 46 Stockholm) 

2-6. Association Internationale de la 
Coulcur, 2nd congr., Yorkl England. (W. 
D. Wright, Applied Optic* Section, Im- 
perial College, London, SV\7 2BZ, Eng- 
land) 

2-6. Fuel and Fuel Elements for Fast 
Reactors, Intern. Atomic Energy Agency, 
Brussels, Belgium. (J. H. Kant, Office of 
Information Services, Atomic Energy 
Commission, Washington, D.C.\20545) 

2-6. International Solar Energy Congr., 
Paris, France. (W. Klein, Smithsonian Ra- 
diation Biology Lab., 2441 Parklpwn Dr. 
Rockville, Md. 20852) 

6-9. Buckeye Intern. Rocketri Conf., 
Columbus, Ohio. (G. M. Pantalos\ BIRC, 
1191  Shanley Dr., Columbus 432Í4) 

3-5. Conference on Scanning Electron 
Microscopy Systems and Applications, 
Inst. of Physics, Newcastle uponJTyne, 
England. (Meetings Officer, IP, 571 Bel- 
grave Sq., London SW1X, 8QX, England) 

8-14. Health Education, 8th ¡item, 
conf., Versailles, France. (L. P. Aujcplat, 
20 rue Greuze, Paris 16", France) 

9-13.   American   Soc.   of   Civil 
neers,  Tulsa,  Okla.   (E.  Zwoger, 
345 E. 47 St., New York  10017) 

9-13. Illuminating Engineering 
Philadelphia, Pa. (P. C. Ringgold, 
345 E. 47 St.. New York 10017) 

10-12.   Electromagnetic   Compatibility 
Symp., Inst. of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, San Francisco, Calif. (Techni- 
cal Activities Board, 345 E. 47 St., NÍ 

^York 10017) 
10-13. International Conf. on the Refe- 

Uation of Adipose Tissue Mass, Marseill 
France.   (J.   Boyer,   Clinique   Ehdocrini 

ggiqiic, Hópital dc la Conceptian, 136 
it. Pierre, F-13 Marseille) 
-14. National Soc. of Professional En- 

gineers, Chicago, ill. (P. H. Robbins, 
NSI'IL 2029 K St., NW, Washington, 
D.C. \p006) 

/2-/\ Czechoslovak Surgical Intern. 
Congr., liratislava. (I. Kostolny, Slovak 
Medical Spc, Michicwiczova 18, Brati- 
slava) 

15-19. ArXcrican Medical Assoc., 106th 
annual nilg.ANcw York, N.Y. (E. B. 
Howard, 535 \j. Dearborn St., Chicago, 
III.  60610) 

15-19. American Veterinary Medical 
Assoc.. PhiladclpAia, Pa. (M. R. Clarkson, 
AVMA, 600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 
III. 60605) 

15-20. AmcricanV Assoc. of Clinical 
Chemists,  New  Yor\  N.Y.  (J.  S.  King, 
Jr.,   AACC,   P.O.   £ 
Salem, N.C. 27103) 

15-20.   World   Fede\ 
Collections,    Kio    dc 
Cinariahara.   Brazil.   (I 
Postal 4005, Sao Paulo, 

15-20.   International 
lion,   8th   congr.,   Brut 

15053,   Winston- 

ion   of   Culture 
iciro,    Stale    of 
Ilutado,  Caixa 
a/M) 

(¡abetes   Federa- 
Belgium.   (J. 

234B Ave. Pirart, Belgian Diabetes . 
Churchill,   1180 Brussels) 

15-20. Institute of Electrical and Elec- 
tronics Engineers, summer IPower Mtg., 
Vancouver, B.C., Canada. (Technical Ac- 
tivities Board, 345 E. 47 StV New York 
10017) 

15-20. Conference on Eneifey Research 
—Alternatives for Policy and Manage- 
ment to Meet Regional anl National 
Needs, Engineering Foundation! Henniker 
N.H. (W. C. Ackerman, llltois State 
Water Survey, Urbana) 

15-20. American Soc. of Pharmacog- 
nosy, joint with Pharmacognosyl and Na- 
tural Products Section, Acad. on Pharma- 
ceutical Sciences, Jekyll Island, Qa. (J. M. 
Cassady, School of Pharmacy aid Phar- 
macal Sciences, Purdue Univ., We)t Lafay- 
ette, Ind. 47907) 

15-20. Conference on Use of Siotcrete 
for Underground Structural Support, En- 
gineering Foundation, South Berwick, 
Maine. (J. R. Graham, Bureau o Recla- 
mation, Denver, Colo.) 

17-19. Summer Computer Sii luiarlon 
Conf. Montreal, Canada. (L. iashkin, 
SCSC, Aerospace Corp., P.O. BOJ 92957, 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90009) 

18-20. International Symp. on acousti- 
cal Holography and Imaging, 5th jointly 
by the Sonics and Ultrasonics Group, 
Inst. of Electrical and Electronic! Engi- 
neers, Acoustical Soc. of America, and 
Stanford Research Inst., Palo Altol Calif. 
(P. S. Green, Room K1088, BldV. 30, 
Stanford Research Inst., Menlo IPark, 
Calif. 94025) 

20-23. Pan American Cancer Cytblogy 
Soc.  and the World Assoc.  for Gyneco- 
logical Cancer Prevention, joint Euro 
assembly  on  Cytology  and  Cancer 
vention,   Salzburg,  Austria.   (J.   E. 
PACCS, 150 Broad Hollow Rd., Melv\lle, 
N.Y. 11746) 

21. American Soc. of Hospital Pba 
cists,   Boston,  Mass.   (1.  A.   Oddis,  46B0 
Montgomery Ave., Bethesda, Md. 20014) 

21-27. American Pharmaceutical Asscf 
Boston, Mass. (W. S. Apple, APA, 235 
Constitution Ave., NW, Washington, DJ 
20037) 
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PEOPLE TO WORK 

The IXth Congress was awarded to the U.S.A. at the 

Vlllth Congress In Tokyo, in the summer of 1968.  There was general 

sentiment to hold it in San Francisco.  At the 1968 meeting of the 

American Anthropological Association in Seattle in November, Theodore 

D. McCown of the University of California in Berkeley accepted the 

chairmanship of an organizing committee of Bay-area anthropologists. 

It happened that Sol Tax, the President of the 1973 Congress, was to 

spend the academic year 1969-70 at the Center for Advanced Study in 

the Behavioral Sciences, also in the San Francisco Bay area, and 

agreed to help in the organization of the Congress.  Unfortunately, 

Professor McCown died suddenly during the summer and his colleagues 

thought it better that the Congress be held in Chicago, where the 

President was permanently established.  The President—who was also 

Editor of the world journal Current Anthropology—then decided to 

accept responsibility and thus give the Congress and the Journal the 

fullest advantages of cooperation.  When Tax returned to Chicago in 

September 1970, he re-staffed Current Anthropology with a view to 

pooling the human resources for both, and dividing the costs 

equitably.  The Table on the next page shows that from September 1970 

through the Congress three years later, a total of 13 individuals 

worked for Current Anthropology and/or for the Congress for longer or 

shorter periods of time, three in the first year rising to seven in 



PEOPLE TO WORK Page 2 

the second and briefly to nine in the summer of the Congress itself. 

Thus a core of four or five dealt with the logistics and the problems 

of thousands of Congress papers, and of scholars and tradespeople, by 

mobilizing hundreds of student volunteers to help them in the task. 

D 
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This is a staff person's account of what was going on in the office—6 small 

rooms divided between the basement and the second floor of the Social Science 

Research Building—two months before the Congress.  The office also held a 

floating population of volunteers, such as those organizing "Youth for 

Mankind" (pp 000- )• 

-b 

June 22, 1973 

THE OFFICE ROUTINE 

prepared by outgoing Staff Assistant Susan McGuirk 

for her successor in the Congress organizing office 

at the University of Chicago 

I guess the best thing to do is to describe a routine day— 

although there really is no such thing.  ST and Gay leave drafts of letters 

on the desk to be typed.  Sometimes there are enclosures to be gotten or 

information that you will have to go downstairs to the files for. Make 

sure you get keys to rooms 1 and 2 downstairs as well as the upstairs 

office key and maybe a key to the entrance to the building since maybe 

sometime you will want to work on Saturday or after 5:30 p.m. 

Anyway, after gathering all the information for the letters, 

I usually type them and send any registration cards to people who have 

written to us requesting information on the Congress. To Americans who 

want to register, we send "American Circulars" (filed in the cabinet in 

Sue Martich's office) and a registration card.  If we know whose session 

the person we're sending the card to is in, we mark that editor's name on 

the top left hand corner of the card.  To foreign registrants we send 

formal invitations (sign their name in black felt pen and then seal the 

invitation with the offical Congress seal), third circulars (Spanish to 

Latin Americans; French to the rest of the world) and of course 

registration cards. 

Roberta brings upstairs letters that she wants typed.  She also 

brings up bunches of form letters that have to be typed with enigmatic 

notes on them,like "form letter", which means the letter to be sent to 

people who have sent us an order for papers but who have not yet paid 

their registration fee (I'll show you where all the form letters are). 
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Another kind of form letter is "paper receipt".  When someone sends in 

their completed paper, we send a form to acknowledge this. Under "paper 

receipt" Roberta may write "$25 sentence", which means you put a P.S. 

on the paper receipt letter Baying "P.S. We note that we have not as yet 

received the $25 Titular Membership fee."  She may also have other P.S.- 

type things to add to the bottom of the paper receipt letters.  Just type 

them in like afterthoughts! 

Another form you will be in charge of sending is the "Charter 

reservation form".  When people write to request a seat on one of our 

charters (we have two—one from London and one from Paris—the times and 

dates of departure are written on the form), send the form and maybe 

check to see if the person requesting a seat is registered.  If not, send 

him or her a registration card.  Dr. Cyril Bouloux in France is helping 

us with the charter and you may want to read the correspondence on the 

Paris charter (which is in the second drawer of the filing cabinet in 

the front downstairs). 

Oh!  The most frequent enclosures used in letters are: 

Purposes "d" - a two-page document telling the aims of the Congress; 

Plan and Program - the front matter from the Book of Resumes; 

Ernst Mayr letter - you've seen this; 

Menotti clips - news articles from Menotti's visit to Chicago 

in December; 

Book Fair letter - Mike Salovesh is handling this (you'll meet 

him this weekend); 

etc. All enclosures are kept upstairs in our files. 

Steno pool - first floor: When you want lots of copies of things 

run off, you fill out a form and bring it to them. This is also the mail 

room where you pick up registered letters from Lucille who is sitting at 

the desk as you walk in. 

Something I never did, but which probably is a good idea is 

to set up a routine of when you are going to do these "chores", like the 

form letters. They really pile up!  I usually do them all at once and 

drive myself crazy with boredom! 
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Another daily task, is the mail log. As you are aware, we get 

tons of mall.  And it is of three kinds:  1) ICAES, 2) ST personal, and 

3) Current Anthropology.  Sue Martich does a separate mail log for CA. 

You will do all the ICAES mail and ST personal. Most of the mail will 

be Congress stuff, but if a letter comes addressed to "Sol Tax, Professor, 

Department of Anthropology" it is most likely ST Personal. 



t) 
The complex editorial process to handle the thousands of contributions 

which were eventually turned into books includes our Congress Registrar, 

who received and recorded all contributions; the translating service in 

Blooraington, Indiana; and the Chicago-based Midway Editorial Research 

which copyedited and sent the original papers to Mouton in The Hague. 

Their account follows below.  Meanwhile, abstracts of the papers were 

assembled for editing in the Congress office and included in books sent 

out (pp 000- ) so that colleagues could decide which papers they wanted 

sent to them in preparation for Congress discussion.  The original papers 

and their English versions were then reproduced by the office of 

Marianne Ogren in the University of Chicago (pp 000) and 3 other printers 

in Chicago and mailed to discussants. 
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by Jean Block and Ruth Grodzins, 

Midway Editorial Research 

On a fateful day in 1972, Professor Sol Tax very informally 

mentioned to us—Jean Block and Ruth Grodzins, operators of Midway 

Editorial Research—that there was to be an International Congress of 

Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences in Chicago.  Many scholarly 

papers would be arriving from all over the world in advance of the 

meeting, and because they were to be published in an epoch-making series 

of books, they would need editing.  Were we interested? We were. 

That encounter with Professor Tax radically altered our 

lives for almost two years. 

The task would be more than the two of us could handle, but 

because we live in the University of Chicago neighborhood, we knew 

that there were experienced editors at hand; several had, in fact, 

indicated that they would love to work for us should we ever have more 

than we could handle.  We were all set. 

Then the papers started pouring in. Xerox copies were 

cranked out by the Congress office on campus, and day after day we 

staggered to our quarters lugging shopping bags full of manuscripts. 

Record-keeping became a sacred duty, lost papers a constant threat, as 

we dealt with hundreds of index cards and bulging file cabinets.  (It 

took both of us to open or close a drawer.) 

Day by day the papers were doled out to the willing hands of 

the local editors. Week by week, however, it became apparent that those 

bright, capable faculty wives to whom the willing hands belonged had 
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many other things to do.  Deadlines were not met, and there were 

dropouts. The basic flaw in our arrangement was that most of those 

ladies didn't really need the money.  Cupiditas radix malorum est, but 

it also makes for steady workers. 

Before despair set in, however, we had a stroke of luck. 

Encyclopaedia Britannica had just finished a project staffed by a 

number of young editors who found themselves unemployed.  They were real 

"pros." They needed the money.  And they found their way to our fulging 

files. With them, and a few faithful neighborhood stalwarts, we were 

back on track. 

This is not to say, of course, that our own work was limited 

to doling out manuscripts.  Conscious of our responsibilities, we 

checked over every edited paper (we considered it a treat when we could 

do one from "scratch"), corresponded endlessly with authors, and 

attempted to track down individual book editors, most of whom seemed to 

have left "for the field" just when we needed them most. 

There was also almost daily communication with the staff 

of Mouton Publishers in The Hague.  This was at first largely involved 

with trying to keep up with the innumerable changes being made in the 

style sheet, and later with triangular correspondence from or to us, 

the book editors, and Mouton, as we prepared vast batches of manuscript 

for shipment to Holland.  We even learned a little Dutch in the process, 

as the typesetters knew no English and certain directions could not be 

conveyed by conventional copyediting marks. 
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Intimate relations were established with a number of postal 

clerks who began to recognize us—or the piles of envelopes behind 

which we were concealed—and to make up new mailing rules with every 

visit.  Had we tied them with string? That was out and sealing tape 

was in, until the next visit, when string was essential, and besides 

the envelopes were too heavy. 

And the manuscripts kept pouring in.  Whatever deadline had 

been set was abrogated, so that new papers appeared, and were accepted, 

almost up to the date of the Congress.  Further delays were created 

by many papers having to be rerouted to the translating crew in 

Bloomington, Indiana.  Manuscripts could be in any of five languages, 

and only the Soviet Union papers were translated by their own people. 

(Their bibliographies were, however, in Russian and other Slavic 

languages, and had to be transliterated.) Nor were the results of 

translation always felicitous; to make them read like English was a 

further chore, almost as difficult as rendering into idiomatic terms the 

many papers written by authors for whom English was not a first language. 

There were also problems of arriving at a consistent spelling 

system.  Many authors wrote British English; their spelling had to be 

changed to conform with American usage. We also had to resolve, via 

consultation with Mouton, such dilemmas as Muslim/Moslem, Mohamet/Mohammed, 

Brahmin/Brahman. 

Not being anthropologists, we found ourselves faced with words 

and concepts unknown to us.  The ominpresent "emic" and "etic" had not 
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hitherto crossed our horizon, nor that of any standard dictionary. 

Contrary to previously learned physiology we were instructed by one 

paper that the way to tell a human male from a female was by the finger 

whorls.  And teeth! What a world of information lay in antedeluvian 

molars. 

Totally absorbed in the project, we began to take it 

personally when authors sent in papers single-spaced or, horror of 

horrors, typed on both sides.  On the plus side, a consistent 

bibliography, with no data missing, brought tears of joy to our eyes. 

(These didn't flow very often.) 

Finally after a year and a half of coexistence with hundreds 

of unseen but vividly present authors, the Day of the Congress was upon 

us. The Mouton staff was at the Conrad Hilton in force, as were the 

boxes of manuscripts that had been re-transported across the ocean. Those 

contributors who came to the meeting were welcomed to Mouton's vast, 

over-air conditioned quarters, where we were delighted to meet them in 

the flesh and direct them to their particular papers, alphabetically 

arranged and available for inspection. 

The feeling that it had all been worthwhile grew upon us and 

has increased as we have seen the books appear.  But we might duck if 

we ever saw Professor Tax approach us again with a gleam in his eye. 
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by  Marianne Ogren 

Early in the spring of 1973, Dr. Tax approached us about the 
many papers that would need to be duplicated for the ICAES that was 
being held in Chicago at the end of the summer.  Our duplicating service 
which serves the Graduate Division of Social Sciences, its faculty, 
staff and students, at the time consisted of a couple of Xerox machines, 
an offset press and an electrostatic master-maker for the press.  Dr. Tax 
compared our prices with other places on and off campus and determined 
that our service offered the most reasonably priced way to copy these 
papers for distribution to the participants of the congress.  Sometimes 
our summers were not too busy and we had slack time so we agreed to 
duplicate as many of the manuscripts as we could.  We used a Xerox 7000 
to reduce 8 1/2 x 11" typewritten pages by one half so that two pages would 
fit side by side on an 8 1/2 x 11" sheet of paper.  Then we made electro- 
static masters for our offset press from which multiple copies were run. 

By April the ICAES staff had begun to give us manuscripts to 
duplicate, sort and staple and as spring turned into summer, the momentum 
picked up.  We had no deadline to meet for any particular papers, except 
that we knew that somehow all of the manuscripts must be done before the 
meeting of the congress.  Our offset operator worked overtime, coming in 
early in the morning and staying late in the evening and working on Saturdays 
part of the time. We had two students to help with the collating, stapling 
and packing of the completed copies.  We had no automated collating equipment, 
but had some staff members who were gifted with manual dexterity so that 
nimble fingers flew as they collated the thousands of sheets of paper.  In 
the meantime to keep us from being completely overwhelmed by the volume of 
work, Dr. Tax and his staff found other places to have part of their copying 
done, but we kept at it all summer and turned out an enormous amount of work 
despite our limitations in space and equipment. 

All in all it was a good though busy and hectic summer.  We were 
located conveniently on the first floor just above the ICAES office and be- 
came well acquainted with the ICAES Staff.  At the end of the summer, they 
surprised us with a huge decorated cake to express their friendship and 
thanks for our help. 



OUTREACH 

There were excellent volunteers who cooperated with an 

excellent professional organization to handle Public Relations. 

This is their own account, but throughout this book are 

examples of their successes in bringing the Congress to the 

people.  Several examples follow. 
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Reaching Out: The Congress and the Public 

by Martin D. Topper 
Univ. of California at San Diego 

and 

Arlene Shattil and Irene Neuberger 
Scope Unlimited, Chicago, 111. 

The IXth ICAES was not only a major scientific meeting.  It was an 

important news event in the world of science.  This statement may seem 

difficult for anthropologists to accept because they are accustomed to 

having their meetings go unnoticed by the press.  In fact, many anthropologists 

have avoided publicity fearing that their ideas either might be distorted or 

promoted as the "ultimate solution" to contemporary social ills.  Given the 

lack of public relations skills of many anthropologists, and the lack of news 

at some of the smaller anthropology meetings, it is little wonder that the 

idea of the Congress as an important media event would surprise many 

anthropologists. 

What Made the Congress Newsworthy? 

The Congress was not an ordinary scientific meeting.  It was an event at 

which literally thousands of prominent scientists from all over the world met 

to discuss many of the major social science issues of the day. These issues 

included the cross-cultural use of cannabis and alcohol, the cross-cultural 

understanding of child development, and cultural consequences of rapid world 

population growth and concentration, and the causes and correlates of war. 

These are topics that have world impact, and therefore, world news appeal. There 

also were a number of sessions which primarily appealed to the people of the 

United States, such as American Indian economic development, the family structure 

of Black America, and the study of communes in the U.S.A. In addition to the 
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newsworthy sessions, the Congress sponsored a number of special events which 

were bound to attract public attention.  These included, an original Gian-Carlo 

Menotti opera (commissioned by the Congress), an American Folk Concert, a 

study of American Culture by distinguished foreign scholars, and a pre-Congress 

Conference entitled "Youth for Mankind." Finally, many of the anthropologists 

who attended the Congress were themselves important figures in the world of 

science. 

In addition the IXth ICAES was newsworthy becuase it was held in Chicago. 

Chicago is America's second largest city and it is a major national and world 

news outlet.  Chicago has five major television stations, over twenty-five radio 

stations, and four major newspapers.  Reuters, the Associated Press, United 

Press International, NBC News, CBS News, ABC News, and the Mutual Network all 

have major bureaus in Chicago.  Furthermore, Chicago has a large number of 

reporters who work for the "specialized" print media.  These range from large 

national news magazines like Time to local speciality newspapers like the 30 

foreign language weekly newspapers catering to the diverse population of the 

city. 

Defining the Public Relations Program: 

Once we realized that the Congress was likely to receive heavy coverage 

by the press, it was necessary to make a number of preparations. Normally, 

these would include reserving space for a press room, preparing press passes 

and press kits, and arranging for a representative of the Congress to be on 

hand to assist the newsmen. However, from the beginning, the members of the 

Congress staff felt that the Congress represented a major opportunity to 

demonstrate to the general public that the discipline of anthropology was a 

dynamic and viable field, actively involved in researching and solving many of 

the world's major social problems.  Instead of merely facilitating press coverage, 
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we decided to organize a full-scale public relations effort to accurately 

disseminate anthropological information and ideas that might aid the public in 

understanding important social and cultural issues which the world was then 

facing.  In short, a successful press program could give the Congress an 

important new function, that of educating the public. 

This decision developed out of a series of discussions between Dr. Tax 

and his staff in the early Spring of 1973.  At first, it was believed that a 

more limited press program focusing primarily on the opera Tamu Tamu and the 

American Folk concert might be sufficient.  However, by April there were 74 

scholarly sessions scheduled, and many of these covered topics which we knew 

would interest the press.  In early May, it was decided that the sessions and 

the special events should get equal publicity. This meant that a major press 

program would have to be organized, and that public relations specialists would 

have to be hired to do the "advance work" until the Congress convened. Although 

funds were always in short supply, it was decided to retain Irene Neuberger 

and Arlene Shattil of Scope Unlimited (a Chicago public relations firm) to 

develop the press program. 

The Press Program: 

The press program of the Congress comprised two basic elements; the 

advance work and the press room operation. Both of these were performed by 

Scope Unlimited staff and, under their direction, members of the Congress staff, 

and volunteers from the Congress Service Corps. The efforts of many people 

were required to run the press program because even our most optimistic estimates 

of the interest of the press were unrealistically small.  In all, over 150 

newspeople reported on various aspects of the Congress,  On some days, over 50 

were covering the Congress at the Conrad Hilton Hotel where the sessions were 

held.  This crush of reporters seeking information fostered a number of 
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innovations in press room procedures which may well serve as a general model 

for representing social science meetings to the public in the future.  But 

before we discuss the press room operations let us go back and discuss the 

advance work a bit further.  It was this advance publicity which was so 

successful in preparing the reporters to cover the Congress. 

The advance work was divided into two parts.  First, there was the 

work which had to be done months before the Congress convened.  This aspect 

involved several important tasks.  To begin with, the news media had to 

receive early notification that the Congress was to occur.  Some of the media, 

such as monthly publications and network television, needed to be notified 

months in advance so that they could mark their calendars for coverage. We 

also hoped that this early notification would stimulate the imaginations of 

these editors and reporters and provide them with background on the multiple 

aspects of the Congress. A second task of the early advance work involved 

arrangements for both the opera and the American Folk Concert. These included 

the rental of theatres and rehearsal space, booking of talent, printing and 

selling of tickets, obtaining photographs, printing posters, and distributing 

them. 

All of this amounted to a great deal of work. The people from Scope 

Unlimited spent a great deal of time on the early logistical arrangements for 

the opera and the folk concert. In addition, they sent publicity releases 

and made telephone calls to drama, opera and music critics and reporters to 

inform them of the upcomming special events. Topper's job was to inform the 

news media. With the aid of the Congress staff he prepared a set of informational 

press kits and distributed them to the editors of a variety of news organizations. 
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These press kits contained background on participants in the American Folk 

Concert and Menotti's opera, "Tamu Tamu"; fact sheet on the Congress and 

pre-Congress conferences; Plan of the Congress and supplements; and half a 

dozen news releases. Our original plan called for the invitation of reporters 

from all over the world. However, we soon learned that it was mostly the American 

media which responded to our overtures.  By June it was evident that most of 

the media organizations in Chicago and several American national news organizations 

were intending to cover the Congress. 

During the Summer the members of the Scope Unlimited staff continued 

their efforts on the early advance work. Three weeks before the Congress 

convened the advance work was accelerated into its second phase. This involved 

an intensive effort to establish direct contact with the reporters, critics, 

and editors from the media and remind them of the Congress.  Science writers of 

the major Chicago dailies were visited personally and meetings were held with 

the assignment editors of the T.V. stations.  In many cases, these people were 

sent new press kits containing more current information about the sessions 

and special events.  This enabled us to more fully explain the Congress and 

provided media with opportunity to tell us which areas interested them the most. 

The week before the Congress a press luncheon involving the officers of 

the Congress who had arrived from all over the world was held at the Art Institute 

of Chicago. This was done so President Sol Tax and the others could explain 

the magnitude of Congress activities, brief the press with an overview, answer 

questions and provide press with directional information, an up-dated calendar 

of events and a key to enable them to locate papers which had been submitted on 

hundreds of topics. 
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Over fifty media people attended the luncheon, some used the occasion 

to set up interviews with the officers and all left with a deeper sense, coupled 

with amazement, of the variety of events and topics the Congress would encompass. 

The second phase of the press program involved running the press room. 

The press room was not just one room, but a complex of rooms provided by the 

Congress for the use of the press.  There were:  the main press room, an 

interview room, and larger room for press briefings. 

The nerve center of the press room complex was the "working" press room. 

It was staffed by people from Scope Unlimited, members of the Congress staff, 

volunteers from the Congress Service Corps.  This main press room provided a 

wide variety of support services for visiting reporters.  These included 

issuing press passes, arranging interviews with anthropologists, and providing 

resource materials which the reporters needed to cover the Congress. The 

resource materials included everything from extra copies of the Congress program, 

to press releases and fact sheets, to personal advice from the press room staff 

about which sessions and which anthropologists might provide interesting stories 

to a complete file of all papers submitted to the Congress.  Frequently, 

press room staff members were able to provide the "angle" (conceptual framework) 

for a story or alert press to a particularly newsworthy meeting which they 

could then cover.  It was here press came to file their stories, make use of 

the typewriters, telephones and relax with coffee and sweet rolls which were 

provided to promote the general air of hospitality. 

The overflow turnout of media people created a noisy, electrically charged 

environment, not conducive to private interviews or special briefings. To 

ease this situation, we removed the process of interviewing from the main press 

room and located it in a spare conference room which was down the hall. This 

greatly reduced the pressures on the reporters and the interviewees by removing 

them from the noisy, frantic environment °f the press room.  It promoted rapport 
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between the reporter and his interviewee and undoubtedly contributed to the 

fair and accurate coverage which the Congress received. 

However, by far the most effective innovation was the decision by Mrs. 

Neuberger and Mrs. Shattil to hold a series of early morning press briefings 

on the anthropological topics which were to be discussed that day.  Here the 

reporters, for a limited amount of time, were able to question the anthropologists 

who were to be involved in programs later in the day.  This guided the reporters 

in their selection of what to cover.  We did not find any anthropologists 

fearful of the press or opposed at any time to answering questions.  Furthermore, 

we received 100% acceptance from anthropologists invited to participate in 

the briefings or in interviews. 

The press briefings proved to be a great success.  In all, there were 

approximately twenty briefings which covered topics including:  the Congress 

in general, Soviet anthropology, primate evolution, and the relationship of 

anthropology to mental health research. Most of these briefings were well 

attended by the press.  In the case of the Soviet anthropologists, over 50 

newsmen including two television crews turned out to hear these sceintists describe 

the nature of anthropology and of science in general in the U.S.S.R. The press 

conferences adequately fulfilled their dual prupose of bringing newsmen to the 

Congress and maintianing control over the manner in which the Congress was 

exposed to the public. 

The final task of the press room staff was to make special arrangements 

for the radio and television coverage of the Congress. Although great strides 

have been made in the development of portable radio and television broadcasting 

equipment, the essential format of all but hard news stories remains the 
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studio interview at the radio or television station.  Anthropologists were 

invited to participate in established radio and television shows as a result 

of "suggestion" sheets carrying thumbnail profiles of Congress delegates and 

their areas of expertise which we had sent out ten days prior to the opening 

of the Congress.  In order to participate in established interview shows, the 

anthropologists had to go to the studios.  This, of course, created additional 

duties for the members of the press room staff who had to brief the interviewees 

on what to expect during the interview and accompany them to the studios. 

The Results: 

A great deal of work went into the press program.  We have no accurate 

measurement of the amount of time spent on both the advance work and the 

operation of the press room, however we can conservatively estimate that the 

total time spent was about 5,000 person-hours.  When one looks at a figure that 

large and then considers the number of missed meals, frayed nerves, and early 

morning studio calls, one has to ask if the results of the press program 

justified the effort. 

In general, the Congress' press program was highly successful.  Not 

only did the Congress receive heavy local coverage in Chicago but it also 

attracted a sizeable amount of attention from the American national media, and 

some international coverage including:  the Italian, Austrian, French, Mexican, 

and Canadian press, the London Times. Time, Newsweek, New York Times, Miami 

Herald, L.A. Times. Christian Science Monitor, Washington Post, World Book, 

and the Spanish-speaking press. 

Our clipping files indicate that the Congress was an important media 

event, even before it convened.  At least ten articles about the Congress and 

the special events were published in major Chicago papers prior to the opening. 

In addition, at least one article about the Congress appeared in each of the 
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four major Chicago newspapers during each day of the meetings.  Our files 

include over fifty articles about the Congress and the special events.  These 

presented anthropology and the Congress in a very favorable light.  Major 

Chicago television stations had film crews covering the Congress on at least 

four of the eight days during which the meetings were held.  Approximately ten 

film stories about the Congress and the Opera were broadcast on the six and 

ten o'clock news programs.  In addition, about twenty Congress participants 

gave lengthy in-studio interviews for local public affairs radio and television 

programs.  Among these were appearances by Dr. Surijat Sinha on "Sunday in 

Chicago" and by Dr. Margaret Mead and Dr. Sol Tax on "City Desk." Both of these 

are important public affairs programs of the local NBC television affiliate in 

Chicago. 

The national news coverage received by the Congress was, of course, 

not as heavy as the local reporting, but it was significant. Newsweek 

magazine reviewed the opera Tamu Tamu unfavorably; New York Times, favorably. 

Articles about the Congress also appeared in the New York Times.  In addition, 

Newsweek had some nice things to say about the Congress and its involvement 

in art.  Several national scientific newsletters carried stories about the 

Congress and a number of its sessions. However, the most significant national 

coverage came from the broadcast media. National Public Radio sent a team 

of reporters to the Congress. They did a number of "on location" interviews 

which were aired nationally on several programs that are carried over the NPR 

network.  Finally, the high point of the national coverage came in the form of 

a fifteen minute interview with Sol Tax, Margaret Mead, 

on NBC's Today Show. The interview focused on the premiere of the opera, but a 

good deal of time also was spent discussing the relevence of anthropology to the 

modern world and the concept of cultural pluralism which was the theme of the opera. 

L. 
i; 
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Summary: 

We are uncertain as to the exact number of newspaper and magazine articles 

and radio and television news reports which resulted from the coverage of the 

Congress.  We barely had the capability to keep track of all the reporters who 

came.  Locating all of the stories which they filed was simply not possible. 

However, from the clippings which we do have and from the broadcasts which we 

saw and heard we were able to determine that the Congress was a major event in 

Chicago and that it did much to increase public awareness of anthropology in 

the United States.  Furthermore, the news articles and broadcasts which we did 

become aware of were overwhelmingly favorable in their description of the 

Congress, the special events, and anthropology in general. 

The goals of our public relations program were two-fold.  We wanted to 

enhance the public image of the Congress and we wanted to maintain some control 

over the flood of publicity which was likely to occur once the newsmen realized 

that the Congress would naturally appeal to the general public. At the very 

outset we decided that a large scale public relations effort would be required 

to meet these goals, and as we realized the enormity of the task we expanded 

the press program to meet newly perceived needs. The results of our efforts 

proved what we intuitively knew all along; that the press was very receptive to 

the concept of anthropology as news, and that for the most part they were honest 

in their reporting and were willing to strive for accuracy as they attempted to 

relate scientific concepts to an audience of laymen. By taking the time to 

present accurate material to the newsmen and by being prepared to meet their 

needs, we were able to accomplish what we set out to do. 
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The lesson that we learned from these efforts was not that the Congress 

Itself was an especially newsworthy event.  It was Instead that a good deal 

of anthropology Is newsworthy and would be reported fairly if anthropologists 

learned how to present their information in a manner that can be understood 

by the general public. We feel that this is an important lesson in a world 

which increasingly demands accountability from its scientific community. We 

began by trying to deal with a difficult problem in public relations, however 

we ended up creating a series of procedures for effectively reaching the public 

through the mass media. We have not solved the problem of accountability, 

but we have developed one means of opening a dialogue. 
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WASHINGTON, MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1973 

ONE SPECIES, MANY CULTURES 
Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, the Ninth make participation in the congress more 

International Congress of Anthropo- meaningful and useful than is often the 
logical and Ethnological Sciences will be case. For example, he has scheduled pre- 
held in Chicago-from August 28 through congress conferences in Chicago and 
September 8, 1973. As many as 3,000 other American cities to increase inter- 
scholars from more than 100 countries change among scholars of particular clis- 
are expected to participate in this major cipline. Human biologists and physical 
intellectual event. Already 85 sessions anthropologists will gather at Wayne 
have been scheduled and more than 1,000 State University in Detroit, ethnologists 
papers received. and museologiste in Milwaukee, social 

The theme of the Congress is "One anthropologists in Oshkosh, and so forth. 
Species, Many Cultures," and is based on Another precongress conference will 
the thesis that the well-being of man- bring together 15- to 18-year-olds from 
kind depends upon recognition and re- all parts of the world to explore youth's 
spect for group differences. In pursuance role in the world. Educational and social 
of this theme, there will be a number of activities are planned to develop a sense 
cultural events including a specially of community and friendship, to gain 
commissioned opera by Oian Carlo knowledge and respect for other cultures, 
Menottl, and Ingenious presentation of and to share ideas on contemporary is- 
the main musical styles of various re- sues in relation to the future of the 
•ions of the world, an American folk con- species. 
cert sponsored by the Smithsonian In- , To eiJiance the value of the congress 
stitution, a major new film entitled "The *° participants, papers and astracts are 
Ethnography of World Dance," exhibits already being made available to attend- 
of paintings and photographs from ees and participants in advance of the 
around the world, an anthropological meetings. Therefore, sessions will be de- 
film festival, an arts and crafts fair fea- voted S0le,y to discussion. Mutual ex- 
piring work of U.S. and Canadian In- change will be further enhanced by a 
dians, and an anthropology book fair,    simultaneous translation system from 

There will also be a "Study of Ameri- and tat0 English, French, German, Bus- 
can Culture" conducted during the Con- •l*n. «w* Spanish, supplemented by a 
gress by a commission of scholars from secondary translation system to assist 
every part of the world. The study will be "H** wh° know none of these five lan- 
conducted in 20 Chicago ethnic com- wages. Translation will be prov ded by 
munities which are preparing for it by wireless headsets, and there will be no 
developing documentary videotapes loudspeaker system so that, with the 
about themselves and their problems headset in place, oneican hear one s own 
with the cooperation of University of,lan«uage without the distraction of 
Illinois Chicago Circle faculty members loudspeaker noise, 
and students. After viewing these docu-, Another innovation is a major publish- 
menUrles. the scholars will go into the'«« £ff°rt wh,<-h w"1 Produce as many as 
communities for public meetings with the "°, *?**, °* *»»• ?«*» *nd discussions 
local people to discuss the community whkh *P •U> fact "update" anthropology 
aituattapln its broadest perspective.       m* wh»ch *»" be repeated in future 

Dr. Sol Tax. the distinguished an- congresses at 5-year intervals, 
thropologist of the University of Chicago. .The Ninth International Congress 
has spent over 2 years organizing the0* Anthropological and Ethnological 
congress and has developed new ap- Sciences will be a major event for schol- 
proaches which are unique to congresses •»• * '"«eve lt w"1 »•* * new «tandard 
of scholars and which are designed to •»* establish a new style for lnterna- 

-   Uonal congresses. 

S10243 



RICHARD <7. DALEY 
MAYOR 

OFFICE  OF THE MAYOR 

CITY  OF CHICAGO 

PROCLAMATION 

WHEREAS, studies of the social behavior of man contribute 
vitally to the understanding of the nature of man and offer insight 
into the  destiny of our   species;   and 

WHEREAS,   anthropology and  ethnology are   scientific  disciplines 
through which many scholars  have   given us  an extraordinary 
knowledge  of our  society and the  cultures  of man;  and 

WHEREAS,   scientists  in these  and  related disciplines  will 
convene  in Chicago  for  the Ninth International Congress  of 
Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences  to  deliberate on  subjects 
important to  all of us;  and 

WHEREAS,   the people of Chicago  represent a  rich diversity 
of cultures from all over the world,   making it most appropriate 
that the  deliberations  of the Congress  should take place  here;  and 

WHEREAS,   the  Smithsonian Institution will join the  Congress 
in presenting a major American folk concert for the  delegates  and 
the  people of Chicago,   which will be  followed by the world premier 
of Gian-Carlo Menotti's opera,   Tamu,   Tamu,   commissioned by the 
Congress: 

NOW,   THEREFORE,   I,   Richard J.   Daley,   Mayor of the 
City of Chicago,   do hereby proclaim Saturday,   September  1 through 
Saturday,   September  8 to be  ONE  SPECIES,   MANY CULTURES 
WEEK IN CHICAGO,   in accordance  with the theme of the  Congress, 
and further proclaim Chicago the international anthropological 
and ethnological center  of the world during this period and urge 
all citizens to take  cognizance of the  events   arranged for  this  time. 

Dated this   29th day of August,   A. D.,   1973. 
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POR: IXth INTE NATIONAL CONGRESS OP 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES -6 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

THE WORLD MEETS 
IN CHICAGO SEPT. 1-8 

Charter flights from the far points of the world will 

bring together 3,000 men and women who will meet In Chicago for 

8 days, Saturday, Sept. 1, through Saturday, Sept. 8, and address 

themselves to the concept of Cultural Pluralism- "One Species, 

Many Cultures". 

They are the delegates to the Ninth International Congress 

of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences of which Dr. Sol Tax, 

professor of Anthropology, University of Chicago, is President. 

The Congress convenes every five years. This year's theme, "One 

Species, Many Cultures" is based on the thesis that the well-being 

of mankind depends upon recognition and respect for group differ- 

ences. 

Scholars from Third World countries such as Afghanistan, 

Yemen, Papua and "Ne'w Guinea, Senegal and Tanzania, will mingle with 

European and American members at the Conrad Hilton hotel where 

instantaneous translation equipment will permit dialogues between 

those of all nations. 

At a printing plant in Chicago (Monarch), the presses 

are rolling off copies of over 1500 pre-submitted papers which 

look at humankind from every specialist point of view. They will 

be discussed in 103 scholarly sessions during the week. 

Assisting Dr. Tax in this ambitious undertaking for which 

he has planned for two years, is a volunteer corps of 300, who paid 

$10.00 each for the privilege of donating their services for the 



past several weeks.  The Congress Service Corps is involved in 

everything from stuffing envelopes, circulating posters, greeting 

delegates at the airport and supervising day care and special pro- 

grams for children. 

Enthusiastically working in conjunction with the Congress 

are a group of teen-agers who will host a pre-Congress series of 

meetings with their counterparts from other countries. Their Youth 

for Mankind Conference will share ideas on contemporary issues and 

problems. The student-organized conference will actively explore 

youth's role in the present and future world community. 

As the delegates land at O'Hare they will mingle with the 

performers arriving to appear in the American Polk Concert at the 

Auditorium Theatre, Sat. and Sun., Sept. 1 and 2,  which Pete Seeger 

will host. 

Also among the arriving passengers will be the cast for 

the Gian Carlo Menotti opera which will have its world premiere, 

Wed., Sept. 5» at the Studebaker Theatre.  The Congress, in an unusual 

gesture from a scientific body, commissioned Menotti to create an 

opera that would relate to the theme of the scholarly sessions, 

"One Species, Many Cultures". 

The opera, which will play a limited engagement through 

Sun., Sept. 16, will be open to the public, as will the folk con- 

cert and even the scholarly sessions at the Hilton hotel. A regis- 

tration fee of $25.00 for all eight days and $5.00 for one day will 

provide a visitor's badge for admission to the meetings. 

At the final meeting of the Congress, Sat., Sept. 8, at 

the Auditorium Theatre, conclusions arrived at during the week's 

many meetings will be presented. 

During the eight days of intensive meetings, the scholars 

will address themselves to hundreds of subjects, ranging from 

War: Its Causes and Correlates through to Ritual, Cults and 

Shamanism, Society and Politics at the National Frontiers and Study 



ADD 2 THE WORLD MEETS 

:i 

Dr. Sol Tax, in pointing up the significance of the 

Congress, said, "The human sciences require knowledge of the whole 

of the species from its earliest beginnings to its complex and 

varied present, and in its fullest, changing environmental context 

 the endangered species needs our knowledge more critically than 

ever-, and it is only at this point in history that we feel ready, 

with technique and will, to add the cross-cultural 'human' ingredient 

to public understanding and policy." 

# # # 

8-IH-73 



SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION 75 
The Congress timing was favorable, since the best simultaneous 

translators are few in the world, and are busier when the 

United Nations and its agencies are in session. Ours may have 

been the first event in history requiring A teams simultaneously 

working in 5 languages for 6 days.  The translators require 

individual contracts, like leading singers in an opera—as seen 

below—together with the mundane handling of equipment. 

(One of the most useful services of Margaret Mead's Breakfast 

Committee [pp 000] was resolving two issues which arose between 

the translators and the original plans of the Congress.) 



IXeme Congres International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques 
IXth Internationa! Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

LETTER OF APPOINTMENT 

Chicago, U.S.A. 
August 28-Septembcr 8, 1973 
Research sessions August 28-31 
General sessions September 1-8 

% 

1. Upon the advice of Vladimir Pojidaeff and Jeannine Lateiner, we 
are pleased to confirm your appointment as conference interpreter 
for service with the IXth International Congress of Anthropological 
and Ethnological Sciences to be held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in 
Chicago from Saturday 1 September to Saturday 8 September 1973. 

2. The conference lanuguages will be English-French-Oennan-Spanish 
and from Russian into the four working languages. 

Interpretation will be simultaneous in four rooms. 
You will be asked to interpret in simultaneous in your usual language 
combination as listed in the TAALS and/or the AIIC Yearbook or known 
to the Chief Interpreter personally. Each team will consist of ten 
conference interpreters. Mrs. Jeannie Lateiner has been appointed 
Chief Interpreter and will be responsible for maintaining contact 
between the interpreters and the conference officials. Hours of work 
will be arranged by the Chief Interpreter with the approval of the 
undersigned according to the requirements of the meetings. 

Tenure of appointment 

3. You will be expected to report for duty to the President 
and the Chief Interpreter at the Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago at 
8;30 a.m. o'clock on Saturday 1 September 1973 to familiarize yourself 
with the conference arrangements and allow for half a day of briefing. 

h.    Your appointment will be effective from the date you report for 
duty and will continue until the close of the conference on Saturday 
8 September 1973i terminating on that date without further notice from 
the conference, unless it is desired to retain your services beyond 
that date. In that case this appointment may be extended by mutual 
agreement on the same terms on a day-to-day basis. 

5. Your terms of appointment for the period specified in paragraphs 
3 and k  above, i.e. EIGHT days will be as follows: US $ 12$.- per day 
for EIGHT days, i.e. US $ 1,000.- . 

1126 Easl 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A. (312) 753-3718 
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of our not making use of your      i    I     , i in <HiF   In 
and under the i i iiil II H mi    ||      I I i    I in the pre n ni i iVnl i in l_  you 
will be entitled to your  Mil    ilijlil jlimil   In | in i| i n li 5 above 
and to settlement of substant¿>*«a"cl8la^for expenses incurred. 

7. If for any vaüí^'feason you should be prevelft«ilfrom fulfilling 
the duties of>ttf?s appointment, you accept the respon^t^ility to 
ensure,jf«Irreplacement by a qualified colleague approved 

Interpreter and on the same terms. 

Per diem 

8. If the conference is being held away from your domicile, you will 
be paid a subsistence allowance (perdiem) of US $ 35•- for each day 
of your appointment, i.e. US $ 28O.- for eight days. 

Transportation 

9. (a) Interpreters recruited in the United States and Canada shall 
be entitled to reimbursement of a round trip first class air 
transportation between their domicile and Chicago and to a 
sum of US $ gO.- representing two days' per diem while in 
travel status to and from the Conference. 

(b) A loss of earning allowance is due for each day spent in 
travel status to and from the Conference in the amount of 
US $ 25.- for the first and last days of the round trip 
travel, i.e. US $ 50.- for the round trip. 

B?hod of payment 

10. PePS^em and reimbursement of travel will be paid to_ 
reportíílB^or duty, and your fee at the conclusj 
Conference. 

11. All fees and allowan?fc<ywi 11 be 
any national, state or other iksflmff'tax. 

without any deduction for 

Medical Examination 

12. dis offer^*iT"temporary appointment is rio*bssiibject to a medical 
examination^Sut you are requested to provide theat^ached Declaration 
of a Satisfactory State of Health for purposes of thisN^jployment. 
Sao>*<foes not substitute for or preclude your satisfactio^S^such 
iquirements as are in force in this country. 



Documentation 

13. In addition to all the documentation which may be sent to you 
in advance including the programme of the Conferences, the texts 
of all the pepers to be presented at the Conference will be made 
available to you at the start of the briefing session on Saturday 
1 September 1973- 

¿nature 

Xh.    WilTysu^Jtindly return two copies of this letter at the earliest, 
possible date to**9T>i^Jax,  President,   llg6 E.   59th Street,  Chicar 
Illinois,     60637,   U.STA.   Hr^fcC^signine the attached  &ta.temepi?f~io 
confirm your acceptance of this of temporary a¡ Ement. 

A hotel reservation card will to you as as they are available. 

If you are unab*eto accept this appointment, would you K*qdly advise 
this Of^A^immediately with a copy to Mrs. Jeannine Lateine^at 
60jt0«'fioulevard East, West New York, New Jersey 07093, U.S.A. 



CONTRACT 

FOR RENTAL OF SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETATION EQUIPMENT 
AND ENGINEERING SERVICES 

?IES TO THE CONTRACT 

The parties to this contract are: 
The International Union of Anthropological 

and Ethnological Sciences C^AES) 
'rofessor Sol Tax, Dep^/'of Anthropology 

University of Chicago 

hereinafteS^designal^íÉÍ as the 
COMMITTEE 

and: 

ROUND HX^t!-IVC, Inc./Sof 581 West 
Putnaju'TÍvenue, GreenwicnV Connecticut, 
hej^inafter designated as TUL-IVC. 

SERVICES TO BE RENDERED BY Mfr^Wft^ 

RH-IVC shall provide wireless electronic simultaneous inter- 
pretation (SI) equipment and engineering services required for 
multi-lingual interpretation as described hereinafter, for the 
IX International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological 
Sciences, to take place at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, 
Illinois, from September 1-8, 1973. 

II. EQUIPMENT TO BE PROVIDED BY RH-IVC 

RH-IVC shall provide 4 wireless SI installation (s) as 
follows: 

a) 4 multi-channel wireless SI transmitter (s), audio-control 
panels, interpreters' controls and all other supporting 
electronic equipment for wireless broadcast and reception 
of simultaneous interpretation from and into five 
official languages (English, French, German, Spanish, Russian) 



S&OfeT'X'D KILL-IVC.INC. 
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b)3,500 wireless RH-IVC multi-channel receiver sets and AKG 
K-50 earphones, each receiver being capable of receiv- 
ing interpretation in the five officially designated 
languages of the conference.  The headsets shall be of 
the light-weight type with a phone covering each ear. 

c) 20 interpreters' sound-proof booths, microphones, ear- 
phones and all necessary control equipment, lighting, etc. 

Additional Equipment 

None.  Unless specified by COMMITTEE between now and 
Congress time and subject to availability due to 
previous commitments elsewhere. 

III. ENGINEERING SERVICES 

RH-IVC shall provide engineering and technical personnel 
to install the equipment in the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago 

J. service and operate the equ 
lference, RH-IVC 

lfei 
sessions 
shall be arriving 
to the opening of the 
test the system. 
available to 
is (arjWo be completely cleared of any tables 

36 da} 
•IVC engineering 

throuc^ 
rsonnel 

ree full days prior 
in order to install and 

hours shall be made 
oom(s) which 

Is or other equipment remaining from previous functions. 

"i 
) 

IV. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 

The COMMITTEE shall be responsible for all arrangements to 
be made with the management of the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago 
and shall ensure that the installation period outlined under 
Paragraph III. be strictly adhered to.  Furthermore, the 
COMMITTEE shall ensure with the conference site management 
that the room(s) be not used for any functions other than 
those of the IX Congress of IUAES. 

alies especially in the evening hours after thv  jaiX 
un i I i n |  hi1!' I m in j ¡i il i il  If  inh I IIJII I ii HI' inn I In In I il the 
COMMITTEE shall arrange^JlB^^*iS^S!t^c e<2uiPment ^e properly 
screened nil in'iil I'I'M i il mil IJII n Hi i'l Hy n t M ni i I  officer to 

:ronic installation (s) from 
trunks containing receivers, heé 

./. 
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>ing disturbed causing loss or dame spare 
izing the ne 
functions should invo 
rug or rug sections 
located, thu 
ins 

fr charges may apply 

s meeting.  Tf rm II i rfnnrnn - evening 
necessitating removal of the 

msmitting antenna is 
mandatory to i ni  I llu  in I i in i and 

e next morning's session 

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE COMMITTEE 
REGARDING SECURITY AND HANDLING OF EQUIPMENT 

The delegates' listening equipment, consisting of the multi- 
channel receiver and headphone, shall be laid out at the begin- 
ning of each meeting on tables placed near the entrance (s) to 
the meeting room(s).  At the end of each session, i.e. before 
lunch, when the delegates leave the conference room, such equip- 
ment is to be returned to these collection tables where it will 
be straightened out, tested and laid out again for the after- 
noon session.  The COMMITTEE shall be responsible for losses of 
receivers and/or headsets that may be inadvertently carried off 
by the delegates.  Upon completion of the actual installation, 
before the first session, the COMMITTEE shall, if it so desires, 
appoint one of its members to count the number of receivers and 
headsets brought by RH-IVC and shall make a similar count upon 
termination of the last meeting.  Any losses of such equipment 
shall be computed at the cost figure of $60.00 per receiver and 
$11.00 per headset.  In order to prevent such losses, it is 
suggested that the COMMITTEE make suitable announcements at the 
beginning of the first session and at any other time it may sel- 
ect.  It is also advisable that the COMMITTEE appoint as many 
persons as necessary to be posted at the exit door(s) of the 
meeting room(s) to politely remind delegates walking out of the 
room(s) with their receivers and headsets to kindly return them. 

To facilitate distribution and collection of receivers and 
headphones, especially where large numbers are involved, the 
COMMITTEE shall appoint as many persons as necessary to assist 
RH-IVC at all times in the handling of such equipment shortly 
before and especially at the end of each meeting. 
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For  rÍH<l of  the  equipment  and  engineering     i i"¿i im    I 
described  undei'-fi^ragraphs  II.   and   III      I |n    ijill'l"! I r\   II    agrees 
to pay directly  to KN^ffit] 

US$ 29¡-2¿»<íTt^
,^"^  of which^ 

USS*^*5T000.00 are payable upo*h>*signing of this 
contract and the baiiwu^s at con- 
clusion of the conference 

PERIOD   OF   THE   CONTRACT 

FOR: INTERNATIONAL  UNION  OF 

ANTHROP«iLOGICAC AND 

ETHNOLOGICMS£CIENCES    (IUAES) 

BY: S^7^v\ 
DATE: /$e.<i<>*~.¿ei.   (9. /??>-^V 

WIRf.LfSS AND W/Kip SIM(».TAN10U$ TBANSÍ-ATION SVS'DMr, mil IHII lin/ilUMIH  rrn.-m 



September-3"T~I9 7 3 

SEP 0 6 1973 

FOR:  Rental of simultaneous interpretation (SI) equipment 
and engineering services at the IX International 
Congress of Anthropology and Ethnological Sciences 
held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, 
September 1-8, 1973 as per our Contract of 
September 8, 1972. 

Rental 

Less your initial deposit 

Additional Charges 

Tape recording of all sessions, in 
all languages.  20 tape recorders at 
$12.50 per day 

Approximately 700 tape cassettes at 
$1.45 each as per our letter of 
August 27, 1973 

TOTAL DUE 

$29,720.00 

- 5,000.00 

$24,720.00 

+ 1,875.00 

+ 1,015.00 

$27,610.00* 

*NOTE; Tape cassettes due to session time overrun if 
necessary, all receiver losses will be billed 
separately after the Congress. 

WIRELESS AND WIRED SIMULTANEOUS  TRANSLATION  SYSTEMS  TOR  INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES 



d 
THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

Anthropologists through printed circulars were invited both to submit 

papers and also to suggest and to organize symposia that might also help 

make books.  In the same way, anthropologists within a 500 mile radius 

of Chicago were invited to help to organize the Congress itself.  They 

came to meetings in Chicago, and elsewhere as opportunities presented 

themselves, and did everything from approving papers and sessions, and 

determining policy, to helping to raise funds.  For each meeting, agenda 

were prepared and minutes distributed.  Following is a 5% sample in 

chronological order of the papers which reflect how the committees 

worked from November 5, 1971 to the last day of the Congress in 

September 1973. 



SOL TAX, President, 19SS-19JS 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Jllinoi], 60637 U.S.A. 

f, 

..,_, «1 1     • r1 1      1     • LAWRENCE KRADER, Stcteiary Central 
Union International des Sciences Anlhropoloaiqucs et fctnnolugiques Department of sociology 1D¿ Anthropology 

.        1  IT   • 0   «    .1 1     •     1 1   '. v       ?     •     i  o  ' Univcnity of Waterloo 
Illlei'JiaÜOJIüI  UI11UÜ  Ül AllU'lrUpOiOglCd 1   iUlii  ¿UinOiOglCal OClCnCeS Waterloo. Ontario, Cañad» 

75 
MINUTES  OF THE   KEG I Of JAL  PLANNING MEETING  OF THE   IUAES 

Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago November 5, 6, 7,   1971 

The   Invitation  to  the First meeting  of  the Keg lona I   Planning Committee 

for  the   ICAES was  sent   to 69 Universities  and Museums within a 500-mile 

radius  of Chicago (but excluding   the metropolitan Chican», area   Itself)   as 

listed  In the 1970 AAA Guio'j to Departments of Anthropology. 

The following people attended  the meeting: 

Name 

'•'i , 1 ¡am Jacies 
Jomes  Riddel 1 

Maude Stipe 

Charles Call ends, r 
Leo Despres 
Mel Goldstein 

Benjamin Swartz 

Leonard Kasdan 

James Griffin' 

James Vsughan 

Thomas Myers 

Eciwin Cook 

Joyce Aschenorenner 

Lloyd Cell Ins 

Willis Sibley 

Frederic Lehman 

Will lam Garland 

James Silvcrbcrg 
Alvln Wolfe 

Aff11 latIon 

University of Wisconsin—-Oshkash 

Marquette University 

Case Western Reserve University 

Ball  State University 

Michigan State University 

University of Michigan Museum 

Indiana University 

Indiana University Museum 

Southern Illinois University— 
Carbondale 

Southern II1inois University-- 
Edwardsville 

University of Missouri—St. Louis 

The Cleveland State University 

University of III inois—Urbana . 

Western Michigan University 

University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee 

IXih INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO USA. SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 



Also  ¡n attendance were Hiss  ¡lobcrtn MacGcwan and Miss Karen Tkach of 
Dr.  Tax's  staff   in Chicago;  Mrs. Albert A.  f>ahlberg,  who  is developing 
a wives'   program for the Congress,  and Dr. Gina Hoi loman of Roosevelt 
Universi ty, who  is acting as a general  assistant  in matters of program. 

The  following  people answered our  invitation but were unable  to send 
a  representative to  the meeting: 

-Kadi son 

The following materials were distributed  to those present: 
Checklist of   items   to be discussed 
LIs: of Proposed Papers ......... 
List of Proposed Conferences 
C*' -r.dar of Major Head I Ines 
Pfi   Uiinaty  Information of Congress presented at Copenhagen 
Current Document of Congress Plans and Budget 
Congress Statistics 
List of Participants  In Regional  Meeting 

A few items of correspondence were not reproduced but were available 
for examination. 

A summary of the general  areas of discussion and decisions follows-- 

MINUTES  CF THE MEETING 
--«It WHS decided thtt the minutes would first go to all who attended 

the meeting for correction and approval. 
---The corre-.ted minutes and documents would  then be sent  to all who 

appeared on the original  mailing  list for their information. 

NEXT PLANNED MEETING OF THE  REGIONAL GROUP 
•-•The n~xt meeting will  be at  the Central  States Anthropological  Society 

meeting   ¡n Cleveland, April  28-29,  IS72. 

FINANCING OF THE CONGRESS 
«—It would be desirable to obtain financial   support from business and industry, 

both within the region and nationally. 
-«•It was suggested that all   foreign Congress participants be advised at once 

to seek from the U.S. cultural  attache in their country possible support 
for travel  to and in the U.S.A. 

—Leo Despres (Case Western Reserve University)  agreed to coordinate the 
approach that Departments of Anthropology might all make to their 
Universities  in seeking support for co-sponsorship of the Congress. 



 One possible source of  funds  suggested by James Vaughan (Indiana University) 
was   to use salary   i tenis  of a  faculty member on  leave or funds  allocated 
for visiting  faculty and  lecturers. 

—Contributing  universities would have priority   in asking  for specific 
foreign visitors. 

 Benefits   to schools  could   include a  set of all   published volumes   to the 
library as well   as   first choice   in  securing  a "visiting  scholar." 

 The netfa^in  for  the Congress  from such "co-sponsorship"  should be set at 
$5,000  though available   for as   little as  $1,000.    The net support  from 
the   region should be a minimum of $50,000. 

 Gina Hoi 1 ornan  (llosscvelt University)   suggested  that support and   involvement 
of smaller schools could be secured  through a program of "Sponsor a Scholar" 
trying   to match    foreign visitors with a sponsoring  schcol.    The Organizing 
Committee would have  to act as a broker  ¡n matching  the supply and  the demand, 
She asked  that any of us "work  through" a specific example as an experiment 
of  the approaches  needed and   the  problems   involved. 

F0LL0V/-UP LETTERS  NEEDED  BY  COt.KITTEE MEM3EKS 
---If there are specific approaches  to University administrations which would 

be helped by a  letter from Sol  Tax as President of the Congress,  he will   be 
glad  to write one based on drafts sent  to him. 

HANDLING  OF VOLUNTEERED PAPERS 
-—The present  list of proposed papers will   be analyzed and divided   into 

approximately 20 categories.    These categories will   follow traditional 
topic and area divisions since  the Conferences allow for the unorthodox 
divisions.    Authors should   indicate with  their abstract whether their paper 
Is moi£ topic-oriented or more are^ori ented.     (Subsequent examination of 
this  idea shdj^d that  It was more practical   to wait until   the papers have been 
classified and  then ask only authors of papers where the classification  is 
unclear to make a choice.) 

—-The volumes  to be published by Kouton will   follow approximately the same 
pattern as  the categories described above. 

—The Editors will   be appointed,  one for each session (or category)  as 
determined above. 

—The Editor chosen  for each volume should be well  qualified  in  the subject 
matter but should also have editorial   experience  in English;  and must be 
committed  to the difficult and  time-consuming  tasks   involved.     It may be 
best  to engage younger persons   In  the field,   in which case  they should be 
encouraged  to seek  the cooperation of a wel1-known co-editor,  preferably 
from another country. 

— -It was agreed  that more than one volunteered paper was  permissible   if  they 
are clearly on different subjects. 

HANDLING  OF CONFERENCE  PUBLICATIONS 
—The Conference organizer should choose an Editor who  is well  qualified   in 

the subject matter but-who also has had editorial   experience  in English. 
The principle should apply that the person who does  the work should get  the 
credit. 

-—There  Is more flexibility here since  the Conference participants can be 
selected and additional   papers or comments can be solicited. 



GENERAL  HANDLING  OF PAPERS  (applies   to Conferences  as well) 
—No papers will   be   read.    Groups  of papers will   be discussed, 
---Since  the  first priority of  the Congress   is   intellectual   Interchange 

it   Is  planned  that   the papers will   be distributed   in advance  to all   the 
discussants. 

— It was  suggested   that   re-cycled paper be used  for  the duplication of  the 
estimated million copies  of papers   to be produced. 

—A  paper can  be submitted   In any of  the  five   languages  of   the Congress: 
English,   French,   Spanish,  German,   and  Russian and will   be distributed 
to the discussants without  translation.     (It   is unclear at   this  point whether 
the papers will   be  translated before or after distribut¡or..) 

---All   papers will   eventually be  translated and published   in  English.     In addition, 
all   papers  submitted   In French will   be subsequently  published   in a French 
volume  and  perheps   the  same  for Spanish and  other  lar.^unges. 

C0UGÜESS   PERSONNEL 
—"Professional"  staffing  of functions at  the Congress was  discouraged both 

because of  the higti cost and because of  the availability and   interest 
of graduate  students   In anthropology. 

---The following guidelines were developed   regarding   the   involvement of students: 
---Students will   receive nothing  free"as  students," and will   pay for 

everything  they   receive not   included   in  their  registration  fee.  Students 
should be advised  to pay  the $25  fee   rather  than   the $15   fee   if  they 
wish whatever privileges might be  reserved only for Titular members. 

---The jobs  to be done at  the Congress  should be defined,  specified,  and 
paid for on a cash basis.    Students would get first priority for these 
jobs, which might   ideally pay most of their expenses. 

—Thorough  training  for the jobs  to be held will   be provided. 

PLENARY SESSIONS, 
---There will   be  two major plenary sessions,  one at  the beginning of the Congress 

and one at  the end of  the Congress.    The possibility of a  third plenary session 
in the middle of  the week was discussed. 

---At each of  the plenary sessions  there would be  two or three major  invited 
speakers.     It was suggested   that a  list of nominations be secured and  that a 
very small  group make  the choice and send  the  invitations. 

ITEMS  FOR AAA MEETINGS   IN NEW YORK 
--.-Investigate  the possibility of appropriate editors  for each volume of papers. 
—Promote conferences sponsored by  the national   societies and organizations 

as well  as   individuals. 
—Discuss University Departments as co-sponsors of  the Congress. 
—Discuss "sponsor a scholar" program in greater detail. 
-—Get suggestions  for the major  invited  speakers. 
—-It was suggested  that a hand-out be made for the AAA meetings with a 

reminder that "If you are  in correspondence with foreign colleagues 
remind them of the Congress" 

—Get more detailed  Information on  the simultaneous  translation problem. 

HOTEL FACILITIES 
—-The follaving points and suggestions were discussed as possibil¡tes for the 

most effective utilization of space: 
-—Use a consistent Suite Number and/or location on each Congress  floor as 

a meeting  room, a discussion  room or perhaps as a food service  room. 



---Have a central   buffet from which food could be taken for small   meetings; 
or box  lunches available centrally or   in several   dispersed  locations. 

---Have a whole  floor  turned over for small   informal   meeting   rooms. 
-—Since there will   only be  four large sessions  running simultaneously and 

since  they will   always be  located   in  the same  location,  all   other  rooms  on 
the floor (probably  third  floor of  the Hilton)  could be made available  for 
flexible programming or use. 

GENERAL HOSPITALITY AND  EUTEItTAINf'.EtJT 
-—Mrs. A.A.  Dahlberg discussed her preliminary  Ideas  for the entertainment program 

for wives who will  accompany  the;r husbands. 
—-It was decided  that all   non-program activities and  tours should  be aimed for 

all   spouses of anthropologists and even at anthropologists who can spare  the  time. 
-—Language difficulties  should  be kept   in mind.    The anthropologist may  speak 

several   languages  but   the  spouse might  only  have  one   language. 
—There should be a   large variety of  tours and activities   to provide wide 

choice,  and smaller groups, 
•j— These should be ongoing  throughout  the Congress not only during  the "free periods." 

GENERAL POINTS DISCUSSED 
-—Exhibits are  to be handled by Edward Lehman of the AAA so that  the competition 

between  the Congress and   the AAA   ¡n  1973   in Houston could be kept  to a 
ir.;.;iruim.    Additional   exhibits of generally portable equipment for anthro- 
pological   fieldwork might be promoted.     Video taping equipment was suggested. 

—The  ¡Jea of chartering  flights  for foreign visitors was discussed and  the 
idea was not discouraged. 

---Universities which have special  events  scheduled  in  1973 might wish to make 
use of the. Congress as a  tie-in for activities. 

—-Single sessions could be attended by anyone who purchases a single session ticket. 
—Other outside activities could be attend by anyone through purchasing a single 

session ticket. 
-—Deposits should be paid on  the simultaneous  translation by everyone.    (Subse- 

quent discussion with  the President of  the company supplying  this equipment 
proved that  the above  idea   is unfeasible and an alternative solution will 
be negotiated.) 

—The desirability of a delegation from Mainland China was encouraged. 
—Provide a  reception  room at O'Hare Airport for Congress arrivals.    Perhaps TWA 

(if they become the official  carrier)  could provide a lounge. 

Prepared by Roberta KacGowan and Karen Tkach 
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Sot TAX, Pttñitnt, igóS-tfjj 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

_, «i 1     • r> 1      1     • LAWKüNCB KttAotm, Secretary Central 
Union International des Sciences Anlhropologiques et bthnologiques Department of sociology and Anthropology 
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences w^íooTc^taríofCanada 

TO: Members of the Advisory Council of the U.S. Delegation 

FROM: Sol Tax 

RE:    New York meetings 

I  enclose: 
1. an updated explanation of the Congress being used for a variety of purposes. 
2. copies of  two self-explanatory  letters   recently  sent. 
3. another copy of our 1st circular for convenience. 

You will   be  interested  to know  that  the   response  to the circular so far has 
been excellent:    about 700 total,  over 500 papers offered,  about 70 proposals  for 
conferences,  advance payments  of about $2,000. 

The urgent  task   in New York   is not only  to provide   information and  to get   ideas, 
but to develop functional   Organizing and Program Committees.    The  time has clearly 
come for work.    We have scheduled a meeting   in Chicago (February  19-21,   1972)   to 
accept and organize papers   into sections;  and  I  presume to set pol icy.    Whoever 
actually comes will   in effect be the  responsible program committee.    What to do 
about an "Organizing Committee"  requires discussion. 

If you are coming  to New York as   I  hope,   I would appreciate your attending 
a set of meetings on Saturday.^rom 5:00  to 9:00 PM: 

5-7 PM-an executive session open only to those to whom this  letter is addressed. 
I  suppose we must have some food brought  in. 

7-9 PK-a more general  "Open" meeting at which  the conclusions of our earlier 
meeting can be  reported for discussion and  recruitment of talent and  interest. 

I hope very much you can come to both meetings. 

DCth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS • CHICAGO USA. • SEPTEMBER 1-8,1973 



SOL TAX, President, 1960-1973 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

iri, «1 1     • i-" L      1     • LAWMNCE KRADBI, Secretary General 
Union International des Sciences Antnropologiques et ttnnologiques Department of sociology and Anthropology 
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences w^e^crarioTcanad» 

January 7,   1972 

Dear Colleague: 

Ycu are urgently invited to an all-doy meeting SATURDAY,  JANUARY 15th, 
at the Field Museum to discuss the coming Congress.     (Please read the enclosure.) 
The meeting will begin at 10 A.M.  and the Museum staff will direct you to the 
proper room. 

The urgency is that on February 19-21 the Program Committee is due to meet 
here in Chicago.    The Program Committee consists  in large part of chairmen-editors 
of the volunteered papers.    Many of these are not yet selected.    We need advice on 
lots of questions,   but of course we quickly need names of people.' 

We have received about 795 papers,  some 56 per cent of them from abroad, 
classified crudely into 19 sessions (see enclosure)  for each of which we are looking 
for an American chairman-editor who has creativity and wisdom, and energy, will and 
skill to turn "his" set  into a good book, which could be more than one volume.    The 
chairman-editor has great advantages. 

He has only the raw material of names,  titles and abstracts; so when he creatively 
imagines his good book, he can write his  plan, and with our help influence the direction 
in which the papers are written,  including asking that some be shorter and some longer. 
Equally important, he i6 free to "fill in gaos" by asking anybody anywhere to write 
a paper for the book, whether or not he hod planned to come to the Congress.    The papers 
will be reproduced and interchanged for an integrated discussion at the Congress, and— 

probably with a summary of the discussion—published within a year^Since all papersujill Kx. 
b3wHfe-»pre-publiBhed;,.Éw» the Editor will be able without too much damage to eliminate 

a few of what he thinks are very bad papers from the published volume. 

We also will have papers prepared for some 16 nre-Congress conferences (see"list 
of proposals attached) and at our program committee meeting,  "trading" of papers can 
take place not only between "A" book editors but also nmiarift "B" Conference chairmen. 
Even double iDublication,   in some cases  is conceivable. 

If you cannot come next Saturday,  but have some advice to offer,  please write a 
note before Saturday if possible; and we shall send you a report afterward. 

With best wishes, 
Sincerely, 

%nrZ-<íZ «y 
Enclosures 

Sol Tax 
Pres ident 
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Sot TAX, President, tfgB-lfjj 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

.        •   1      ri  • HI 1     • 1- 1       1     • LAWHENCE KRADER, Secretary General 
Union International oes Sciences Antnropologiiiues et Ethnnlogiquns Department of sociology and Anthropology 
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences  w^Io^ontanToLda 

TO:    Committed and Prospective Session-Organizers and Volume Editors 

FROM:  Sol   Tax 

Please   read   first   the general   plan  of   the Congress which   is  attached, 
which will   tell   you why   there are a maximum of  20 half-day  sessions   that 
can be allotted   to "volunteered"  papers,   which will   not  be "read";   that 
each session will   rather be devoted  to a discussion of  the   issues   raised 
in  the general   area of  the papers on which  the session   is based;   that the 
best possible environment will   be provided  for the sessions, with simultaneous 
translation  into and  from 5  languages;   that  this  live discussion will   be 
tape-recorded and available for editing  for  inclusion   in  the volume. 

You will   also see  that our Congress,  and  future Congresses,  depend   in 
good part on our establishing a pattern  for the production of  the best 
books possible.     It may well   result  that  the Congress will  become a vehicle 
to "update" our discipline every five years,   and what we do now   is a critical 
variable. 

Clearly  therefore,  a  lot  rides on the quality of Editors and the means 
we can develop to help all  of you  to assure best  results without  imposing 
impossible burdens. 

Let me say at once that the more we think of  it  the more we see that 
our Editors have a  remarkable opportunity because you have a start with an 
International  group of authors who have volunteered papers but have not yet 
written them.     If you will   imaginatively plan a book that  takes  their topics 
into account,  you will  be able to influence them  In some degree to turn  their 
papers more  in directions  that will   fit your plan.    Since the papers wil 1 
not be read out  loud at the Congress,   there  is no necessary limit on either 
length or number of  illustrations.    But since each person who has proposed 
a paper has also indicated his planned  length, you can hold some to shorter 
limits and encourage others  to expand  in a particular direction.    But also 
you have opportunity to ask new people to write papers.    Not all who come 
to the Congress will  write papers  for the Congress;  not all who write papers 
for the Congress will  be attendance—there  is overlap but no necessary 
coincidence.* 

* Formal   registration as a titular member may become a necessary  requirement; 
but the economic advantages may turn out  to so outweigh the $25.00 fee that 
the question will  be unimportant. 
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Furthermore,  accepting a paper for the program does not commit us  to publishing 
It  In the eventual   book;  and   indeed since "bad" volunteer papers will   already 
have been pre-publ¡shed for  interchange,   it will   be easier to omit them from 
later publication. 

Our first   rule   is   therefore  to get good books;  and one  reason  that   I 
am convinced  that  this will   happen naturally  from the plan adopted   is  the 
model   of  the proceedings of the 29th  International  Congress of Americanists 
which were published   in  three volumes   to be given  to  registrants and also 
to be sold by  the University of Chicago Press.     Even  though  the papers had 
already been submitted,  and  the choice at  the end was only  to take them or 
leave  them,   they were well   aranged with   introductions  which made  sense of 
the contents,* and   it   turned  out   they got good   reviews;   sold well   and have 
since been   reprinted and are earning   royalties which are  being contributed 
to the present Congress. 

I   should  remind you  that  the Congress volumes will   be  the property of 
the Congress,  which has  contracted with Mouton   for  their publication, 
with   royalties going  to the Congress;  but   in any secondary publications of 
the books or any parts of books  for classroom or general   use,   I   hope we will 
be able  to divide  royalties with editors and/or authors. 

Now,   for the particular volumes.    At preliminary meetings here we have 
hammered out  the following  tentative classification of  the approximately 
800 volunteered papers.    This system of classifying volunteered papers   is 
Intended  to be flexible,  but   It   is as  specific as  possible  to handle  the 
diverse topics and emphases   represented   in  the proposed papers.    Many papers 
can be classified according  to more  than one category.     In such cases,  an 
effort  is madeifcross-reference  them as  thoroughly as possible. 

[The classification of papers which followed was similar to 

that which eventually became the Second Circular   (pp.   000- ).] 

* Acculturation  in the Americas,   Intro,  by M.J.  Herskovits; Civilizatlons 
of Ancient America,   Intro,  by W.C. Bennett;  and  Indian Tribes of Aboriginal 
America,   reprinted  1967 by Cooper Square,  New York. 
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Rather than assign particular categories to people, I am sending this 
invitation letting you decide "on principle" without specifying whether you 
would take a "whole" category or a part.  In fact there is likely to be 
considerable juggling in practice,--beginning at the meeting to which this 
is an invitation. 

We will meet at the Center for Continuing Education, 1307 E. 60th St. 
Chicago. As soon as you tell me that you are coming I'll reserve a room 
for you if you are not in Chicago. We have only a few rooms available for 
Friday night, so I expect that most of you will arrive Saturday morning. 
Unless you have other sources of funds we will pay your travel expenses out 
of our scarce Congress funds. 

The schedule for the meeting is as follows: 

February 19  Saturday noon  Lunch 
2:00-5:00 Meetings 
Break for dinner 
7:30-10:00 Meetings 

February 20  Sunday 9:00-12:00 Meetings 
Break for Lunch 
1:00-5:00 Meetings 
Evening ?? 

February 21  Monday 9:00-12:00 Meetings 
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The meetings will be devoted to work sessions following an introduction. 
We hope that you can get here at the beginning, stay until the end, and 
work hard. What the work is will be apparent from the preceding explanation: 
you will be exchanging papers, firming up the divisions between sessions/volumes 
and helping to finalize the procedures for planning and executing them. 
If, by the end of the meeting, we agree on the draft for an acceptance/rejection 
letter and introduction of the Editor, we can get at that task immediately 
after the meeting ends.  I imagine that the Editors themselves will want 
to write initially to new authors for their volumes, as well as to develop 
the follow up with those who have already volunteered acceptable titles. 



Sol TAX, President, 1968-1973 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

_. »i i< r> 1      1     • LAWRENCE KRADER, Secretary General 
Union International des Sciences Anthropologiques et fctnnologiques Department of sociology and Anthropology 

International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences w^Krio^ontanTc^ada 

March      ,   1972 

Dear 

The   International   Congress will   be meeting   In Chicago at  the Conrad Hilton 
Hotel   the  last week of August and  the first week of September,   1973,  a  twelve 
day period   in which  1,500 visitors  from abroad and 2,500  from the U.S. will   be 
in  the Chicago area. 

To be good hosts  to all   these visitors,  we must begin making  plans now. 
You are   invited  to a planning meeting,  Tuesday, April  4th at  the Chicago Public 
Library 2nd Floor Conference Room (use Randolph Street entrance).    We will   begin 
promptly at  10:15 A.M.  and adjourn no later than  12:30 P.M. 

We must consider    the needs  of two groups: 
1. The  titular registrants  to the Congress who will  want to do and see 

things   in addition  to the scheduled  sessions and   in place of some of  them, 
and 

2. Spouses and  family members will   want  to see and do things   in addition 
to attending Congress  sessions.     ("Spouses" may   include men and spouses 
may or may not be multi-1Ingual.) 

Some 25 "theme areas" of the Congress are emerging from the expressed   interests 
of  registrants so far and these can be developed  in many ways.    The most obvious 
one  is  in the field of aesthetics where discussion of  intellectual   concepts can be 
complemented with demonstrations,  concerts,  art exhibits,  etc..    Other "theme areas" 
can lend themselves  to development  in  the same way such as:    Cultural   Pluralism, 
Medical Anthropology, Aspects  of Urban Life, Anthropology and Education,  etc.. The 
dividing  line between strictly Congress activities and "non-Congress activities"   Is 
not a sharp one and the "non-Congress" can be of  tremendous  Importance to the success 
of the whole. 

We need  ¡n  the next months  to develop a pool   of  resources and  resourceful   Indi- 
viduals who (l)   know the Chicago area 

(2) are sensitive to the needs and  Interests of visitors from 
abroad and anthropologists  in particular 

(3) can draw on their own experience  in travelling and attending 
large meetings 

(4) can mobilize others   In  the community 
(5) can generate good  ideas 

and can transmute all  of this beyond "tours"  into specific plans for home hospitality, 
translator pools, arrangements for group and  individual   special   Interests,  special 
group guides and   Individual   guides,  and "niceties"   in physical   arrangement,   not  to 
mention exhibitions,  performances,  genuine "souvenirs",  etc. etc. 
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If you cannot attend  this meeting, we will   stilt   need all   the help and 
advice you can give.    Would a different hour for the next meeting be more 
convenient for you? 

Sincerely, 

The)ma Dan1 berg 
Co-ordinator of Extra-Congress Activities 

Sol   Tax 
Pres ident 

Enclosure 



Union International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques 
International Union of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

Sot TAX, President, 1968-1(73 (   '^/' 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Chicago 
Chicago, Illinois, 60637 U.S.A. 

LAWRENCE KRADER, Secretary General 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

May,  1972 

PROGRESS REPORT    TO:   Regional   Committee,  Local   Committee, Advisory Council   and 
U.S.  Delegation 

FROM:  Sol  Tax 

Following the meeting, February 18-20, 1972 the ideas, suggestions and 
organization of themes and topics were consolidated into a single Tentative 
Program. We sent one of two letters (attached) together with a style sheet 
to every person who had proposed a paper.     I.e., 

—All  of the papers which had been proposed were accepted for advance 
reproduction and distribution  though no commitment was made  for final   publica- 
tion.    Now we are sending out a 2nd Circular which will   include the style sheet 
and the program and  invite papers  that fit  the structure of  the program,   to be 
added to the  resources of the Editors chosen for the various  themes.    We are still 
in the process of choosing  these editors,  and now have a good example (attached) 
to send out.    Tuttle   incorporated   in  the outline all   of  the volunteered papers 
but they are only a small   part of the whole. 

—Meanwhile, all who have proposed conferences were sent a form letter 
encouraging them to proceed with their plans and where useful  providing  information 
on  related conferences.    Hockings1 and June Nash's  letters are examples of what 
is cooking.    We are now encouraging  the development of the conferences without 
worrying about financing  travel,  since a substantive outline, and commitments will 
be the most persuasive document to obtain funds. 

The Second Circular (attached)  will  be sent (late May or early June)   to the 
AAA and CA membership lists, and all  Congress  registrants.    As you see,   it  incor- 
porates the Program and style sheet, gives a more careful  definition of membership 
fees,  raises the question about travel  costs and subsidies.    This circular is  likely 
not only to stimulate more and more pointed papers,  but also to give authors presently 
at work on their papers some direction  through showing  the  interrelationships of 
the various program parts.    This will  be helpful   to Editors as  they develop their 
sessions. 

The enclosed correspondence with Gian Carlo Menotti   is self-explanatory.    As 
indicated  in  the  last  letter Mr. Menotti met   in New York with   interested anthropologists 
to discuss  ideas and themes which might be appropriate material   for use  in his 
composition, which he enthusiastically  is developing on the theme of cultural  pluralism. 

We have had some response to our circular "sponsor"  letter to Chairmen of 
Departments, but cannot yet tell  how much money will  come  in.    We are pursuing 
Foundations and would appreciate any  ideas along  these lines.    Needless  to say,  any 
comments on the program and any new suggestions  for conferences will   be most welcome. 
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Conrad Hilton Hotel 
October 20, 21, 22, 1972 

AGENDA CHECKLIST 

I. PROGRAM 

ICAES 

Development of program since the Second Circular and preparation for the Third 
Circular and pre-final preparation for the Congress content. 

- Session and organization of same-A.B.C. with special questions around "C" 
and other volunteer papers that miss the prime time session 

- Discussion of Maurice Ereedman—the UNESCO session on Anthropology Today 

~- Authors, Editors, Copy editors and Publisher working relationship and 
deadlines. Should there be restrictions on length or content of papers by- 
editors, etc. 

- Ways of strengthening the program 
The Middleton-Reynolds session (antiquities, American Indian, and some 

1 ethical problems) 

- James Fisher session on Interface of the Himalayas 

- The necessity of broadening the Third World participation and'how to involve 
Mainland China 

- While the major emphasis here is on preparation for the General Sessions, we 
should find which editors, if any, are planning to hold their conferences in 
or near Chicago. The resident editors will not need help but those out of 
town will. ' • . . 

II. BUDGET, SUBSIDIES, AND TRAVEL 

Now is the time to begin to discuss a criteria for subsidies. What are the 
available sources of funds? Where can information regarding funding be found? 
How successful have we been and what has been the experiences of others? 

III. TRAVEL—Present Status v     < 

- Charter • 

T Group flights 
- Availability of information 

IV. THIRD CIRCULAR AND DECEMBER MAILING 

- Third Circular: What should It contain?—sessions, names of editors, 
travel Information, further deadlines for authors, etc. 

- December moiling will include: -Third Circular 
-Invitation  -Book of abstracts and order form 

V. AAA Meeting—Toronto 

- . Plans for Toronto Meeting ' ' 

VI. Some special comments regarding Copernicus and les Casas 



IXth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences 

Chicago, USA 
August 28-September 8, 1973 
Research sessions August 28-31 
General sessions September x-8 

October 27,   1972 

Symposium: THE   IMPACT OF AGRARIAN  REFORMS  UPON  LOCAL   INDIGENOUS  COMMUNITIES 

Coordinator:     Bernardo BerdIchewsky 

1.    Objectives:    The agrarian  reforms carried out   in diverse parts of the world have 
affected  the economic,  social,  and  ideological  structures of local 

Indigenous 
integrated 
and contra 
discuss¡on 
will come 
and commit 
observers, 

2.    Procedure: 

communities.    Anthropological,  ethnological,   and  related sciences are 
in  the study of  these changes.    The object of  this Symposium  is   to compare 

st  these studies  on  a worldwide  basis and   initiate an  exchange of   ideas  and 
among   the  participants  concerning   them.     It   is  expected   that   the  participants 

from the same  regions as  those under study;  and that  they be concerned with 
ted  to the changes   themselves,   rather than being exclusively participant 

         Researchers  from most of  the  regions of  the world where these processes 
are  taking place (with a minimum of 25  participants   representing no less 

than  10 different countries),  will   meet   immediately before  the Congress  to discuss  the 
papers which will   be made available for prior reading and study. 

The papers should be sent directly to the Secretariat of the Congress   in 
Chicago,  before March  I,   1973,   In one of  the five official   languages of the Congress 
(Spanish,  English,  French,  German and Portuguese), with a  translation   in English   if 
possible.    The papers will   be offset printed and sent  to participants   in advance of their 
arrival   in Chicago,  and to other  interested persons. 

In addition  to the participants who submit papers,  commentators are 
also  invited.    They should submit  their commentaries   in written  form after receiving  the 
papers. 

In the days   immediately  before the Congress,   the Symposium will  meet as 
a "pre-Congress conference"  to discuss the papers presented.     It will  conclude with 
the preparation of a document setting  forth briefly  the  fundamental   problems and 
propositions.    This   report will   be presented  for discussion  to the Congress   ¡n one of 
its general   sessions. 

The papers should state new,   relevant and   important   Ideas.    They, 
together with the commentaries and the summary  report, will  be published  in a volume 
in English by Mouton Publishers   in  197**. 

Prior to December 15,   1972,   the Congress Secretariat should  receive from 
each participant a 200 word summary of his paper.    These summaries will  be published 
together  in a book  to be sent  to the Congress   registrants. 

Participants may   include not only anthropologists,  but also other social 
scientists acquainted with the theme who have studied,   researched or participated 
directly  in these processes. 

Interested persons may communicate with either the organizer and 
coordinator of  this Symposium or directly with the Secretariat of the Congress. 

Congress Secretariat: 
IXth  I CAES 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago,   Illinois    60637 

USA 

Coordinator: 
Dr.  Bernardo Be rd i chewsky 
Universidad de Chile 
NormandYa  1982 
Santiago 9.      CHILE 
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n CONGRESO INTERNACIONAL DE CIENCIAS ANTROPOLÓGICAS Y ETNOLÓGICAS 

(CHICAGO,  U.S.A.     26 Ag.    - Sept. 8,  1973) 

Simposio N° kl 
EL IMPACTO DE LOS DESPOJOS DE TIERRA Y / O DE LAS REFORMAS 

AGRARIAS SOBRE LAS COMMUNIDADES INDÍGENAS LOCALES 

Coordinator: Bernardo Berdichewsky 

Circular N° 2. 

1. Sobre los objetivos del Simposio 

En la circular N° 1 indicábamos que: "las Reformas Agrarias 
realizadas en diversas partes del mundo han afectado en una u otra forma, 
generalmente modificando de manera profunda las estructuras económicas, 
sociales,e ideológicas de la mayoría de las comunidades aborígenes locales. 
Las ciencias antropológicas, etnológicas y afines están interesadas en estu- 
diar estos cambios. El Simposio tendrá por objeto confrontar a escala mundial 
y de manera comparativa, dichos estudios y entablar un intercambio de ideas 
y discusión al respecto, entre los participantes". 

A lo anterior queremos agregar que Juntamente con analizar el 
impacto de las Reformas Agrarias es obvio que debemos hacerlo también con 
su contrapartida, es decir, las usurpaciones y despojos de tierras. Igual- 
mente son pertinentes al tema los problemas de conflictos étnicos, sociales 
y culturales que se desprenden de esas situaciones, como también los aspectos 
de conquista, dominación y dependencia por un lado, o los contrarios de defensa, 
liberación e independencia por otro. Aunque el interés es estudiar toda esta 
problemática sincrónicamente, no se excluye, desde luego, los estudios 
diacrónicos. 

2. Sobre el funcionamiento 

Agregando a lo que indicábamos en la circular N° 1, podemos 
decir que nos concentraremos los primeros días del Congreso (28-31 Ag.) en 
Oshkosh (Wisconsin) en mesa redonda para discutir las ponencias presentadas 
en base a su ordenamiento en algunos temas centrales que serán resumidos por 
relatores ad Hoc y los que definiremos ya en la tercera circular de acuerdo 
a los trabajos recibidos. Debido a la proximidad de la fecha del Congreso, 
le agradeceríamos a los interesados manifestarse a la brevedad posible, ya 
sea con 6u Inscripción y el envío de su resumen de 200 palabras, si arín no lo 
han hecho, o en su defecto, la remisión de su comunicación escrita, indicando 
el Simposio a que corresponde, remitiendo todo directamente a la Secretaría 
del Congreso en Chicago. 

Se está tratando de conseguir fondos para ayudar a las personas 
con problemas económicos; especialmente a aquéllas provenientes de Africa, 
Asia y Latinoamérica. Las solicitudes de ayuda financiera deberán ser enviadas 
directamente a la Oficina del Congreso en Chicago, indicando sus necesidades 
específicas. Mientras tanto, por favor continúe tratando de consequir fondos 
locales por su cuenta. Se están planeando vuelos de grupo y charter para el 
Congreso desde Londres, París, Tokyo, Australia, India y la ciudad de Mexico. 
Puede solicitar más infomación al Secretariado del Congreso. 

Secretaría Congreso: 
I C A E S 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 
U.S.A. 

Coordinador: 
Dr. Bernardo Berdichewsky 
Universidad de Chile 
Normandía 1982 
Santiago 9 - Chile 



Chicago, U.S.A. 
_.    .   . August 28-Scptembcr 8, 1973 

IXeme Congres International des Sciences Anthropologies et Elhnologiques      Re5carchje5s!onsAugust28.3I , 
IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences      General sessions September 1-8 

IUAES Advisory Council Breakfast lieeting 

Royal York Hotel 
Toronto, Canada 

Thursday, November 30, 1972 
8:30-12:30 

Agenda Checklist 

—Present status of Congress as described in the TÍ.E.H. proposal 

—-iXuiding and travel 
1. subsidies 
2. travel brochure 

—University sponsorship: 
1. letter to departments and museums inviting financial support to bring 

scholars from abroad (April, 1972) 
2. hotel suites and/or parlors available for ICASS 

—Problems of registration 
A colleague from Afghanistan who now resides and works in the U.S. called us 

and requested that he be counted iron his native country. 
Since there are colleagues throughout the world that are no longer residing in 

their native countries, they should be asked from which country they wish to be 
counted. 

—Invitations to the Congress and Congress Logo 

—Organizing and program committees, listing of credits on program 

—Menotti 
1. status of opera 
2. visit to Chicago 

1126 East 59lh Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A. (312) 753-3718 
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To: Sol Tax, President ICAES 
From: Paul Hockings 
Minutes of the sub-committee on space allocation at 

the Conrad-Hilton, March 3, 1973 

It was decided that both plenary sessions should be held in the Auditorium 
Theatre, despite the difficulties involved in leaving the wiring there for 
a week. A technical trial of the system would be necessary before each use. 

Some doubt was expressed about the possibility of eliminating all inter- 
ference from simultaneous translation going on both in the Boulevard Room 
and in the Williford Room directly above it. Unless the transmitters in 
the two rooms are on different wavelengths, this seemed a distinct possi- 
bility to the sub-committee. 

Some criteria for disposition of "prime-time" in the four large rooms were 
broached: 

a) Sessions dealing with subjects of pre-Conferences should get 
time early in the Congress week. 

b) Meetings involving only North American discussants should receive 
less favorable timings, probably towards the end of the week, 
or of the afternoons. 

c) The requests for papers should be scrutinized carefully so that 
we see if non-Americans are showing interest in all sessions; 
and also to ensure that the same discussant or paper is not 
expected to be present in different sessions at the same time. 

d) By making each of the four rooms the prime arena for one major 
anthropological sub-discipline, we will obviate the latter 
consideration. This will also aid in seeking broader financial 
support for, e.g. multiple translation. 

Some criteria for the organization of each session were broached.  It 
was felt that a pair of chairmen for each session was desirable, one 
person to command the subject matter and field discussion, and another 
to act solely as disciplinarian, gavelling down people who spoke too long 
and selecting the order for questions or comments.  It was agreed that 
a third of the time in a session be devoted to presentation of reports; 
another third to presentations of the discussants; and a final third to 
to comment and questions from the floor. 
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The chairmen-editors of each session should be asked, before June perhaps: 
a) outline of a good session organization 

time required 
probable size of attendance 
conflicts to avoid with other relevant sessions 
desired congruence with other relevant sessions 
a broad preference as to day of the week 

b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 

6. The writer and Justine C&idwell examined the large rooms in the hotel 
and established the following allocations for ongoing activities that are 
already recognized as necessary: 

a) Plenary sessions (Auditorium Theatre) 
b) Simultaneous translations sessions: 

i.  International Ball Room 
ii.  Grand Ball Room 
iii.  Williford Room 
iv.  Boulevard Room 

c) Continous film screenings: Waldorf Room (with balcony for 
projectionists). 

d) The World of Song: Private Dining Rooms 8, 9 and 10. 
e) Emergency center, with nurse, first aid, telephone, and numbers 

to contact Police, State Dept., Chicago consulates, and nearest 
hospital: Private Dining Room ST. 

?.i 

II 
i 
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University of Illinois at Chicago Circle 
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Department of Anthropology 
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MEMORANDUM Or 

Sol Tax 

Will Sibley 

3/5/73 

SUBJECT: Notes from Subcommittee on Fees, IX Int'l. Congress.... 

Summary of ideas concerning fee charges for food, opera, papers, related 
matters. 

1. It was agreed that subsidies to scholars should be "hidden," in the sense 
that it should not be obvious at the congress who has, and who does not have, 
subsidies. Since the determination of subsidies will be complex in any case, 
we believe that amounts for food, paper purchases, opera tickets, et.c, etc., 
should be included in the subsidy. 

2. SKtihSubsidies should be paid in cash or travelers1 checks at the tine of 
arrival at the Congressa and not mailed out in advance. Travelers should be 
warned that they should procure a minimum of $US prior to arrival, to make 
phone calls, get to the Hilton, etc. Probably $US 10.00 should be sufficient. 
Probably in only a few cases will that be impossible for the scholar, and 
special arrangements might be made for them. 

3. Food. Menus should be as simple as possible for intersession meals during 
language translation sessions, allowing for needs for vegetarian diets, etc. 
Menus should be flat rate priced^ with tickets sold either in the anterooms, 
or at a special Congress desk witHxcaxh. Appropriate ropes and standards 
could "guide" eaters so ripoffs will be kept at a minimum. Then a person would 
be needed (beyond the caterers) only to collect food tickets. Color coding 
might be useful. 

4. Opera. A fee schedule of $7.50 for part-time visitors, general public 
is suggested; $5.00 for titular members, $2.50 for student members. Keep 
the operajt financially separate from other operations of the Congress. (Again, 
if appropriate, subsidize the subsidized visitors to include opera*costs.) 

5. Papers for sale. Price them at unit costs, adding a reasonable percentage 
for handling costs, another committee suggested a fii flat fee/paper, which is 
an alternative to the idea of a per page cost + percentage for handling. In 
any case, the Congress must charge slightly more than unit delivered cost. 

6. Charge part-time visitors of any variety at the rates suggested in the 
document entitled CONGRESS REGISTRATION, dated 1 March 1973 (single session 
$2.00;double session $4.00; Plenary session $6.00. 

-Charge full-time visitors the full total $36.00, but consider throwing 
1n a regular registration packet as an "extra." 

-For part-time registrants, e.g., a one-day or two-day 'visitor, consider 
selling them the Congress program at near cost. 

-The Darwin centennial model for entrance tickets for part-timers seems 
good. They could be color-coded by day, with all possible events listed on 
the ticket. Then the seller could slash out tiibTe tickets for which money 
has not been collected. Sessions must have sentries at the door to check 

tickets for those w/o the Titular/student full-week registration badge. 
THE CUVEIAND STATE UNIV 



March 4, 1973 

FROM:  James Silverberg 

Report of the Committee on Funding 

MAJOR SUGGESTIONS: 

I. Coordinator on funding to be secured immediately—it is very late! 
—and 

A. set up (preferably in Chicago at least for the first month 
or two—can lodge with Gina Holloman, perhaps even set up 
"office" in her home). 

B. Preferably with separate phone arrangements for cheaper long 
distance calls (e.g., DAIN system where cost Í = to local 
calls except that busy and no answer results are charged). 

C. Incumbent could be (in descending order of preference): 

1. Volunteer anthropologist 

2. Paid anthropologist 

3. Paid nonanthropologist with anthropologist consultants 
(e.g., Tom Sebeok's assistant in Bloomington—a professional 
proposal writer). 

4. Professional fundraising company. 

D. Roles of incumbent: 

1.  Survey ICAES files to identify outgo needs: 

a) General Congress needs - untagged grants (e.g., 
simultaneous translation, etc.) 

b) Pre-Congress Conferences - so that intelligent phone 
calles can be made to conference organizers to learn 
what is being done on funds and give some suggestions 
on funding.  And to help for those who have genuinely 
tried and failed. 

c) Individual non-U.S. delegates re: those who require 
travel and living expense funds (MUST have deadline 
beyond which cannot "guarantee" ability to meet a 
late-reported need).  These should be recorded re: 

i.  Topical interest 

ii.  National (ethnic) identity 

to match up with funding sources 



FROM:  J. Silverberg - 2 - March 4, 1973 

II.  Survey and inventory available fund sources, making phone 
calls where necessary. 

A. Must identify their expressed and potential Interest areas. 

B. Must know what appeals have already been made—successful, 
pending, etc. 

C. Use foundation directories, Foundation Library Center 
(5th Avenue, New York City, with branches elsewhere), etc. 

1. Domestic:  Some untapped (e.g., Johnson Foundation at 
Princeton University sponsors medical-oriented meetings, 
etc.) 

2. Foreign:  foundations might sponsor travel of their 
own nationals. 

D. Other sources (e.g., Aspen Institute, Society for 
International Development) 

E. Companies and individuals (e.g., Atlantic Richfield Oil) 
might sponsor an individual Indian, Chicano, Australian 
aborigine. Ethnic restaurants might sponsor feeding or 
their own nationals. 

III. Generate system for continuous updating of information under 
I and II above (Receive, store, retrieve, disseminate funding 
needs and sources to be able to match them. 

IV. Prepare fundraising brochure, pointing out what can be done 
locally re: identifying needs, sources and matching them up. 

V.  Setting priorities (decisions must be in consultation with 
Sol Tax). 
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Chicago, U.S.A. 
August 28-September 8, 1973 

IXeme Congres International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques      R^ch ««¡on, August 28-31 
IXth International Congress of Anthropological  and  Ethnological  Sciences      Genoa ««¡on* somber i-s 

March 12,  1973 

Dr. Sol Tax 
President,  IUAES 
1126 East 59th Street 
Chicago,  Illinois   60637 

Dear Sol: 

At the Regional  Planning Committee Meeting in Chicago, March 2-4, 
an ad hoc Women's Caucus not to discuss the question of suite usage In the 
Hilton during the Congress, particularly as it relates to a "Women Only" 
suite.   The result was the following racommsndetlon to the International Union: 

That all facilities at the IXth ICAES be open to all 
registrants and that no group participating In the 
Congress be pena Itted use of facilities under a policy 
of discrimination on any basis (e.g. sex,  race, 
religion or ethnicity). 

Although we mv In favor of there being Meeting places for woaen 
and other groups desiring than, we do not feel  that an International Congress 
such as ours can allow any for» of discrimination to exist. 

We will appreciate your submitting our recommendation to the Advisory 
toard of the International Union for discussion. 

Sincerely, 

Regina E. Hoi loman, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Roosevelt University 

REH:gn 

1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A. (312) 753-3718 
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Chicago, U.S.A. 

August 28-September 8, 1973 
IXeme Congres International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiqucs       Research ««¡omAugmi 28-31 
IXlh International Congress of Anthropological   and   Ethnological   Sciences       General sc«¡ons September i-s 

March 12,  1973 

Or. Ernest L. Schusky 
Department of Anthropology 
Southern Illinois University 
Edwardsville,  Illinois   62025 

Dear Ernie: 

I should have written Much earlier, and hope it is not now too 
late,  to ask for a Meeting about the Congress during the Central  States 
Meetings.    It could be entitled "The current status of the IXth International 
Congress."    Would  it be possible for you  to give us a couple of hours and 
a Meeting room?    My own preferred time would be "smack in the Middle," Friday. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

Sol Tax 
President 

ST:gn 

1126 East 59th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 U.S.A. (312) 753-3718 



IXth  INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

Final  Planning Meeting Conrad Hilton Hotel June 22-24,  1973 

Meeting Room:    Lake Michigan Room Social  Headquarters: Suite 2100 

AGENDA 

Friday       19:30-22:00 

Saturday   08:30-09:30 

09:30-15:00 

15:00-17:00 

Sunday       08:30-noon 

Assembly, General  plans fr subdivision  into 
working groups 

Assembly (coffee) 
Hotel Convention Manager, Mr. Frank Keefe, discussion 

Working groups I, II, III, IV 

Assembly 
Youth group report; general  discussion. 
Assessment of progress 
Plans for Sunday 

Assembly (coffee) 
Discussion and work as decided on Saturday. 

Probable Working Groups 

I. Program:    Simultaneous Prime Time Sessions 

II. Program:    Pre-Congress; Plenaries; Special  Events: Commissions 

III. Budget:    Policy on travel-subsidies 

IV. Arrangements:    Organization of work;  the Congress Service Corps 



JUN 2 7 1973 

Working Group III; Budget. Policy on Travel Subsidies 

Recommendations: 

| 
1 

:i. 
j 

i 

1. Generally, offering support on an expanding scale, as suggested 
by Dr. Tax promises good results and should be adopted. 

2. Only persons contributing to the success of the Congress should 
receive support, i.e., no subsidies should be extended to non-contributors 
or family members of contributors. 

3. Members of the Council should be treated as others, and receive 
support only if they qualify by the above rules. 

4. Persons from relatively rich countries such as West European 
countries, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Hong Kong, Israel, Japan, 
Singapore, South Africa, USSR, Venezuela, should be given low priority, 
while persons from exceptionally poor countries, such as the Andean 
countries and some Caribbean countries should receive high priorities. 

5. High priority should be given also to the following categories 
of participants: 

a. 
b. 

c. 
d. 

24 June 73 

chairmen and editors from the 3rd World, 
to any person if she or he is the sole representative of 
a country, 
to young scholars from the 3rd World, 
to women of the 3rd World (If 2 men and 1 woman should 
apply for assistance from one country, 1 man and the woman 
should receive high priority.), 
3rd World persons residing in the U.S. temporarily. 

3 -|A TZ^^cJL 

± 



COMPUTERIZATION 

In preparation for the final Regional Planning Meeting at 

the Conrad Hilton Hotel, 22-24 June 1973, F.T. Cloak undertook 

the advance data gathering and organization needed to structure 

the Congress program.  The memoranda of June 11th and 12th were 

sent to Editors/Organizers soliciting information to be used 

at the meeting: 



iXth INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

June II, 1973 

TO:    Ed I tors/ Organizers 

FROM:  Sol Tax 

IN RE: Full session information needed for the Congress Program 

The Organizing Committee meets again on June 22-24, at which time we 
would like to have your responses to this questionnaire. Please send them by 
return mail directly to:  Prof. F.T. Cloak, 1417 East Cook Street, Springfield, 
Illinois 62703, U.S.A., who is acting as special advisor to the Committee on 
the scheduling of Congress sessions at the Hilton, September 1-8. 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

1.0 Is your session one of the 74 listed in the Plan of the Congress and 
Resumes of Contributions, pp. vii-xi; or is it a part or sub-section of one 
of the 74? 

 A. One of the 7k,  complete. (Please complete sections 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 
and 2.6.) 

  B. Part or sub-section of one of the 7k.    (Please complete sections 
2.2, 2.4 and 2.6.) 

  C. Not connected with any of the 74. (Please complete sections 2.3, 
2.5 and 2.6.) 

2.0    Please answer the following according  to the above category A,  B, or C 
which you checked. 

Ü 

A only 

B only 

C only 

A and B 

A and C 

2.1.    2.11.    Which session?    No. 2.12.    What  is the current 
correct title of the session?    2.13.     Is  the description  in the Plan 
of the Congress adequate, showing the unifying principle, etc., or 
would you like to improve  it?    2.14.     If you would,  do so. 

2.2    2.21    Of what session  is  it a part or sub-section?    No.  . 
2.22.    What  is the current correct title of the session?    2.23.    Give 
title and description of your part or sub-section (and designating 
number or letter,   if any).    2.24.    Give titles, descriptions, and 
organizers of other parts/sub-sections,   if known. 

2.3.    2.31.    Give current correct title of session, 
short description,  stating  the unifying principle. 

2.32.    Give a 

2.4. 2.41.    Do your plans  include a pre-Congress conference as well 
as a regular Congress (Hilton)  session?    2.42.     If yes, what is your 
estimate of the probability of the pre-Congress conference actually 
taking place?  %   Where? 

2.5. 2.51.    Do you want a single, undifferentiated block of space/time 
at the Congress, or do you want to break your session up into parts or 
sub-sections?     Single block (SKIP TO SECTION 2.6).      Parts 
or sub-sections.    2.52.    If you want parts or sub-sections, please give 
title and description of each, and answer question 2.63 separately for 
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i: 
L: 

A and B 

and C 

each.    2.53•    Will  you be organizing and chairing all  sub-session? . 
2.5<».     If not, give name of organizer-chairman of each part.    2.55. Do 
you want  the parts or sub-sessions  to run one  right after the other,  or 
do you want them scattered over the week? 

2.6.    2.61.    Will  your Congress session or part(s)  or sub-section(s) 
include discussion of volunteered papers  listed  in the Plan of the 
Congress and/or in supplements  thereto?  .    2.62.    If not, what 
wll1   it   include?    2.63.     If yes:     Please 1ist the volunteered papers 
to be discussed* by number and author's surname,   in numerical  order 
and  in columns.**    (List papers  to be discussed  in each part or 
sub-section separately.)    For example: 

0007 Bajema 0662 Fleischer 
0083 Goldberg 0904 Leeds 
0149 Mazess O907 Lei bow i tz 
0251 A rou t i ounov 0947 Maddox 

*   Note:    You may 1ist any paper whether or not you have communicated with 
its author yet and whether or not  It  is  to be  included  in a 
volume of the Congress series under your editorship. 

**   Note:    We may already have this  information from you  in another form; 
but  if so, we beg your cooperation  in this—first, as a double 
check;  second,  because we lack clerical  help,  so must spread 
the labor as widely as possible;  third,  because we have to compare 
some sessions number-by-number to maximize efficiency  in 
scheduling and minimize duplication. 

Thank you for your cooperation.        Please  reply  immediately to: 

Prof. F.T. Cloak, Jr. 
1417 East Cook Street 
Springfield,   Illinois 

U.S.A. 
62703 



IXth   INTERNATIONAL  CONGRESS  OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND  ETHNOLOGICAL  SCIENCES 

TO: Editors/Organizers June  ]2'   ,973 

FROM:      Sol  Tax 

IN RE:     Information URGENTLY needed about your session 

Our time  is about up.    "Ready or not" we cannot wait longer to send 
our tentative program to our registrants.    We are therefore putting   it together 
at our June 22-24 meeting, with whatever  information we have at hand,  so that 
we can print and mail   it by July  10 with our Supplement   II. 

Ted Cloak has agreed  to coordinate and organize all  known data before 
our meeting so that we can make the decisions.    What we don't know may hurt your 
part of the program.    Therefore, we ask now that BEFORE June 21st you send us 
answers   to the questions below,  with a copy  to: 

Prof.  F.T.  Cloak 
1^17 East Cook Street 
Springfield,   Illinois 62703 U.S.A. 

Please be sure we have   information now on: 

1. The exact  title of your session AS YOU WISH  IT TO APPEAR ON THE 
PROGRAM.    Most sessions are  listed  in  the Plan of the Congress and Resumes of 
Contributions.    Check the  listing now, and the description and be sure we have 
information needed to make the changes you wish. 

2. Tell  us the names,  titles, and  institutional  affiliations of all 
people working on your session as  they are to be listed on the Congress program. 
We can  imagine titles  like Organizer, Chairman,  Editor, Co-Chairperson,  Co-Editor, 
Local Arrangements Chairman,  or combinations of these or others.     Include your 
preferred designations. 

3. During the Congress, do you want a single,  undifferentiated block 
of space/time,  or should the session be held  in parts?     If parts, what  is each 
to be called? 

4. ON WHAT DAY do you want your session?    How much time do you 
anticipate needing? 

5. Enclosed  is a copy of the most updated working  list for your session. 
Please check  it for possible errors of any kind.     If  there  is no such list 
enclosed,   it means we do not know who your participants are.    We MUST know the 
names and addresses of people  ¡n your session. 

Equally  important now is the handling of Congress Papers.     It  is 
essential   that every manuscript sent to our office by an editor be accompanied 
by a Manuscript Reply Form (several  enclosed).    Please fill  out the form 
completely,   remembering always to check the appropriate box.     It would also help 
greatly  if you would backtrack on the papers already sent to the Congress office 
prior to the distribution of these forms.     It will  be sufficient to make a 
single list of the author,   title and which of the four categories  the paper fits 
into.    Please send a carbon of these "backtracked" lists directly to: 

Ms. Karen Tkach 
Mouton Publishers 
5 Herderstraat, P.O. Box 1132 
The Hague, Netherlands 

This will save time and allow for the most rapid typesetting of your volume(s), 
and thus speed their eventual appearance. CURRENT AND FUTURE PAPERS SHOULD HAVE 
THE REPLY FORM ATTACHED WHEN SENT TO THE CONGRESS OFFICE. 



In a letter to Sol Tax of 28 February 1977, F.T. Cloak 

recalled the events surrounding the final program development: 

puterized    t 
perform    / 

"•   ••    7) a g>BD BR,   W 

"' As I recall, I was one of a handful of people at the planning meetings 
who urged that we consider planning the sessions by some sort of computerized 
"automatic classification" scheme.  My first suggestion was that we p 
a cluster analysis on the orders, sent in by each Congress participar, 
for up to 20 (0 pre-published communications...(Thi lattui1 LILPB WII 
°Tli1    T    ,T-tf'^     •''*'    1""1     ná-unlff     frii»    pnr.p1n     rnii    II |.   i |   I I. I II     .ml     |1 filn      t« (I-I |l.-. i  .-   •     -Hi,I 

fri 'V i Ifh rnnni nrrrili 1   n  I   T'n 111" i"^n-" ^ j t" rrg-t thT" rr i i    n 

Strrnnnf i es,   aiHi'tniL1?)  My ulterior motive, of course, was to see if world anthro- 
pologists were ready for a re-structuring of anthropology (broad sense), and 
if they would show this by producing non-traditional clusters of papers.  Then 
we'd organize sessions around those untraditional clusters instead of using 
the four fields and the substantive areas within^ them, and the geographical 
areas, as our basis for lumping and splitting. 

I believe now that that was right in principle but that an international 
congress is no place for a first experiment..«XMaiybL - uuiy ddy I'll tükU UÜ Llie- 

«fn iiiu'Limmiuj, ui  a gagiowol anthrepolegieol caoicfcy iiiiLLlllg, atlll gLL uuiniasiBB- 

The alternate proposal (wtiw^wte^**^ was that we invije participants 
specifically to suggest clusters of papers, and volunteer to organize and 
chair sessions around such clusters.  Of course, we also had to take into 
account the sessions that were being closely organized; i.e., where a convenor 
was actually causing papers to be written for his/her session. Many of those 
sessions were to be wind-ups, at the Congress, of pre-Congress conferences. 
That proposal was agreed to. 
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. For a time I handled correspondence with session organizers, sending 
out an''receivir.g questionnaires, etc.  I would suggest the inclusion of papers, 
try to find out who were going to be formal discussants at each session, and 
so on.  I think I kept abreast of the problems involved, partly because I was 
organizing a session myself at the time.  Following the general organizing 
spirit of the Congress, all proposals were honored, provided that the proposer 
agreed to chair his/her session (or found someone who would) and did his/her 
part in organizing the sair>e; in ether words, provided he/she kept in touch with 
us and with discussants, authors, and so on. 

The nekt job was to allot "prime time" among the sessions and to 
schedule them.'.. T1   i \   -   -'   j,,r~* ••u°^^   *-^° fr,*-*,-.*•   r-,r-^ T--,^ |lrrf|piirh^   T 

il 1i i    ll   II    un   i iffiii-'-   f-v   ^   rrciiiD   "f   "g   <TI   -^^'^^:'•^'l"   ''^   "•r"'"nr   in   nn _ 
IIMIII "•>- fwn at   Chicago was a fiasco, sn I to^lf if "] "1 r  '' '"•'• - 
.at hfimp  The main problem, of course, was to try to avoid conflicts for 
individuals; i.e, to avoid scheduling two sessions, which any individual would 
particularly want to attend, at the same time.  Again, I tried to use non- 
traditional groupings, for example I recall scheduling a series of four 
"scientifically oriented" ethnology sessions back-to-back in the same hall.. , 
T      '   j I ' I"' I" )    n \\j        '" 1 '  C --------l^   ^pH ynn 
did LliL filial LLllLUuliufei 

ffhi ]THS_ I had looked into the possibility of scheduling by computer 
after finding out what sessions the participants actually intended to attend, 
but it was apparent that we could not get sufficient data in time. 

I think the best idea the planners of the Congress had was that of 
pre-distributing the scientific communications to the participants, who would 
choose which ones torread on the basis of abstracts sent to them, and come 
to Chicago prepared to discuss them.  I think that that idea was subverted 
by communication-writers who refused to take the November, 1972, deadline 
even a little bit seriously.  As a result, everything fell behind and, although 
most communications were reproduced in time for the Congress, they were not 
pre-distributed.  (My most vivid personal memory of the Congress is not of 
chairing my own session — which was delightful — but of organizing a marv- 
elous group of Congress Service Corps people to work all night — for the first 
two nights, I think — filling participant"fe,' orders for papers.) 

occurs to me now that a good "carrot" would be e stajaacffE" that 
papers and aB"S**3cts meeting the deadline would be usedJ.WSnautoinatic 
classification sche!Bfe«^tpr both organizing and scheduling sessions, and late 
ones would be fit in if anTr^-fi^nossible.  So^*fyou want your communication 
discussed at the most appropriate">s«$sipírí"get it in on time. Whether, and 
which, pre-organized sessions (e^,g<^sess*t«i^^reporting pre-Congress conferences) 
would be given "prime timgil^tfCuld have to beretided, of course. 

Well, 
and orgajjieing. 
the>wtJrld. 

pretty well represents my remembrancesWS^ongress planning 
As I told you right afterward, I wouldn't haveluitaed it for 
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During the June meeting, it became clear to Demitri Shimkin (as 

it had to Cloak.) that organization on such a massive scale was 

impossible without the aid of a computer.  Shimkin arranged for the 

University of Illinois to donate staff and computer time to the 

computerization of the Congress: 

Í 

August 21, 1973 

j 

L, 1 

J 

J 
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J 
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Dear  Dr.   Tax: 

As was arranged some  time ago,   the University of Illinois agreed to 
roster preparation and miscellaneous reporting for the IXth International 
Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences.    All programming 
involved has been carried out by the University Office of Management Infor- 
mation Systems.    Liaison has been with Dr.  Richard Roistacher. 

The University agreed to furnish free computer time as well as 
development time.     Unfortunately,  the Congress is scheduled at the same 
time that our central computer is scheduled to be out of service.     We have 
negotiated with the State of Illinois Department of Finance to donate 
between  $2,000 and $4,000 worth of computer  time. 

To ensure that the work that we have performed as well as our arrange- 
ments with the State will be used, I would ask acknowledgement on the 
following items: 

1. All informational errors will be corrected by registration 
workers at, or prior to,  the Congress. 

2. Error correction should follow the attached format. 

3. Local addresses may be entered at time of registration according 
to attached rules. 

4. Keypunch machines and people to man them will be available at 
the Congress. 

5. A member of your committee   (possibly Brian Tienson)  will be 
appointed to coordinate the at-registration keypunching and job 
submission. 
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Dr. Sol  Tax August  21,   1973 

6. One of our  technical  people and myself will  be present on 
Saturday,  September 1,   to help with necessary procedures and 
computer runs.     We have assumed  that our  expenses will  be 
covered. 

7. Samples of all  reports possible from your roster are attached. 
No further development  can be done. 

8. The roster of those registrants,   for whom you have prepared 
submission sheets,   thus far,   is attached. 

L; 

I 
j 
j 
j 
j 
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9.        Final   rosters will  be prepared as  soon as all  data  has been 
received and keypunched.     This may mean  that  you will  not have 
a  final  roster prior  to  the start of the Congress.     Errors, 
therefore,  may not have been corrected.     You may wish  to have 
extra people available on September 1   to help with  these 
corrections. 

10.       Rosters will be  updated each evening  to include the registrants' 
local  address. 

As discussed with Regina Holloman,   I will  be in Chicago on August  31  to 
discuss any details and procedures necessary and of course will be available 
during the first day of the Congress. 

May I please hear from you or your representative as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

/uk*L • 1- *¿*¿ 
1/ 

Dorothy J.  Hopkin 

Í 

¿ 1 



As the computerization developed through the summer of 1973, 

it became clear that the speed and volume of the Congress were 

greater than had been anticipated.  Regina Holloman oversaw the 

work of the volunteer key-punchers in Chicago in coordination 

with the computer systems people located in Urbana, Illinois. 

In a letter to Tax on April 26, 1977, Holloman summarized: 

"A batch processing system simply was not suited to our 

task.  Having us in one city [Chicago], and the systems 

people in Urbana could not work...Neither the systems 

people nor I had done a conference before—we learned 

the hard way...To work well, any system would require 

one or two paid people during the Congress. One evening, 

for example, all the volunteers who could key punch went 

to a party and there were no runs the next morning." 

The computerization worked to the extent that it showed how 

difficult it is to computerize a moving event.  It would have 

taken more resources than anyone had to make the system operate 

perfectly. 

7j 

> 
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CONGRESS SERVICE CORPS 

w 

Lance Lindquist, who as one member of the Organizing 

Committee established the Congress Service Corps, reports on it below. 

To his report are added the invitation to the course which the 

University of Chicago offered to provide training to prospective 

members (pp 000- ); two samples of its work, (pp 000- ) to supplement 

others in this book (pp 000- ); letters by Margaret Mead and Dana 

Raphael (pp 000- ); and afterthoughts by Patricia Rodionoff-Peck, 

one of the CSC members. 



IXth   IÜAiáS 
Report  of  the  Locel ¿rrengsaenta   Coaaittee 

by  Lance  Linc^diat,   Chairman 

ÜAN 14 1974 

£W/ ̂ 3e *f      IVP* t) 
During the weei: preceecin-' the opening oí the IXth 

International Congress oí ¿nthropological ene ¿thnologlcel 

Sciences in September of 1973>  tht Conrad Hilton hotel in Chicago 

hosted a aeetin~ or the Ajericen Che.aicfl Society A:-,  locel 

arrangeaents  chairaan  wording  closely  with  the   convention  office 

of  the Hilton,   I wta  sole   to  observe  hov:  the   convention   planners 

the  ¿lae/ican   Gheíaicel  Societ- al ao; 

oreoerea  end   ia-le merited  their   aeetin* 

effortlessly   it   s.eaed 

r'ollowln;.;  procedures 

e.u loyed  at   the  r.GS   meeting  six  months   eerli< 

staff  facilitated e   saooth-runnln;--  .'aeetinz. 

;he   fall   time 

Lading   joth  e   precedent   for   e   congress  of  this   magnitude 

ata ff of  experienced  professional: ihe   locel  errangeaents 

coa.::lttee  of  the  10/iLS ran  into  e   nunoer  of   pro oleas.     Jut  it   aey 

siso   oe   true  that   bein~ novices, the   coaaittee   aemoers  lnitieted 

L 1 

some   new and innovative   procedures  in   convention operetions. 

This  report   is   intedec  to   descrioe   the  worii of  the  locel arrange- 

ments   committee   end  its   contribution   to   the   IXth  IGA¿S. 

V 

C71 

The need for a local arreneeaenta committee was first jresented 

at e :lennln- :easion in March or 1373 when the pro ble .«of hotel 

reservetions, congress registration ¡curlty end other  logistic 

matters were   discussed.     It wee  Í6lt  that   these   details   should  be 

handled  by  e   staff locetec in   Chicago   out  not   in   the rress office 

Et   the   university  of   Chicago.     The   Ixth   ICA^o wa S not   prepared> 

finanolally,to  hire  a  lerge  convention  staff  to  hendle  arrangements, 

jet sa  the   personnel needs  were  assessed,   it  w;s  felt   that  e   large 

number  of  people  would  be  required,   both  in  advance  and  curing the 

congress,to   service  ell   frees of a   meeting  this   size.    A  suggestion 
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to  recruit   students or anthropology  lee  to   the   creation  of an 

auxiliary  organiz-tion  which  adopted  the  name  Congress  Service  Corpa, 

The  recruitmsnt  of   student   volunteer! he   Cunareaa 

Service   Corps was  the   first  responsibility of  the  newly   formed 

local arrangements   committee.  The  first  recruitment  effort  was 

directed st   my  own   students  at   the   College  of   DuiPege.     The  response 

expanded  the   committee  to  approxim: tely   seven   -ueca'oers who  then  wrote 

er,  announcement   a JO -t   the   wonjress   Service   Corpa  ano  mailed  it 

to  all   departments  of  anthropology  in   the   united St-tea end  Canada. 

The  announcement   described the   significance  of  the   congress, 

detailed  the  associated  special  events  end  stated how interested 

students  might   oecome involved.as volunteer workers.    'To  encouresre 

applications   from many   students  as possible   the  announcement 

stated  that   students would have   the   same  rights  and privilgges- 

extendec  titular   members  enc"  also  a   numosr  of  scholarships would 

be  awarded to  help defray   expenses  of   those   coming  from outside 

the   Chicago  area . 

While  recruitment   by  mail was  taxing place, the  local arrange- 

ments  chairman   made   personal  visits   to   the  anthropology  departments 

of  several  colleges  and  universities  in   the  northern   Illinois  area. 

It   seemed logical  to  encourage  a  large  participation  from students 

in  and around  Chicago   since   these  volunteers would   oe  aJle   to  be- 

come  involved with  the  local arrangements  committee  in  the  early 

stages of preparation. 

At  the   beginning of  June   the   Congress Service  Corps  had 

potentially  five  hundred volunteers ¿¿er mure  than  that  number of 

applications had  been  received.    In  actuality  the  Corps had 
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a   member sbi- thirty-five   comprised of  committed   students 

from the   Chicago  area,     -hese  volunteers were  willing  to  work 

through   the   summer   sne   such   they   forced the  nucleus of   the 

Locsl iirrenge.j-.-nts  Co-rmittee .    «t  our   first   meeting sn  organize- 

tionsl  chert  was   drawn   up enc^person/on   the   committee   chose  en 
( ee chrr t) 

eree of involvement. A-=y the middle of «June t  Local Arrangements A 
.:ittes   o.fice  VE i netr   downtovi,   Chicago   in   suece 

con'-• te< "ay  e   reeltor -verycay -lunteers would  co^e  in  es  their 

'checales  allowed   aut   the  work leed we s  increasing  beyond 

committee ability   to   ,ceep up, 
¿y CJ\iCA^o -<are<»- 

lo  attract   further   perticipation  fruai people   in   the   Chioogo- 

in  th ctivities  of  the  Local Arrangements   Committee,   Dr.  Tex 

suzrested  conducting  a   course  et   the   ->niversi Chicago 

£xtension  which would  eneale  persons  not  associated with  anthro- 

pology   in  en   academic we y   out  nonetheless  interested in  the   subject 

to  involve/ themselves  with   the  «Songress.     Publicity about   the 

course  oniradio   rnd  in  newspapers   brought  en  additional  twenty-five 

people fJ.nto   the   committee,   many  with  valuable  telents  end  skills. 

From July   through  September   the  Locel Arrangements  Co ami11ee> 

comprised of  stur'ents  from the  eree  ai¡d  members of  the   cless  et   the 

University  of Chicago, worked in  preparetion  for   the   Congress in 

one or   aore  of  the  following ereesJ 

Cpngr-e-BB -Service Cor-PB -Volunteers wording  to  finelize ell 

the  details  for   the  hundreds of  students who wented to  perti- 

Clpet6  hed the  greatest  amount  of work. L'hey •a. 
letters which requested information about scholerships, housing 

scholarly sessions, etc. These committee members also hid ta „ 

ma¿e arrangements with the IwCA for housing,c*Vuse of the meeting 
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3JC.CC for trair, in;- aa salon a ?h-L most difficult teak wa¡ 

coordine ting work assignments with volunteer interests end 

asking certain ell srees were adequately covered during the 
tsTV-IL* 

cngress.     In August,  when  it  was  clear  how  much   money  eaulé 

¿16   UB6d  for   scholarahipB,   the  aemDers  of  the   local srr&nge- 

ments   committee  swarded grants  equlvllant   to  a  roundtrlp 

bus   tlc.tet   from  the  volunteer's  home   to   Chicago.     Aa  we 

approached  the   time  of  the   Congress  we   found  that  wo  had 

s   co .a alt ment  from nearly  two   hundred end  fifty  volunteers. 

Alroort  Rece stion-r-.raons W»JP«í1B»   in   this  area   laodc  errüngcmOéTta. 

with   the  ü'ílere   International :Iot6l  end with  airport  officials 

to  determine   the  most  efficient   manner   in  which  to  aove  the 

lar   e   numbers  of  people   expected on   charter   flights  and on 

flights  arriving the  days  immediately  prior   to   the  Congress, 

weps  of  the   airport  and  the  recepti.n   center  were   made  end 

enclosed with  ilncl  mailings  to  all  delegates. 

Re-lstretlon-It necessary  to  devise registration  forms end 

determine  registration  procedures which would provide  needed 

information  yet  eneole  rapid processing.    A  computerized 

forruet  was   finally  created with   the   help and  cooperation  of 

the   university  of Illinois. 

Seereterial-Volunteers *oi'nluc  11J   HJlu  LI'UI»  determined  the  iiinds 

of  services  delegates would require  and  then  arranged to 

rent  equipment  and acquire  supplies. These  volunteers also 

assisted  the   staff at   the  Congress office  et  the   university 

of  Chicago . 

Informetlon-i-iembers of  the   committee  working in  this area   designed 

portion of  the  program which  included all necessary  informatior 
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such  as  a   aep of  the  hotel,  ef 1191x0*   consultteB,   restaurants 

snf   store: They   also  obtain* •pa  ox   the   city  and 

trenait   Bastea to   JC   included  i:i  the  registration   yacicet 

The   information   aooth  1.-   the   regaitrttion   tree   ves -t-lüa 
Í^A" t^&JL 

ntnintun?   o y   the   peo pi-. /orbing  in   th' .ree     along with   the 

aesaare   center  where   delegates   could  contact  one  another 

"iü-Visual- 7cI. jnt > ,r.:ec¡  '.•lth   th e   coor dint tor   o . ; he 

a iithropolo  icel   ¿'ilia festival   cet er uining  the   t.^propriit; 

:or film screenin- securin;   ea-iipuent,   lro:;ln     out 

union   pro uleüS,   print; programa   tnd  r-.. ceivin.-.   films 

i i 
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which arrived though the mail 

be cleared *:tth u.¿. customs £ 

¿•'orei;n a: ce films hi c to 

this r-cuired the time end 

attention of the co..i_iittee volunteers as veil. 

Security- -he volunteers first cetermined where the need ¿or 

tuaras a ü¿ securlt; ;onnel wo die u« :t was felt th; 

cutres would be needed to protect the exhioits, to ¿eep 

non-registrants out o¿ the sessions, to handle minor distur- 

bances end act as liaison to the police.  Security also would 

have the responsibility of distributing.collecting end storing 
J 

csets used during simultaneous translations ushering 

the opere and folk concert also oeceme a responsioi~ity of 

these volunteers, assessing the security needs it was felt 

that it would be difficult to have coverage t rough the night 

if volunteer help was relied upon.  Consequently it w¿s 

decided thrt Congress ¿ervic6 Corps volunteers could sign up 

for night duty and be paid an  hourly wage. 
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Chile   cere- 
^A-P 

EO JS   Jele/ttes   indie*led   tint   they  v;sre   bri. 

their   ft ..lllci •*as   det-r.ii!> t   ¿rO.je    J;OV! -•Id 

cer ii chiidr ei 

: r; t s  v/i 

."-   i 1 yi 7i g   who 

. ther ec 

L .lita  id' pr •: pe r e d e  11 ¡ .ctivi tie 2   Tur   children  ap  to 

hl.rh   school  sr-e 

Li jr; r ,y 

thf 

P Ox   -ro-Le aaiontl   lion rioiiB  v/hu  v/or •lth 

Locrl  irrtn¿6;jents   committee,   ell  the   6bii,_resa   p; pers e   ¿o, 

v:ere   cataloged  End  a   system oí'   iue¿in,~   thea tvalla-ile 

re^ciii-   in   the   liortrv   room vita   created. 

rr e a a / r u ul i c i t y - + T. e   pujlic  reletic ."Ira needed assistance in 

railings  en::   press  releases.    One  volunteer   -atoUf-wrote 

a   st.ry  vi.ich  was   pujlished in  a   local   ..it ge zine .     i/urinr  the 

summer   the  loctl   arrangements   committee   diEtributed. posters 

a a well  ss   stufx   envelopes   for   the  opere   end fol:< concert. 

Medlcal-ii   professional  nurse on   the   committee   made  all  the  necessary 

arrangements   to opérete  a   first   ale  st.-tion  during   the Congress 

She  also  recruited additional medical   personnel  so   that  the 

facility   could   oe  operated fourteen  hours  a   day. 

¿xhioits-'.or.:1ns--  with   the  ¿xhiuition  office  at   the  hotel,   the 

coamittee   meausrs   concerned with  exhloits  arranged for   space 

for   each  exhibitor,  received exhibits  and  arde  arrangements 

for   their   display,   dismantling and  shipment. 

Transportation- There were  four  major  areas of  concern wltte regardAi •J 
«fc«  transportation.which  local arrangements  committee  members 

v;er6  involved,     '¿'he   first  was  the  airport   transfers  for   delegates 
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errivin." on   charter   fli-bte 

of  delegates   to   the   .uussjais  on 

he   second we s   the   transportation 

venina of  th¿   UBHi'gese-, 

I'hlrc wai.   the   transportation   needed  for   the  community   visita 

Lastly were   the   route   ousses which  v;ere   to  operate  on  a 

rui^r   oasis   servlcin-   joth  the   north south   si JS2  oi'  the 

city   to   provide   delegates   essy   transportation  from the   hotel, 

Hotel Re-'ervi tlona-.- cele.-'i tes  Oí ten   .ai ;eir   hotel   s>C6   requests 

throu-h   thi <£bn .ice was  necessary   to   have   soae 

aemoere o. the  lo! ? rr en-events   coumitt< •ct  as  liaison, 

] 
J 
3 

.'hey   ¿locked rooms  and  suites  and watched out  for   the   Oc n r:r ess s 

interests et theyeconcerned free rooms or convention rates, 

Other-'. each   coaaittei soecial  area  of  concern 

EIJ.  were   e vail:. Jl« iclp out  when  en  lacas diste titee  arose 

Durinr   the   summer   the  loca! •rran/eaents   coaaittee   meauers 

assisted the   Congress office   with   mailings ¡6   pujlic  relrtions 

Í 

.'ira with   some   clerical work, end  the   fund raisers witt 
J 

vfritinr  invitations.     Ir,  addition   so: 
\jo\*f •+*<f J» 

on   the   cesirn  of 

the  progrsni p/i( 6 a  prep-.-r =>tionj for  pre-ójon.^r ess  conferences. 

AS  the   time   for   the Congress  approached it   seeaed as  though 

all would run  fairly   smoothly Ibe response  frca Goncre _s  Service 

Corps   people   froa around  the   country was   enthusiastic hid 

a   commitment   froa epproxlaetely  two  hundred  and  fifty,   aost  of whoa 

arrived August  31 for  an orientation  session i'e   had  prepared wortC 

schedules end anticipated whet we thought would be the aost difficult 

problems in order to have adequate coverage oy oor.rress Service Corps 

members. I*o amount of preparation could have anticipated the proJlems 

which  arose,   oedonln»: with  the  arrival of  the  volunteers. 
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I ámense confusion oc---en when students who arrived die not 

•ish   to   ate. ;h,e   iriCA Hotel  ES  originelly  in-icatec. 

were   h;l<3 a: >t   r e r¡ t s d then   chirked  te ;he   Con~ress 

¿t  the   scheduled orlv. nte tion   meeting  for   volunteers,   it   we s 

planned  thrt  esch   person would  get  e   computer   printed v;or,: 

assignment   for   eech   day.     These   printed  schedules   die not  errive 

th; ids  o:   the   tfo 

•ithout  en; :ic deterainin: 
-to 

SH^   supjlyá»**. volunteers .     >.ft=r   this 

=.rnec  thst   the   jro.-r?as which 

á' stri outed  to   dele -etes   tí :'o 1 lo v;io."  mo r n i n 

:.re  to   je 

not   Jsen 
^.•f  e*/**' *<j 

esseaaled ES  of  ten ocloci^    Requests  for   volunteer  help to 

;ist   in  the   completion  of  the   procrea. iticl  volume   for 

dele-T-tes ,   turned   many  volunteers  a we y   seying,'íhis  is   chaotic 

I  is nol s tic.cm, 25 •?• 

the   volunteer   spirit 

,"     i'or   others  it   celled  forth   the   best  of 

<or¿cin     throu-h  the   entire   ni~ht,   the   prorri 

were  reedy   for   the   deletes  in  the   morning. 

i'he   morning  brought  yet   another   celt-mity  es  we  leerned  that 

the registre tion   procedure  devised using computer  for.üS would not 

be  operative,     unprepared for   this  it  WE necessary  to  use   the   manual 

registretion   procedure  originally   devised.     V/e   soon  discovered we 

v.*e  running  out  of registration  forms.    On  the   stert  of  a  long Labor 

Dey  weffkend it  was  nearly  impossible   to   find  soaeone  to   duplicate 

the necessary  forma.  The  Xerox aachine in  the  hotel was  pressed lnt^o 

service  but it  broke   d-own  shortly  efter  it was  turned on. 

Added  to  ell  this   confusion  -;ere   the   people  with   questions  eoout 

check cashing,  room changes,  scholarly pepers  end e   myriad of other 

complaints  an" requests. The original number of  Congress Service  Corps 
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h~d diminished to epproxi:n tely one hundred. While the deserters 

vsre stten^ln- scholtrly aeasiona or seein." Chícelo, the remaining 

volunteers responded es pie ifli--ht to & nr. turel diaester, end 

worked deiicftedly es a nj es tv.'er.ty hours each dey •*uch  credit 

la   due   -T .  i-x rgeret  .v,6d,   cheir..ic-n  oi'   the <£un~reas,  who   celled 

the   volunteers   together   ano  stressed  the   urgency  end  greet   need 

ir   their   assist^ ;Co ur--. ;;ed   the   volunteers   every   opportunity 

;he   had  eric   even   visited   those  v/oráin.;  on   speciel   project! 

t uo   in   the   mor n 1 n? .     iiit er   the   th 1 r ; th 1 n ~ t   s ; e me d  to   ha vs 

ri-hted  the ma elves  End  the (ion^ress   closed vlth   most   perticipei 

feelin-  th   t   it   hr-c   oeen  a  worthwhile   tnd  successful  endeavor. 
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UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 

For 

ACTION-RESEARCH IN ANTHROPOLOGY 

The University of Chicago Extension offers 

to students interested in Anthropology an 

unusual experience combining instruction, 

research and action during the Summer 

of  1973. 



A Unique Opportunity 
for Action-Research in Anthropology 

The University of Chicago Extension announces a special 10-week summer non- 
credit Workshop in Anthropology designed to provide an opportunity to par- 
ticipate from the inside in what is coming to be known as the Great Congress 
of World Anthropologists! the IXth International Congress of Anthropological 
and Ethnological Sciences. 

The non-credit course will meet for eight Wednesday evenings, beginning July 
11.  The eighth Wednesday, August 29, will coincide with the beginning of 
the Congress.  From Thursday morning, August 30, through Sunday evening, 
September 9, the participants will be joined by several hundred other stu- 
dents from all over the U.S.A. and from many countries abroad, to form the 
Congress Service Corps, which will in effect manage what long-time experts 
call the most complex convention in their experience. To manage this con- 
vention will require that a meticulous organization exists.  It is the task 
of the Workshop to create this organization and to become itself a small 
scale model of the whole. 

In the first seven sessions of the Workshop, discussion will alternate be- 
tween — 

(a) problems of concern to world anthropology—as these will be 
reflected in the Congress—and 

(b) a task-oriented anthropological approach to community organization 
itself. 

The Workshop students will thus: 
(1) Come to understand the whole of the Congress, including the outline 

of its intellectual content; 
(2) Subdivide itself according to interest into functional groups to 

plan in detail the organization of work of the Congress Service 
Corps; and 

(3) Establish the procedures, rules and ethical norms which will govern 
the Corps, thus in effect its constitution. 

Instruction will be under direction of Sol Tax, Professor of Anthropology, 
The University of Chicago, and President of the IXth International Congress 
of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences. He will be assisted by anthro- 
pologists in cooperating universities and by staff of The Congress. 

Preference will be given to students who can participate in both phases of 
the Workshop (the eight Wednesday evenings and also the eleven days of the 
Congress). Tuition is $100. Individual scholarships of $50 will be refunded 
to help cover out-of-pocket expenses of the second (Congress) phase of the 
course. 
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The Congress 

The Congress, described briefly in the attached excerpt from the Congres- 
sional Record, is attracting scholars and students from at least 100 coun- 
tries.  Over a thousand scientific contributions prepared in advance (and 
available to students in the course) will be discussed in over 90 discus- 
sion sessions in the Congress, each with simultaneous translation into 
five languages. 

During the Congress, some ten Commissions will develop recommendations for 
the world body — on Issues concerning cooperation in science and in social 
action. 

1 
1 
1 

A number of special events will express the theme of the Congress: One 
Species, Many Cultures. These will include the premiere performance of 
an opera specially written for the Congress by Gian Carlo Menotti and of 
a Folk Concert, developed by the Smithsonian Institution, and MC'd by Pete 
Seeger, showinq the variety of creative traditions alive in America. A 
study by foreign visitors of American urban culture in its ethnic variety, 
will use videotape self-studies of—and live discussion with—a variety of 
Chicago communities.  Included will be a new study of Black Culture, par- 
ticularly of extended families linking rural Mississippi to Metropolitan 
Chicago. 

The International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, a 
UNESCO-related organization, meets at five-year intervals; the previous 
three Congresses were in Paris, Moscow and Tokyo. The IXth Congress is 
being organized cooperatively by many universities and colleges in the mid- 
west, and especially in the Chicago area, including presently The University 
of Chicago, DePaul University, College of DuPage, University of Illinois- 
Circle Campus, Loop College, Loyola' University, Northeastern University, 
Northwestern University, Roosevelt University, and St. Xavier College. 
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COLLEQE OF DuPAGE <S> GLEN ELLYN ILLINOIS 60137 6 TELEPHONE 312-858 2800 

Local Arrangements 
"i¡Uto.i   Hotel  Sub ^roup 
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K- in conclusions : 
We must  h.^V:;  a   stage  manager or  local arrangements:   coordinator 

This   person  should   be  I   time   from  now  r-r.d   fL.ll  time   from June. 
This   p   rson will  need  secretarial  help. 
This   ^-rson would  be  the   director  of a   staff appointed   or   hired. 
This   p.rFon  would  be   installed  at   tr.e  ¿.otel   °r.d   live  there 

Sept.   1-10 

Tai'.:s   oí   Coordinator; 
Security   of   people   (   see'-:   r.elp from   end   s.dvice   of  Cf-lcagc   P'-sed 

security agencies,   p.rhpr-r TJn2v.   of   ^i-icr-jo 
security, Israeli   cons .¡Irte  etc.) 

Security   of  property   (headsets in  p-rticubr) 

Establishment   of a   service center w. ich  m'ght   include 
message   center,   library,   ore-puc   distribution,   day   care, 
::.ed lea 1  ° id 

Cgrgonize  the   student  Service  Corps-  There  would  freed   to  be 
an   on  duty   location  as  well  as  a   place   for   persons   off-duty. 

Coordinate  scheduling,   ecjipment   procurement   (projectors,   etc.) 
Plan   : ood  service   (lunch  i- supper)   with   regards   to   olcce, 

layout,   time. 
Inform customs  °nd   portal  of:i ciáis   should   persons   be  arriving 

with   films,   quan'. ities   of   books,   etc.   for  Congress. 
Delegate  c:mfort 

Coordinator must   establish   Balsón  with: 
;ianag = .:.er.t  and   st°ff of hotel 
Translation  persons 
Customs  and   immigration 
Publishers 
Program and   session  chairpersons 
üedia 
Airport   persons 
=ue   coxcor-nieE 

A suggetticfj? : Use  channel 6  on  headsets   for  intercom,   announcements, 
or  communications   between pages  and  student assistants. 

This   could  be  tied/in with  closed circuit  TV-  to  transmit 
information 
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Columbia University in the City of New York  |  New York, N.Y.   10027 
-b 

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY Bcharmarhorn Hall 

To Whoa It May Concern: 

I take pleasure in commending the participation of joan 

Donnelly    of *ne Service Corps for the IXth International Congress 

of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, held in Chicago from 

September 1 through 9» 1973* I served as Chairman of the Congress, 

which had been planned by Dr. Sol Tax. 

The actual operation of the entire Congress, made up of 2500 

scholars participating in 110 scholarly sessions, rested on the Congress 

Service Corps. The activities of the volunteer often included attend- 

ance at a session where the most reoent advances in the anthropological 

sciences were being discussed. Varied activities brought the volunteer 

into contact with hundreds of acholara from many diverse cultures. This 

in itself made the experience an extremely valuable learning tool. This 

was truly a field work situation, consisting of long hours, challenging 

problems, and a unique cultural context. 

Sincerely yours, 

Margaret Mead 
Chairman of the IXth ICAES 
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September 5, 1973 

Dear Sol: 

If the Service Corps people are any example of what we have to 

look forward to, we've much to be joyous about!! 

These younger anthropologists are so into human - humane 

interaction, so inclusive (given half a reaching hand), so scornful 

of exclusion (a former grad-student badge), that they have become a 

corrective model for us. 

For me this was one of the great excitements of the Congress. 

It has been a large part of the warmth and hope you envisioned. 

Peace and thanks— 

Dana Raphael 



THE SERENDIPITY CORPS  by Patricia Rodionoff 

The eagerness with which most anthropologists have accepted the cannons of 
participant observation in small communities testifies to something beyond 
pride of technique. It is, I believe, the symptom of an attitude that an- 
thropologists as civilized individuals share about the inadequacy of civi- 
lized human associations. The anthropological temperament is, after all, 
marginal.... We are still largely self-selected to study people off the 
mainstream of contemporary civilization. We think enough of such people 
to live among them, to learn from and to respect them, and in their light 
examine ourselves and our society. We come close to being real citizens of 
the world, not merely adherents of an abstract and legal concept of world 
government....we are, at least, sharply aware of the narrowing chances of 
cultural variation in the modern world, of the loss of costoms and langua- 
ges. We worry about such matters.... Just as anthropologists, as represent- 
atives of civilization, have a need to construct an idea of the primitive, 
so they participate in primitive societies in order to tell us what it is 
like to abandon oneself to a human encounter and, when engaging in field 
work in our own society, what it means simply to seek a human encounter. 

Stanley Diamond wrote this* a decade before the IXth ICAES, and at the same time 

gave short shrift to action anthropology's dialectical significance and efficacy. 

Yet I have found no better words to explain the exhiliration produced by my weeks 

in the service corps."if the human family is to survive into a millenium in which 

it enjoys a world mosaic of cultures, I offer my experience of the Congress as 

evidence of the sort of social climate and quality of leadership required to ush- 

er it in. Considered thus the details of conception and organization take on a 

meaning far beyond that of a mere extravaganza to show our flair for mounting 

academic conferences.£ 

The Congress with its theme of cultural diversity had a special appeal for me be- 

cause of my marginal roots and inclinations - but the discovery that its aim was 

not just to discuss but in many ways to act out the theme, drew me from what seemed 

at first the periphery to feel by the end that I took part in creating the central 

gravitational pull of its embodiment. The concept of an "open society" has always 

suggested this kind or prospect of involvement, but I have never encountered any 

such large-scale, concentrated effort to realize it, either before or since. 

Prom the first radio call I heard for help from Chicagoans, sans academic or other 

limitations, to put on this spectacular, till the closing plenary session with its 

largely lay panel personifying our diversity, this open quality was maintained. 

People with whom I have since talked would have given their eye teeth to have been 

there, but - if they took note of the Congress at all - had then^í¡St.f "It's too 

Utopian to come true." I hoped that neither eye teeth nor the $100 fee for academ- 

ic credit would be asked of a non-academic, low-income volunteer; and so it went. 

From the preface to Uses of The Primitive,   ?  , I963. 
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The same standing was given a singular Irish-American, little schooled but a reader 

with a good mind, from my ghetto neighborhood. His black drinking companions were 

friends two doors away who lived as he did on disability pay. An orphaned fugitive 

from a series of foster homes, he'd enlisted before turning 16, ending with a man- 

gled hand as one of the then-infamous 29 captives who refused repatriation at the 

close of the Korean war. A|kind of homing urge -bsé% him back from China after two 

terns of language study. He had drifted for some years and was simply stagnating, 

so I that the pre-Gongress survey of alcohol, -the-world-over might be his cup of - . 

We two slipped a bit hesitantly into the first briefing and planning sessions, but 

were reassured to see we were not the only ones off the street, so to say, with 

more or less grey hair, and felt no lines between insiders and outsiders. A lb year 

old became one of the most energetic regulars. But as the formidable tasks were out- 

lined for which the corps was to be responsible, even I was skeptical. Was this 

motley lot of volunteers milling about an amiable young coordinator of "local ar- 

rangements" being proffered such freedom of initiative at the outset, only to find 

it a mirage when we got down to brass tacks? 

The young know well these hollow lures or token powers dangled before them: i.e., 

while staffing campus newspapers or serving on student-faculty councils. So, would 

our newer American Dilemma - how to fend off the menace of wasted and niggerized 

youth while groping to aid rather than stifle real learning in the first quarter 

of the life span - come into focus here too? By trial and error as student, parent 

and teacher, I*ve become as radically alienated from all forms of routinized school- 

ing as Ivan Illich, yet am keenly aware that even innovators must struggle to iden- 

tify and subdue peremptory reflexes, ingrained by our predecessors in pedagogy. 

This is why I so "admired" to hear that high school students meeting under the ban- 

ner of Youth for Mankind were to have entire charge of their conference and bring 

in their own report at the close of the sessions; and to find that we of the corps 

remained colleagues, involved in decision making, week after week. The stress was 

kept on familiarity with the session subjects and the grand range of events, rath- 

er than total immersion in "Andy P^rain" custodial chores which must loom up with 

the arrival of the crowds. But details of mundane jobs like rescuing the bewildered 

at airports and housing those who eschewed the Hilton got thrashed out, besides. 

We each chose one or more session leaders and wrote offering to assist before and 

during their sessions. Victims of the time-and the? killing scholarly meeting syn- 

drome, when papers available to only a few panel members for preliminary study are 



then read (often miserably), must have valued the tremendous drive to procure ours 

ahead in order to print, index and cross-reference them, as well as to mail all 

but tardy ones to members for perusal before departure. 

Such a massive collating of papers was no doubt as unprecedented as the fact that 

voluntarism had also been the basis for recruiting leaders and panels for the ses- 

sions themselves, rather than any master plan conforming to academic fiefdoms and 

status. Both features may be covered elsewhere, but watching them unfold was very 

heartening to me. These were the fundamentals which, along with the human and elec- 

tronic wonder of k%-way simultaneous translation, assured auch a productive inter- 

change of ideas. Naturally, we were also agog at the prospect of almost continuous 

film showings, a by-product encyclopedia of world anthropology, and, most intrigu- 

ing of all: how in this world would a composer of intimate operas like Menotti 

cope with the Congress theme and aim of fostering cultural pluralism! (Of course, 

he was being given an absolutely free and very secretive hand with that problem.) 

With so many fascinating options we didn't fret at changing ponies on the carousel 

of assignments: design symbols, chaperone Youth for Mankind, assist the film crew. 

My eventual steed took me in and out of favorite sessions, working at the paper 

library, handling headsets, doing errands. Yes, the plan to have an open Congress 

was for real, but would the fresh approaches WORK? Did they work? 

Well, I can report that we worked! - tho one step in assembling the corps turned 

up a flaw of sorts. Students from afar were rapidly inducted just on the eve of 

the Congress, It shook us up a bit to see that they outnumbered us, the in-residence 

trainees. Anyone can infer problems stemming from such a difference in preparation. 

Few actually paired off for the proposed apprenticeships with us, but knowing the 

magnitude of what lay close ahead we were eager to activate the newcomers fully and 

many quick-study adepts were among them. 

An embarrassment of praise came our way and I recall only one outspoken critic of 

uncertain nationality who snorted, "You would think the one thing you could expect 

of the Americans would be efficiency!" I had no ready retort, but should have stated 

my contrary pride in our resolve not to lose our wings while making^theiiaaohLaftry 

purr. And, looking back, I question whether well-paid hirelings of any number or 

kind could have fielded even the easy outs of so complex a series of events with 

fewer errors than our oddball club, 

Tho professional sleight-of-hand and buck-passing might offer a crisper facade, 

would professionals (could they, under certain rules) rise to crises as we did? 
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For example, compounded printing delays dumped the binders and entrails of the 

voluminous Congress program and kit of guides in a sweltering loft on the eve of 

registration. We formed several assembly lines to work far into the night, males 

and at least one insouicant female stripped to the waist, in a sweaty comraderie 

that served better than sleep to knit up any frayed ends of esprit de corps. 

Our corps, its work, its morale may seem incidental to what most members had on 

their minds, so I dare not claim too much for it as an entity or an influence. But 

the interlacing of our humble functions with those of more pivotal staff members 

(stagehands and leads mingled by intent), and with the educational thrust of the 

whole, recalls the sort of entelechy I set out to document. Goncieved as part of a 

vast demonstration of practical altruism and motivated by sheer enthusiasm, along 

with contributions from scores of talented local citizens (almost a roster of the 

University of Chicago's home community of Hyde Park) - from this backstage vantage 

point humane behavior did seem to pervade the proceedings themselves. 

Does my preamble catch the suspense of weeks of rehearsal shifting to the pace of 

the great performance itself? As the curtain of Sullivan's Auditorium rose on the 

already world-traveled Chicago Children's Shior caroling America's varied welcome, 

we handed out those headsets we had been told so often to guard with our lives and 

found them dinky little gadgets half of which seemed to be out of order. We were 

soon skilled at unbending terminals and tinkering them into usefulness, but we 

ceased to fear that scads would be ripped off by any but the irate or absent minded. 

Once before at the Olympic Games in Mexico I had been in a multitude gathered from 

the ends of the earth, and again I was deeply moved - despite the comic potential 

of Sol Tax and Margaret Mead as end man and woman in a sedate vaudeville act, he 

mildly lobbing back her volleys over the eminent heads swiveling right and left be- 

tween them. From then on my feet hardly touched the floor during waking hours, tho 

a couple of comrades-in-jeans and I conked out nightly on the thick carpet of a small 

parlor to save time and expense going home late and returning early each morning. 

Conduct under adversity is a prime index of togetherness.* With equanimity the en- 

tire body seemed to take minor upsets and one major miscalculation in stride. The 

plan to run sessions thru the noon hour was feasible for all but the hard pressed 

magical-but-still-human translators. Agonizing foretho^had not quite banished tech- 

nological dehumanization, so the only group selling a service and not in on our 

planning had been caught in the undertow t at first these brains and voices were i v 

* William James's concept - rather amusingly lifted by the homemaking mags 
in the '50s, later given a personal hip-psych meaning. 



just expensive adjuncts of the equipment. By the second day their famished and a- 

grieved appeals %*?£• relief. Thenceforth all afternoon sessions would happen a 

half-hour behind the timetables. 

Amending this blind spot prompted us to observe the translators* work and get to 

know some of them as people. The scope and rapidly changing subject matter of this 

Congress made it "one of the most difficult assignments imaginablá'} they barely got 

in the groove for one special field when another with a wholly different approach 

and terminology succeeded it. Obviously they, too, needed to see the papers more 

than minutes ahead of tackling each subject - thereafter we tried to supply them. 

Among our few off hours we got a literal busman's holiday when everyone set out to 

visit Ghicahgah's national/ethnic neighborhoods. The spellbinding historical sketch 

oi'Jthe'p^éñá*y::proigramc'(án éyeupeneir'to meVa'^O year resident) may have given our 

guests some notion of the quizzical fate that cast our provincial megalopolis as 

host to the most cosmopolitan of conferences. Surely it would have been more lumi- 

nous in the news and public life of any of our coastal population complexes than it 

proved to be here - one deficit being the sad press and short run for Tamu-Tamu. 

The curiously counter-balanced separatism of the city's ethnic groups has often 

charged the insular air of Old Chi-town with tension, but at the behest of our plan- 

ners it was they who provided the only substantial city-wide response to the Con- 

gress, Here too, each community was free to plan its own reception, and many really 

extended themselves. Choosing Lithuania with a smaller contingent, I saw one of the 

world*s great collections of amber artifacts in a museum I had somehow overlooked. 

Also, I rode with a Welshman from the University of Durham whose specialty, derma- 

toglyphics, had some of us puzzled as we indexed. Near the end of the sessions, all 

unawares, he provided me with an instance of that altruistic modesty that clinches 

my argument - when he and a friend withdrew their papers from the agenda so that 

those already under discussion could get more adequate attention. 

It is evident that such a special breed (I do agree with Diamond there) might have 

been expected to conduct an exemplary congress no matter what the format. But, since 

academic and scholarly routines are so much a part of our civilization and so far 

from the primitive immediacy of human encounter, this ephemeral collective could so 

easily have drifted "to and fro on the misty flats between". That it displayed the 

cohesive attributes of a work of art, I must trace to the informed heart and imag- 

ination of Sol Tax, chairman of the Organizing Oommittee. As a juror, I had the ad- 



vantage of being all but oblivious of his previous career (except some connection 

with Native American affairs) and his reputation .with students. My experience of 

his dealings with the corps, the tenor of the sessions he joined (notably the ones 

on mankind and the final plenary), and an enriched idea of how much he'd had to do 

with the grand design, were goading me for months to say my thanks for everything. 

It was a personal tribute, and since what I said in such earnest cannot and should 

not be converted into impersonal terms, I end this monograph* by quoting» 

Dear Prof. Tax, 

My intention for about a solid year, now, has been to write you a letter 
of thanks for the opportunity to participate in the greatest "happening" 
of my life: IX ICAES. But you know what road is paved with good inten- 
tions - and sometimes during these last months I have thot our nation 
as well as my own family fortunes were surely headed in that direction. 

Thru all these personal ups and downs, and the gloom of Watergate - 
impeachment and other lost-cause letter writing>-the memory of the Con- 
gress has been like a talisman for me, I mean that. It was a glimpse 
of the world as it might be if the best visions and hopes of mankind 
were given a chance to flower. And the spirit of the Congress was the 
spirit of Sol Tax. Not an ivory tower showcase for academic prima don- 
nas (tho "our" disciplines may be a little less prone to those excesses 
than most others) - but a real event on behalf of humanity. 

I don't know how you achieved that magnificent climax of the closing 
session with even the Soviet representative surmounting the parochialism 
of his delegation and contributing a great performance, along with all 
the grass roots Americans I was so proud of. And Tamu-Tamu! I took 
various friends to see it four times; the local critics be damned. 

I have warmed myself all winter, quite literally, in the glow of those 
memories. I now dream of going to the next Congress in India, but there 
will scarcely be another like ours - with that free-wheeling service 
corps! - inspired by the adult respect and trust you gave our young- 
sters .... 

My final effort for linguistics has been to give American idiom and 
allusions free rein. 



i) 
THE CORPORATION 

In order to raise funds in the United States, it is helpful to be 

a nonprofit corporation which can accept tax deductible contributions. 

Accordingly, the Congress was incorporated by the following colleagues: 

Robert McCormick Adams 

Paul Baker 

Irven DeVore 

Elizabeth Colson (Vice President) 

Regina E. Holloman  (Assistant Secretary) 

Roberta MacGowan (Assistant Treasurer) 

Thomas A. Sebeok (Treasurer) 

Sol Tax (President) 

Marie Wormington (Secretary) 

Our well-known Chicago attorney, Leon Despres, writes his own account 

of the experience below. Under his watchful eye, we kept our accounts 

carefully. What follows is a summary, to account to as well as to 

credit donors.  Finally, there is the catalog of left-over Congress 

papers which helped reduce the Congress deficit by some $30,000! (pp 000- ) 
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If a few thousand working lawyers were to hold a significant 

quinquennial world congress, would they wisely engage the services of 

an anthropologist? Probably not.  But the gathering anthropologists showed 

their wisdom and their basic inter-professional pluralism by engaging a 

lawyer. Why a lawyer? To accomplish the following, from the-cradle to 

the grave: 

— incorporate the congress so as to provide an 

organizational framework and protect individual 

members from congress debts; 

obtain U.S. tax deductibility for grants and 

gifts; 

— help meet emergencies; 

guide the copyrighting of congress works; 

draft agreements with book publishers and handcraft 

sellers; 

— negotiate with a fine opera composer, a fierce 

music publisher, and an angry hotel owner; 

— obtain overdue refunds from a stubborn airline; 

— prepare the disposition of post-congress assets; 

— dissolve. 

SMh^haHl04JMAMigMae, £he legal work with the Congress staff started 

in 1971 and ended in 1976—five years of sheer enjoyment.  "The human sciences," 

it was stated in the Purposes of the Congress, "requires knowledge of the 

whole of the species." I am grateful to the Congress for the opportunity to 

enlarge my knowledge of the species. 

Leon M. Despres 
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Aside from the sums probably paid by the participants to 

come to the Congress, the Congress itself paid out $638,950, 

including $43,250 paid as an agent for three pre-Congress research 

Conferences,  leaving $595,700 raised directly by the Congress. 

The total expenditures of $638,950 divide into  (a) $99,700 for 

travel and subsistence to individuals to enable them to come to and 

live in Chicago; (b) $80,400 for administrative expenses over four 

years; (c) $139,300 for printing and distribution of circulars, 

abstracts, and papers accepted by the Congress; (d) $123,000 for 

simultaneous translation during the Congress; and (e) $196,550 for 

all other expenses of the Congress including the gross costs of 

all special events. 
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TABLE 1 1 

ICAES EXPENDITURES 

ü Administrative Expenses: 

Salaries and wages $ 51,750 

a Travel 2,800 

Supplies and materials 7,600 

i Telephone/telegraph 2,250 

Sub-Total: $  64 ,400 

.i Printing and Mailing Congress Materials: 

Xerox $ 30,100 

j Printing 89,350 
e "^ 

Postage/air freight 19,850 

3 Sub-Total: 

Travel and Subsistence Subsidies 

139 

99 

,300 

,700 

Ü Organizational Meetings, including facilities 

at Conrad Hilton Hotel during Congress 16 ,000 

b Simultaneous Translation, including fees, 

travel expenses, and equipment rental 123 ,000 

^i Opera - Folk Concert Expenses: 

.j Fundraising 

American Folk Concert 

$  8,850 

10,700 

J ICAES Opera - Tamu-Tamu 177,000 

-i, Sub-Total: 196 550 

3 
^ TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $ 638 950 

0 
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The expenses of any particular pre-Congress Conference are 

attributable to (a) the pre-Congress costs of the Conference; (b) the 

expenses of individuals attending the Conference, including their travel 

and subsistence for both the Conference and the Congress; and (c) its 

share of the cost of the Congress itself, which provided its raison 

d'etre, its participants, and its larger audience. 

Where Conferences budgeted funds for support of Congress 

expenses, it was never in the form of "overhead" but rather items which 

fit one or more of the five categories of Congress expenses (travel and 

subsistence, administration, printing and distribution of advance papers, 

simultaneous translation, and Congress costs and special events).  For 

example, in the case of the Smithsonian Institution and the American 

Council of Learned Societies conferences, the third category was 

appropriate; while in the case of the Ford Foundation's Adolescence 

Conference it was the first category. 

Grant funds provided to the Congress for travel and subsistence 

came without any cumbersome restrictions which might have limited 

flexibility of distribution for maximum effectiveness. Thus, each 

applicant could be helped individually, with the basic operating 

principle being "provide the minimum necessary for the member to travel 

to Chicago and participate". 

There were several methods by which the Congress was able 

to use the $99,700 available for travel and subsistence (pp 000- ) 

to do the work of several hundred thousand dollars.  The letter 



Page 2 1 
reproduced below encouraged institutions to supply travel funds, since 

funds in the U.S.A. were then guaranteed by the Congress.  This was 

especially important for countries with blocked currency that could 

not supply funds for subsistence, but could provide travel on their 

own aircraft.  The fact that we had a charter plane from Paris was 

helpful in this regard also (pp 000- ).  Some people were able to 

travel from Africa and elsewhere on local funds to catch the Paris 

charter, and thereby easily get to the U.S.A. and back. 

The $99,700 in "travel and subsistence" 

funds distributed by the Congress represents assistance to 378 Congress 

members from 69 countries in amounts ranging from $25 to $1,187, with 

the bulk of the subsidies at the lower end of the range. 
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Uiiuigo,  U.S.A. 
iv        o i . i   >     n • «i       i   • i-1    i   • August 28-SculBiiilinr 0# 197 H 
IXemc Ungrcs International dcs Sciences Anlhropologiqucs et Etlinologiques 
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IXth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences      General KMOU* September i-g 

Dear 
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It Is a pleasure to inform you that the Organizing Committee 
herewith grants you an award for your subsistence during your stay in 
Chicago. For each day (calculated in our hotels by nights) you will 
receive thirty dollars ($30.00) up to a maximum of ten days ($300.00). 
She award will be given to you on arrival in Chicago. Whether we will be 
able to offer further help toward transportation will have to wait, perhaps 
until almost the last minute. The fact that the Congress is willing to 
assume subsistence expenses if travel money is available from other sources 
should help you now in getting additional travel funds and a visa. 

Please let us hear from you at your earliest convenience to 
inform us of what your plans are for caning to Chicago. 

With best wishes, 

Binosrely, 

Sol Tax 
President 



TABLE 2 7$ 
ICAES INCOME 

Advance on royalities from Mouton Publishers $ 200,000 

Registration fees 57,400 

Contributions: 

University of Chicago (1971, 1972) 3,480 

International Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) (1972)           10,000 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (1972) 5,000 

Case Western Reserve University (1972) 5,000 

North American Indian Foundation (1973) 2,000 

Conseil International de la Philosophie et des 

Sciences Humaines (CIPSH) (1973, 1974) 6,750 

Ford Foundation (1973) 20,000 

Institute of International Education (HE) (1973)                  2,700 

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research (1973)         10,000 

University of Illinois-Urbana (1973) 2,000 

W. Clement and Jessie V. Stone Foundation (1973)                  5,000 

National Endowment for the Humanities (1973) 30,000 

U.S. National Commission for UNESCO (1973) 5,000 

National Science Foundation (1973) 30,000 

Institute for Intercultural Studies (1973) 500 

Mr. Sydney Stein, Jr. (1973) 2,500 

U.S. Department of Commerce (1974) 6,470 

Miscellaneous: 

Interest earned 4,080 

Various small donations 950 

408,830 



Conference Income Administered by the ICAES 

TABLE 3 Tf 

Pet, Inc. (1972) 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (1973) 

Webster College (1973) 

University of Missouri (1973) 

Saint Louis University (1973) 

Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville (1973) 

Ralston-Purina Co. (1973) 

Ford Foundation (1973) 

Monsanto Fund-St. Louis (1974) 

$  1,000 

5,100 

150 

1,000 

1,000 

2,000 

2,000 

30,000 

1,000 

$ 43,250 

For details on funds and in-kind contributions received directly by 

Conferences, see notes on the program fascicle page for the related 

ICAES session (pp 000 - 000). 



Income to Offset ICAES Expenses 

TABLE 4 1 

Income from paid events: 

American Folk Concert 

ICAES Opera - Tamu-Tamu 

Archaeological Tour of Illinois 

Mr. Gaylord Donnelly for ICAES Opera 

$  4,335 

37,400 

308 

1,000 

Income from sales or services: 

Sale of scholarly papers and books 

Paid seats on Paris charter flight 

Hospitality parlors and book exhibits 

Paid accomodations at YMCA Hotel 

Advertisements in ICAES Program book 

Whitehall Company for pre-publication of ICAES papers 

Monarch Printing Corporation for pre-publication 

of ICAES papers 

American Anthropological Association Emergency Fund 

for Travel/Subsistence Subsidies 

28,555 

23,172 

12,022 

2,300 

2,250 

1,000 

2,655 

4,400 

$ 119,397 
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IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ICAES 

The money spent by members of the Organizing Committee and 

by session organizers and editors (and their institutions) in coming 

to Chicago for six planning meetings, and on postage, xeroxing, etc. 

to organize the sessions and conferences can never be calculated. 

Following is what can only be partial acknowledgement of the many 

institutional contributions to the Congress: 

University of Chicago: All bookkeeping and accounting services, 

personnel record-keeping, library resources, office space, telephone 

and other facilities, duplicating (at cost), ICAES President's salary, 

legal advice, Conference facilities. 

Smithsonian Institution's Center for the Study of Man:  In addition 

to obtaining funds for and administering five Conferences,   assisted 

in the general organization and administration of the Congress. The 

Division of Performing Arts, Folklife Unit, arranged the American Folk 

Concert. 

University of Illinois, Chicago Circle: Contributed the free use 

of their full Office of Instructional Resources, the Audio-Visual and 

Graphic Arts Departments, which created the Programme Chart (p 000) on 

berely a moment's notice, assisted with computerization during the 

Congress, and provided Conference facilities. 

University of Illinois, Urbana: Donated time, facilities and 

expertise for Congress computerization. Also provided facilities for 

a pre-Congress Conference. 



IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS P- 2 
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Roosevelt University;  Secured use of the Auditorium Theatre at 

favorable rates; provided meeting rooms for Youth for Mankind; participated 

in the Congress computerization; provided 20% of one faculty member's time 

to assist with Congress organization. 

American Anthropological Association; Provided skills, encouragement, 

administration of Publishers' exhibits and program advertisement; and 

$4,400 as an emergency fund for subsistence. 

De Paul University: Provided meeting rooms and sleeping facilities 

on their campus for Youth for Mankind for a small charge. 

Loyola University, College of DuPage, Northern Illinois University, 

Loop College and Sangamon State University; Faculty and staff time, and 

space for projects. 

University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh; Faculty, staff and student time 

and all facitilies for the Oshkosh "sub-Congress". 

Metropolitan Chicago High School Systems; Cooperation with the Youth 

for Mankind Conference to help make it possible. The Model Cities Program 

provided some hospitality for the visiting students and their American 

hosts and hostesses. 

Illinois Masonic Hospital:  Staff and facilities as needed. 

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research:  Staff and 

resources of CURRENT ANTHROPOLOGY to help organize the Congress, as well 

as financial support. 

Field Museum of Natural History and Museum of Science and Industry; 

Provided space and cooperation for exhibits and meetings. 
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IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS p. 3 

U.S. Department of State: Advertised our needs to the embassies 

abroad and brought a substantial number of scholars to the Congress 

in several of its exchange programs. 

Ford Foundation;  In addition to two grants, they also provided 

travel funds to several scholars from Bangladesh. 

Add the universities and colleges which hosted Conferences, 

and which provided massive help to organizers of Congress sessions; and 

those which educate the volunteers of the Congress Service Corps; and 

one senses the dedication of the academic community in America to the 

ideal of a world community of scholars. 

1 

I 



IXéme Congrís International des Sciences Anthropologiques et Ethnologiques 
IXth  International  Congress of Anthropological and  Ethnological  Sciences 

Chicago, U.SA U 
August 28-September 8, 1973 

October 1973 

Dear Colleague: 

Ihla Catalog la lent to «embers of all societies affiliated 
with the American Anthropological Association, the labels 
provided by the Association as another of Its many courtesies 
to the CongresB. 

The Congress has a substantial deficit to make up as quickly 
as possible. One asset is the pre-publlshed papers, which 
cost over $100,000 to reproduce and distribute. Altogether 
over 1700 papers were written for the Congress; most of them 
are being edited for publication in about 80 volumes by 
Houton Publishers. The present Catalog lists about 1300 
papers printed in restricted, copyrighted form and used as a 
basis for Congress discussions. We are offering these for 
sale to professional anthropologists for educational uses— 
while they last--but only until the end of 1973, after which 
the elaborate system of sorting and mailing must be disman- 
tled because our printer needs the space. 

Because it coBts so much to fill and mail each order our 
accountants advised us to require a handling and postage 
charge of $5.  We prefer instead to require a minimum order 
of $5 worth of papers so that you get something for the 
money. Moreover to reduce the unit costs In handling, when 
a single order totals $25, additional papers can be ordered 
(on the same form and at the same time) at half the printed 
price.  It does not matter if there arc many copies of a 
few papers, or one copy each of many papers. Nor does it 
matter if several persons cooperate in a single order. As 
you see on the order form, you can divide the cost in half for 
all papers ordered beyond the initial total of $25. More- 
over, since the Congress registration fee was $25, we have 
established a category of "post-Congress registrant" to be 
offered to any scholar or student whose order Is for $25 or 
more. A post-Congress registrant can still have a most Im- 
portant benefit that Houton Publishers have given all 
Congress members--the right to order any or all volumes of 
World Anthropology at a 40% discount.  (If a cooperative 
order is sent to us, one person may become a post-Congress 
registrant for each $25 in the order). 

The charge for papers is based on the length of the origi- 
nal typescript as follows: 3-16 pp $.50; 17-32 pp $1; 33-48 
pp $1.50; 49-64 pp $2; 65-80 pp $2.50; 81-100 pp $3. To 
account for extra costs for Illustrations, every line draw- 
ing is calculated to add two pages, and every half-tone 
three pages.  Papers originally priced between $3 and $4 are 
all now charged at $3; those between $4 and $5 all at $4; 
and one profusely Illustrated paper priced at $7.80 Is 
charged at only $5. 

1236 papers are listed In the Catalog.  31 are available 
both in English and In French, German, Portugese, or Spanish 
and 104 only in one of these four languages. The language 
of the title is in all caaes the language of the paper.  In 
ordering, Include the language symbol (E,F,G, P, or S) only 
when It sppears with the 4 digit code number. 

We can also offer a limited supply of s large book and Its 2 
supplements containing the 2124 abstracts sent to us by 
1 July 1973 ($5) and copies of the final Program distributed 
at the Congress, and containing abstracts of completed papers 
received by 25 August, organized by sessions ($10). 

For economy in printing and mailing, titles in the Catalog 
arc often abbreviated.  For full information about each 
title, the Book of Abstracts (which members may be glad to 
lend to non-members) should be consulted. 

Orders are accepted only with advance payment, and on the 
order form on Page 2 or a copy thereof.  They will be filled 
in the order received and mailed between 16 November and 
28 December at book rates.  Plesse complete the mailing 
label with the correct name and address to which the order 
should be sent. 

FOR CONGRESS TITULAR MEMBERS 

Congress registrants have been asking for papers not yet 
received of the 20 which each member expected before the 
Congress. Unfortunately, the Congress cost more than anti- 
cipated and there is no money to assemble and mail further 
papers.  Rather than asking you for money for this purpose, 
we ask that you now buy a minimum of $5 worth of papers 
beyond the free ones you ordered.  For this $5 we can in- 
clude also any free copies not previously sent to you. 
(Authors of papers listed In the Catalog who have not re- 
ceived five copies of their own paper may include them as    
extras in Table III of the Order FormJ 9*** 
WORLD ANTHROPOLOGY, some 80 volumes resulting from the Congress, 
will include most of the papers in the Catalog. They will have 
been edited and published in good books, and will be available 
for purchase directly from Mouton Publishers, The Hague, Nether- 
lands, Most of them should begin to appear In the Spring of 
1974. Therefore you are advised to order these preliminary 
papers only if you need them during this academic year. 
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ORDER  FORM 

Return Form With Payment To: 

I. C. A. E. S. 
1126 E. 59th Street 

Chicago. Illinois 60637    USA 

city 

state/country Elpcode 

TABLE I         INITIAL ORDER 

$ 5.00 Minimum Required 
$25.00 Permits Use Of Table II 

Number  Paper Code  Catalog 
Copies                Price 

TABLE II     SECONDARY ORDER 

List full prices.  Calculate 
half-price in "Summary." 

Number  Paper Code  Catalog 
Copies              Price 

TABLE I  TOTAL COST TABLE II TOTAL COST 

FOR CONGRESS REGISTRANTS ONLY 

who have paid their Titular 

Membership Fee of $25.00 

When Table I totals $5.00, you 

may move directly to Table II 

and/or to Table III below 

TABLE III FREE COPY DEFICIT 

If you have not yet received 20 

papers free of charge, fill in 

the following: 

a. I have received only _^^^ 

papers free of charge. 

b. Please send me the follow- 

ing papers (numbers from 

the Catalog) to complete 

my quota of 20 free papers. 

r. 
ALTERNATIVE PAPER NUMBERS 

Please list several numbers which 
could be substituted if necessary 
to complete the value of your order. 

Number   Price    Number   Price 

SUMMARY      OF       ORDER 

TABLE I    - Total cost -------------- $_ 

TABLE II - Total cost - $       Enter 50* of TABLE II Total - $ _ 

Please also send:   copies a $5 Abstract Book & Supplements $ _ 

___ copies a $10 Congress Program ------$_ 

TOTAL AMOUNT EHCLOSED  - $   
(U.S. $ money order, bank drafts, checks or UNESCO coupons) 
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NUMBER niICZ 

0001 
0003 
0004 
0007 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0014 
0018 
0019 
0023 
0024 
002? 

0033 
0034 
0036 
0039 

AUTHOR 4 TITLE 

ABDUSHELISHVILY Problem! of Ethnic Anthro In S.W. Alia 
ALEXEEV Differential Geography of «ace! 
ALEKSEEVA Soviet Territorial Horphofunctlonal Studies 
BAJEHA Cybernetic View of Genetic A Cultural Evol 
BANERJEE Quantitative Variation of Human Head Hair 
BANSAL Genetic Markers In Indian Population 
CREENLAW 4 BASHAJIAN Function of Cluteala In Han 
BECK Primate Tool Behavior 
BORG0GNINI-TARLI et.al. Blood Groupa In Ancient Peru 
BOULOVX et.al. S-a- Phenotype in the Sara N'Dlndjo (Africa) 
BUCHI Plnger Ridge-Counts of Tribal Pop*, of India 
BUXAK Sunghlr Settlement Foaall Kan 
CACHEL New View of Speclatlon in Austrsloplthecus 
CAPLTANIO Research Among the Ladlne Pop.-Alto Adige (Italy) 
CARTUR1CHT Genética of Holy Ialand: Unlf.ctorl.il Tralta 
CASEY et.al. Genetic Erythrocyte 4 Kell Pactora 

Producing Increaaed Dead Irlah Progeny 
CASTEEL Pop. Sire 4 Carrying Capacity of North American 

Hunter-Catherora 
CHAKRABORTY Mathematical Aapect 
CHAKRAVABTTI Inbreeding 
CHESH0V Rice Doaeatlcat 
CHURCHILL et. al. Analyi 

Igln Specific Croupe 

of Genetic Equilibrium 
1 Andhra Pradeah (India) 

Origin of S.E. Aalan Peoplea 
f Anthropbaetrlc Data for 

CI0VARXACHE 4 BALAN 
Cretinism 

CIOVRRNACKE 4 BALAN Aapei 

toglyphli 

0042 1.50 
0043 .SO 
0044E 1.00 
O044F 1.00 
0045 .50 
0046 .50 

0047 1.50 
0049 .50 

0030 .50 
0032 .50 
0034E .50 

del Dermatoglyphes Choz Lea 
., Sujeta Avec Crttinlaae End*, i que 

COWBOY & PILBBAH Ramaplthecua:  Iti Homlnid Stitui 
CONStANS Nouvelles Donneei Heaotypologlquea en Payi Touarega 
C0HSTANS et.al. Hamotypology of Chtpaya Indiana of Bolivia 

payn dc ttol lvie 
Uidim- Pnpa. (Italy) 
Among Negroid» with 

0059 .50 
0060 .50 

0064E .50 
0064r .50 

0066 .50 
0067 2.00 
0069 2.00 
0070 .50 
0O73E 1.00 
0073P 1.00 
0074 1.50 
0076 1.00 
0077 1.50 
0081 1.00 
0012 1.00 
0083 1.50 
0065 1.00 
0086 .50 

0090 .SO 
0091 1.00 
0093 1.00 
0094 1.00 
009 5E .50 
009 SF .50 
0096 1.50 
0097 .50 
0098 3.00 

0102 .50 
0103 .50 
0104 1.00 
0106 1.00 
0106 .50 
0109 1.00 
0111 1.00 
0113 .50 
0116 .50 
0118 .50 
0120 1.50 

0122 1.50 
0123 .50 
0124 1.50 
0125 .50 
0126 .50 
0127 1.00 
0130E 1.00 

C0NSTANS et.al. HemotypoUgi 
CORRAIN í. CAPITÁN 10 Reaearch among tl 
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